
SŪRAH 78

AN-NABA’
(THE TIDINGS)

Makkah Period

Revealed in Makkah and composed of 
40 verses, this sūrah takes its name 
from the word an-naba’ (important 

tidings) in the second verse. It is concerned 
with the Day of Resurrection, and focuses at-
tention on some manifestations of God’s Pow-
er in the universe.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, 
the All-Compassionate.

1. What are they asking each other about? –
2. About the awesome tidings,
3. About which they are in disagreement.1

4. No, indeed! (They have no need to dis-
agree or question one another about it:) 
Soon they will come to know! 
5. Again, no indeed! Soon they will come 
to know!
6. Have We not made the earth as a cra-
dle,2

7. And the mountains as masts?3

8. And We have created you in pairs.
9. And We have made your sleep for rest.
10. And We have made the night as a 
cloak (covering both you and the world).
11. And We have made the day for seek-
ing livelihood.
12. And We have built above you seven 
firm heavens.
13. And We have set up (therein) a lamp 
blazing and resplendent.4

14. And We send down out of the rain-
clouds water in abundance,
15. So that We may produce with it grain 
and plants,
16. And gardens dense and luxuriant.
17. Now assuredly, the Day of Judgment 
and Distinction is a time appointed (as the 
result of all that takes place in this world).
18. The Day when the Trumpet is blown 
and you all come forth in hosts.5

19. And the heaven is opened (for the de-
scent of angels), and becomes as if gates 
(so that the world of angels and the world 
of humankind join each other);
20. And the mountains are set in motion 
and so become as if they had never ex-
isted.
21. Surely Hell lies as a place for surveil-
lance,
22. For the (disbelieving) rebellious, (and) 
a destined home (which they prepared for 
themselves while in the world),
23. Wherein they will remain for ages.
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24. There, they will taste neither coolness 
nor any drink,
25. Except boiling water and pus,
26. As a recompense fitting (for their sins).
27. For they used not to expect to be called 
to account (for their deeds);
28. And denied Our Revelations (and Our 

other signs in the universe) with willful, 
obstinate denial.
29. And every thing (that they did) We 
wrote down as a record.
30. So: “Taste (the fruit of your deeds), 
and We will not increase you except in 
suffering.”
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1. The disagreement of the unbelievers about the 
Resurrection was not about whether they denied 
it or not, but about their approach to the deni-
al of it. Some of them had irreconcilable doubts 
about it (sūrah 27: 66); some deemed it as in-
conceivable (sūrah 23: 36); and some obstinately 
rejected whatever of the truth and essentials of 
faith they were told (sūrah 67: 21). So the initial 
verses tell us that, when God’s Messenger, up-
on him be peace and blessings, conveyed to the 
people of Makkah some truths about the Day 
of Resurrection and warned them, those who 
were denying the truths inquired of one anoth-
er in an attempt to find some argument to back 
up their denials, and with this interest in mind, 
they sometimes came to the Messenger or the 
believers, and sometimes went to the Jews or 
Christians around them and asked them ques-
tions. They then proceeded to discuss how they 
should react against these truths and offered 
different views.

2. The eleven verses from here to verse 17 pres-
ent some manifestations of the Divine Power in 
the universe and, by drawing attention to them, 
establish the truth of the Day of Resurrection. 
What these verses say is that the universe, 
with whatever is in it and whatever event takes 
place, and human life with all its aspects, clearly 
show that nothing is without meaning or pur-
pose. Rather, all these things indicate another, 
very important fact, which is their outcome, or 
indeed their raison d’être. That is, this world is 
the antecedent of the other world.

3. This verse means the following as Said 
Nursi explains it:

I have made mountains like masts and 

stakes for your earth. Ordinary people see 
mountains as if they have been driven into 
the ground and, thinking of the benefits and 
bounties thereof, thank the Creator. Poets 
imagine the earth as a land upon which the 
dome of the heaven has been pitched, in a 
sweeping arc, as a mighty blue tent adorned 
with lamps. Perceiving the mountains that 
surround the base of the heaven as tent 
pegs, they worship the Majestic Creator in 
amazement. 

The literary people of the deserts imagine 
the earth as a vast desert, and its mountain 
chains as many nomads’ tents. They per-
ceive these as if the soil were stretched over 
high posts and the pointed tips of the posts 
had raised the “cloth” of the soil, the home 
for countless creatures. They prostrate in 
amazement before the Majestic Creator, 
Who placed and set up such imposing and 
mighty things so easily. Geographers with 
a literary bent view the earth as a ship 
sailing in the ocean of air or ether, and 
the mountains as masts that give balance 
and stability to the ship. Before the All-
Powerful One of Perfection, Who has made 
the earth like a well-built orderly ship on 
which He makes us travel through the uni-
verse, they declare: “Glory be to You. How 
magnificent Your creation is.”

Philosophers or historians of culture see 
the earth as a house, the pillar of whose life 
is animal life that, in turn, is supported by 
air, water, and soil (the conditions of life). 
Mountains are essential for these conditions, 
for they store water, purify the atmosphere 
by precipitating noxious gases, and preserve 
the ground from becoming a swamp and be-
ing overrun by the sea. Mountains also are 



treasuries for other necessities of human 
life. In perfect reverence, they praise the 
Maker of Majesty and Munificence, Who 
has made these great mountains the pillars 
for the earth, the house of our life, and ap-
pointed them as keepers of the treasures 
necessary for our life.

Naturalists say: “The earthquakes and 
tremors, which are due to certain under-
ground formations and fusions, were stabi-
lized with the emergence of mountains. This 
event also stabilized the axis and orbit of the 
earth. Thus, its annual rotation is not af-
fected by earthquakes. Its wrath and anger 
is quieted by coursing through mountain 
vents.” They come to believe and declare: 
“There is a wisdom in everything God does.” 
(The Words, “The 25th Word,” 410–411)

4. Said Nursi expounds on how the Messenger, 
upon him be peace and blessings, talks in the 
language of the Qur’ān, of the Sovereign:

The Messenger talks, in the language of 
the Qur’ān, of a Sovereign “in Whose realm 
the moon flies round a moth like a fly, 
while the moth (the earth) flutters round 
a lamp, and the lamp (the sun) is merely 
one of thousands of lamps in one of thou-
sands of guest-houses belonging to that 
Sovereign. He speaks of such a wonderful 
world and predicts such a revolution that, 
compared to it, if the earth were a bomb 
and were to explode, this would not cause 
amazement. 

The Qur’ān mentions certain facts of cre-
ation to make known the Divine Essence, 
Attributes, and Names. It explains the 
meaning of the Book of the Universe to 
make known its Creator. Therefore, it con-
siders creation for the sake of knowledge of 
its Creator. Modern science, which considers 
creation only for its own sake, usually ad-
dresses scientists. The Qur’ān, however, ad-
dresses all of humanity. Since it uses creation 
as evidence and proof in order to guide hu-
manity, most of whom are common people, 
its evidence should be easily understandable. 
Guidance requires that unimportant things 
only be touched upon, and that subtle points 
be made understandable via parables.

For example, it calls the sun “a lamp.” It 
does not mention the sun for its own sake, 
but rather because it is the “mainstay” of 
the order and the center of our world’s sys-
tem, and order and system are two ways of 
learning about the Creator. By depicting the 
sun as a lamp, it also reminds people that 
the world is like a palace illuminated by the 
sun, and that its contents (e.g., beauties, 
provisions, and other necessities) are pre-
pared for humankind and other living crea-
tures. In this way it teaches and inspires un-
derstanding of, and the need for gratitude 
for, the Creator’s Mercy and Bounty” (The 
Words, “The 19th Word,” 250, 254–255). 
(Also see 25: 61, note 15.) 

5. See sūrah 6: 73, note 14; sūrah 39: 68, note 
22.
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31. For the God-revering, pious there will 
surely be triumph:
32. Gardens and vineyards,
33. And youthful, full-breasted maidens 
of equal age;6

34. And a cup full to the brim.
35. They will hear therein neither vain 
talk nor falsehood.
36. (All this as) a reward from your Lord, 
a gift according to (His) reckoning in full 
satisfaction –7

37. The Lord of the heavens and the earth 
and (all) that is between them, the All-
Merciful. No one will have the power to 
address Him.
38. On that Day, the Spirit8 and the angels 
stand in ranks. No one will speak except 
him whom the All-Merciful allows,9 and 
he speaks what is right.
39. That Day (of Judgment) is the Day 
absolutely true (on which the truth will 
prevail). So whoever wills, then, let him 
take a way of return to his Lord.
40. We have surely warned you against a 
punishment near at hand. On that Day, a 
person will look at what he has forward-

ed (from the world) with his own hands, 
and the unbeliever will say: “Oh, would 
that I were mere dust (instead of being a 
responsible being with consciousness and 
free will)!” 
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6. Some biased persons from other religions ac-
cuse Islam of promising a paradise full of car-
nal pleasures. Islam considers humans with 
their complete nature, not as body, carnal soul, 
or spirit only. Islam considers all of these and 
has laid down the necessary rules for each. So 
it neither orders monasticism nor sets human 
desires free. It employs human desires for hu-
man perfection. So Paradise will be a place 
where both the human spirit and the carnal 
soul (which will have been trained and puri-
fied) will be satisfied with the (pure) pleasures 
particular to each. In his inimitable style, Said 

Nursi addresses the matter thus: 
Question: What does the defective, chang-

ing, unstable, and pain-stricken body have 
to do with eternity and Paradise? The spir-
it’s elevated pleasures must be enough. Why 
should a bodily resurrection take place for 
bodily pleasures?

Answer: Soil, despite its darkness and 
density when compared to water, air, and 
light, is the means and source of all works 
of Divine art. Therefore, it is somehow 
superior in meaning over other elements. 
Your selfhood, despite its density and due 



to its being comprehensive and provided 
it is purified, gains some kind of superi-
ority over your other senses and faculties. 
Likewise, your body is a most comprehen-
sive and rich mirror for the Divine Names’ 
manifestations, and has been equipped 
with instruments to weigh and measure the 
contents of all Divine treasuries. For ex-
ample, if the tongue’s sense of taste were 
not the origin of as many measures as the 
varieties of food and drink, it could not 
experience, recognize, or measure them. 
Furthermore, your body also contains the 
instruments needed to experience and rec-
ognize most of the Divine Names’ manifes-
tations, as well as the faculties for experi-
encing the most various and infinitely dif-
ferent pleasures.

The universe’s conduct and humanity’s 
comprehensive nature show that the Maker 
of the universe wants to make known all 
His Mercy’s treasuries and all His Names’ 
manifestations, and to make us experience 
all His bounties by means of the universe. 
Given this, as the world of eternal happi-
ness is a mighty pool into which the flood 
of the universe flows, a vast exhibition of 
what the loom of the universe produces, 
and the everlasting store of crops produced 
in the field of this (material) world, it will 
resemble the universe to some degree. The 
All-Wise Maker, the All-Compassionate 
Just One, will give pleasures particular to 
each bodily organ as wages for their duty, 
service, and worship. To think otherwise 
would be contrary to His Wisdom, Justice, 
and Compassion.

Question: A living body is in a state of 
formation and de-formation, and so is sub-
ject to disintegration and is non-eternal. 
Eating and drinking perpetuate the individ-
ual; sexual relations perpetuate the species. 
These are fundamental to life in this world 
but must be irrelevant and unnecessary in 
the world of eternity. Given this, why have 
they been included among Paradise’s great-
est pleasures?

Answer: A living body declines and dies 
because the balance between what it needs 

to maintain and takes in is disturbed. From 
childhood until the age of physical matu-
rity, it takes in more than it lets out and 
grows healthier. Afterwards, it usually can-
not meet its needs in a balanced way, and 
death comes in. In the world of eternity, 
however, the body’s particles remain con-
stant and are immune to disintegration and 
re-formation. In other words, this balance 
remains constant.

Like moving in perpetual cycles, a liv-
ing body gains eternity together with the 
constant operation of the factory of bodi-
ly life for pleasure. In this world, eating, 
drinking, and marital sexual relations arise 
from a need and perform a function. Thus, 
a great variety of excellent (and superior) 
pleasures are ingrained in them as imme-
diate wages for the functions performed. 
In this world of ailments, eating and mar-
riage lead to many wonderful and vari-
ous pleasures. Thus Paradise, the realm 
of perfect happiness and pleasure, must 
contain these pleasures in their most ele-
vated form. Adding to them otherworld-
ly wages (as pleasures) for the duties per-
formed in the world by them and the need 
felt for them here in the form of a pleas-
ant and otherworldly appetite, they will be 
transformed into an all-encompassing, liv-
ing source of pleasure that is appropriate 
to Paradise and eternity. (The Words, “The 
28th Word,” 515–517)

(For other explanations of blessings of 
Paradise, see sūrah 2: 25, note 21; sūrah 73: 13, 
note 2; and for equality of age, see sūrah 56: 
37, note 6.)

7. The punishment for rebellious unbelievers 
will be a recompense fitting and in accordance 
with their sins (verses 22, 26, 30), but the re-
ward for the God-revering, pious will be ac-
cording to God’s reckoning out of His Grace 
and to their full satisfaction.

8. On the Spirit, see sūrah 70, note 1.

9. This statement also annotates the second 
sentence in the previous verse: No one will 
have the power to address Him.
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SŪRAH 79

AN-NĀZI‘ĀT 
(THOSE WHO FLY OUT)

Makkah Period

Revealed in Makkah, this sūrah of 46 
verses takes its name from the word 
an-nāzi‘āt (those angels who fly out) 

in the first verse. It reminds us of death, warns 
against those who deny the afterlife, and draws 
attention to the Pharaoh, whose power could 
not save him from God’s punishment. It also 
mentions some acts of God in the universe and 
establishes the truth of the afterlife. 

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, 
the All-Compassionate.

1. By those (angels) who immediately fly 
out and plunge (with God’s command), 
and plunge (into fulfilling it);
2. By those (angels) who move gently and 
eagerly (because of the command they 
have received);

3. By those (angels) who swiftly float 
(through space to fulfill God’s command);
4. And so hasten along as if in a race;
5. And thus fulfill the commands (in the 
operation of the universe) –
6. (The Last Hour will have come) on the 
Day when a blast (of the Trumpet) will 
convulse (the world),
7. Followed by the succeeding one.
8. Hearts on that Day will be throbbing 
in distress;
9. Their eyes downcast.
10. Yet, they (the unbelievers) say: “Will 
we really be restored to our former state 
(of life)?
11. “Will we when we have become bones 
rotten and crumbled away?”
12. They say (in derision): “Then, that 
would be a return with loss!”
13. It will indeed be but a single cry,
14. And then, they will all have been awak-
ened to life on the plain (of Supreme Gath-
ering).
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15. Has the report of Moses come to you?
16. When His Lord called out to him in 
the sacred Valley of Tuwa’:
17. “Go to the Pharaoh, for he has exceed-
ingly rebelled.
18. “And say to him: ‘Would you (do you 
have intent or inclination to) attain to pu-
rity?
19. ‘Then I will guide you to your Lord so 
you stand in awe of Him (and behave with 
humility).’ ”
20. He (went to the Pharaoh and) showed 
him the great sign (the miracle of the 
Staff).
21. But the Pharaoh denied (his Messeng-
ership) and defied (him).
22. Thereafter he turned away and set out 
to struggle (with him).

23. Then he gathered (his men and hosts), 
and made a proclamation,
24. Saying: “I am your Supreme Lord!”
25. And so God seized him and made an 
example of him, of punishment in the lat-
er and the earlier (life).
26. For sure, in this there is certainly a 
lesson for anyone who has awe of and 
therefore humility before God.1

27. (O humankind!) Are you harder to 
create or is the heaven? He has built it.2

28. He has raised its vault and put it in 
an order.
29. And He obscured its night and brought 
out its light of day.3

30. And after that He has spread out the 
earth in the egg-shape4 (for habitability).
31. Out of it He has brought forth its wa-
ters and its herbage;
32. And the mountains He has set firm –
33. (All this) as a means of life for you 
and your animals.
34. But when the great overwhelming 
event comes –
35. On that Day, human will recall (and 
understand) for what he strove;
36. And the Blazing Flame will come into 
view for all who see.
37. And so, whoever rebelled (against God),
38. And preferred the life of this world, 
39. The Blazing Flame will be his (final) 
refuge.
40. But as for him who lived in awe of 
his Lord, being ever conscious of His see-
ing him, and of the standing before Him 
(in the Hereafter), and held back his car-
nal soul from lusts and fancies,
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41. Surely Paradise will be his (final) ref-
uge.
42. They ask you (O Messenger) about 
the Last Hour: “When will it come to an-
chor?”
43. But how could you have knowledge 
about its exact time?

44. With your Lord alone rests (the exact 
knowledge) of its term.
45. You are only a warner to those who are 
in awe of it.
46. It will be, on the Day they see it, as if 
they had remained (in the world) but for 
the afternoon (of a day) or its morning. 
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1. For the details of Moses’ story, see sūrah 20: 
9–79; sūrah 28: 3–42.
2. As noted in sūrah 30: 27, note 7; sūrah 31: 
28, note 6; and sūrah  40: 57, note 17, nothing 
is difficult for God. To put it more properly, 
difficulty is not an attribute that can be con-
ceived of for God, for everything is absolutely 
easy for Him in the same degree. So the com-
parison in the verse is from the perspective of 
humankind, asking which is more difficult for 
us to conceive of, rather than for God to do.
3. In the beginning, the heaven was either in 

darkness, or there was no light-emitting ob-
ject in it. So after fashioning the heaven, God 
placed light-emitting objects in it, such as the 
sun and the other stars, and He removed its 
darkness. This verse also means that He has 
made some celestial objects, including the 
earth, which have both darkness (night) and 
light (day), alternately.

4. Surely at the time when the Qur’ān was re-
vealed, people had no idea that the earth was 
an ellipse, nor was it a known fact until fair-
ly recently. 



SŪRAH 80

‘ABASA (HE FROWNED)

Makkah Period

Revealed in Makkah in the early years 
of Islam, this sūrah of 42 verses takes 
its name from the verb, ‘ABaSa (he 

frowned) in the first verse. It stresses that ev-
eryone, whatever their family origin or social 
status, is equal with respect to the commu-
nication of God’s Message. It invites people 
to reflect on some works of God’s Power and 
warns against the Day of Resurrection. 

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, 
the All-Compassionate.

1. He (a hypocrically disbelieving, haughty 
man) frowned and turned away,
2. Because (while a group of leading un-

believers, including him, was talking with 
the Messenger) the blind man approached 
him.
3. What would inform you (O haugh-
ty one) but that he might grow in puri-
ty (by deepening in faith and doing good 
deeds)?
4. Or that he might grow mindful (of God’s 
Message), and the reminder benefit him?
5. As for him who deems himself to be in-
dependent (not needy of Divine guidance 
because of pride in his wealth and status),
6. You attend to him (as if you wished his 
conversion).
7. Does it really matter you if he does not 
(accept faith and) grow in purity (through 
fulfilling its obligations and responsibili-
ties)?
8. But as for him who came near you ea-
gerly,
9. And he was in awe of God,
10. You divert your attention from him.1

11. No, indeed! It surely is a reminder and 
an admonition (that suffices for all who 
come to it with an open heart).
12. So whoever wills receives admonition 
and takes heed.
13. (It is recorded) in scrolls greatly hon-
ored,
14. Exalted (in God’s sight) and perfect-
ly purified (of falsehood, vanity, and in-
consistency),
15. (Borne) by the hands of angel-envoys,
16. Noble and virtuous.2

17. Human is ruined – for how thankless 
and disbelieving he is!
18. (Does he never consider) from what 
thing He has created him?
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19. From a drop of (seminal) fluid; He has 
created him and fashioned him in mea-
sured proportions (for his shape and for 
his life).
20. Thereafter He has made the path (to 
God) easy for him,
21. Thereafter He causes him to die and 
buries him.
22. Thereafter, when He wills, He raises 
him again to life.
23. No, indeed! Human has not fulfilled 
what God enjoined on him.
24. Then, let human consider his food (and 
so reflect on his Lord’s Mercy and the truth 
of Resurrection),

25. That We pour down the water in abun-
dance;
26. Then We split the earth in clefts;
27. And so We enable grain to grow there-
in,
28. And grapes, and edible plants,
29. And olive-trees and date-palms,
30. And gardens dense with foliage,
31. And (diverse other) fruits and herb-
age,
32. As a means of livelihood for you and 
your livestock.
33. But when the piercing Cry (heralding 
the Resurrection) sounds;
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1. Particularly in the early period of convey-
ing Islam, God’s Messenger, upon him be 
peace and blessings, thought that if the lead-
ers of the Quraysh accepted Islam, the oth-
er people would more easily enter it. So with-
out ever neglecting others, he preached Islam 
to the leaders with great eagerness. One day 
when he was busy with one of those leaders, 
‘Abdullāh ibn Umm Maktūm, a blind Muslim, 
may God be pleased with him, came near that 
group of leading unbelievers in order to listen 
to the Messenger and benefit from him. How-
ever, a hypocratical one among the unbelievers 
felt great discomfort and frowned disdainful-

ly at the coming of that blind Muslim, while 
attending eagerly to other unbelievers as if he 
had wished their conversion. The verses were 
revealed on this occasion.
2. As stated in some verses and pointed out in 
the corresponding notes (i.e., sūrah 32: 11, note 
8; sūrah 37: 1–3, note 1), like other Archangels, 
such as Azrā’il (the Angel of Death), Gabriel 
also has aides. So the scrolls referred to in vers-
es 13–14 are the heavenly pages on which the 
Qur’ānic Revelations are recorded, and the en-
voys are the aides of Gabriel who accompanied 
him while carrying them to the Messenger, 
upon him be peace and blessings. 



34. On that Day, when a person flees from 
his brother,
35. And from his mother and father,
36. And from his spouse and his children –
37. Everyone on that Day has concerns of 
his own enough to make him heedless (of 
anything else).
38. Some faces will on that Day be radiant 
with happiness –
39. Smiling, rejoicing at good tidings.
40. And some faces will on that Day be 
dust-stained,
41. Veiled in darkness –
42. Those are the unbelievers, shameless 
and dissolute.

SŪRAH 81

AT-TAKWĪR 
(THE FOLDING UP)

Makkah Period

Revealed in Makkah in the early years of 
Islam, this sūrah of 29 verses takes its 
name from the verb kuwwirat (folded 

up) in the first verse. It draws attention to the 
Hereafter by mentioning certain events that 
will occur during the final destruction of the 
world and the rebuilding thereof. It also estab-
lishes the Divine origin and authenticity of the 
Qur’ān and the Messengership of God’s Mes-
senger, upon him be peace and blessings. 

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, 
the All-Compassionate.

1. When the sun is folded up (and dark-
ened);1

2. And when the stars fall (losing their lus-
ter);
3. And when the mountains are set mov-
ing;
4. And when (highly prized) pregnant cam-
els are left untended;
5. And when the wild beasts (as also the 
domesticated ones) go forth from their 
places of rest (in terror of the destruction 
of the world, and then, following their re-
vival, are gathered together before God, 
for the settlement of their accounts);2

6. And when the seas rise up boiling;
7. And when the souls are coupled (the 
righteous men with pure, righteous spous-
es, and the evil ones with their evil spous-
es and with devilish companions);3

8. And when the female infant, buried 
alive, is questioned
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9. For what crime she was killed;4

10. And when the scrolls (of the deeds of 
every person) are laid open;5

11. And when the heaven is torn away 
(with all the truths becoming manifest);6

12. And when the Blazing Flame is kin-
dled (to fierce heat);
13. And when Paradise is brought near 
(for the God-revering, pious to enter);
14. Every person will (then) come to know 
what he has prepared (for himself).
15. Oh, I swear by the stars which re-

cede (disappearing in the sun’s light),
16. And rise in their course, and then set 
(disappearing again);
17. And by the night as it inclines to de-
part,
18. And the morning as it breathes –
19. That this (which informs you of all the 
events mentioned) is the Word (brought) 
by an honored messenger (Gabriel),
20. Endowed with power, with high rank 
and esteem before the Lord of the Supreme 
Throne,
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1. Besides the brilliant metaphor contained in 
folded up (or “rolled” or “wrapped up”), the 
verse alludes to several related events, as relat-
ed by Said Nursi:

First, by drawing back non-existence, 
ether, and the skies respectively, like veils, 
Almighty God brought a brilliant lamp (the 
sun) out of the treasury of His Mercy to 
illuminate and be displayed to the world. 
After the world is destroyed, He will again 
wrap it in its veils and remove it. 

Second, the sun is an official of God 
charged with spreading its light and giving 
heat, and with winding light and darkness 
alternately round the world’s head, like a 
turban. Each evening it gathers up and 
conceals its light. Sometimes it does little 
work because a cloud veils it; sometimes 
it withdraws from working because the 
moon draws a veil over its face and clos-
es its account book for a short, fixed time. 
At some future time, this official will re-
sign from its post. Even if there is no cause 
for its dismissal, due to the two black spots 
growing on its face, as they have begun to 
do, the sun will obey the Divine command 
to draw back the light it sends to the earth 
and wrap it around its own head. God will 
also order it: “You no longer have any du-
ty toward the earth. Now, go to Hell and 

burn those who, by worshipping you, have 
insulted an obedient official with disloyal-
ty as if you had claimed divinity.” Through 
its black-spotted face, the sun exhibits the 
meaning of: When the sun is folded up. 
(The Words, “The 25th Word,” 445)

2. For an explanation, see sūrah 6: 38, note 8. 
Although animals are not responsible for any 
religious commands, they are responsible for 
and ruled by God’s law of the operation of the 
world (ash-Shari‘at at-takwīnī). So they will 
be called to account for having or not having 
observed this law in relation to themselves. 
Also, human beings will be questioned about 
their treatment of the animals. 

3. See sūrah 4: 57; sūrah 37: 22; sūrah 43: 36; 
sūrah 44: 54. 

4. Many pagan Arabs buried their daughters 
alive during the pre-Islamic era of Ignorance 
(16: 58–59). Women were despised, not only in 
pre-Islamic Arabia, but almost throughout the 
world, including in Roman and Sassanid lands. 
The Qur’ān openly declares that people will be 
questioned concerning this.

After God’s Messenger, upon him be peace 
and blessings, had declared his Messengership, 
a Companion told him what he had done with 
his daughter:



O Messenger of God, I had a daughter. 
One day I told her mother to dress her, for 
I was taking her to her uncle. My poor wife 
knew what this meant, but could do noth-
ing but obey and weep. She dressed the girl, 
who was very happy that she was going to 
see her uncle. I took her near a well, and 
told her to look down into it. While she was 
looking into the well, I kicked her into it. 
While she was rolling down, she was shout-
ing: “Daddy, Daddy!”

As he was recounting this, the Messenger, 
upon him be peace and blessings, sobbed (as if 
he had lost one of his nearest kinsfolk) (Dārimī, 
Sunan,“Muqaddimah,” 7–8).

Hearts had become hard. Pits were dug 
in the desert for innocent girls to be buried 
in. Human beings were more brutal and cruel 
than hyenas. The powerful crushed the weak. 
Brutality was taken for humanity, cruelty re-
ceived approval, the bloodthirsty were exalted, 
bloodshed was considered a virtue, and adul-
tery and fornication were more common than 
legal marriage. In short, the family struc ture 
had been destroyed.

This dark period was followed by Islam, 
whereupon and all these evils were eradicat-
ed. People who had once been extremely cru-
el were transformed into such compassionate 
people that they inquired about the penalty to 
be paid for accidentally trampling locusts. (For 
details, see The Messenger of God.) Islam also 

forbade abortion, particularly after the seventh 
week of pregnancy unless there were pressing 
medical reasons. This verse also includes this. 

5. This verse implies that at the time of the 
Resurrection, everyone’s deeds will be revealed 
on written pages. At first glance, this appears 
rather strange and incomprehensible. But as 
indicated by this sūrah, just as the renewal 
of spring parallels another resurrection, the 
“laying open of the scrolls” has a very clear 
parallel. Every fruit-bearing tree and flow-
ering plant has its properties, functions, and 
deeds. It performs its worship particular to it-
self. All of its deeds and the record of its life 
are inscribed in each seed that will emerge the 
next spring in another plot of soil. In the lan-
guage of shape and form, the trees or flow-
ering plants grow from seeds that were bur-
ied the previous autumn, eloquently indicat-
ing the original tree’s or flowering plant’s life 
and deeds, and spread out the pages of their 
deeds through their branches, twigs, leaves, 
blossoms, and fruits. He Who says: When the 
scrolls are laid open is the same Being Who, 
before our eyes, achieves these feats in a very 
wise, prudent, efficient, and subtle way. Such 
a way is dictated by His Names the All-Wise, 
All-Preserving, All-Sustaining and Training, 
and All-Subtle.

6. See sūrah 25: 25; sūrah 39: 67; sūrah 40: 16; 
sūrah 69: 18.
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21. One obeyed (by his aides), and trust-
worthy (in fulfilling God’s orders, most 
particularly conveying the Revelation).
22. And your companion (the Messenger, 
who has spent his life among you) is not 
one possessed;
23. Indeed he saw him (Gabriel) on the 
clear horizon.7

24. He is not niggardly (in conveying to 
you Revelation and knowledge) of the Un-
seen (what lies beyond the reach of your 
sense-perception).
25. Nor is it (this Qur’ān) the Word of 
any devil excluded from God’s Mercy.
26. Then, where are you going?
27. It is nothing other than a Reminder 
(and instruction) for all conscious beings,
28. For any of you who wills to take a 
straight path (and follow it without de-
viance).
29. But you cannot will (to do so) unless 
God wills –8 the Lord of the worlds. 

7. See sūrah 53: 7, note 3; sūrah 74: 1, note 1.
8. See sūrah 76, note 9.

SŪRAH 82

AL-INFIṬĀR 
(THE CLEAVING OPEN)

Makkah Period

Revealed in Makkah, this sūrah, which 
consists of 19 verses, derives its name 
from the infinitive form (infiṭār) of 

the verb infaṭara (to be cleft open) in the first 
verse. It draws attention to the Hereafter by 
mentioning certain important events during 
the final destruction of the world and calls to 
faith in and obedience to God in His absolute 
Oneness.
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In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, 
the All-Compassionate.

1. When the heaven is cleft open;
2. And when the stars fall in disorder and 
are scattered;
3. And when the seas burst forth (spilling 
over their bounds to intermingle);
4. And when the graves are overturned 
(and pour out their contents) –
5. Everyone will come to understand all 
(the good and evil) that he has forward-
ed (to his afterlife while in the world), and 
all (the good and evil) that he has left be-
hind (undone).
6. O human! What is it that deludes you 
concerning your Lord, the All-Munifi-
cent? –
7. He Who has created you, fashioned you, 
and proportioned you (in measures perfect 
for the purpose of your creation),

8. Having constituted you in whatever 
form He has willed.

9. No, indeed! But (being deluded) they de-
ny the Last Judgment (in the other world);

10. Yet there are angel-guardians (watch-
ing) over you –

11. Noble and honorable, recording –

12. Who know what you do.1

13. The virtuous and godly ones will indeed 
be in (the Gardens of) perpetual bliss;

14. While the (disbelieving) shameless, dis-
solute ones will indeed be in the Blazing 
Flame.
15. They will enter it to roast (therein) on 
the Day of Judgment.
16. They will never be absent from it.
17. What enables you to perceive what the 
Day of Judgment is?
18. Again: What is it that enables you to 
perceive what the Day of Judgment is?2

19. The Day on which no soul has pow-
er to do anything in favor of another. The 
command on that day will be God’s (en-
tirely and exclusively).
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1. Verse sūrah 50: 17 states that for each per-
son there are two angels appointed to watch 
over him or her and record all that he or she 
does. The one on the right side records one’s 

good deeds, while the other (on the left side) 
records the evil ones.
2. Concerning this type of question, see sūrah 
69: 3, note 1. 



 

SŪRAH 83

AL-MUṬAFFIFĪN 
(DEALERS IN FRAUD)

Makkah Period

Revealed in Makkah, this sūrah of 36 
verses derives its name from the word 
muṭaffifīn (dealers in fraud) in the first 

verse. It explains and enjoins honesty in deal-
ings and presents some aspects of the afterlife. 

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, 
the All-Compassionate.

1. Woe to those who deal in fraud –
2. Those who, when they are to receive 
their due from others, demand that it be 
in full;
3. But when they measure or weigh out for 
others, they make it less (than the due).
4. Do those (people) not know that they 
are bound to be raised from the dead,
5. For an awesome Day –
6. The Day when all humankind will rise 
(from their graves) and stand before the 
Lord of the worlds?
7. No, indeed! (No one must deal in fraud 
heedlessly of that awesome Day!) The 
record of the shameless dissolute one is 
surely in sijjīn (a lowly register, portend-
ing eternal punishment).
8. What enables you to perceive what sijjīn 
is?
9. A register inscribed indelibly and sealed.
10. Woe on that Day to those who deny –
11. Those who deny the Day of Judgment, 
12. Which none denies except every one 
exceeding the bounds (set by God), every 

one addicted to sinning –
13. Who, when Our Revelations are con-
veyed to him, says: “Fables of the ancients!”
14. By no means! But what they them-
selves have earned has rusted upon their 
hearts (and prevents them from perceiv-
ing the truth).
15. By no means! Assuredly they will on 
that Day be veiled from (the mercy of) 
their Lord.
16. Then they will certainly enter in the 
Blazing Flame to roast.
17. Thereafter they will be told: “This 
is what you used to deny (while in the 
world).”
18. No, indeed! (No one must deal in fraud 
heedlessly of that awesome Day!) The re-
cord of the virtuous and godly ones (who 
believe and do not deal in fraud) is surely 
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in ‘illiyyīn (a lofty register, portending el-
evated stations).
19. What enables you to perceive what ‘il-
liyyin is?
20. It is a register inscribed indelibly and 
sealed.
21. Those who are near-stationed to God 
will attest to it.
22. The virtuous and godly ones will cer-
tainly be in (Gardens of) bounty and bless-
ing,

23. On thrones, looking around (at the 
blessings of Paradise).
24. You will recognize on their faces the 
brightness of bliss.
25. They will be served to drink pure wine1 
under the seal (of Divine sanction and pres-
ervation);
26. Its seal is a fragrance of musk. And 
to that (blessing of Paradise), then, let all 
those who aspire (to things of high value) 
aspire as if in a race (with each other).
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1. For wine, see sūrah 47: 15, note 5.



27. Its admixture will be from tasnīm 
(the most delightful drink out of the loft-
iest spring of Paradise).
28. A spring from which those near-sta-
tioned to God drink.
29. Those who disbelieved and were com-
mitted to accumulating sins used to laugh 
at those who believed:
30. Whenever they passed by them, they 
winked at one another (in derision);
31. And when they returned to their fami-
lies, they would return full of quips (about 
how they mocked the believers).
32. When they saw those (who believed), 
they would say: “Look: those have indeed 
gone astray.”
33. Yet they were not appointed as keep-
ers over them (that they should presume 
to pass judgment on them).
34. So on this Day (of Judgment), those 
who believed will laugh at the unbeliev-
ers,
35. On thrones, looking on (at the condi-
tion of the unbelievers in Hell).
36. (Now see:) Are the unbelievers being 
paid for what they used to do? 

SŪRAH 84

AL-INSHIQĀQ 
(THE SPLITTING ASUNDER)

Makkah Period

Revealed in Makkah, this sūrah of 25 
verses warns people concerning God’s 
supreme Power and emphasizes the 

point that it is extremely easy for Him to res-
urrect them. It derives its name from the infin-
itive form (inshiqāq) of the verb, inshaqqa (to 
split asunder) in the first verse.
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In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, 
the All-Compassionate.

1. When the heaven is split asunder,
2. Obeying its Lord, as is expected indeed, 
and it always does so;
3. And when the earth is flattened out,
4. And casts forth whatever is in it and 
becomes empty,
5. Obeying its Lord, as is expected indeed, 
and it always does so –
6. O human! You are ever toiling toward 
your Lord in a labor to be re-encountered 
(before His judgment). 

7. Then, as for him who will be given his 
Record in his right hand,
8. Surely he will be reckoned with by an 
easy reckoning,
9. And will return in joy to his household 
(prepared for him in Paradise).1

10. But as for him who will be given his 
Record (in his left hand) from behind his 
back,
11. He will surely pray for destruction,
12. And enter the Flame to roast.
13. For, indeed, he used to be in joyous 
conceit among his household (in his earth-
ly life).2
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1. If the good deeds of the believers outweigh 
their evil acts, their evil acts will be forgiv-
en and they will receive an easy reckoning. If 
somebody is called to a severe account, as stat-
ed in a Prophetic Tradition, it will mean his 
doom (al-Bukhārī, “ ‘Ilm,” 35; Muslim, “Jan-
nah,” 80).
2. The contrast between the state of a believ-
er and an unbeliever is highly significant. An 
unbeliever condemned to eternal punishment 
is one who is conceited and joyful among his 

household in the world. He rejoices in his 
worldly possessions, of which he is proud, and 
is indifferent to his Creator and His commands. 
When he sees the punishment in the Hereafter, 
he will pray for eternal destruction. However, 
a believer who is to be rewarded with eternal 
bliss in the other world is one who, as is stated 
in sūrah 52: 26, is very careful and alert among 
his family for his own and their guidance and 
eternal life. So he will rejoice in the Hereafter 
in the reward he has been given.



14. He thought that he would never re-
turn (to God for judgment).
15. No, indeed! Rather, his Lord was ev-
er seeing him.
16. So I swear by the afterglow of sunset,
17. And the night, and all that it enshrouds 
(by degrees);
18. And the moon, as it grows full –
19. You will most certainly move on from 
one state to another (congruous with it).3

20. What, then, is the matter with them 
that they do not believe;
21. And when the Qur’ān is recited to 
them, they do not prostrate in submission 
(to its Message)?
22. Rather, those who disbelieve deny (it 
and its Message).
23. And God has full knowledge of what 
they harbor (in their hearts).4

24. So give them the glad tidings of a 
painful punishment.

25. But for those who believe and do 
good, righteous deeds: for them there is a 
reward constant and beyond measure. 
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3. This verse, which in the Arabic original 
consists of only three words, has a very wide 
range of meanings. As the things by which 
God swears (the sunset’s afterglow, the night 
and what it enshrouds by degrees, and the full 
moon) denote a transition from one state and 
stage to another, this verse expresses the states 
and stages that every individual and community, 
and all of humanity, move through. This is so 
in both this world and the next one. The world 
is in such a continuous movement and change. 
When Islam begins to be conveyed in a commu-
nity in the footsteps of God’s Messenger, upon 
him be peace and blessings, the believers start 
to rise toward higher and higher stages and 
better and better states, though some setbacks 

may be suffered; and the movement of their op-
ponents becomes downward. This verse implies 
both. The stages and states traveled through are 
each a result of the former and a cause of the 
latter, so there is congruity between them. This 
same upward or downward movement is also 
true for individuals. There is congruity or inter-
relation between the states and stages through 
which an individual moves. 

4. That is, their denial of the Qur’ān and its 
Message is not because that there is a fault in 
the Qur’ān or that its Message lacks sufficient 
proof to affirm it. Rather, they persist in unbe-
lief because of their evil intentions and worldly 
ambitions, or some other selfish motives, there-
fore denying the Qur’ān and its Message.



SŪRAH 85

AL-BURŪJ 
(THE CONSTELLATIONS)

Makkah Period

Revealed in Makkah, this sūrah of 22 
verses derives its name from the word 
al-burūj (the constellations) in the 

first verse. It calls the believers to patience 
in the face of the persecutions they have suf-
fered, and reminds them that those who re-
sisted the Messengers of God perished; it sug-
gests that the opponents of the Qur’ān will 
not succeed.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, 
the All-Compassionate.

1. By the heaven with its constellations;1

2. And by the Promised Day;
3. And by the one who witnesses and that 
which is witnessed –2

4. Ruined were the people of the ditch,3

5. Of the fire that kept burning with fuel.

6. When they were seated over it, 

7. And were themselves witnesses of what 
they did to the believers.

8. They detested them for no other reason 
than that they believed in God, the All-
Glorious with irresistible might, the All-
Praiseworthy,

9. (They believed in) Him, to Whom be-
longs the sovereignty of the heavens and 
the earth. God is indeed a witness over ev-
erything.

10. Those who persecute the believing 
men and the believing women and then 
do not repent, for them there surely is the 
punishment of Hell, and for them there is 
the punishment of burning fire.

11. But those who believe and do good, 
righteous deeds, for them there are Gar-
dens through which rivers flow. That is 
the great triumph.
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1. For the constellations, see sūrah 15: 16–18, 
note 5.

2. The verses that follow are concerned with 
the persecutions carried out against the believ-
ers, and the end that awaits the persecutors, as 
well as the reward that the persecuted believ-
ers will receive. So, by swearing by the heav-
en with constellations, God suggests that, as 
stated in 15: 16–18, just as the devils attempt-
ing to ascend the heaven are repulsed from it, 
so too will the devilish people persecuting the 
believers ultimately be repulsed, and receive 
their due on the Promised Day (of Judgment). 
So, the phrase, one who witnesses refers to 

the believers and the Messenger, upon him be 
peace and blessings, in particular, i.e., those 
who witness the evil deeds of the wrongdo-
ing unbelievers and who will witness their tri-
al and punishment on the Judgment Day. The 
phrase, that which is witnessed means the 
persecutions the believers suffer and those 
who carry them out, and the punishment dealt 
to the persecutors in the Hereafter.

3. What is common for all the traditions about 
the people of the ditch is that they were ty-
rants who dug deep ditches to burn alive 
those believers who refused to renounce their 
Religion.



12. Surely the grip of your Lord is indeed 
severe.
13. Surely He – He originates and brings 
forth anew.4

14. And He is the All-Forgiving, the All-
Loving;
15. The Lord of the Throne, the All-Sub-
lime;
16. One Who freely does whatever He 
wills.
17. Has there come to you the report of 
the hosts –
18. The Pharaoh and the (tribe of) Thamūd 
(whom God seized and punished severely)?
19. Yet those who disbelieve (among your 
people) persist in denying (the Divine Mes-
sage).
20. But all the while God encompasses 
them from all sides.
21. Indeed it is a glorious Qur’ān (a sub-
lime Book revealed and recited),
22. In a Preserved Tablet5 (guarded from 
every accursed devil, and secure from any 
falsehood).

 
4. The verse implies that it is God Who sur-
rounds all creation with His Knowledge and 
Power, and every creature is under His abso-
lute dominion. So no one can escape His grip.

5. For the Supreme Preserved Tablet, see 6: 59, 
note 13; 13: 39, note 13; 17: 14, note 10.

SŪRAH 86

AṬ-ṬĀRIQ 
(THAT WHICH COMES AT 

NIGHT)

Makkah Period

Revealed in Makkah, this sūrah of 17 
verses derives its name from the word 
aṭ-ṭāriq (that which comes at night) 

in the first verse. It concentrates on the Res-
urrection.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, 
the All-Compassionate.

1. By the heaven and that which comes at 
night –
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2. What enables you to perceive what it is 
that comes at night?
3. It is the bright piercing star –
4. There is not a soul but over it is a guard-
ian.1

5. Let human, then, consider from what 
he has been created.2

6. He has been created from some of a 
lowly fluid gushing forth.
7. It proceeds (as a result of incitement) 
between the (lumbar zone in the) vertebra 
and the ribs.3

8. Surely He (Who has created human 
from a lowly fluid) is able to restore him 
(to life after his death),
9. On the Day when all things (that re-
mained or were kept) secret will be made 
manifest;

10. And he will have no power, nor a help-
er (against God’s punishment).

11. I swear by the heaven ever-revolving 
(with whatever is in it, and recurring pat-
terns of rainfall),

12. And by the earth, bursting (with the 
growth of plants) –

13. Surely it (the Qur’ān) is a decisive 
Word distinguishing (between truth and 
falsehood).

14. It is not (a word) in jest.

15. They (who reject it) are busy making 
schemes;

16. And I am “making a scheme.”4

17. So let the unbelievers remain at will; 
let them continue to remain at will for a 
little while.
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1. There are angels accompanying each person 
(sūrah 13: 11), two of which record their deeds 
by God’s command (sūrah 50: 17; sūrah 82: 10–
12). God is the Unique Guardian over all those 
angels and the One Who knows whatever a per-
son thinks, conceives of, and does (sūrah 50: 
16). The verse carries all these meanings. 
2. According to some interpreters of the 
Qur’ān, the star piercing through the darkness 
is a metaphor for God’s Last Messenger, up-
on him be peace and blessings, or the Qur’ān 
and the Divine guidance that was sent to him. 
It is a light that pierces through the darkness 
of falsehood and shows the right path. In its 
light humankind can discover the truth of cre-
ation and its own true nature. We also come 
to realize that humankind has not been creat-
ed in vain. Humans have very important du-
ties in the world and, as will be stated in the 
next verse, all of their deeds are recorded. So 

they should consider the simple matter from 
which they are created and see that their re-
al value does not lie in this. They attach due 
importance to the One Who has created them 
from such a simple, lowly substance, and yet 
elevated them as the most important of His 
creatures. 

3. This verse refers to both the mechanism of 
ejection of the seminal fluid and the zone from 
which it is emitted. This is a relatively recent 
discovery of biology, yet the Qur’ān informed 
us of it many centuries ago.

4. Such expressions in the Qur’ān occur in re-
ciprocation. God’s making a scheme means 
that the way He lays out for the Messenger, 
upon him be peace and blessings, and the be-
lievers to follow will finally triumph over all 
other systems and bring all schemes against 
it to nothing.



SŪRAH 87

SŪRAT AL-A‘LĀ 
(THE MOST HIGH)

Makkah Period

Revealed in Makkah, this sūrah of 19 
verses derives its name from the word 
al-a‘lā (the Most High) in the first 

verse. It concentrates on God’s Power and Uni-
ty and the Revelation, and it contains some ad-
vice on observing the proper conditions and 
manners for preaching and admonition.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, 
the All-Compassionate.

1. Glorify the Name of your Lord, the Most 
High,
2. Who creates and fashions in due pro-
portions,
3. And Who determines (a particular life, na-
ture, and goal for each creature), and guides 
(it toward the fulfillment of that goal);
4. And Who brings forth herbage,
5. Then turns it to dark-colored, rotten 
stubble.1

6. (For the guidance of humankind,) We 
will establish the Qur’ān in your heart and 
have you recite (it to others), so you will 
not forget (anything of it),2

7. Except what God wills.3 Surely He knows 
all that is manifest and all that is hidden (in-
cluding your outward and inward states).
8. We will guide you to the easiest path 
(in all your affairs).
9. So remind and instruct (them in the 
truth), in case reminder and instruction 
may be of use.4

10. He who stands in awe of God will be 
mindful of the instruction.
11. But the most wicked one remains aloof 
from it –

12. He who will enter the Great Fire (of 
Hell) to roast.
13. He will neither die therein (to be saved 
from punishment) nor live.
14. Prosperous indeed is he who puri-
fies himself (of sins, and of his wealth by 
spending from it in God’s cause and for 
the needy);
15. And who mentions the Name of his 
Lord and does the Prayer.5

16. But you (O humans) are disposed to 
prefer the life of this world;
17. While the Hereafter is better and more 
lasting.6

18. This is surely contained in the former 
Scrolls –
19. The Scrolls of Abraham and Moses.7
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1. Interpreters of the Qur’ān find references to 
coal and oil in this verse, because the original 
words that have been translated as rotten stub-
ble connote manure, charcoal, and the heaps 
carried by a flood.
2. See sūrah 20: 114; sūrah 75: 16–19, note 5.
3. Many interpreters of the Qur’ān rightly take 
this exception as being related to the rule of 
abrogation stated in 2: 106: We do not abro-
gate any verse or omit it (leaving it to be for-
gotten) but We bring one better than it or the 
like of it (more suited to the time and condi-
tions in the course of perfecting the Religion 
and completing Our favor upon you). Do you 
not know (and surely you do know) that God 
has full power over everything? The verse 
does not mean that there is something of the 
Qur’ān that God caused the Messenger, upon 
him be peace and blessings, to forget. Rather, 
this exception is like the exception in verse 11: 
108: see the corresponding note 24. It came to 
stress that everything depends on God’s abso-
lute Will.
4. The Qur’ān says that instruction and re-
minding will be of use to the believers (sūrah 
51: 55), and one who stands in awe of God 
will receive instruction and admonition (this 
occurs in the next verse in this sūrah). And 
the Messenger is told to withdraw from those 
who decisively turn away from God’s Book 
and remembrance, and who aim at and desire 
nothing but the life of this world (sūrah 53: 

29). So, an instructor or preacher should ob-
serve whether instructing or preaching will 
be of use, and in what circumstances and for 
whom it will be of use. However, it should al-
so be pointed out that instruction and preach-
ing will never be rendered useless, particularly 
when done by sincere people like the Prophets. 
So the verse also implies that we should try to 
give constructive instructions and preaching. 

5. According to some Prophetic Traditions, 
in the last two verses there is an allusion to 
the alms-giving to be performed before the 
‘Īd al-Fitr (the religious festival of the end of 
Ramadān), and the congregational prayer on 
that day, which would later be prescribed in 
Madīnah (aṭ-Ṭabarī, ar-Rāzī, and al-Qurtubī 
in the interpretation of this verse).

6. The Hereafter is incomparably good and 
eternal. The reason why the verse uses better 
and more lasting is for the sake of comparison 
with the worldly life.

7. What is told in verses 14-17 is also contained 
is the former Divine Scriptures. Mentioning 
only the Scrolls given to Abraham and Moses, 
upon them be peace, functions to attract our 
attention toward their high standing among 
the earlier Revelations. Some Traditions say 
that before the receiving Torah, the Prophet 
Moses, upon him be peace, was given a Scroll 
of ten pages (as-Suyūṭī from Ibn Mirdawayh 
and Ibn Asākīr).



SŪRAH 88

AL-GHĀSHIYAH 
(THE OVERWHELMING)

Makkah Period

Revealed in Makkah, this sūrah of 
26 verses derives its name from the 
word al-ghāshiyah (the overwhelm-

ing, meaning the Resurrection Day) in the first 
verse. It draws attention to the hardships and 
punishment the unbelievers will suffer in the 
Hereafter and the bliss with which the believ-
ers will be favored. It also calls on us to reflect 
on some manifestations and evidence of God’s 
Power and Wisdom.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, 
the All-Compassionate.

1. Has the account of the Overwhelming 
come to you?

2. Some faces will on that Day be down-
cast,
3. Having toiled (in the world) only to 
weariness (with no portion in the Here-
after).
4. They will enter the hot, burning Fire 
to roast;
5. They will be given to drink from a boil-
ing spring.
6. No food will there be for them but a 
poisonous thorny plant:
7. It will neither nourish nor avail against 
hunger.
8. And some faces on that Day will be in 
delight,
9. Well-pleased with (the fruit of) their 
endeavor (in the world),
10. In a lofty Garden,
11. Wherein they will hear no idle talk.1
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1. It is interesting that one of the first bless-
ings of the lofty Garden will be that there is 
no idle talk in it. This means that Paradise is 
not a place where its inhabitants will be enter-
tained as the worldly people are used to amus-

ing themselves in the world. Every blessing of 
Paradise is pure and noble in character, as its 
inhabitants will be purified, noble persons. The 
verse also implies a warning against idle talk 
and meaningless amusements in the world.



12. Therein will be a flowing spring,
13. Therein couches raised high,
14. And goblets placed ready,
15. And cushions arrayed,
16. And rich carpets spread out.
17. Do they not consider the camels – how 
they are created?
18. And the heaven – how it has been 
raised high?
19. And the mountains – how they have 
been set firm?
20. And the earth – how it has been 
spread out?
21. And so, remind and exhort (them), for 
you are one (whose duty is) to remind and 
exhort.
22. You are not one to dictate (faith) to 
them.

23. But whoever turns away (averse to re-
minder and exhortation), and disbelieves 
(in what is conveyed to him),
24. God will punish him with the greatest 
punishment (of Hell).
25. Indeed, to Us is their return;
26. Thereafter it is for Us to call them to 
account.

SŪRAH 89

AL-FAJR (THE DAWN)

Makkah Period

This sūrah, revealed in Makkah, has 
30 verses. It takes its name from the 
word al-fajr (dawn) in the first verse. 

It draws attention to the painful end that befell 
some ancient peoples who denied God’s Mes-
sengers and the Message they brought. It also 
explains some basic traits of human nature and 
the wisdom of God’s testing His servants. It 
ends by reminding us of what kind of eternal 
life awaits the believers and unbelievers.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, 
the All-Compassionate.

1. By the dawn,
2. And ten nights,1

3. And the even and the odd,2

4. And the night as it journeys on (to-
wards an end) –3

5. Is there not in that a solemn oath for 
one endowed with intellect (to reflect up-
on, so that it may guide him to the truth 
and keep him away from evils)?
6. Have you not considered how your Lord 
dealt with the (tribe of) ‘ d,
7. (The people of) Iram with many-col-
umned (i.e. monumental) buildings,
8. The like of which had not been created 
in the land?
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9. And with (the tribe of) Thamūd, who 
hewed rocks in the valley (to make dwell-
ings)?4

10. And with the Pharaoh, who had for-
midable strongholds?
11. (All of) these rebelled (and trans-
gressed all bounds) in the lands (where 
they lived);

12. And increased manifold disorder and 
corruption therein.
13. Therefore your Lord let loose on them 
a scourge of punishment (coming in dif-
ferent forms).5

14. Your Lord is ever on the watch (over 
human and tests him in the blessings with 
which He favors him).

1. By ten nights, the verse is referring to the last 
ten nights of the holy Month of Ramadān, or 
the first ten nights of Dhu’l-Hijjah, the month 
of the Pilgrimage, or both. In each of these 
ten nights, the time during which God is wor-
shipped has a special importance and reward, 
and this time period is followed by the religious 
festival. So the dawn in the first verse, in addi-
tion to referring to the dawn of every new day, 
may be implying in particular the dawn of these 
festivals. In addition to these meanings, the ten 
nights and the dawn also imply that no mat-
ter how long they may be, the dark periods in 
the life of an individual or in the life of a soci-
ety usually end in a new, happy day. The vers-
es also allude to the fact that, as pointed out 
in Sūrat al-Muzzammil (73: 2–6), devotions at 
night have a special efficacy in human spiritu-
al endeavor, and give rise to a spiritual awak-
ening (dawn).

2. In addition to other possible meanings, such 
as the months in the (Muslim) lunar calendar 
that end in either an even or odd number, and 

the fact that the last third of the holy Month 
of Ramadan sometimes consists of ten days 
and sometimes nine days, this expression al-
so implies all of creation enshrouded by the 
night, over which the day breaks. 

3. Night has its own characteristics and runs 
its own course. But however long it may be, it 
will certainly come to an end, and the sun will 
rise and spread its light, as God wills. So when 
God’s light (of complete submission to God in 
Islam) begins to show over the horizon of hu-
mankind, it means that the end of night is near 
for both individuals and communities.

4. On the peoples of ‘ d and Thamūd, see 
sūrah 7: 65–79, notes 16–17; sūrah 11: 50–68; 
sūrah 26: 123–58.

5. On the kinds of punishment that visited the 
tribe of ‘ d, see sūrah 7: 72, sūrah 11: 58, sūrah 
23: 27, sūrah 26: 120, sūrah 69: 77; and the tribe 
of Thamūd, see sūrah 7: 78, sūrah 11: 67, sūrah 
15: 83, sūrah 69: 5; and the Pharaoh, see sūrah 
10: 90, sūrah 20: 77–78, sūrah 26: 65–66.



15. And so, human – when his Lord tries 
him by bestowing favors on him – says: 
“My Lord has honored me.” 
16. But whenever He tries him by strait-
ening his means of livelihood, then he 
says, “My Lord has humiliated me.”6 
17. No, indeed! You (O people) do not treat 
the orphan with kindness and generosity;
18. And do not urge one another to feed 
the destitute;7

19. And you consume inheritance (belong-

ing to you or others) with greed (without 
distinction of the lawful and unlawful);
20. And you love wealth with a boundless 
ardor for it and for hoarding.
21. No, indeed! When the earth is pounded 
to dust with pounding after pounding;
22. And your Lord comes (unveils His Pow-
er and Majesty), and the angels in row up-
on row;
23. And on that Day Hell is brought (for-
ward); on that Day human will come to un-
derstand (what being favored with boun-
ties meant, and how he should have re-
sponded); but what will that understand-
ing (then) avail him?
24. He will say: “Would that I had for-
warded (some good deeds) for my life (to 
come)!”
25. None can punish as He will punish on 
that Day;
26. And none can bind as He will bind (on 
that Day).
27. (But to the righteous God will say:) “O 
you soul at rest (content with the truths of 
faith and God’s commands, and with His 
treatment of His creatures)!
28. “Return to your Lord, well-pleased 
(with Him and His treatment of you), and 
well-pleasing to Him. 
29. “Enter, then, among My servants (ful-
ly content with servanthood to Me)!
30. “And enter my Paradise!” 
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6. That is, in the former case (verse 15), he 
deems himself worthy of the favors God be-
stows on him, and does not consider that he 
is tried to see whether he will be thankful. In 
the latter case (verse 16), he imputes to God 
injustice, and does not consider that he is be-
ing tried for patience, in preparation for the re-
ward to be given in return.
7. Being rich or poor is not and should not be 

considered as a cause of honor or shame. God’s 
granting abundant or scant bounties is a means 
of testing for humans. In any case, what a per-
son should do is to admit that whatever they 
have is from God as a bounty and therefore 
thank Him; and especially in circumstances of 
poverty, they should show patience, without 
complaint. Honor or virtue lies in thanking the 
All-Munificent Lord, and helping the needy.



SŪRAH 90

AL-BALAD (THE CITY)

Makkah Period

This sūrah, which was revealed in 
Makkah, has 20 verses. It derives 
its name from the word, al-balad 

(the city) in the first verse. Most interpret-
ers hold that the city the verse is referring to 
is Makkah. Drawing our attention to our cre-
ation and many favors of God Almighty upon 
us, and reminding us of His Power, the sūrah 
invites us to help one another – especially 
come to the aid of the needy – and prepare for 
the next life. It threatens those who disbelieve 
in God’s Revelations with Hellfire. 

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, 
the All-Compassionate.

1. I swear by this (sacred) city (Mak-
kah) –
2.  And you (O Messenger) are a dweller 
in this city –
3. And by him (Abraham) who begets, 
and him (Muḥammad) whom he begot –
4. We have assuredly created human in (a 
life of) trial and hardship.1

5. Does human think that no one has 
power over him?
6. He says: “I have consumed abundant 
wealth!”
7. Does he, then, think that no one ev-
er sees him?2
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1. Verses 117–119 of Sūrah Tā. Hā say that by 
being expelled from the original Garden where 
Adam and Eve had settled, humankind de-
scended into a life full of afflictions, includ-
ing hunger, thirst, cold, and heat. There are, of 
course, other hardships humans are bound to 
suffer in the world. Moreover, those who set 
their hearts on lofty ideals usually suffer great 
hardships and persecutions. Those who are ex-
posed the most to such hardships and persecu-
tions are the Prophets, and then come other be-
lievers, each according to the relative strength 
of their faith and their degree of nearness to 
God. However, life is purified, perfected, and 
bears fruit through these afflictions and tri-

als. Inertia, or an easy life, is a close equiva-
lent to death.
2. Wealth may cause its owner to boast of it, 
and see in him/herself great power. There are 
many wealthy people who boast of spending 
wealth, but since they spend it on the fleeting 
enjoyments of the world, or for fame or show, 
it will contribute nothing to their account in 
God’s sight and be of no use to them in the 
Hereafter. However, as it is God Who deter-
mines the livelihood of everyone and endows 
people with the necessary capacity, power, and 
healthy organs to earn their livelihood, what 
humans should do is to thank God and spend 
out of their wealth as God has commanded.



8. Have We not made for him a pair of 
eyes,
9. And a tongue and two lips,
10. And shown him the two ways (one to 
follow, and one to avoid)?
11. Yet he makes no effort to make the 
ascent.
12. What enables you to perceive what the 
ascent is?3

13. It is the freeing of a bondsman (a slave 
or a captive);
14. Or feeding, on a day of privation,
15. An orphan near of kin,
16. Or a poor wretch in misery;
17. And being, besides, of those who be-
lieve and exhort one another to patience and 
exhort one another to pity and compassion.
18. Those are they who are the people of 
happiness and prosperity (who will be giv-

en their Records in their right hands on 
Judgment Day).
19. But those who disbelieve in Our Rev-
elations – they are the people of wretch-
edness (who will be given their Records in 
their left hands),
20. On them is Fire closed over. 

3. The ascent signifies the road to human per-
fection and therefore to God. The next five 
verses define some steps of this ascent.

SŪRAH 91

ASH-SHAMS (THE SUN)

Makkah Period

This sūrah of 15 verses was revealed in 
Makkah. It takes its name from the 
word ash-shams (the sun) in the first 

verse. It brings to our attention a basic feature 
of humankind, namely its being created with 
a disposition or capacity to do both good and 
evil. However, it calls them to faith and good 
deeds, and warns against evil deeds ending in 
destruction by giving the lucid example of the 
tribe of Thamūd.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, 
the All-Compassionate.

1. By the sun and its brightness;
2. And the moon as it follows it (reflect-
ing its light);
3. And the day as it reveals it (the sun);
4. And the night as it enshrouds it;
5. And the heaven and that (All-Magnifi-
cent One) Who has built it;
6. And the earth and that (All-Magnifi-
cent One) Who has spread it;1

7. And the human selfhood and that (All-
Knowing, All-Powerful, and All-Wise One) 
Who has formed it to perfection,
8. And Who has inspired it with the con-
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science of what is wrong and bad for it 
and what is right and good for it –2

9. He is indeed prosperous who has grown 
it in purity (away from self-aggrandizing 
rebellion against God);
10. And he is indeed lost who has corrupt-
ed it (in self-aggrandizing rebellion against 
God).3

11. The (tribe of) Thamūd denied (the Di-
vine Message and their Messenger, and dis-
played their denial) in their arrogant rebel-
lion,
12. (Especially) when (finally) the most 

wicked among them (instigated by his peo-
ple) rushed forward.
13. The Messenger of God ( āliḥ) said 
(warning them, and reminding them again 
of the terms of their pledge): “It is the 
she-camel of God, and observe her turn in 
drinking.”4

14. But they denied him and slaughtered 
her, and so their Lord crushed them for their 
sin, and leveled them (with the ground).
15. And He (being the All-Knowing and 
All-Powerful and All-Just) does not fear 
the outcome (of events). 
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1. Spreading the earth means making its sur-
face suitable for settlement and life. The fact 
that it is spread out does not contradict the fact 
that it is spherical.

2. God has endowed the human self or ego 
with the necessary potential, and equipped it 
with a capacity to be able to realize the goal of 
its existence. He has also created it with a dis-
position to guarding against the Divine prohi-
bitions, and taught it through Revelation how 
it should guard against them, appointing some 
(the Messengers) to guide it to that goal.

3. There are essential differences between hu-
mans and animals. The primary difference 
lies in the observable fact that when animals 
are born, it is as if they have been taught and 
trained in another world. They begin to walk 
almost as soon as they are born and quickly 
adapt to their surroundings, as if they had been 
acquainted with them beforehand. However, a 
human (on average) needs almost a whole year 
to learn how to walk, and then spends the rest 
of life learning how to live, and how to dis-
criminate between what is beneficial and what 
is harmful. This shows that learning and prog-
ress are fundamental to human life.

Humans are very complicated beings. We 
resemble seeds, for in each of us is the poten-
tial to engender and attain perfection. A seed is 
endowed by the Divine Power with great poten-
tial and is destined to put this potential into ef-
fect. If that seed abuses its potential and attracts 
harmful substances, soon it will rot away in its 

confined space. If it uses its potential properly, 
however, it will emerge from these narrow con-
fines and grow into a fruit-bearing tree. In addi-
tion, its tiny and particular nature will come to 
represent a great and universal truth.

Our essence is like a seed. If we use our po-
tential and intellectual and spiritual faculties in 
this narrow world under the soil of the worldly 
life only to satisfy the fancies of our carnal, evil-
commanding soul or selfhood, we will become 
corrupt, like a rotten seed, and merely enjoy 
fleeting pleasures during this short life. Thus, 
we will depart from this world with a heavy 
spiritual burden on our unfortunate souls.

But if we germinate the seed of our po-
tential under the “soil of spirituality” with the 
“water of faith and worship,” and if we use 
our spiritual faculties for their true purpos-
es, we will grow into an eternal, majestic tree, 
the branches of which extend into eternity. We 
will yield fruit of virtue in the world and eter-
nal happiness in the next world. We will be fa-
vored in Paradise with infinite perfection and 
countless blessings.

All this means that we have been sent to the 
world to be perfected through knowledge and 
faith. And due to our special position among 
other beings, we have been entrusted with im-
proving the earth through knowledge and faith 
and establishing justice on it. This imposes on 
us duties toward our Creator and other beings. 
(Also see Appendix 14.)

4. See sūrah 7: 73–77, note 17, sūrah 11: 61–68, 
and sūrah 26: 141–159.



SŪRAH 92

AL-LAYL (THE NIGHT)

Makkah Period

This sūrah of 21 verses was revealed in 
Makkah. It takes its name from the 
word al-layl (the night) in the first 

verse. It urges humans to do the things that will 
earn their salvation, and to avoid the things that 
will earn their perdition.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, 
the All-Compassionate.

1. By the night as it enshrouds (the earth 
in its darkness);
2. And the day as it rises bright;
3. And that (All-Magnificent One) Who 
has created the male and the female –

4. Surely your endeavor is diverse (in char-
acter and ends).
5. Then, as for him who gives (out of his 
wealth for God’s good pleasure), and keeps 
from disobedience to Him in reverence for 
Him and piety,
6. And affirms the best (in creed, action, 
and the reward to be given),
7. We will make easy for him the path to 
the state of ease (salvation after an easy 
reckoning).
8. But as for him who is niggardly and re-
gards himself as self-sufficient in indepen-
dence of Him,
9. And denies the best (in creed, action, 
and the reward to be given),
10. We will make easy for him the path to 
hardship (punishment after a hard reck-
oning).
11. And his wealth will not avail him when 
he falls to ruin.
12. It is surely for Us to bestow guid-
ance;
13. And to Us belong the Hereafter as well 
as the former (life).
14. And so I warn you of a Fire blazing 
fiercely.
15. None will enter it to roast but the most 
wicked,
16. Who denies (My Message) and turns 
away.
17. And far removed from it (the Fire) will 
be he who keeps farthest away from dis-
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obedience to God in greater reverence for 
Him and piety;

18. Who spends his wealth (in God’s cause 
and for the needy), so that he may grow 
in purity,
19. Without anyone who has favored him 
so that he should spend in return for it, or 

expecting any reward in return for what he 
spends.

20. (Rather, he spends) only in longing 
for the good pleasure of his Lord, the 
Most High.
21. He will certainly be contented (he with 
his Lord and his Lord with him).1 
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1. This alludes to the rank of being well-pleased 
with God and well-pleasing to Him (see sūrah 

89: 28). For this rank, please refer to Key Con-
cepts, 1: 104–115.

SŪRAH 93

AḌ-ḌUḤĀ (THE FORENOON)

Makkah Period

This sūrah of 11 verses was revealed in 
Makkah. It takes its name from the 
word aḍ-ḍuḥā (the forenoon) in the 

first verse. It consoles the Messenger and men-
tions some of God’s favors upon him. 

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, 
the All-Compassionate.

1. By the forenoon,

2. And the night when it has grown dark 
and most still,

3. Your Lord has not forsaken you, nor 
has He become displeased with you.1

1. The oaths taken on some of the phenom-
ena in the world have a definite relationship 
with the verse or verses following them. For 
example, as God’s pleasure and displeasure 
with His servants may mean a bright day or 
darkness for them, so can happy and sorrow-

ful moments in the life of a person correspond 
to daytime and nighttime, respectively. There 
may of course be many other instances of such 
correlations to be found in such oaths, and in 
the facts or truths expressed in the verses that 
follow them.



4. Assuredly what comes after will be bet-
ter for you than what has gone before.2

5. And assuredly He will increasingly grant 
you his favors one after another, and you 
will be contented.3 

6. Did He not find you an orphan and give 
shelter (to you)?4

7. And find you unguided (by God’s Mes-
sengership), and guide (you)?5

8. And find you in want and make you 
self-sufficient?
9. Therefore, do not oppress the orphan;
10. Nor chide and drive away the petitioner.6

11. And as for the favor of your Lord, pro-
claim it!7 

2. This means that God’s Messenger, upon him 
be peace and blessings, was continually pro-

moted to higher and higher ranks, and his pro-
motion still continues through the good deeds 
which every one of his community performs, 
as he was the person to establish the Religion of 
Islam in its last and universal form. The verse 
also gives the good tidings that Islam is always 
on the way to completion in his own time, and 
any Islamic movement in his footsteps will be 
on the way to success. Moreover, the Hereafter 
will be in every way better than this world for 
both God’s Messenger and all the Muslims.

3. That is, you will attain the rank of being well-
pleased with God and His being well-pleased 
with you, (which was specially assigned to 
you). In this verse there is a reference to the 
fact that in the Hereafter, God’s Messenger will 
be given the universal authority of intercession, 
and he will intercede on behalf of all humankind 
in the Supreme Place of Gathering; more partic-
ularly, he will intercede for his community. He 
was one who never lived for his own comfort, 
but always lived for the sake of the happiness 
of others (al-Bukhārī, “Tawḥīd,” 36, Anbiyā’,” 
3; Muslim, “ mān,” 320).

4. At the time God’s Messenger, upon him 
be peace and blessings, was born, his father 
had died a few months before; and he lost his 
mother when he was only six years old.

5. This refers both to the life of God’s Mes-
senger before his Messengership and to his ev-
ery moment compared to a next one, being re-
lated to verse 4 above. Verses 42: 52–53 say: 
And thus (in the ways mentioned), We have 
revealed to you a spirit of Our command (the 
life-giving Message, the Qur’ān). You would 
not (otherwise) have known what the Book 
was (with all the knowledge it contains and 
the way of life it establishes), and what faith 
was (as described by the Book and with all 
its principles, requirements, and implications). 
But We have made it a light by which We 
guide whom We will of Our servants. And cer-
tainly you, (by God’s guidance) guide (people) 
to a straight path – the path of God, to Him 
belongs whatever is in the heavens and what-
ever is on the earth. Be aware: all affairs are 
ultimately referred to God. So although God’s 
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Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, 
never and in any way went astray from the 
Straight Path in creed, even before his Messen-
gership, he did not receive the Revelation dur-
ing that time and was not guided through it.

6. God’s Messenger, upon him be peace and 
blessings, never repelled anyone who asked him 
for something. He was so willing to help all that 
Imam Buṣīrī says: “If he had not had to say 
‘No!’ when seated in the Prayer, he would nev-

er have uttered the word ‘No!’” (Every Muslim 
has to say “I bear witness that there is no deity 
but God,” when seated during the Prayer.) Al-
though giving to whoever asks for something is 
a noble attitude, it does not mean that we must 
give to every supplicant regardless of what they 
ask for, regardless of our means to give or of 
the consequences of doing so.

7. This order relates in particular to conveying 
God’s Message to people.

AL-INSHIRĀH1234 Part 30, Sūrah 94

SŪRAH 94

AL-INSHIRĀH 
(THE EXPANSION)

Makkah Period

This sūrah of 8 verses was revealed in 
Makkah after the previous sūrah. It 
takes its name from the verb nashrah 

(from the root, SHaRaḤa, which means to ex-
pand) in the first verse. The sūrah mentions 
some of God’s favors upon the Messenger, up-
on him be peace and blessings, and exhorts 
him to carry out his sacred mission. 

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, 
the All-Compassionate.

1. Have We not expanded for you your 
breast,1

2. And eased you of the burden,
3. Which weighed so heavily on your back?2

4. And (have We not) exalted for you your 
renown?3

5. Then, surely, with hardship comes ease.
6. Surely, with hardship comes ease.
7. Therefore, when you are free (from one 
task), resume (another task);
8. And seek and strive to please your Lord.4

1. The Prophet Moses, upon him be peace, 
having received the Divine command to go to 
the Pharaoh to convey God’s Message, prayed 
to God, and the first thing for which he prayed 
was for the expansion of his breast (sūrah 20: 
25). He did this so that he would be able to 
show greater patience with whatever he would 
encounter from the Pharaoh and his clan, and 
so that he could fully understand God’s Reli-
gion and all that He would be pleased with (see 
sūrah 20, note 8). 

So, literally meaning growing larger and 
deeper, spreading and expanding, the expan-
sion of the breast (inbiṣaṭ in Islamic terminol-
ogy) signifies the relaxing of one’s heart to the 

extent allowed by the Sharī‘ah, so that one can 
embrace everybody and make them pleased or 
contented with one’s gentle words and pleas-
ant manners. In the context of one’s relation-
ship with God Almighty, it denotes a spiritu-
al state that is a combination of fear and hope 
for those who are at the beginning of journey-
ing on the way to God; and for those near to 
God, like the Prophets, it signifies the exhilara-
tion that comes from knowledge of God. Those 
who have attained this state are awed by being 
in the Presence of God, and feel exhilarated by 
the breezes of delight and joy blowing in His 
Presence. They are awed while inhaling, and 
feel delight when exhaling.



As pointed out in the description above, 
expansion can be dealt with in two categories: 
our relationship with the created and our re-
lationship with the Creator. With respect to 
our relationship with the Creator, expansion 
means that we feel both awe and exhilaration 
from being in God’s Presence; and with respect 
to our relationship with the created, it means 
that we live in a society as a member of it, that 
we are generous, sincere, and respectful to ev-
eryone, and that we treat people according to 
their level of understanding. 

The noble Prophet, upon him be peace 
and blessings, was sincere with those around 
him. He spoke according to his listeners’ lev-
el of understanding, and sometimes even made 
wise and meaningful jokes. Although he suf-
fered inwardly from the unbelief, injustice, 
and sins that he witnessed, and even though 
he was anxious for the end and afterlife of all 
people, he always smiled and behaved pleasant-
ly. So the verse means that despite the great in-
ner suffering he felt because of the deviation 
of his people, and despite the harsh treatments 
he received from them, God enabled him to tol-
erate all this. The Prophet, upon him be peace 
and blessings, always received solace from God 
and felt exhilaration because of His continu-
ous Presence. (For further explanations, see 
Key Concepts, 1: 115–116.)

2. As pointed out in sūrah 33: 72, the su-
preme trust of selfhood (ego) is a great bur-
den for each human being to carry; it is of such 
a weight that the heavens, the earth, and the 
mountains shrank from bearing it (see Appen-
dix 14). It was God’s Messenger, upon him be 
peace and blessings, who felt this weight more 
than all other people. Moreover, as a Messen-
ger of God, he had been sent a weighty Word 
from God, i.e., the Qur’ān, Who charged him 
with conveying it to others (sūrah 73: 5). This 
is such a weighty Word that, in the words of 
God, if by a Divine Discourse the mountains 
were to be set in motion, or the earth were 
to be cleft, or the dead be made to speak, all 
would do so by the Qur’ān, not by any other 
Divine or non-Divine word (sūrah 13: 31). So, 

naturally, the Messenger should have normally 
felt weighed down under such a burden. How-
ever, by expanding his breast and endowing 
him with the capacity to bear all hardships and 
by helping him to carry out his mission, God 
eased him of this burden.

3. The name of the Messenger, upon him be 
peace and blessings, is mentioned along with 
God in the proclamations of faith: There is no 
deity but God, and Muḥammad is His Mes-
senger. I bear witness that there is no de-
ity but God, and I also bear witness that 
Muḥammad is His servant and Messenger. 
The Prophet Muḥammad, upon him be peace 
and blessings, is the person most loved, and 
most correctly loved, by people. He is a per-
son about whom thousands of poems, articles, 
and books have been written. God has sent His 
blessings and peace on him for 14 centuries, 
and His angels, as well as millions and millions 
of people, have been calling for the same for 14 
centuries. This will continue to happen until 
the Last Day. Even the enemies of the Proph-
et Muḥammad, upon him be peace and bless-
ings, have admitted that he is the greatest of 
creation, the person who has influenced hu-
man history more than any other. Yet no one 
has ever deified him, and God has always pu-
rified him of the slanders of his biased foes. 
See Lamartine’s tribute to him quoted in sūrah 
33, note 11. Moreover, the Prophet Muḥammad 
never misused the glory and fame he had won; 
he always lived as if he were an ordinary man 
among the people, and he remained the most 
modest of all during his entire life. So his glory 
and fame served his cause, not himself.

4. The last two verses teach us how time 
should be used. Changing one’s task provides 
a rest and refreshes one’s zeal and power. Es-
pecially when an intellectual task is followed 
by a bodily one, the mind feels relaxed. Daily 
Prayers refresh the mind and the spirit amidst 
one’s daily occupations. But whatever we do, 
we must do it to please God and therefore we 
should always be occupied with lawful deeds 
and refrain from doing that which has been 
forbidden by Him.
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SŪRAH 95

AT-TĪN (THE FIG)

Makkah Period

This sūrah of 8 verses was revealed in 
Makkah. It takes its name from the 
noun, at-tīn (the fig) in the first verse. 

It stresses the common ground for all the Di-
vine religions and the fact that dignity and sal-
vation for humankind lie in belief and doing 
good deeds.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, 
the All-Compassionate.

1. By the fig and the olive,

2. And Mount Sinai,

3. And this City secure –1

4. Surely We have created human of the 
best stature as the perfect pattern of cre-
ation;

5. Then We have reduced him to the low-
est of the low.
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1. The fig and olive, two highly prized fruits, 
also symbolize, as indicated in sūrah 23: 20, 
the eastern part of the Mediterranean where 
many of the Prophets lived. In particular, 
the three great predecessors of the Prophet 
Muḥammad, upon him be peace and bless-
ings, namely the Prophets Abraham, Moses, 
and Jesus, upon them all be peace, lived in 
these lands, though Abraham was born and 
started his mission in Iraq. It is well known 
that the mountain where Jesus, upon him 
be peace, gave his famous sermon is Mount 
Zaytūn (Olive). Mount Sinai is the mountain 
where Moses, upon him be peace, received 
the Torah. Makkah is indicated by the phrase 
“this City secure” (see sūrah 106). These vers-
es resemble a verse in the Old Testament: The 
Lord came from Sinai, and dawned on them 
from Seir; He shone forth from Mount Paran 
(Deuteromony, 33: 2).

In fact, this verse of the Bible refers to the 
Prophethood of Moses, Jesus, and Muḥammad 
respectively, upon them be peace. Sinai is the 

place where the Prophet Moses, upon him be 
peace, spoke to God Almighty and received the 
Torah. Seir, a place in Palestine, is where the 
Prophet Jesus, upon him be peace, received 
Divine Revelation. The last place mentioned, 
Paran, is the place where God revealed His will 
to humankind for the last time through His 
Revelation to Prophet Muḥammad, upon him 
be peace and blessings.

Paran, mentioned in the Old Testament 
(Genesis, 21: 14–21), is the area in the des-
ert where, upon the order of God, Hagar was 
left by her husband Abraham to live with her 
son Ishmael, upon them both be peace. God 
Almighty miraculously provided for them a 
well of water there. As stated explicitly in 
the Qur’ān (sūrah  14: 35–37), and as is well 
known, the Prophet Abraham, upon him be 
peace, left Hagar and his son, Ishmael, in the 
valley of Makkah, which was then an unin-
habited place, within the mountain ranges of 
Paran; and the well of water described is the 
famous well known as the Well of Zamzam. 



6. Except those who believe and do good, 
righteous deeds, so there is for them a re-
ward constant and beyond measure.2

7. What, then (O human), causes you, af-
ter all (these realities), to deny the Last 
Judgment?
8. Is not God the Best of judges and the 
Most Powerful of sovereigns?

2. The universe, an integral, composite enti-
ty, the parts of which are fully interrelated and 
interlinked, and which is composed of many 
worlds or realms, both immaterial and material, 
may be likened to a tree. Particularly in Oriental 
traditions, this metaphor has been used, and 
some Muslim sages such as Muhyi’d-Dīn ibn 
al-‘Arabī, have even written books concern-
ing this matter under the title of “The Tree of 
Creation.” All creatures constituting this Tree 

come into existence through the manifesta-
tions of the Divine Names – they exist because 
God eternally exists and makes them exist; they 
subsist because God is the Self-Subsisting and 
the All-Maintaining; the living among them see 
and hear because God is the All-Seeing and the 
All-Hearing; they are provided for because God 
is the All-Providing; and so on. So the universe 
as a whole is a mirror that reflects its Creator.

As everybody knows, a tree grows from 
a seed. The whole future life of the tree, the 
program of its life, is pre-recorded encoded in 
this seed. With the sowing of the seed in the 
ground, the life of the tree proceeds through 
certain stages and ultimately yields its fruit, 
which contains the seed as the embodiment of 
the whole past life of the tree.

Thus, humanity is both the seed and fruit 
of the Tree of Creation. Whatever there is in 
the Tree can also be found in humanity. Laws, 
such as the law of germination and the law of 
growth, which the Creator has established for 
the seed to germinate and grow into a tree, play 
the same role for the tree as the spirit does 
for humans. So in one dimension of their na-
ture, humans resemble angels or spiritual be-
ings – they have pure, angelic aspects. In addi-
tion to what the angels have, humans have free 
will able to do both good and evil. In anoth-
er dimension of their nature, which relates to 
their being the children of the world, humans 
have been equipped with some basic powers 
or drives or faculties. They experience the lust 
and animal drives that are essential to maintain 
their worldly life – lust for the opposite sex, 
offspring, money, earning, and the comforts of 
life; and wrath or the power of anger to pro-
tect themselves and their values, and the facul-
ty of intellect or reason. Moreover, humans are, 
by nature, fallible, forgetful, neglectful, fond of 
disputing, obstinate, selfish, jealous, and much 
more. These all seem to be negative characteris-
tics; but, as will be explained below, they have 
been given to human beings to serve their mor-
al and spiritual progress. 

There is another important point to note 
concerning the difference between humans 
and other beings. While animals, for example, 
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come or are sent into the world as if they have 
already been taught whatever they need in 
life, and while they adapt to life in a very brief 
time, for example, a few days or weeks, hu-
mans come into the world without any knowl-
edge and it takes them a long time to adapt to 
life and to learn what is necessary. So humans 
are bound to progress or develop through 
learning, and to develop their potential. Thus 
the above-mentioned powers, faculties, and 
negative-seeming feelings given to them have 
not been restricted in creation. 

If, however, humans obey their urges with-
out any consideration of right and wrong and 
do not discipline their animal drives according 
to some standards, then these urges and drives 
can become the source of innumerable vices. 
If undisciplined, anger can cause great crimes, 
such as murder, all kinds of injustices, and the 
violations of the rights of others. Lust can lead 
humans to consume whatever they find; to earn 
in any way they find convenient; to commit 
many crimes such as theft and usurpation; to 
enter into illicit sexual relations, and to attempt 
to hide the consequences with abortion and in-
fanticide. The faculty of reason or intellect, if it 
is not used according to certain standards, can 
be a means for such deceitful practices as dem-
agogy, lying and sophistry, and for hypocrisy, 
unbelief and many different types of associat-
ing partners with God. This faculty, which has 
enabled human beings to realize admirable sci-
entific and technological successes and devel-
opments in recent centuries, has also brought 
many disasters unparalleled in human histo-
ry, such as continual wars, the creation of ma-
chines for killing and destruction on an unbe-
lievable scale, and an increase in environmental 

pollution. In short, because of their unrestricted 
urges or powers, humans, if undisciplined, can 
be agents of destruction and make life and the 
world into a prison for themselves and all the 
other creatures on the face of the earth. This 
happens when they have been reduced to the 
lowest of the low.

However, in order to attain true humani-
ty by climbing to higher ranks, and to obtain 
happiness in their individual and collective 
lives, in the world and in the Hereafter, hu-
mans should restrict the urges or powers giv-
en to them according to certain precepts, and 
channel the apparently negative characteristics 
into virtues. Moreover, humans are not beings 
composed of only bodies or intellects. They 
have also a spirit, which requires satisfaction, 
without which they can never find true hap-
piness. So the control of all these is possible 
through learning, faith, regular worship, the 
struggle against their carnal soul, and the use 
of their will in the correct way. By restrict-
ing or training the power of lust or the ani-
mal drive, they can acquire chastity and mod-
eration; by restricting or training the power 
of anger, they can acquire chivalry and gal-
lantry; and by restricting or training the pow-
er of intellect, they can acquire true wisdom. 
Channeling the apparently negative feelings or 
aspects of their nature can lead to a positive 
result; obstinacy, for example, can be chan-
neled into steadfastness in the cause of right 
and truth; and jealousy, into competitiveness 
regarding doing good things. So true humanity 
lies in true spiritual satisfaction and acquiring 
distinction with these virtues or good qualities, 
and thus becoming a good, worshipping ser-
vant of God and a useful member of society. 
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SŪRAH 96

AL-‘ALAQ (THE CLOT)

Makkah Period

This sūrah of 19 verses derives its name 
from the word, al-‘alaq (clinging clot 
– the fertilized female ovum or zy-

gote) that occurs in the second verse. Its initial 
five verses are the first part of the Qur’ān that 
was revealed to God’s Messenger, upon him 
be peace and blessings, while he was seclud-
ed in the Cave of Hirah on Mount Nūr. The 
Archangel Gabriel came and told him to read. 
When the Messenger answered that he did not 
know how to read, the angel squeezed him to-
wards himself until the Messenger had almost 
lost all his strength. Then he repeated the or-
der, “Read!” In fact, this was repeated three 
times, and after the third time, the Messen-
ger asked: “What will I read?” Then the angel 
conveyed the initial five verses of the sūrah. 
This sūrah implies the importance of knowl-
edge, reading, and writing, and warns that peo-
ple go astray by regarding themselves as being 
self-sufficient. It also threatens against deny-
ing God’s Message.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, 
the All-Compassionate.

1. Read in and with the Name of your 
Lord, Who has created –
2. Created human from a clot clinging (to 
the wall of the womb).1

3. Read, and your Lord is the All-Munif-
icent,
4. Who has taught (human) by the pen –
5. Taught human what he did not know.
6. No, indeed, (despite all His favors to 
him), human is unruly and rebels,
7. In that he sees himself as self-suffi-
cient, independent (of his Lord). 
8. But to your Lord surely is the return 
(when everyone will account for their life).
9. Have you ever considered the one who 
would impede and forbid,
10. A servant (of God) when he prays?
11. Have you considered if he is (and sure-
ly he is) on the right way;
12. Or exhorts others to righteousness 
and piety?
13. Have you considered if he himself de-
nies the truth and turns away (from it)?
14. Does he (who would impede the ser-
vant in his Prayer) not know that God sees 
(all that people do)?
15. No, indeed! If he does not desist, We 
will certainly seize and drag him by the 
forelock,
16. A lying, sinful forelock! 
17. Then let him summon (to his help his) 
council –
18. We will summon the guards of Hell.2

19. By no means! Pay no heed to him (in 
his attempt to prevent the Prayer), but 
prostrate and draw near (to God). 
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1. It is quite significant that the first command 
of God to His Messenger, upon him be peace 
and blessings, was “read,” when there was as 
yet no Book to be read. Although this also im-
plies that the Messenger would have been re-
vealed a Book to read from memory, the name 
of which derives from the verb “read,” in par-
ticular, it meant that there is another book or, 
rather, there are two books, counterparts to 
the Book which was to be revealed. These two 
books are the universe and humanity. A be-

liever should approach the study of the uni-
verse and humanity without prejudice. It is 
also significant that the verses of the Qur’ān, 
and the phenomena in the universe and those 
in human nature, material and psychological, 
are both called āyah – a sign. The imperative 
“Read!” is followed, not by a direct object or 
an adverb, but by “in and with the Name of 
your Lord, Who has created.” This signifies:
• “Reading” the universe – studying it as a 

book that has chapters, paragraphs, sen-



tences, words, and letters that are inter-
related and interlinked – a study that has 
procedures peculiar to itself, like, for ex-
ample, observation and experiment. 

• The word translated as Lord is Rabb, and 
it has meanings such as “educator, up-
bringer, sustainer, giver of a certain pat-
tern, and the giver of a particular nature to 
each entity.” Human nature includes free 
will, whereas every other entity acts ac-
cording to the primordial nature assigned 
to it – what modern science refers to by 
using the words “nature” and the “laws of 
nature.” What humans are commanded to 
do is to discover these “laws.” 

• Every act of a human being, including sci-
entific studies, should be performed in the 
Name of God, and therefore be an act of 
worship. That is, in fact, the only limit 
which the Qur’ān or Islam puts on science. 
Any act so performed cannot be against 
God’s commandments. For example, in the 
pursuit of scientific knowledge as worship, 
no one can cause harm to humankind, nor 
put that knowledge in the form of a dead-
ly weapon in the hands of an irresponsi-
ble power. If performed only in the Name 
of God, by people conscious of always be-
ing supervised by God and who always re-
member that they will be called to account 
before a Supreme Tribunal for all their ac-
tions in the world, science can change the 
world into a Garden of Eden.
As humans study the universe and per-

ceive its meaning and content, they come to 
know more deeply the beauty and splendor of 
the Creator’s system and the infinitude of His 
Might. Thus, it is incumbent upon human be-
ings to penetrate the manifold meanings of 
the universe, discover the Divine laws of “na-
ture,” and establish a world where science and 
faith complement one another so that humanity 
will be able to attain true bliss in both worlds. 
Otherwise, as Bertrand Russell says, “Unless 
humans increase in wisdom (and faith) as much 
as in knowledge, the increase of knowledge will 
be an increase of sorrow” (Impact of Science 
on Society, 121). “Science teaches man to fly in 
the air like birds, and to swim in the water like 

fishes; but man, without faith, cannot know 
how to live on the earth.” (Quoted by Joad in 
Counter Attack from the East, 28).

Thus, as Seyyed Hossein Nasr emphasizes 
(Man and Nature, 94–95), the revelation given 
to humankind is inseparable from the cosmic 
revelation, which is also a book of God. Islam, 
by refusing to separate humanity from nature 
and the study of nature from gnosis (meta-
physical knowledge) – or its metaphysical di-
mension – has preserved an integral view of the 
universe and sees in the arteries of the cosmic 
and natural order the flow of Divine grace. From 
the bosom of nature human beings seek to tran-
scend nature and nature can be an aid in this 
process, provided they learn to contemplate it as 
a mirror reflecting a higher reality. This is the 
reason why one finds an elaborate hierarchy of 
knowledge in Islam, integrated by the principle 
of Divine Unity – “natural,” juridical, social, 
theological sciences and metaphysical scienc-
es – and why so many Muslim scientists, like 
Ibn Sinā (Avicenna), Nāṣiru’d-Dīn at-Tūsī, Ak 
Shamsaddin, and Ibrāhim aqqi of Erzurum, 
in addition to being well-versed in religious sci-
ences, were either practicing Sufis or were intel-
lectually affiliated to the Sufi schools of Islam. 
A man like Ibn Sinā could be a physician and 
Peripatetic philosopher, and yet expound his 
Oriental philosophy in a manner that sought 
knowledge through illumination. Nāsiru’d-Dīn 
al-Tūsī was the leading mathematician and as-
tronomer of his day, and also the author of an 
outstanding treatise on the metaphysical di-
mension of Islam. Ibn Jarir aṭ-Ṭabarī, who is 
one of the outstanding figures in Islamic juris-
prudence, history, and Qur’ānic interpretation, 
wrote eleven centuries ago about how the winds 
fertilize clouds to make rain fall.

2. Though God is the All-Powerful, in need 
of nothing, of no support, He has, out of His 
Wisdom, installed guards of Hell, who are 
many times more powerful than any council, 
and who will drag the people of Hell into their 
final resting place. The mention of the guards 
of Hell here is to answer, in their own lan-
guage, the stubborn leaders of the polytheists, 
who perceived the council of the city as being 
on their side.
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SŪRAH 97

AL-QADR 
(DESTINY and POWER)

Makkah Period

This sūrah of 5 verses takes its name from 
the word al-qadr (power, destiny, mea-
sure, worth) in the first verse. It is about 

the Laylat al-Qadr (the Night of Destiny, Pow-
er, and Measure), which occurs in the third part 
of the holy month of Ramaḍān. Spending this 
blessed night in devotions is of great worth.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, 
the All-Compassionate.

1. We have surely sent it (the Qur’ān) 
down in the Night of Destiny and Power.
2. What enables you to perceive what the 
Night of Destiny and Power is?
3. The Night of Destiny and Power is bet-
ter than a thousand months.

4. The angels and the Spirit descend in it 
by the permission of their Lord with His 
decrees for every affair –
5. (Being) a sheer mercy and security (from 
all misfortunes, for the servants who spend 
it in devotions in appreciation of its worth), 
(being) until the rising of the dawn.1 

1. As explained in sūrah 44, note 1, every-
thing and event has eternal existence in God’s 
Knowledge. Since He is absolutely uncon-
tained by time and space, there are no divisions 
of the past, the present, and the future in His 
Knowledge, in Which all time is a point or the 
present. Creating means that He gives external 
existence to the “archetypes” in His Knowledge 
according to the measures of the world to 
which the things belong. His will for things and 
events in the material world is that they follow 
a process in order to come into being.

When God wills for an individual thing to 
come into existence, or an individual event to 
take place, He decrees it to be with its own par-
ticular identity. We can describe this as each 
thing and event being identified with its partic-
ular nature by the Divine Destiny, as referred to 
in verse 15: 21. Destiny transfers this event or 
thing from the realm of Knowledge to the realm 
of Divine Power, and Divine Power creates it ac-
cording to the measures determined by Destiny. 
(We should always bear in mind that all of the 
explanations concerning God are in respect to us 
or from our perspective, and according to our 
measures in our relationship with Him.)

Thus, each year must have a particular iden-
tity and importance for the acts of the Divine 
Destiny and Power during the whole history 
of the universe in general, and for humankind 
in particular; and there is a special night dur-
ing each year in which every thing or being that 
God has willed to come into existence, and every 
event that has been willed to take place during 
that year is identified or particularized and trans-
ferred from the Divine Knowledge to the dispos-
al of the Divine Power. As understood from oth-
er relevant verses, such as 2: 185, which states 
that the Qur’ān was sent down in Ramaḍān, 
this night is the Night of Destiny, Power, and 
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Measure. Since this night is in Ramaḍān accord-
ing to the lunar year, which is 11 days shorter 
than the solar year, any night in the solar year 
can be this night, once every 354 years. 

The Qur’ān is sent down in two ways: 
one in its totality, and the other in parts. 
Interpreters of the Qur’ān say that the Qur’ān 
was sent in its totality from the Supreme 
Ever-Preserved Tablet to the heaven of the 
world or Bayt al-Ma‘mūr. We do not know 
the precise nature of this Bayt (House), and 
of the Qur’ān’s being sent down to it or to 
the heaven of the world. However, in the light 
of verses 44: 1–6, it can be said that as every 
Divine Book was identified with its particular 
nature in its totality by Destiny in, or trans-
ferred in its totality from, God’s Knowledge or 
the Supreme Preserved Tablet or Mother Book 
(see sūrah 6: 59, note 13; sūrah 13: 39, note 13; 
sūrah 17: 14, note 10; sūrah 43: 4, note 1), the 
Qur’ān was also identified in its totality in, or 
transferred from, the same original source on 
the Night of Destiny, Power, and Measure. 

The angels, who are called messengers in 44: 
5, have certain duties regarding the affairs in the 
universe, and the lives of beings. Among them 
are those charged with bringing the Divine Rev-
elation to the Prophets, namely Gabriel and his 
aides. They receive God’s decrees and set out to 
carry them out. They also descend with God’s 
special grace, mercy, and security during the 
Night of Destiny, Power, and Measure.

As for the Spirit, as explained in sūrah 70, 
note 1, he must be an angel-like being. Accord-
ing to Imām al-Ghazzālī, he is an angel (or an-
gel-like being) whom God employs in breath-
ing each person’s spirit into their body. Bediüz-
zaman Said Nursi maintains that there is a spir-
it representing every thing, and every being. So 
the Spirit may be the being responsible for all 
the spirits, who represents their worship and 
presents it to God. During the Night of Des-
tiny, Power, and Measure, he may be descend-
ing to breathe peace, liveliness, and exhilaration 
into the believers who keep vigil. (God knows 
best.)
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SŪRAH 98

AL-BAYYINAH 
(THE CLEAR EVIDENCE)

Madīnah Period

Revealed in Madīnah and consisting of 8 
verses, the sūrah takes its name from the 
word, al-bayyinah (the clear evidence) in 

the first verse. It draws attention to the fact that 
God’s Messenger, upon him be peace and bless-
ings, is the clear evidence for the truth of the 
Message that he brought, and that the unbeliev-
ers among both the polytheists and the People 
of the Book denied him and Islam, even when 
they had clearly witnessed the truth of this evi-
dence. So people have been divided into two main 
groups: those who believe and do good, righteous 
deeds; and those who reject belief.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, 
the All-Compassionate.

1. Those who persistenly disbelieve (in the 
Qur’ān and God’s Messenger) from among 
the People of the Book and the polythe-
ists would not abandon (the way they were 
expected to follow and so believe in the 
Qur’ān and the Messenger) until there had 
come to them the Clear Evidence:1  
2. A Messenger from God,2 reciting and 
conveying (to them teachings absolute-
ly free from any falsehood) from purified 
pages (which only those cleansed of mate-
rial and spiritual impurities may touch),3

3. In which are right, ever-true ordinances 
(concerning belief, thought, and action).
4. Those who were given the Book before 
did not split into parties until after the Clear 
Evidence (of the truth) came to them.



5. But they were not enjoined anything 
other than that they should worship God, 
sincere in faith in Him and practicing the 
Religion purely for His sake, as people of 
pure faith; and establish the Prayer in ac-
cordance with its conditions; and pay the 
Prescribed Purifying Alms. And that is the 
upright, ever-true Religion.4

6. Surely those who disbelieve (after the 
Clear Evidence has come to them) – from 
among the People of the Book and from 

among the polytheists – will be in the fire of 
Hell, (a seed of which unbelief bears),5 abid-
ing therein. They are the worst of creatures.
7. And those who believe and do good, righ-
teous deeds – they are the best of creatures.
8. Their reward is with their Lord: Gar-
dens of perpetual bliss through which riv-
ers flow, abiding therein forever. God is 
well-pleased with them, and they are well-
pleased with Him. That is for him who 
stands in awe of his Lord.
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1. The polytheists who rejected God’s Messenger 
and the Message he brought well knew that he 
was a truthful one, and that what he claimed was 
true. They were also saying that if a Messenger 
came to them, they would believe in him whole-
heartedly, and so they were expected to believe in 
him and his Message. But when the Messenger 
came, despite his being a clear Evidence for both 
himself and the Message he brought, the un-
believers went back on their words, and reject-
ed him for selfish reasons, such as tribal rivalry, 
obstinacy, conceit, and fear of losing their inter-
ests. Just like them, those who rejected Islam and 
God’s Messenger from among the People of the 
Book also preferred unbelief for base reasons such 
as jealousy, rivalry, racist considerations, and the 
like, although they had been waiting for a Prophet 
to come whose signs they found in their Books, 
and they knew well that Muḥammad, upon him 
be peace and blessings, was that Prophet.

The verse also indicates that unbelief in 
Islam and the Prophet Muḥammad, upon him 
be peace and blessings, means for the People 
of the Book unbelief in their own Books. 

2. God’s Messenger – the Prophet Muḥammad, 
upon him be peace and blessings, is one of the 
two greatest and clearest proofs for the truth of 
Islam, the other being the Qur’ān. His absolute 
truthfulness and trustworthiness; his pure per-
sonality distinguished by the most noble and 
praiseworthy virtues; his conquest of minds 
and hearts despite his being unlettered; his for-
mation of a community called al-Aṣhāb (the 
Companions), composed of the most virtuous 
people in history after the Prophets; his founda-

tion of a state from tribes that had been trapped 
in unending feuds; his changing the path of hu-
man history in so short a time as 23 years; his 
sermons, sayings, prayers, and the criteria he 
established for the best individual and collec-
tive life; his being loved by his Companions and 
all the succeeding generations of his community 
to the extent that they have willingly sacrificed 
themselves for his way; his laying the founda-
tions of the most magnificent civilization in his-
tory, which raised numerous scholars, scientists, 
saints, statesmen, commanders, and literary 
people; his predictions, none of which have been 
contradicted over time – all these and many oth-
er aspects of his life, person, achievements, and 
mission decisively show that God’s Messenger 
is one of two greatest and most comprehensive 
proofs for both himself, his Messengership, and 
the Message he brought from God.

3. The purity of the pages on which the 
Qur’ān is written comes from the purity of the 
Qur’ān. So the Qur’ān can only be touched by 
those purified from material and spiritual im-
purities. That is, unbelievers, polytheists, and 
believers in need of ritual purity, cannot touch 
it. Also see sūrah 56: 79, note 16. 

4. This summarizes God’s Religion, which He 
conveyed through all His Messengers. This 
Religion is Islam. For the last two verses, also 
see sūrah 3: 19, note 4.

5. Said Nursi remarks: “Belief bears the seed 
of what is, in effect, a Tuba tree of Paradise, 
whereas unbelief contains the seed of a Zaqqum 
tree of Hell.” (The Words, “The 2nd Word”)



SŪRAH 99

AZ-ZILZĀL 
(THE EARTHQUAKE)

Madīnah Period

This sūrah of 8 verses was revealed in 
Madīnah. It takes its name from the 
word zilzāl (violent earthquake) in the 

first verse. It is concerned with some impor-
tant events that will take place on the Day of 
Resurrection.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, 
the All-Compassionate.

1. When the earth quakes with a violent 
quaking destined for it;
2. And the earth yields up its burdens;
3. And human cries out, “What is the mat-
ter with it?” –
4. On that day, it will recount all its tid-
ings,
5. As your Lord has inspired it to do so.1

6. On that day, all humans will come forth 
in different companies, to be shown their 
deeds (that they did in the world).2

7. And so, whoever does an atom’s weight 
of good will see it;
8. And whoever does an atom’s weight of 
evil will see it.3 

!))
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1. The verses are, both in wording and mean-
ing, possibly relating major events during the 
final destruction and re-building of the world, 
or they may be referring to earthquakes in gen-
eral. During the final destruction of the world, 
the earth will be shaken with a violent shock 
(sūrah 56: 4) by a violent blast of the Trum-
pet (sūrah 79: 6). The mountains will be as a 
heap of slipping sand (sūrah 73: 14), and the 
earth flattened out (sūrah 84: 3), casting forth 
whatever is in it and becoming empty (sūrah 
84: 4). The graves will be overturned and bring 

out their contents (sūrah 82: 4). In short, dur-
ing that destruction, whatever is in the earth 
– mines, treasures, and dead bodies – will be 
thrown out. Then, the first blast of the Trum-
pet will be followed by a second one (sūrah 79: 
7), and the dead will be revived and hasten to-
ward the Plain of Gathering (sūrah 50: 44; 70: 
43). The unbelievers will witness the destruction 
of the world, and they will be greatly shaken al-
so by the second blow of the Trumpet and re-
vival. Thus, the unbelievers will come to under-
stand the truth of Doomsday, and everything 



about it will be revealed to them. They will also 
come to see the truth of whatever God’s Mes-
sengers brought from God. After the Resurrec-
tion, the earth may relate all the deeds done on it 
during its worldly life by God’s making it speak 
literally, in some fashion, as He will also make 
the human bodily organs speak against the hu-
mans (sūrah 41: 20–21, note 6).

Whatever humans suffer is usually the re-
sult of their sins and faults – of their rebellion 
against God in His commandments or laws of 
the Religion and life. So an earthquake, though it 
usually causes some treasures to be revealed and 
thermal sources to form, also informs humans 
of and warns them against their sins and faults – 
in addition to testing their resolve to turn to God 
as their only source of mercy, and to acknowl-
edge God’s power in their lives. As understood 
from some Qur’ānic verses (sūrah 17: sūrah 44; 
41: 21), even inanimate objects have some life, or 
they have a spirit particular to themselves that 
represents them. So they are directly affected by 
the deeds of humans. It is therefore not incor-
rect to interpret these five verses of this sūrah 
as referring also to all earthquakes that take place 
throughout the world.

2. Everyone will go to the Supreme Court or 
Tribunal alone and be questioned about their 
deeds (sūrah 6: 94; sūrah 18: 48). They will al-

so be sorted out into the people of Paradise 
and the people of Hell. The people of Paradise 
will be in two main groups: those who are the 
nearest to God, and the others. During one 
stage, or for part of the Day of Resurrection, 
people will be called in groups, each after its 
leader (sūrah 17: 71). The verse encompasses 
all these meanings.

3. Whatever a person does does not go unno-
ticed by God. He has whatever people do re-
corded. Both in this world and in the Hereafter, 
everyone will see and receive the consequenc-
es of their deeds. This is the basic principle of 
belief God’s justice and the Hereafter . The be-
lievers will receive the reward of their (reli-
giously) good deeds in the Hereafter, though 
God does not leave them unrewarded, even in 
this world. But the unbelievers will receive the 
reward of their good deeds only in this world; 
and the recompense for their evil deeds is gen-
erally postponed to the Hereafter, even though 
they may sometimes suffer for some of their 
deeds in this world. In the Hereafter, every per-
son will be shown all their deeds, down to the 
smallest ones. However, as God overlooks and 
forgives many of people’s evils in the world, 
except unbelief and the association of partners 
with Him, He will also forgive some evils of 
His believing servants in the Hereafter.
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SŪRAH 100

AL-‘ĀDIYĀT 
(THE CHARGERS)

Madīnah Period

This sūrah of 11 verses was probably 
revealed in Madīnah. It gets its name 
from the word, al-ādiyāt (chargers) in 

the first verse. After it praises the vanguards 
of Islam, it draws attention to some negative 
attitudes that exist in human beings, partic-
ularly in unbelievers, and it warns that God is 
fully aware of whatever people do.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, 
the All-Compassionate.

1. By the chargers that run panting,

2. Striking sparks of fire,
3. Rushing to make sudden raids at morn,
4. Raising thereby clouds of dust,
5. Storming thereby into a host, cleaving 
it –1

6. Surely human is ungrateful to his Lord;2

7. And to this he himself is a sure witness;3

8. And most surely he is violent in love 
of wealth.
9. Does he think he will not come to know 
(whak ingratitude to his Lord means) 
when all that is in the graves is raised and 
brought out,
10. And all that is in the breasts is laid 
open and made out?
11. Surely their Lord on that Day will be 
fully aware of them. 
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1. The verses are normally interpreted as being 
concerned with Muslim warriors on horseback. 
According to Ikrimah, a classical commenta-
tor who lived in the first century of Islam, the 
second verse refers to arms of war. So modern 
commentators, such as Hamdi Yazır, maintain 
that the verses also imply firearms, especially 
modern tanks and other armored weaponry.

2. Although the oaths in the initial verses are 
of positive import, this verse mentions a neg-
ative aspect of human nature. This is because 
the verse condemns those who do not appre-
ciate God’s favor of guidance upon human-
kind as embodied in Islam. So the initial vers-

es praise the Muslim warriors who respond to 
the wrongdoing enemy forces that are attack-
ing them for reasons of religious intolerance or 
in betrayal of their agreements with them.

3. That is, the uncorrupted consciences of hu-
man beings, who cannot but admit God’s favor 
of guidance that comes in the form of Islam, 
bears witness to their purposeful ingratitude 
and rebellion against God. Moreover, the life, 
attitudes, and acts of an ungrateful person at-
test to their demonstration of ingratitude to 
God. Humans themselves, as well as certain 
parts of their bodies, will bear witness against 
their ingratitude on the Day of Resurrection.



SŪRAH 101

AL-QĀRI‘AH 
(THE SUDDEN, MIGHTY STRIKE)

Makkah Period

This sūrah of 11 verses was revealed in 
Makkah. It takes its name from the 
word al-qāri‘ah (the sudden, mighty 

strike) in its first verse. It is about the dreadful 
occurrences on the Day of Resurrection, and 
the end of good and evil.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, 
the All-Compassionate.

1. The sudden, mighty strike!
2. What is the sudden, mighty strike?
3. What enables you to perceive what the 
sudden, mighty strike is?

4. The day (when it occurs) humans will 
be like moths scattered about;
5. And the mountains will be like card-
ed wool.1

6. And then, the one whose scales are 
heavy (with faith and good deeds),
7. He will be in a life of contentment.
8. But the one whose scales are light (as de-
void of faith and accepted good deeds),
9. He will have his home in a bottomless 
pit.
10. What enables you to perceive what it 
is?
11. It is a fire burning fiercely.

1. These verses relate some of the dreadful 
events that will take place during the destruc-
tion of the world. The following verses focus 
attention on the result of the deeds of people 
in the world.

'**
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SŪRAH 102

AT-TAKĀTHUR 
(RIVALRY IN WORLDLY

INCREASE)

Makkah Period

This sūrah of 8 verses was revealed in 
Makkah. It is named after the word, 
at-takāthur (rivalry in worldly in-

crease) in the first verse. It warns against com-
petition in and boasting about the possession 
of ever more worldly things.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, 
the All-Compassionate.

1. Rivalry in worldly increase (seeking and 
then boasting of the acquisition of things, 

wealth, pedigree, and posterity) distracts 
you (from the proper purpose of life),
2. Until you come to the graves.
3. No, indeed! You will surely come to un-
derstand it (when death comes to you)!
4. Again, no indeed! You will surely come 
to understand it (when you are raised from 
the dead)!
5. No, indeed! If only you knew with cer-
tainty of knowledge (then you would not 
disorder priorities).
6. You will most surely see the Blazing 
Flame!
7. Then (when you go to the other world), 
you will most surely see it with the eye of 
certainty.
8. And on that Day, you will most sure-
ly be questioned as to all the favors (be-
stowed on you).1/2 
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1. That is, there are certain duties concern-
ing all the worldly things bestowed on you. 
You should not be proud because of them and 
their abundance. Rather, you should thank 
God because He has given them to you; earn 
and spend your wealth lawfully, doing so pri-
marily with the intention of using it in God’s 
cause, and bring up your children as good be-
lievers.

2. This sūrah has a similar meaning to verse 
57: 20: Know that the present, worldly life 

is but a play, vain talk and ostentation, and 
mutual boasting among you, and competing 
in wealth and children – it is like when rain 
comes down and the vegetation grown by it 
pleases the farmers, (but) then it dries up and 
you see it turn yellow, then it becomes straw; 
and in the Hereafter there is a severe punish-
ment, but also (there is) forgiveness from God 
and His good pleasure (which are everlasting), 
whereas the present, worldly life is but a tran-
sient enjoyment of delusion.



SŪRAH 103

AL-‘ASR 
(TIME HEAVY WITH EVENTS)

Makkah Period

This sūrah of 3 verses, revealed in Makkah, 
takes its name from the word al-‘asr in 
the first verse. This short sūrah contains 

the basic teachings of the Qur’ān in a compact-
ed form. Imam Shāfi‘ī said: “If no other sūrahs 
had been revealed, this short one would have 
been enough for the happiness of people in both 
worlds” (Yazır). When the Companions joined 
in a gathering, they did not usually leave there 
without reciting this sūrah (al-Bayhaqī, 6: 501).

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, 
the All-Compassionate

1. By Time (especially the last part of it, 
heavy with events),1

2. Most certainly, human is in loss,
3. Except those who believe and do good,  

'*#
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righteous deeds, and exhort one another 
to truth, and exhort one another to stead-
fast patience (in the face of misfortunes, 
and suffering in God’s way, and in doing 
good deeds, and not committing sins).2 

1. Al-‘Asr has various meanings, such as time, 
day and night together, the afternoon, the last 
part of time, etc. It also implies being full of 
things and ready to be emptied. Our Prophet 
says that he is the Prophet of al-‘asr, mean-
ing the afternoon (al-Bukhārī, “ jārah,” 8, 9). 
If we consider all these meanings, we can say 
that by al-‘asr, the sūrah is referring to time 
from the beginning to end, as far as the events 
it contains are concerned; and it draws atten-
tion in particular to the last part, during which 
God’s Last Messenger was sent with the last, 
universal Message of God. It also implies the 
latest period of this part  when extremely im-
portant events do and will take place. 
2. See also sūrah 95: 4–6, note 2.

 

SŪRAH 104

AL-HUMAZAH (SLANDERER)

Makkah Period

This sūrah of 9 verses was revealed in 
Makkah. Its name is taken from the 
word al-humazah (slanderer) in its first 

verse. It warns against slandering and defaming, 
and seeing oneself as being above other people be-
cause of one’s wealth (or other worldly things).

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, 
the All-Compassionate.

1. Woe to every one who slanders and vil-
ifies –

2. Who (sees himself above others be-
cause he) has amassed wealth and (with-
out expending it in God’s cause and for the 
needy) counts it (in greedy love for it).
3. He thinks that his wealth will make 
him last forever!



4. By no means! He will most certainly be 
hurled into the Consuming Disaster.
5. What enables you to perceive the Con-
suming Disaster?
6. It is God’s fire, set ablaze,

7. Which penetrates deep into hearts (and 
burns within, as it burns outside).
8. Surely it shall be closed over upon 
them,
9. In extended columns.
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SŪRAH 105

AL-FĪL (THE ELEPHANT)

Makkah Period

This sūrah of 5 verses was revealed in 
Makkah. It takes its name from the 
word al-fīl (the elephant) that oc-

curs in its first verse. Describing what befell 
the Abyssinian army of Abrahah, which at-
tacked Makkah in order to destroy the Ka‘bah 
in 571 CE, fifty days before the birth of God’s 
Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, 
it warns against active opposition to God’s Re-
ligion.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, 
the All-Compassionate.

1. Have you considered how your Lord 
dealt with the people of the Elephant?1

2. Did He not bri ng their evil scheme to 
nothing?
3. He sent down upon them flocks of birds 
(unknown in the land),
4. Shooting them with bullet-like stones 
of baked clay (an emblem of the punish-
ment due to them);
5. And so He rendered them like a field of 
grain devoured and trampled.2 

1. This verse draws attention to what befell the 
Abyssinian army that attacked Makkah in an 
attempt to destroy the Ka‘bah under the com-
mand of Abrahah ibn Sabāh. The army had a 
number of war elephants. Abrahah had erect-
ed a great temple in San‘ā, hoping to attract 
the Arab pilgrims from Makkah to his own 
territory.

2. Unusual events come as signs of a new turn-
ing point in human history. The Makkans were 
not strong enough to defend Makkah and the 
Ka‘bah against the army of Abrahah. They left 
Makkah for the surrounding mountains. So its 
real owner – God – defended it on the eve of the 
birth of God’s Messenger, upon him be peace 

and blessings. He sent down on the army 
flocks of birds. As can also be understood 
from the word abābīl translated here as birds, 
these were a species unknown in the ijaz.
According to reports, they were birds of dif-
ferent colors that carried stones of backed 
clay, one in their mouth and two in their 
claws. The stones penetrated deep into the 
bodies of Abrahah’s soldiers, entering from 
the head and slicing through their organs. 
This was a clear miracle (ar-Rāzī, Ibn Kathīr 
[Tafsīr], Hamdi Yazır). This event became so 
famous in Arabian history that the year when 
it took place came to be known as the Year of 
the Elephant.



SŪRAH 106

QURAYSH 

Makkah Period

This sūrah of 4 verses was revealed in 
Makkah. It takes its name from the 
word al-Quraysh (the name of the 

tribe living then in Makkah) in its first verse. 
It mentions God’s important favors upon them. 
As God defended and protected them against 
foreign assaults, making Makkah a secure 
land, He also fed them against hunger. Be-
cause of the existence of the Ka‘bah, pilgrims 
came to Makkah, and the Makkan people re-
ceived respect from other tribes. This respect 
increased after the event of the Elephant men-
tioned in the previous sūrah. The trade cara-
vans they dispatched to Syria in winter and to 
Yemen in summer traveled in security. 

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, 
the All-Compassionate.

1. (At least) for (God’s constant) favor of 
concord and security to the Quraysh,
2. Their concord and security in their 
winter and summer journeys,
3. Let them worship the Lord of this House 
(the Ka‘bah),
4. Who has provided them with food 
against hunger, and made them safe from 
fear.1

1. The verse shows the acceptance of Abraham’s 
prayer: And (remember) once Abraham prayed: 
“My Lord! Make this (untilled valley) a land of 
security, and provide its people with the pro-
duce of earth, such of them as believe in God 
and the Last Day.” He (his Lord) answered: “(I 
will bestow provision upon both believers and 
unbelievers. But) whoever is thankless and dis-
believes, I will provide for him to enjoy himself 
for a short while, then I will compel him to the 
punishment of the Fire – how evil a destination 
to arrive at!” (2: 126)

SŪRAH 107

AL-MĀ‘ŪN (ASSISTANCE)

Makkah Period

This sūrah of 7 verses was revealed in 
Makkah. It is named after the word, al-
mā‘ūn (assistance) that occurs in the 7th 

verse. It emphasizes sincerity in faith and wor-
ship, and the importance of mutual assistance 
in society. Also, it warns against hypocrisy. 

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, 
the All-Compassionate.

1. Have you ever considered one who de-
nies the Last Judgment?
2. That is he who repels the orphan,
3. And does not urge the feeding of the 
destitute.

'*$
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1. The last two verses, together with the suc-
ceeding ones, threaten hypocritical people. 
These hypocrites see no good in the Prayer 
and do not fear God when they do not pray. 
If they sometimes pray, they are proud of it. 

They are careless about whether they pray on 
time and how they pray. They do not pur-
sue God’s good pleasure and approval in their 
Prayers; rather, they expect some worldly ad-
vantages from them.

4. And woe to those worshippers (denying 
the Judgment),
5. Those who are unmindful in their 
Prayers,1

6. Those who want to be seen and noted 
(for their acts of worship),
7. Yet deny all assistance (to their fellow-
men).



SŪRAH 108

AL-KAWTHAR
(ABUNDANT GOOD)

Makkah Period

Revealed in Makkah and having 3 vers-
es, this sūrah takes its name from al-
kawthar (unceasing, abundant good) in 

its first verse. It gives God’s Messenger the good 
tidings that he will be favored with unceasing, 
abundant blessings, and that those who oppose 
him and qualify him as one with no posteri-

ty will be cut off from every good, as well as 
from posterity.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, 
the All-Compassionate

1. We have surely granted you (unceasing) 
abundant good;1

2. So pray to your Lord, and sacrifice (for 
Him in thankfulness).2

3. Surely it is the one who offends you 
who is cut off (from unceasing good, in-
cluding posterity).3 
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1. By (unceasing) abundant good, the verse 
means that God’s Messenger, upon him be peace 
and blessings, will be successful in his cause and, 
in return, be favored with great blessings both 
in the world and in the Hereafter. So the word 
includes the future successes and conquests of 
Islam, his community’s unparalleled love for 
the Messenger and their calling God’s blessings 
and peace on him and praying for him contin-
ually. In addition, God’s Messenger will also be 
given the right to intercede for all humans in 
the Hereafter and be raised to the rank of be-
ing praised. Again, his Religion will prevail over 
all other religions and religion-like systems. 
Both the Messenger and the members of his 
Community will be favored with great bless-
ings in Paradise.

The (unceasing) abundant good also im-
plies that God’s Messenger will have ever-mul-
tiplying descendants who will serve his cause 
ardently. In truth, there is no posterity that 
approaches his in number, virtue, or serving 
God’s cause. 

2. The Prayer which the Messenger is ordered 
to perform by this verse must be the Forenoon 
(Duḥā) Prayer, which, like the Tahajjud Prayer, 
is obligatory for the Messenger and supererog-
atory for other Muslims. However, the verse 
also suggests the Prayer of the Religious Day 
of Sacrifice (‘Id Prayer), which is done in the 
forenoon. It was ordered in Madīnah as a nec-

essary act of worship for all Muslims. There 
are two ‘Id prayers in Islam: ‘Id al-Fiṭr (mark-
ing the end of Ramaḍān and lasting for three 
days) and ‘Id al-Aḍḥā (beginning on the tenth 
of Dhu’l-Ḥijjah, and lasting for four days). 
By sacrifice the verse means that while God’s 
Messenger offered sacrifices in thankfulness 
to God in Makkah, offering a sacrifice dur-
ing the Religious Festival of Sacrifice was en-
joined upon the Muslims as a necessary act of 
worship in Madīnah. The Muslims who have 
the required amount of wealth should sacri-
fice cattle (a sheep or a goat for one person, or 
a camel, a cow, or an ox up to seven people). 
Offering a sacrifice is incumbent (wājib) upon 
every adult Muslim who has the niṣāb (the re-
quired amount of wealth). The difference be-
tween having to pay the Zakāh and sacrificing 
is that the Zakāh must be paid if the required 
amount of wealth has been in the possession of 
the person for one year, while a sacrifice must 
be offered if the person has had the required or 
sufficient amount of wealth for only one day. 
The sacrifice must be made on any of the first 
three days of ‘Id al-Aḍḥā.

3. The verse, which apparently means that the 
one who satirizes God’s Messenger will be cut off 
from posterity, also suggests that, until the Last 
Day, those who are like such a one in thought 
or deed will also be cut off (sooner or later) from 
posterity, and the anti-Islamic systems they es-
tablish or support will not last long.
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AL-KĀFIRŪN 
(THE UNBELIEVERS)

Makkah Period

This sūrah of 6 verses was revealed in 
Makkah. It takes its name from the 
word al-kāfirūn in the first verse. Kāfir 

means one who rejects faith in one, some, or 
all the principles of faith that must be believed 
in by a believing Muslim. The sūrah tells the 
Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, 
and all other Muslims to be sure, determined, 
and steadfast in their faith against the unbe-
lievers and that they should not compel the 
unbelievers to accept faith.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, 
the All-Compassionate.

1. Say: “O you unbelievers (who obsti-
nately reject faith)!
2. “I do not, nor ever will, worship that 
which you worship.1

3. “Nor are you those who ever worship 
what I worship.2

4. “Nor am I one who do and will ever 
worship that which you have ever wor-
shipped.
5. “And nor are you those who do and will 
ever worship what I ever worship.
6. “You have your religion (with whatever 
it will bring you), and I have my religion 
(with whatever it will bring me). 

1. This verse is a declaration that there can 
be no reconciliation between faith in God and 
other so-called, invented deities.

2. The unbelievers to whom the verse is ad-
dressed or whom God’s Messenger is address-
ing are those who are so obstinate in rejecting 
the faith that God informed His Messenger that 
they would never believe. (See 2: 6; 36: 7.)

SŪRAH 110

AN-NAṢR (HELP)

Madīnah Period

This sūrah of 3 verses was revealed in 
Madīnah some three months before the 
death of God’s Messenger. It is about 

God’s completion of His favor upon him dur-
ing his life and therefore the end of the Mes-
senger’s duty of Messengership. Therefore, it 
suggests his imminent death. It also implies a 
warning to the believers that they, because they 
have been victorious, should be even more alert 
against avoiding sins and indulging in worldly 
amusements. 

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, 
the All-Compassionate.

1. When God’s help comes, and victory 
(which is a door to further victories),1
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2. And you see people entering God’s Re-
ligion in throngs,
3. Then glorify your Lord with His praise, 

and ask Him for forgiveness, for He surely 
is One Who returns repentance with liber-
al forgiveness and additional reward.2/3

HELP 1255Part 30, Sūrah 110

1. On many occasions, God promised His Mes-
senger help and victory and openly declared that 
He and His Messenger would prevail. For ex-
ample, while the Messenger and his followers 
suffered great persecutions at the hands of the 
Makkan polytheists, He declared: Most certain-
ly We help Our Messengers, and those who be-
lieve, in the life of this world and on the Day 
when the Witnesses will stand forth (to testi-
fy concerning people’s response to the Messen-
gers) (sūrah 40: 51). In Madīnah, during the 
days of the Battle of Uhud in the 3rd year of the 
Hijrah, He declared: And yet another (bless-
ing) which you love: Help from God and a near 
victory soon to come (which will lead to fur-
ther victories). Give glad tidings to the believ-
ers (sūrah 61: 13). And after the Battle of the 
Trench, that took place in the 5th year of the 
Hjirah, He promised: God has decreed: “I will 
most certainly prevail, I and My Messengers.” 
Surely God is All-Strong, All-Glorious with ir-
resistible might (sūrah 58: 21). However, since 
humans are tested in the world in order to pre-
pare for their life in the other world, He made 
His help and victory dependent upon the believ-
ers’ helping His cause: O you who believe! If 
you help God(’s cause by striving in His way), 
He will help you and make your feet firm (so 
that you are steadfast in His cause and ulti-
mately victorious) (sūrah 47: 7). So, with God’s 
help victory was secured, and this meant that 
the believers had helped His cause and carried 
out their duties in a way that pleased Him.

This verse marks an important aspect of the 
Qur’ān’s miraculousness and its Divine author-
ship. For no one other than God can speak so cer-
tainly about the future. As seen in the few ex-
amples above, God clearly declared that He would 
complete His favor on His Messenger and lead 
him and the believers to victory, which He did.

2. The order to glorify God with His praise and 
to ask Him for forgiveness is a warning to the 

believers that they should never fall into the per-
ilous error of attributing victory to themselves, 
and that they should always be careful to avoid 
indulging in sins after a victory. The victory is 
not their achievement; rather, it is God Who be-
stows victory on His servants. Moreover, we can 
put up with hardships and persecutions, but it is 
more difficult to be firm and unyielding against 
the temptations of the carnal soul, particularly 
in times of ease that come after years of priva-
tion and persecution. This we can clearly see in 
an attitude typical of the Messenger. While the 
Muslim army was returning to Madīnah after 
they had defeated the enemy, the Messenger of 
God, upon him be peace and blessings, said to 
them: “We are returning from the lesser jihād to 
the greater one.” The Companions asked what 
the greater jihad was, and he explained that it 
was fighting with the carnal soul (al-‘Ajlūnī, 
Kashf al-Khafa’, 1: 424).

Secondly, we may have made some mis-
takes and committed sins on the way to victo-
ry. Therefore, we should also seek forgiveness 
for these. The Qur’ān gives great importance 
to seeking forgiveness from God, and since we 
are fallible, we should always implore God for 
forgiveness. Imploring Him for forgiveness al-
so severs the roots of evil and greatly helps us 
not to indulge in sins.

3. As pointed out by ‘Abdullāh ibn ‘Abbās, a 
great Companion well-versed in the interpre-
tation of the Qur’ān, this sūrah informed us 
that the time for God’s Messenger to leave the 
world had approached. The Messengers were 
sent to convey God’s Message, and God’s Last 
Messenger had completed his mission, so there 
was no longer any reason for him to stay in the 
world. This also reminds us that humans have 
duties in the world, and when a person no lon-
ger has anything to do in the world, or when 
they can no longer serve God and His cause 
any more, there is no reason for them to stay 
in the world any longer.
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‘ ’ishah, the beloved wife of God’s Mes-
senger, upon him be peace and blessings, tells 
us about the last moments of his blessed life: 

I was with him during his last moments. 
Whenever he was ill, he would ask me to 
pray for him and, expecting my prayer to 
be accepted through the blessing of his 

auspicious hand, I would hold his hand 
and pray. During his last illness, I want-
ed to do the same and pray, when he sud-
denly withdrew his hand and said: “To ar-
Rafīq al-A‘lā!” (The All-Exalted Friend, 
meaning God Almighty) (al-Bukhārī, 
“Maghazī,” 78; Muslim, “Salām,” 50, 51).

SŪRAH 111

TABBAT (RUIN)

Makkah Period

Revealed in Makkah in the early peri-
od of the Makkan era of the Proph-
et Muḥammad’s mission, this sūrah of 

5 verses takes its name from the verb, Tab-
Ba (be ruined) in the first verse. It promises 
and foretells the perishing of Abū Lahab and 
his wife, Umm Jamīl, implying the perdition 
awaiting similar people. 

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, 
the All-Compassionate.

1. May both hands of Abū Lahab be ru-
ined, and is ruined himself!1

2. His wealth has not availed him, nor his 
gains.
3. He will enter a flaming Fire to roast;
4. And (with him) his wife, carrier of fire-
wood (and of evil tales and slander),
5. Around her neck will be a halter of 
strongly twisted rope.2 

1. Abū Lahab was one of the Prophet 
Muḥammad’s uncles. Abū Lahab, meaning the 
father of flame, is a nickname that was given 
to him while he was a child because of the rosy 
glow on his cheeks. He was one of the fierc-
est enemies of the Messenger and Islam. Since 
he was an uncle of the Messenger, upon him 
be peace and blessinigs, he knew him very well 
and therefore was expected to believe in him. 
But he stubbornly rejected him and actively op-
posed him. He cursed him, saying: May your 
hands ruin, meaning “May you be left with no 
good at all and perish!” So because of his limit-
less enmity, the Qur’ān designated him as the 
Father of the Flame, signifying that he was one 
destined to be among those who would suffer 
the greatest torment in Hellfire, and foretold 
that he would perish without accepting faith 
and be left without any good. It happened just 
as the Qur’ān foretold. He died in great sor-
row when he learned that the Makkan army 

had been badly defeated at the Battle of Badr. 
Because of his illness, which was very conta-
gious, no one dared to approach his body to 
bury it. After a few days, they dug a pit and, 
pushing his body with long cudgels into it, bur-
ied it with stones they threw over his corpse 
from some distance away.  

2. Abū Lahab’s wife, Arwā Umm Jamīl, was 
no less than her husband in her enmity to the 
Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings. 
She scattered thorns along the Messenger’s 
way and in front of his house. She also slan-
dered him and the Message he brought, with a 
view to kindling flames of hatred and enmity 
against him and his followers. So the Qur’ān 
announces the type of punishment that she 
would be given in Hell. She will both burn 
in the Hellfire and carry the wood of her fire 
around her neck, the part of her body where 
she wore precious necklaces.
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AL-IKHLĀṢ 
(PURITY OF FAITH)

Makkah Period

This sūrah of 4 verses was revealed in 
Makkah. It takes its name from the 
subject matter; for this reason it is also 

called Sūrat at-Tawḥīd (Declaration of God’s 
Absolute Unity). 

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, 
the All-Compassionate.

1. Say: “He – (He is) God, (Who is) the 
Unique One of Absolute Oneness.1

2. “God – (God is He Who is) the Eter-
nally-Besought-of-All (Himself being in 
need of nothing).
3. “He begets not, nor is He begotten.2

4. “And comparable to Him there is 
none.”3/4 

1. As pointed out by Fakhru’d-Dīn ar-Rāzī, a 
great interpreter of the Qur’ān, God is called 
by three Names in this verse: He, God, and 
the One of Absolute Unity. “He” denotes the 
Divine Being in His Essence, the Necessarily-
Existent One – Who is indescribable, known 
by none but Himself only. “God” is (the prop-
er Name of) the Divine Being Who mani-
fests Himself with and is recognized by His 
Attributes and Names, Who encompasses all 
the Attributes and Names by Which the Divine 
Being is called. “The One of Absolute Unity” 
negates all false notions and concepts about the 
Divine Being. “He” is the term used by those 
nearest to the Divine Being; they appeal to 
Him as He. “God” is the term used by the peo-
ple of the Right, the people of happiness and 
prosperity (who will be given their records in 
their right hands), while “the Unique One of 
Absolute Oneness” comes in this verse in con-
nection with the people of the Left, the peo-
ple of wretchedness (who will be given their 
Records in their left hands), who have incorrect 
concepts of God, who deny Him, or who asso-
ciate different partners with Him. 

There are some differences between God’s 
being the One of Absolute Unity (Wāḥid) and 
the Unique One of Absolute Oneness (Aḥad). 
God’s being the One of Absolute Unity (Wāḥid) 
means the manifestation of God’s Names, 
which give existence to all things and beings, 
and are responsible for their life, throughout 
the entire universe. God’s being “the Unique 
One of Absolute Unity” (Aḥad) means God’s 
concentration of the manifestations of His 
Names on individual things or beings. In order 
to understand the difference more clearly, Said 
Nursi makes the following analogy:

The sun encompasses innumerable things 
in its light. This can serve to understand God’s 
Unity. But to hold the totality of its light in our 
minds, we would need a vast conceptual and 
perceptual power. So lest the sun be forgot-
ten, each shining object reflects its properties 
(light and heat) as best it can and so manifests 
the sun. This is an analogy for God’s being the 
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Unique One of Absolute Oneness. As related 
to the manifestation of God’s Unity, the whole 
universe is a mirror to God. While as related to 
the manifestation of His being the Unique One 
of Absolute Oneness, each (shining) being is a 
mirror of Him (The Words, “The 1st Word,” 7).

Bediüzzaman Said Nursi notes that faith in 
God’s Unity has two degrees: believing super-
ficially that God has no partners, and that the 
universe belongs only to Him (such believers 
may be susceptible to deviation and confusion); 
and firm conviction that God is One, that ev-
erything belongs to Him exclusively, and that 
only He creates, maintains, provides, causes to 
die, etc. Such believers see His seal and observe 
His stamp on all things. Free from doubt, they 
feel themselves always and everywhere in His 
Presence. Their conviction cannot be diluted by 
deviation or doubt (Mathnawī, 2-3).

2. Declaring that God begets not, and nor is He 
begotten is such an evident principle for the 
Divine Being that it is mentioned here to re-
fute all creeds that attribute sons or daughters 
to God. It primarily and categorically refutes 
the pagans’ attribution to Him of the angels as 
daughters and the Christians’ seeing Him as 
the Father of Jesus, or their attributing Jesus 
to Him as a son.

3. The Divine Religion, which had been revealed 
to Prophets of various peoples was the same in 
essence; but over the course of time its mes-
sage had been misinterpreted, and it had be-
come mixed up with superstitions and had de-
generated into magical practices and meaning-
less rituals. The concept of God, the very core 
of the Religion, had become debased by (a) the 
anthropomorphic tendency of turning God in-
to a being with a human shape and passions; 
(b) the deification of angels; (c) the associa-
tion of other personalities with the Godhead 
of the One and only God (as in Hinduism and 
Christianity); (d) making the Prophets or some 
godly persons into incarnations of God (e.g., 
Jesus in Christianity, the Buddha in Mahayana 
Buddhism, Krishna and Rama in Hinduism); 
and (e) the personification of the Attributes 
of God as separate Divine persons (e.g., the 
Christian Trinity of the Father, the Son, and 

the Holy Ghost, and the Hindu Trimutri of 
Brahma, Vishnu, and Shiva). The holy Prophet 
of Islam, Muḥammad, upon him be peace and 
blessings, rejected all such theological trends 
and restored the concept of God to its pris-
tine purity as the only Creator, Sustainer, and 
Master of all of creation (Ezzati, 57-60) 

Tawhīd is the highest conception of the 
deity, the knowledge of which God has sent to 
humankind in all ages through His Prophets. 
It was this same knowledge that all the 
Prophets, including Moses, Jesus, and the 
Prophet Muḥammad, upon them all be peace, 
brought to humankind. People became guilty 
of polytheism or idol-worship after the death of 
their Prophets only because they had deviated 
from the pure teachings of the Prophets. They 
relied upon their own faulty reasoning, false 
perceptions, and biased interpretations in order 
to satisfy their lusts, which they would have 
been unable to do with a Tawhīd-based system, 
in which they would have had to obey the com-
mandments of the One Supreme God. 

“The foremost in the Religion,” ‘Ali ibn Abī 
Ṭālib, the Fourth Caliph, is reported to have 
said, “God’s knowledge, the perfection of His 
knowledge, is to testify to Him, the perfection 
of testifying to Him is to believe in His Oneness, 
the perfection of believing in His Oneness is to 
regard Him as pure and the perfection of His 
purity is to deny all kinds of negative attributes 
about Him.” He is infinite and eternal; He is 
self-existent and self-sufficient. As stated in 
this sūrah: He – (He is) God, the Unique One 
of Absolute Oneness; the Eternally-Besought-
of-All (Himself in no need of anything); He be-
gets not, nor is He begotten; and comparable to 
Him there is none. Also: Eyes comprehend Him 
not, but He comprehends all eyes (6: 103); and 
Nothing whatsoever (is there) like Him; He is 
the All-Hearing, the All-Seeing (sūrah 42: 11). 
Again, in the words of Ali, “He is a Being, but 
not through the phenomenon of coming into 
being. He exists, but not from non-existence. 
He is with everything, but not by a physical 
nearness. He is different from everything, but 
not by a physical separation. He acts, but with-
out the accompaniment of movements and in-
struments. He is the One, the only One Who is 
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such that there is none with whom He keeps 
company or whom He misses when absent” 
(an-Nahj al-Balāghah, “1st Sermon”).

4. Commenting on this sūrah, Said Nursi writes 
that this short sūrah, which God’s Messenger 
describes as equivalent to one-third of the 
Qur’ān, has six sentences – three positive and 
three negative – which prove and establish six 
aspects of Divine Unity, and reject and negate 
six types of associating partners with God. Each 
sentence has two meanings: one a priori (func-
tioning as a cause or proof), and the other a 
posteriori (functioning as an effect or result). 
That means that the sūrah actually contains 36 
sūrahs, each made up of a combination of six 
sentences and each having many aspects. One is 
either a premise or a proposition, and the others 
are arguments supporting it, as detailed below.

-Say: He is God, because He is the Unique 
One of Absolute Oneness, because He is the 
Eternally-Besought-of-All, because He begets 
not, because He is not begotten, because com-
parable to Him there is none.

-Say: Comparable to Him there is none, be-
cause He begets not, because He is not begot-
ten, because He is the Eternally-Besought-of-
All, because He is the Unique One of Absolute 
Oneness, because He is God.

- Say: He is God, so He is the Unique One 
of Absolute Oneness, so He is the Eternally-
Besought-of-All, so He begets not, so He is 
not begotten, and so comparable to Him there 
is none.

And so on. In this way, there are thou-
sands of Qur’āns within the Qur’ān (The 
Words, “The 25th Word,” 393-394)

THE DAYBREAK 1259Part 30, Sūrah 113

1. As darkness figuratively implies evil, a person 
can be a target of evil in the darkness more eas-
ily than during the daytime. Also, evil beings, 
like disbelieving jinn, usually come out when 
darkness overspreads and becomes intense. So 
the verses warn us against the evil that may be 
done to us secretly and to which we may be 
exposed in darkness, and which may be done 
by invisible beings. The contrast in the verses 

is very beautiful in how they order us to seek 
refuge in God as the Lord of the daybreak from 
the evil of darkness. Daybreak means light, and 
the light reveals secret schemes; Islam is God’s 
light which removes the veils of darkness from 
everything.
2. Particularly since ancient times, it has gener-
ally been women who were occupied with cast-
ing spells or sorcery; that is why this verse fo-

SŪRAH 113

AL-FALAQ 
(THE DAYBREAK)

Madīnah Period

Revealed in Madīnah, and consisting of 
5 verses, this sūrah gets its name from 
the word al-falaq (the daybreak) in 

the first verse. It teaches us how to seek ref-
uge in God from every evil to which we may 
be exposed.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, 
the All-Compassionate.

1. Say: “I seek refuge in the Lord of the 
daybreak,
2. “From the evil of what He has created;
3. “And from the evil of the darkness (of 
night) when it overspreads;1

4. “And from the evil of the witches who 
blow on knots (to cast a spell);2

5. “And from the evil of the envious one 
when he envies.” 



cuses on such women. Just as God’s Messenger, 
upon him be peace and blessings, declared that 
the evil eye is an undeniable fact, so too, sor-
cery is an undeniable reality. Those who de-
ny that there are such things as spells and sor-
cery do so either because they do not believe in 
anything metaphysical or what they suppose to 
be connected with religion, or because they are 
unaware of any realities beyond the physical 
realm. The Qur’ān speaks about (and severely 
condemns) the sorcery that is practiced to cause 
a rift between spouses (2: 102). According to 
Islam, sorcery and casting spells are as sinful as 
unbelief. While breaking a spell is a good, mer-
itorious deed, it must not be adopted and prac-
ticed as a profession. Although our Messenger 
met with jinn, preached Islam to them, and 
took their allegiance, he never explained how 
they were to be contacted or how to cast or 
break a spell. However, he taught us about how 

jinn approach us and seek to control us, how to 
protect ourselves against their evil, and how to 
protect ourselves against the evil eye.

The safest way to protect ourselves against 
evil spirits or things like sorcery is to sustain a 
strong loyalty to God and His Messenger. This 
requires following the principles of Islam strict-
ly. In addition, we should never give up pray-
ing, for prayer serves a a weapon against hos-
tility, protects us from harm, and helps us to 
attain our goals. The Messenger advises us to 
recite this and the following sūrah in order to 
be protected against such evils and to be saved 
from them. (For a detailed explanation for the 
matter, see The Essentials of the Islamic Faith, 
69–87)

This verse also implies seeking refuge with 
God from the evils planned and practiced se-
cretly and by secret enemies, such as foreign 
agents or intelligence services.
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SŪRAH 114

AN-NĀS
(HUMANKIND)

Madīnah Period

This sūrah of 6 verses was revealed in 
Madīnah. Its name comes from the 
word, an-nās (humankind), which re-

curs throughout. It teaches us how to seek ref-
uge in God from the secret devices of Satan 
and similar beings, and it is the last sūrah of 
the Qur’ān.

In the Name of God, the All-Merciful, 
the All-Compassionate.

1. Say: “I seek refuge in the Lord of hu-
mankind,
2. “The Sovereign of humankind,
3. “The Deity of humankind,
4. “From the evil of the sneaking whisper-
er (the satan),
5. “Who whispers into the hearts of hu-
mankind, 
6. “Of jinn and humankind.”1

1. This sūrah teaches us to be most alert to the 
temptations and secret devices of Satan and 
Satan-like people (see sūrah 6: 112). With all 
the means at their disposal, they will do their 
utmost to lead us astray from God’s way into 
their own evil ways, to commit sins, to bring 
about dissension among us, and to do oth-
er things to cause us harm both in the world 
and the Hereafter. The best way to be protect-

ed against their devices and temptations is to 
believe in God as our Lord (Creator, Sustainer, 
Master) and Absolute Sovereign, Who has 
the absolute right to rule us, and Who, as the 
sole Deity, has the exclusive right to be wor-
shipped. Then, we must act according to this 
faith. (For some of the ways in which Satan 
approaches us in order to lead us astray, see 
sūrah sūrah 7: 17, note 2.)
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APPENDIX 1 

THE PROPHET MU AMMAD IN THE BIBLE

All the previous Prophets predicted the coming of the Prophet Muḥammad, upon 
him be peace and blessings. We can still find indications of this in the Torah, 
the Psalms and the Gospels. Here are some examples:

• The Lord said unto me (Moses): “What they have spoken is good. I will raise them 
up for them a Prophet like you from among their brethren, and will put My words 
in his mouth; and he shall speak to them all that I command him. And it shall be 
that whoever will not hear My words, which he speaks in My name, I will require 
it of him.” (Deuteronomy, 18: 17–19)

It is clear from these verses that what is meant by “a Prophet like you among their breth-
ren,” is a Prophet who will come from the line of Ishmael, upon him be peace, since Ishma-
el is the brother of Isaac, who is the forefather of Moses’ people, the Children of Israel. The 
only Prophet who came from the line of Ishmael after Moses and resembled him in many 
ways, for example, in the bringing of a new law and fighting with his enemies, is the Proph-
et Muḥammad, upon him be peace and blessings. Also, the verse of the Bible, “But since 
then there has not arisen in Israel a prophet like Moses, whom the Lord knew face to face,” 
(Deuteronomy, 34: 10) clearly states that no Prophet like Moses did ever appear among the 
Israelites. The Qur’ān (73: 15) points to the same fact: Surely We have sent to you (O people) 

a Messenger, a witness against you, just as We sent a Messenger to the Pharaoh.
The sentence, “I will put my words in his mouth; and he shall speak to them all that 

I command him,” in the verses from Deuteronomy quoted above, means that the prom-
ised Prophet will be unlettered and speak whatever is revealed to him. God restates the 
same in the Qur’ān (53: 3–4): He does not speak on his own, out of his own desire; that 

(which he conveys to you) is but a Revelation that is revealed to him.

• The Lord came from Sinai, and dawned on them from Seir; He shone forth from 
Mount Paran. (Deuteromony, 33: 2)

This refers to the Prophethood of Moses, Jesus, and Muḥammad respectively, upon 
them be peace. Sinai is the place where the Prophet Moses spoke to God and received 
the Torah. Seir, a place in Palestine, is where the Prophet Jesus received Divine Revela-
tion. As for Paran, it is mentioned in the Torah (Genesis, 21: 19–21) as the area in the 
desert where Hagar was left by her husband Abraham, upon him be peace, to live with 
her son, Ishmael, upon the order of God. The well of Zamzam appeared in it. As is stat-
ed explicitly in the Qur’ān (14: 35–37), Abraham left Hagar and Ishmael in the valley of 
Makkah, which was then an uninhabited place within the mountain ranges of Paran.

• The verse in Deuteronomy, continues:
And he came with ten thousands of saints; from His right hand came a fiery law 

for them.



This verse refers to the promised Prophet, Muḥammad, upon him be peace and 
blessings, who would have numerous Companions of the highest degree of sainthood. 
The law is his Sharī‘ah, and its being depicted as fiery alludes to the fact that the prom-
ised Prophet would be allowed to fight against his enemies.

• Surely God said to Abraham: “Hagar will certainly bear children. There will appear 
from her sons one whose hand will be above all, and the hands of all others will 
be opened to him in reverence.”

Although it does not exist word for word in the present versions of the Bible, it is 
recorded by ‘Ali al-Qārī in his Sharh ash-Shifā, 1: 743. However, we read in the Bible 
the following verses:

Yet I will also make a nation of the son of the bondwoman, because he is your 
seed (Genesis, 21: 13). (Hagar,) arise, lift up the lad and hold him with your hand; for 
I will make him a great nation. (21: 18)

These verses explicitly refer to the descendants of Ishmael. They were made into a great 
nation only after the Prophethood of Muḥammad, upon him be peace and blessings.

• Again, the present versions of the Bible record that the son whom God ordered 
Abraham to sacrifice was Isaac (Genesis, 22: 2). However, as discussed and prov-
en in sūrah 37, note: 13, based on the Bible itself, this son was actually Ishmael, the 
elder brother of Isaac. So, the following verses wherein Genesis records God speak-
ing to Abraham after he submitted to the test of sacrificing his son must be refer-
ring also to the descendants and community of Muḥammad, upon him be peace and 
blessings, and so corroborates the quotations above from ‘Ali al-Qārī:

….because you have done this thing, and have not withheld your son, 
your only son– blessing I will bless you, and multiplying I will multiply your 
descendants as the stars of the heaven and as the sand which is on the sea-
shore; and your descendants shall possess the gates of their enemies. In your 
seed all the nations of the earth shall be blessed, because you have obeyed My 
voice. (Genesis, 22: 16-18)

• Behold my servant, whom I uphold; My elect one in whom My soul delights; I have 
put My spirit upon him: he will bring forth justice to the Gentiles. He will not cry 
out, nor raise his voice, nor cause his voice to be heard in the street. A bruised reed 
he will not break, and smoking flax he will not quench: he will bring forth justice 
for truth. He will not fail nor be discouraged, till he has established justice in the 
earth: and the coastlands will wait for his law. (Isaiah, 42: 1-4)

Although these verses in Isaiah are taken by Christians to be “prophecies” of the 
Jesus of the Gospels, the predictions they contain refer to the Prophet Muḥammad and 
Islam. For Jesus did not bring a law, nor did he claim to establish Christianity on earth, 
nor did he set justice on the earth, so that the coastlands should wait for his law. In law 
he followed the Old Testament, with the exception that he made a few things unlawful 
in the Old Testament lawful by God’s order. And it is the Gospels which report from 
Jesus that he was not sent but “unto the lost sheep of the house of Israel” (Matthew, 15: 
24). He also clearly told his twelve disciples: “Go not into the way of the Gentiles, and do 
not enter a city of the Samaritans: But go rather to the lost sheep of the house of Israel.” 
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(Matthew, 10: 5-6). In addition, these verses have great resemblance with the following 
verse which ‘Abdullāh ibn ‘Amr ibn al-‘ s, who made extensive studies of earlier Divine 
books, ‘Abdullah ibn Salām, who was the first to embrace Islam from amongst the 
famous Jewish scholars, and the renowned scholar Ka‘b ibn al-Akhbār from amongst 
the foremost scholars of the Israelites, said they had seen in the Torah: 

O Prophet, certainly We have sent you as a witness, a bearer of glad tidings, a 
warner and a protection for the unlettered. You are My servant; I have named you 
“the Reliant on God,” who is not harsh nor stern, and not clamorous in the market-
places; who does not repel evil with evil, but instead pardons and forgives. God will 
certainly not take away his life until He straightens a crooked nation by means of him 
(by causing them) to proclaim, “There is no deity but God.” (al-Bukhārī, “Buyū‘,” 
50; Ibn Hanbal, 2: 174) 

• Jesus said to them, “Have you never read in the Scriptures: The stone which the 
builders rejected has become the chief cornerstone. This was the Lord’s doing, and 
it is marvelous in our eyes? Therefore, I say to you, the Kingdom of God will be 
taken from you, and given to a nation bringing the fruits of it. And whoever falls 
on this stone will be broken: but on whomsoever it falls, it will grind him to pow-
der. (Matthew, 21: 42–44) 

The “chief cornerstone” mentioned in the verses cannot be the Prophet Jesus for the 
verses refer to the crushing victories that the followers of the “chief cornerstone” will 
win against their enemies. No people were ever broken to pieces or crushed because 
they resisted Christianity. Christianity gained ground against the Roman Empire only 
after it had made significant compromises with Roman rites and ways of life. The 
Western dominion over the world came after scientific thought’s triumph over the 
medieval Christian dogmatic view of nature, and was realized in the form of colonial-
ism. By contrast, Islam ruled almost half of the “Old World” for many centuries as a 
religion in its original purity, and its enemies were many times defeated before it. It 
is, again, Islam which is on the rise as both a pure, authentic religion and as a way 
of life, and which is the hope of salvation for humanity. More than that, the Prophet 
Jesus himself alludes to this fact by stating explicitly that the kingdom of God will be 
taken away from the people to whom he was sent and given to a people who will pro-
duce its fruit. 

Second, in a telling detail recorded in a Ḥadīth in al-Bukhari and Muslim, the 
Prophet Muḥammad, upon him be peace and blessings, describes himself as the “cor-
nerstone” completing the building of Prophethood.

• Nevertheless I tell you the truth: It is to your advantage that I go away; for if I 
do not go away, the Helper (Paraklit) will not come to you; but if I depart, I will 
send him to you. And when he has come, he will convict the world of sin, and of 
righteousness, and of judgment. (John, 16: 7–8)

In these verses, the Prophet Muḥammad, upon him be peace and blessings, is origi-
nally referred to as the Paraklit. According to Webster’s New World Dictionary, Paraklit 
derives from the word parakletos, meaning “intercessor, advocate, pleader.” However 
Abidin Pasha, a nineteenth-century scholar from Yanya, Greece, who knew Greek very 
well and whose works on Greek literature were highly welcomed by Greek authorities, 
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writes that its real Greek origin means Aḥmad, the one who is much praised. (al-Jisrī, 
59). Truly, Paráklētos is derived from the Greek word Períklytos and means Aḥmad. The 
Qur’ān also states that Jesus predicted the Prophet Muḥammad with the name Aḥmad, 
a synonym of Muḥammad (61: 6). Christians assert that Jesus used Paraklit for the 
Holy Spirit. However, the functions or attributes of interceding, pleading or advocating 
ascribed to Paraklit refer to principal attributes of the Prophet Muḥammad, upon him 
be peace and blessings, not of the Holy Spirit. Adding to the confusion, Gospel transla-
tors replace “Paraklit” with different and somewhat inconsistent terms. For example, they 
translate it as “Counselor” (New International Version by International Bible Society, 
placed and distributed by Gideon’s International), “Helper” (American Bible Society), 
“Comforter” (the Company of the Holy Bible), and other such terms. None of those who 
have claimed that it refers to the Holy Spirit has ever established whether the Holy Spirit 
has come down and done what Jesus said it would do. In addition, Jesus gives good tid-
ings of the one to come not only as Paraklit but also as “the Spirit of truth,” along with 
many other functions, which must belong to a Prophet and not to a “spirit,” as seen in 
the following verses: 

When the Helper (Paraklit) comes, …. the Spirit of truth who proceeds from the 
Father, he will testify of me. (John, 15: 26)

I still have many things to say to you, but you cannot bear them now. And when 
he, the Spirit of truth, has come, he will guide you into all truth: for he will not speak 
on his own authority; but whatever he hears he will speak: and he will tell you things 
to come. He will glorify me: for he will take of what is mine and declare it to you. 
(John, 16: 12–14)

It was also the Prophet Muḥammad who testified to Jesus, upon him be peace, 
brought glory to him by declaring his Prophethood against the denial of the Jews and 
false deification of him by Christians, and restoring his religion to its pristine purity 
through the Book he brought.

• Now this is the testimony of John, when the Jews sent priests and Levites from 
Jerusalem to ask him, “Who are you?” He confessed, and did not deny; but con-
fessed, “I am not the Christ.” And they asked him, “What then? Are you Elijah?” 
He said, “I am not.” “Are you that Prophet?” And he answered, “No.” Then said 
they to him, “Who are you, that we may give an answer to those who sent us. What 
do you say about yourself?” He said: “I am the voice of one crying in the wilderness: 
‘Make straight the way of the Lord,’ as the prophet Isaiah said.” (John, 1: 19–23)

As understood from this passage, the Children of Israel had been expecting the com-
ing of the Christ (Messiah), Elijah, and another Prophet (that prophet), who must have 
been known and who was expected by everyone at that time.  So, that Prophet expect-
ed was obviously, and appeared as, the Prophet Muḥammad, upon him be peace and 
blessings. For no other Prophet appeared after Jesus, upon him be peace. It cannot be 
the Prophet John, upon him be peace, because he had already been chosen for Prophet-
hood before Jesus announced his mission.
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APPENDIX 2 

ISLAM AND WAR, AND THE MAIN FACTORS 

IN THE SPREAD OF ISLAM

Some have criticized Islam because it recognizes war and even commands it in order 
to put an end to the domination of injustice and tyranny, to rescue the oppressed 
and to establish a tolerant social–political environment where Islam can be prac-

ticed freely and everyone is free to practice their own religion. The criticism is wholly 
unjust insofar as, though not in so many words, it seems to be arguing that Islam intro-
duced war into human history. The criticism is particularly inappropriate when voiced 
by adherents of Christianity for although there is not a specific commandment in the 
Gospels to permit or prohibit war – the Gospels are silent and present no rules for insti-
gating war nor for its proper conduct and containment – western history is replete with 
examples of extremely bloody wars, wide in scope and ruthless in their intensity, which 
were conducted in the name of Christianity. Indeed, the religion of Christianity was 
often employed by Western powers in previous centuries to provide a cover and means 
for the colonization of two-thirds of the world’s peoples and resources. The criticism 
is also entirely inappropriate when voiced by adherents of Judaism, for Jewish history 
too, is largely a chronicle of religiously motivated conflicts and wars, and the Old Tes-
tament is explicit in sanctioning war. As for other faith communities such as those in 
south, east and south-eastern Asia, their followers have surely not refrained from wag-
ing war, either. Yet in the end, driving forces behind the “modern secularized world,” 
which allow and even promote war in the service of individual rulers, nations, and even 
commercial interests – rather than God – have caused more bloodshed and destruction in 
the past one hundred years than the religious conflicts combined, throughout the whole 
of human history before it. 

Part of the very meaning of the word islām is peace, therefore Islam prefers peace, 
desires it and seeks to establish it throughout the world. However, war is a reality of 
human history, a manifestation in the collective life of humankind resulting from the 
inner condition of those who have not been able to attain excellence in mind, heart (spir-
it) and conduct. Or it is a manifestation of the war between the spirit and the carnal 
soul, or between Satan and the perfectibility of human nature. What is important and 
necessary, therefore, rather than denying the reality of war in a vainly idealistic man-
ner, is to establish rules to make war just, in respect to both its motives and purposes, 
as well as its means and conduct, so that the harm of it is contained, and the good in it 
may benefit the people in general. War may then be, while not something in itself desir-
able, rather something capable of serving (versus perverting) a desirable end – like disci-
plining and training the body to improve its strength or skill, or doing a necessary oper-
ation to save someone’s health, or administering upon a criminal the due punishment 



for the sake of deterrence and the health of the moral environment. Precisely such dis-
ciplining of the means and ends of war is what Islam has done.

The verses do not order war, but allow it on condition that it be in God’s cause and 
for defensive purposes. It also enjoins that the limits set by God must not be exceeded. 
Those limits are related to both the intention and the practice. For example, Islam does 
not permit war for motives such as conquest or plunder, or to quench a lust for revenge, 
or for the sake of some material advantage, or to satisfy racist persuasions. Islam does 
not seek to compel anyone to change their faith. On the contrary, it seeks an environ-
ment where all are free to accept faith freely. Islam has also set limitations on the con-
duct of relations before, during and after conflict; for example:

• Do not betray any agreements you have entered into.
• Do not plunder.
• Do not commit injustices or use torture.
• Do not touch the children, the womenfolk, the elderly, or other non-combatants 

of the enemy.
• Do not destroy orchards or tilled lands.
• Do not kill livestock.
• Treat with respect the religious persons who live in hermitages or convents and 

spare their edifices. (Ibn al-Athīr, 3: 227)

We should also point out here that people have embraced Islam in very large num-
bers over very many centuries and in very diverse conditions (from the heights of polit-
ical and military superiority to the depths of military collapse and subjection), while 
few have left it to accept another faith. In part because of the psychological difficulty 
this success has provoked in those who do not wish it, and in part because of prejudices 
derived from ignorance about Islam, combined with dogmatic conviction about one cul-
ture’s superiority over another, some individuals have claimed that Islam is a religion of 
the sword, which was spread by the force of the sword. However, this claim has been 
consistently refuted by Western unbiased scholarly researchers who have solidly reject-
ed such arguments as simply the result of cultural prejudice:

Many have sought to answer the question of why the triumph of Islam was so 
speedy and complete. Why have so many millions embraced the religion of Islam and 
scarcely a hundred ever recanted? Some have attempted to explain the first over-
whelming success of Islam by the argument of the Sword. They forget Carlyle’s 
laconic reply. “First get your sword.” You must win men’s hearts before you can 
induce them to imperil their lives for you; and the first conquerors of Islam must have 
been made Muslims before they were made fighters on the Path of God.

In all these explanations the religion itself is left out of the question. Decidedly, 
Islam itself was the main cause for its triumph. Islam not only was at once accept-
ed (by many peoples and races in) Arabia, Syria, Persia, Egypt, Northern Africa and 
Spain, at its first outburst; but, with the exception of Spain, it has never lost its van-
tage ground; it has been spreading ever since it came into being. Admitting the mixed 
causes that contributed to the rapidity of the first swift spread of Islam, they do not 
account for the duration of Islam. There must be something in the religion itself to 
explain its persistence and spread, and to account for its present hold over so large of 
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a proportion of the dwellers on the earth... Islam has stirred an enthusiasm that has 
never been surpassed. Islam has had its martyrs, its self-tormentors, its recluses, who 
have renounced all that life offered and have accepted death with a smile for the sake 
of the faith that was in them. (Ezzati, quoting from Stanley Lane-Poole, Study in a 

Mosque, 86–89)
Islam has spread because of its religious content and values, and “its power of appeal 

and ability to meet the spiritual and material needs of people adhering to cultures total-
ly alien to their Muslim conquerors.” Among other important factors are the tolerance 
that Islam has shown to the people of other religions, the absence of an ecclesiastic hier-
archy, intellectual freedom, the equity and justice that Islam enjoins and that Muslims 
have striven for throughout the centuries, the ethical values that Islam propagates, its 
inclusiveness and universalism, as well as its humanity and brother/sisterhood. In addi-
tion, the activism of the Sufis, the moral superiority of Muslim tradesmen, the princi-
ple of “enjoining the good,” and the dynamism and magnificence of Islamic civilization, 
have all contributed to the spread of Islam. 

The qualities that principally attracted people to Islam were and are still:

• the simplicity of its doctrines based on the strictest and purest Divine Unity;
• the rationality of Islamic teachings;
• the harmony between Islamic ideals and values and natural human conscience;
• the inclusiveness and comprehensiveness of Islam as a way of life covering all 

aspects of individual and collective being, physical, mental, and spiritual, and the 
consequent harmony between religion and life lived within its compass and juris-
diction;

• the lack of formalism and mediation in its rites and doctrines;
• the vividness, dynamism, and resilience of the Islamic creed, its creativity and 

universality, and its compatibility with established scientific facts;
• the internal cohesion and harmony of the Islamic principles, and the practicabil-

ity and practice thereof in everyday life;

A. J. Arberry has pointed out that the reason for the spread of Islam is Islam itself 
and its religious values (Aspects of Islamic Civilization, 12). He states: “The rapidity of 
the spread of Islam, noticeably through extensive provinces which had long been Chris-
tian, is a crucial fact of history…. The sublime rhetoric of the Qur’ān, that inimitable 
symphony, the very sounds of which move men to tears and ecstasy….” He continues: 
“This, and the urgency of the simple message carried, holds the key to the mystery of 
one of the greatest cataclysms in the history of religion. When all military, political and 
economic factors have been exhausted, the religious impulse must still be recognized as 
the most vital and enduring.” 

The noted scholar, Brockelman, who is usually a less than sympathetic commentator 
on Islam, also recognizes the religious values of Islam as the main factor for the spread 
of Islam and suggests that Islamic monotheism, to a considerable extent, is the basis of 
the proselytizing power of Islam (History of the Islamic Peoples, 37). Rosenthal makes 
the point as follows:
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The more important factor for the spread of Islam is the religious law of Islam (i.e. 
the Sharī‘ah, which is an inclusive, all-embracing, all-comprehensive way of thinking 
and living) which was designed to cover all manifestations of life. (Political Thought 

in Medieval Islam, 21)

The tolerance of Islam is particularly relevant to an explanation of why it spread. 
Another distinguished scholar, Toynbee, praises the Muslim tolerance towards the Peo-
ples of the Book, after comparing it with the attitudes of the Christians towards Mus-
lims and Jews in their lands (An Historian Approach to Religion, 246). In turn, Trev-
or Ling attributes the spread of Islam to the credibility of its principles, its tolerance, 
persuasiveness, and other attractive elements (A History of Religion, 330). Makarios, 
Orthodox Patriarch of Antioch in the seventeenth century, compared the harsh treat-
ment received by the Russians of the Orthodox Church at the hands of the Roman 
Catholic Popes with the tolerant attitude towards Orthodox Christians shown by the 
Ottoman Government, and he prayed for the Sultans (Ling, 331). (For all these and sev-
eral similar quotations, see Ezzati, 2–35.)

That is by no means the only example of the followers of other religions prefer-
ring Islamic rule to that of their co-religionists. The Orthodox Christians of Byzan-
tium openly expressed their preference for the Ottoman turban in Istanbul to the hats 
of the Catholic cardinals. Hans Barth wrote that the Muslim Turks allowed the follow-
ers of different religions to perform their religious duties and rituals, and that the Chris-
tian subjects of the Ottoman Sultan were freer to live their own lives than the Chris-
tians who lived under the rule of any rival Christian sect (Le Droit du Croissant, 143). 
And for his part, Popescu Ciocanel pays tribute to the Muslim Turks by stating that it 
was lucky for the Romanian people that they lived under the government of the Turks 
rather than that of the Russians or Austrians as, otherwise, “no trace of the Romanian 
nation would have remained (Revue du Monde Musulman).” (For both quotations, see 
Djevad, 71–72, 91)

A historical episode recounted by Balādhurī, a famous Muslim historian, tells how 
pleased the native peoples were with their Muslim conquerors:

When Heraclius massed his troops against the Muslims, and the Muslims heard 
that they were coming to meet them, they refunded the inhabitants of Hims the trib-
ute they had taken from them, saying: “We are too busy to support and protect you. 
Take care of yourselves.” But the people of Hims replied: “We like your rule and jus-
tice far better than the state of oppression and tyranny in which we were. The army of 
Heraclius we shall indeed, with your help, repulse from the city.” The Jews rose and 
said: “We swear by the Torah, no governor of Heraclius shall enter the city of Hims 
unless we are first vanquished and exhausted.” Saying this, they closed the gates of 
the city and guarded them. The inhabitants of other cities – Christians and Jews – that 
had capitulated did the same. When by Allah’s help the unbelievers were defeated and 
the Muslims won, they opened the gates of their cities, went out with the singers and 
players of music, and paid the tribute. (Ezzati, 144)
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APPENDIX 3

MORE ON ISLAM AND WAR

When considered together with other relevant verses of the Qur’ān, verses 1-6 
in sūrah 9 present significant principles concerned with the Islamic view of 
war. In summary: 

• The purpose of war is not to kill people. On the contrary, Islam, which attaches 
great value to life and regards the killing of one innocent person as being the same 
as killing all of humankind, and the saving the life of one person as being the same 
as saving the lives of all humankind, aims at the survival of humanity and at help-
ing everyone to find truth through education. 

• Even in warfare, Islam is ready to make peace and a treaty with the opposing side. 
• A Muslim government must remain faithful to any treaty it has made until the end 

of its term. 
• If the opposing side betrays the agreement, the Muslim government must publicly 

and officially declare to the other side that the agreement is no longer valid. Even 
though it can declare war as soon as the agreement loses its validity, it should grant 
them respite so that a new evaluation of the situation can be made. 

• If the opposing side continues its hostilities and does not change its attitude, even 
after the end of the term granted, this means that a state of war has begun. 

• In order to force the enemy to cease hostilities or to defeat them in war, Muslims 
must be powerful and remain steadfast. However, Muslims must always observe the 
rules of war that are mentioned in Appendix 2 above.

• It should be borne in mind that the expressions in sūrah 9, verse 5 are aimed at 
people who employ violence and who, as can also be inferred from the conclusion 
of that verse, do not recognize any rule or law and do not understand any language 
other than war. Like some commandments of the Islamic Penal Law, these expres-
sions are of a deterring character. The second part of the verse, which mentions 
repentance and the fact that God is All-Forgiving and All-Compassionate, reveals 
the main purpose of the verse. In addition, this verse also aims at removing from 
Makkah and Madīnah the violent, polytheist outlaws and therefore is significant 
with respect to the security of the center of Islam.  

• It is never the goal of Islam to kill people or conquer lands through war. Therefore, 
when the enemy side is inclined toward peace and making a treaty, the Muslims 
should also be inclined this way. They should also give asylum to those who seek it 
and, without harming in any way the wealth or persons of the asylum seekers, con-
vey them to a place of safety. 

• War is a legal matter between nations. Islam is, above all else, a religion that arrang-
es the relationship between God and humankind, and this relationship is based on 
sincere faith. Therefore, its main adherents are the sincere believers. However, as a 



part of its basic mission, Islam also orders human individual and social life. This is 
the legal side of Islam. In legal terms, a Muslim is one who professes the Muslim 
faith and attends the Muslim congregation of Prayer, and who pays the Prescribed 
Purifying Alms as the fulfillment of the financial duty of being a Muslim citizen. 
It is possible that such a person may be not a believer, though, but a hypocrite. But 
one who professes faith and attends the Muslim congregation of Prayer and who 
pays the Prescribed Alms is lnonetheless egally regarded as a Muslim. So, when an 
individual or a group of persons at war with Muslims profess faith, the state of war 
must end. No one is compelled to believe. One who professes faith and lives in a 
Muslim society is expected to see the truth and become a sincere believer. This is 
why, even if we know that one who professes faith is, in fact, a hypocrite, that per-
son must be treated as a Muslim as long as he or she does not declare unbelief. 

• Islam will never apologize to any other religion, ideology, or system for granting 
such permission to fight. On the contrary, all other religions, ideologies, and sys-
tems have a debt of apology and gratitude to Islam. Islam, aiming at universal peace 
and accepting the reality of human history, realizes that ensuring peace sometimes 
requires fighting. As declared in the Qur’ān, (Though killing is something you feel 

aversion to) disorder (rooted in rebellion against God and recognizing no laws) is 

worse than killing (sūrah 2: 191); and disorder (coming from rebellion to God and 

recognizing no laws) is even more grave and more sinful than killing (sūrah 2: 
217), the conditions that give rise to war and disorder are more grievous than kill-
ing itself and therefore war, although not inherently a good thing, is permissible if 
it will remove these conditions.

The reality which scholars record is clear. Noted researchers, Graham Fuller and 
Ian Lesser (Graham E. Fuller, Ian O. Lesser, 41-42), record that the Christians killed 
by Muslims during fourteen centuries of Islamic history were fewer in number than 
the Muslims killed by Christians in the twentieth century alone. Christianity began its 
assaults on Islam while the latter was still a small conclave in Madīnah. In the 8th year 
of the Hijrah, the first generation of Muslims had to face a Byzantine army of 100,000 
soldiers in Mu’tah with only 3,000 warriors. One year later, the Messenger had to mus-
ter all his power against them; this battle was recorded in history as the Tabuk Cam-
paign and is one of the subjects of sūrah 9. Three years later the Muslim and Byzan-
tine forces once more faced off in Yarmuk, a battle which ended in the decisive defeat 
of the Byzantines. 

As for Judaism and Christianity both, a few quotations from the Old Testament are 
enough to see what position the Bible adopts concerning war:

Then Sihon and all his people came out against us to fight at Jahaz. And the Lord 
our God delivered him over to us; so we defeated him, his sons, and all his people. 
We took all his cities at that time, and we utterly destroyed the men, women, and lit-
tle ones of every city; we left none remaining. We took only the livestock as plunder 
for ourselves, with the spoil of the cities which we took…. So the Lord our God also 
delivered into our hands Og king of Bashan, with all his people, and we attacked him 
until he had no survivors remaining. And we took all his  cities at that time; there 
was not a city which we did not take from them; sixty cities, all the region of Argob, 
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the kingdom of Og in Bashan…. We utterly destroyed them, as we did to Sihon king 
of Heshbon, utterly destroying the men, women, and children of every city. But all 
the livestock and the spoil of the cities we took as booty for ourselves. (Deuterono-

my, 2: 32–35; 3: 3–7)

As for modern times, we only want to mention some facts to clarify the point: Islam 
has never had the least part in tens of millions of deaths in the communist revolutions; 
the suppression of freedom movements in several parts of the world at the cost of mil-
lions of lives; and in the adventures in several poor countries, costing more than mil-
lions of lives during the wars and many more indirectly since. It is not Islam which 
caused the death of more than 70 million people, mainly civilians, and forced countless 
millions more to remain homeless, widowed and orphaned, during and after the two 
world wars. It is not Islam which gave rise to totalitarian regimes such as Communism, 
Fascism, and Nazism, and raised war-mongers like Hitler, Stalin, and Mussolini. Islam 
is not responsible for using scientific knowledge to make nuclear and other weapons of 
mass destruction. Islam was not responsible for the extermination of tens of millions 
of natives in many parts of the world, for world-wide colonialism which lasted cen-
turies, and for the slave trade, which cost the lives of tens of millions of people. It is 
not Islam, nor Muslim peoples even, that are responsible for the establishment of the 
despotic governments that rule over some Muslim countries and for their oppression, 
injustice, and bloody regimes. Nor is it Islam which is responsible for modern terror-
ism, mafia organizations, and for the world-wide smuggling of weapons and drugs. 
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APPENDIX 4 

THE STATUS OF WOMEN IN ISLAM

It is not necessary to argue in an apologetic manner, contrasting the plight of wom-
en in the pre-Islamic era or in the modern world of today, that in Islam women are 
accorded recognition, rights, and privileges that they have not enjoyed under oth-

er systems. It becomes clear enough, without apology, if the issue is studied as a whole, 
rather than partially. Broadly speaking, the rights and responsibilities of a woman are 
equal to those of a man but they are not necessarily identical with them. Equality and 
identity are not the same, and should not be confused. No two people, leaving aside gen-
der differences, are the same: for there to be justice, those differences need to be recog-
nized and affirmed without being made into a pretext for improper discrimination. 

Human beings are not created identical but they are created equal. With that distinc-
tion in mind, there is no excuse for any argument that would represent woman as infe-
rior to man. There is no ground for the presumption that she is less important because 
her rights are not in every respect identical to those of the man. But the woman is not 
a duplicate of the man, and accordingly there is a difference in rights and responsibil-
ities. The fact that Islamic law gives to the woman equal – but not identical – rights 
shows that it recognizes the woman’s being a woman, with proper respect for both the 
difference in constitution and personality and the sameness of her need for social and 
political dignity.

It will be worthwhile at this point to take a summary look at the rights of wom-
an under Islamic law. 
• Woman is recognized as a full and equal partner with the man in the procreation of 

humankind. He is the father, she is the mother, and both are essential for life. Her 
role is not any less vital than his. Within this partnership she has an equal share of 
respect and dignity; indeed, as a mother, she gets greater respect and care from the 
children, in accordance with the Prophet’s injunction: “Paradise is under the feet of 
mothers” (an-Nasā’ī, “Jihād,” 6).

• An adult woman is equal to an adult man in carrying responsibilities, some indi-
vidual and some shared with others, and she is equal in the recompense due for her 
actions. She is acknowledged as an independent legal personality, in possession of 
the moral and intellectual qualities, and the spiritual aspirations, that are character-
istic of all human beings. The woman’s human nature is neither inferior to nor dif-
ferent from that of a man.  

• She is equal to a man in the seeking of education, of knowledge. The seeking of 
knowledge is enjoined upon Muslims as such, without distinction of gender. Almost 
fourteen centuries ago, the Prophet Muḥammad, upon him be peace and God’s 
blessings, declared that the pursuit of knowledge (necessary for every believer) is 
incumbent on every Muslim, (male and female) (Ibn Mājah, “Muqaddimah,” 17).



• She is entitled to the same freedom of expression as man. Her sound opinions are 
taken into consideration and may not be disregarded merely because she is a wom-
an. It is reported in the Qur’ān that women not only expressed their opinion free-
ly but also argued and participated in serious discussions with the Prophet himself 
(e.g. sūrah 58: 1–4; sūrah 60: 10–12). There are many hadiths that record similar 
occasions, and in subsequent history, we know that women objected in public to 
what Caliphs declared from the pulpit in the mosque.

• Historical records show that women participated in public life with the early 
Muslims, especially in times of emergencies.

• A woman has equal rights in law to enter into contracts, to initiate and run commer-
cial enterprises, and to earn and possess wealth independently. Her life, her proper-
ty, and her honor are as sacred as those of a man. If she commits any offense, her 
penalty is neither less nor more than a man’s in a similar case. If she is wronged or 
harmed, she gets due compensation equal to what a man in the same situation would 
get (sūrah 2: 178; sūrah 4: 92–93). 

• The law and religion of Islam envisaged the measures necessary to safeguard these 
rights and put them into practice as integral articles of faith. The faith does not tol-
erate those who are inclined to prejudice against women or discriminate unjustly on 
the basis of the differences between men and women. Again and again, the Qur’ān 
reproaches those who used to believe a woman to be inferior to man: sūrah 16: 57–
59, 62; sūrah 42: 49–50; sūrah 43: 15–19; sūrah 53: 21–23. 

• Apart from the recognition of woman as an independent human being, acknowl-
edged as equally essential for the survival of humanity, Islamic law (derived from 
the Qur’ān) has stipulated a share of inheritance for female heirs – as is explained 
in Sūrat an-Nisā’, note 5.

• A woman enjoys certain privileges of which man is deprived. She is exempt with-
in the household from all financial liabilities. As a mother, she enjoys more recogni-
tion and higher honor in the sight of God (31: 14-15; 46: 15). As a wife she is entitled 
to demand of her prospective husband a suitable dowry that will be her own. She is 
entitled to support and maintenance by the husband. She does not have to work or 
share with her husband the family expenses. She is free to retain, after marriage, 
whatever she possessed before it, and the husband has no right whatsoever to any of 
her belongings. As a daughter or sister she is entitled to support and maintenance by 
her father and brother respectively. That is her privilege. If she wishes to work or be 
self-supporting and to participate in handling the family responsibilities, she is free 
to do so, provided her integrity and honor are safeguarded.

• The faith of Islam does not differentiate between men and women as far as their 
relationship to God is concerned, as both are promised the same reward for good con-
duct and the same punishment for evil conduct. Women’s standing behind men in 
the Prayer is neither intended nor understood as a mark of inferiority. The woman, 
as already mentioned, is exempt from attending congregational Prayers. But if she 
does attend, she stands in separate rows made up exclusively of women. The order 
of rows in the Prayer is introduced to help everyone to concentrate on their Prayers 
without distraction. The Prayer includes actions and movements – standing and sit-
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ting shoulder to shoulder, bowing, prostration, etc. If men mix with women in the 
same rows, it is possible that something disturbing or distracting may occur in the 
minds of those praying, alien to the purpose of the occasion, and a manifest obstacle 
to the duty to meditate.
Finally, there is no significance in the fact that the Qur’ān usually uses masculine 

pronouns when addressing or referring to the community. It is a feature of almost all 
languages that the masculine pronoun is used for a group formed of both men and 
women. This may be related to the fact that throughout history in most societies, most 
of the time, the man has carried a “degree” of responsibility (for the household and 
for the collective affairs of the community) “above” that of the woman, and this is 
undoubtedly a consequence of having different duties and functions centered around 
maintaining the family and caring for the children, the next generation of the com-
munity. (For explanations for other aspects of the matter, see sūrah 2, note 161.) (M. 
Mutahhari, Woman and Her Rights, trans., M. A. Ansari; Hammuda Abdul-Ati, “The 
Status of Woman in Islam,” http://www.jannah.org/sisters/statuswomen.html)
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APPENDIX 5

THE PROPHET MU AMMAD AMONG HIS PEOPLE

The Prophet Muḥammad, upon him be peace and blessings, was born in the 
heart of a desert; his father had died some time before his birth, and he lost his 
mother when he was six years old. Consequently, he was deprived even of the 

scant training and upbringing which an Arab child of the time normally got. Education 
never touched him; he was unlettered and unschooled.

The Prophet, upon him be God’s peace and blessings, did not leave Makkah to go 
outside the Arabian Peninsula except for two brief journeys. The first was with his 
uncle Abū Tālib when he was still a youth in his early teens. The other was in his mid-
thirties when he accompanied a caravan carrying the goods of Khadījah, a widow who 
was forty when he married her at 25, and with whom he lived for almost twenty years, 
until her death. Because of his being unlettered, he had no opportunity to read any of 
the religious texts of the Jews or Christians, nor did he become acquainted with these 
texts. Makkah was an idolatrous city both in its ideas and customs, into which neither 
Christian nor Jewish religious thought had penetrated. Even the ḥanīfs (people who 
followed some things of the pure religion of Abraham in an adulterated and unclear 
form) among the Arabs of Makkah, who rejected the worship of idols, were influenced 
by neither Judaism nor Christianity. Nothing of Jewish or Christian thought appears to 
have been reflected in the poetic heritage left to us by the literary men of the time. Had 
the Prophet made any effort to become acquainted with Jewish or Christian thought, 
this would have been noticed. We observe moreover that the Prophet did not take part, 
before his Prophethood, in the intellectual forms of poetry and rhetoric which were 
popular among the people at that time. 

Prior of his Prophethood, there is no mention of any distinction of the Holy Prophet, 
upon him be peace and blessings, over the rest of the people except in his moral com-
mitments, his trustworthiness, honesty, truthfulness, and integrity. He never told a lie; 
even his worst enemies never accused him of lying on any occasion during his life. He 
used to talk politely and never used obscene or abusive language. He had a charming 
personality and excellent manners with which he captivated the hearts of those who 
came into contact with him. In his dealings with people he always followed the princi-
ples of justice, altruism, and fair-play. He never deceived anyone and never broke his 
promise. He remained engaged in trade and commerce for years, but he never entered 
into any dishonest transaction. Those who dealt with him in business had full confi-
dence in his integrity. The entire nation called him “Al-Amīn” (the Truthful and the 
Trustworthy). Even his enemies would deposit their precious belongings with him for 
safe custody and he scrupulously fulfilled their trust. He was the very embodiment 
of modesty in the midst of a society which was immodest to the core. Born and bred 
among a people who regarded drunkenness and gambling as virtues, he never touched 
alcohol and never indulged in gambling. Surrounded on all sides by heartless people, 



he himself had a heart overflowing with the milk of human kindness. He would help 
orphans, widows, and the poor; he was hospitable to travelers. He harmed no one; rath-
er, he exposed himself to hardships for the sake of others. He kept aloof from the feuds 
in his tribe, and was foremost in bringing about reconciliation. He did not bow before 
any other created thing and did not partake of the offerings made to idols, even in his 
childhood. He hated all kinds of worship devoted to creatures and beings other than 
God. In brief, the towering and radiant personality of this gentle man in the midst of 
such a benighted and dark environment may be likened to a beacon of light illuminat-
ing a pitch-dark night, or to a diamond shining out amongst a heap of stones.

Suddenly a remarkable change came over his person. His heart became illuminat-
ed by the Divine Light. He went to the people, and addressed them in the following 
strain:

The idols which you worship are a mere sham. Cease to worship them from now 
on. No mortal being, no star, no tree, no stone, no spirit, is worthy of human wor-
ship. Therefore, do not bow your heads in worship before them. The entire universe 
with everything that it contains belongs to God Almighty. He alone is the Creator, the 
Nourisher, the Sustainer, and, consequently, the real Sovereign before Whom all should 
bow down and to Whom all should pray and render obedience. Thus, worship Him 
alone and obey His commands. Theft and plunder, murder and rapine, injustice and 
cruelty – all the vices in which you indulge are crimes in the eyes of God. Leave your 
evil ways. Speak the truth. Be just. Do not kill anyone; whoever slays a soul unjustly, 
it will be as if he had slain all of humanity; and whoever saves the life of one, it will 
be as if he had saved the life of all of humanity.

Do not steal from anyone. Take your lawful share. Give that which is due to oth-
ers in a just manner.

Do not set up another god with God, or you will sit condemned and forsaken. Be 
good to your parents whether one or both of them attains old age with you, do not say 
to them even “uff” nor chide them, but speak to them with respectful words, and low-
er to them the wing of humbleness out of mercy. Give your kinsfolk their rights and 
give to the needy, and the traveler, and never squander. Do not slay your children from 
fear of poverty or other reasons. Do not approach adultery; surely it is an indecency, 
an evil way. Do not approach the property of orphans and the weak. Fulfill the cove-
nant, because it will be questioned. Fill up the measure when you measure, and weigh 
with a true balance. Do not pursue that of which you have no knowledge; the hearing, 
the sight, and the heart will be questioned about it. Do not walk on the earth exul-
tantly; certainly you will never tear the earth open, nor attain the mountains in height. 
Say to each other words that are kindly, for surely Satan provokes strife between you 
because of the use of strong words. Do not turn your cheek in scorn and anger toward 
people, nor walk with impudence in the land. God does not love the braggart. Be mod-
est in your bearing and subdue your voice. Let not some people deride another peo-
ple, who may be better than they are in God’s sight. And do not find fault with one 
another, nor revile one another with nicknames. Shun most of suspicion, for suspi-
cion is a sin. And do not spy, nor backbite other people. Be staunch followers of jus-
tice and witnesses for God, even though it be against yourselves, or your parents and 
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kinsfolk, whether the person be rich or poor. Do not follow caprices, which cause you 
to swerve. Be steadfast witnesses for God in equity, and do not let your hatred of any 
people seduce you so that you do not deal justly. Restrain your rage and pardon the 
offences of your fellow-people. The good deed and the evil deed are not alike, so repel 
the evil deed with the one which is good, then the person with whom you have enmi-
ty will become as though a loyal friend. The recompense for evil committed wittingly 
is like evil; but whoever pardons and makes amends with the evil-doer with kindness 
and love, their reward falls upon God. Do not drink alcohol and do not play games of 
chance; they are both forbidden by God.

You are human beings and all human beings are equal in the eyes of God. None is 
born with the slur of shame on their face; nor has anyone come into the world with the 
mantle of honor hung around their neck. Those who are God-revering and pious, true 
in words and deeds, alone are high and honored. Distinctions of birth and glory of race 
are no criteria of greatness and honor. There is an appointed day after your death when 
you will have to appear before a supreme court. You will be called to account for all your 
deeds, good or bad, and you will not then be able to hide anything. The whole record 
of your life will be an open book to God. Your fate will be determined by your good or 
bad actions. In the court of the True Judge – the All-Knowing God – the question of 
improper recommendation and favoritism does not arise. You will not be able to bribe 
Him. No consideration will be given to your pedigree or parentage. True faith and good 
deeds alone will stand you in good stead at that time. Those who have performed these 
fully will take their abode in the Heaven of eternal happiness, while the one devoid of 
them will be cast in the fire of Hell.

For forty years the Prophet, upon him be peace and blessings, lived as an ordinary 
individual amongst his people. In that long period he was not known as a statesman, a 
preacher, or an orator; none had heard him imparting wisdom or knowledge, as he began 
to do thereafter. He had never been seen discoursing upon the principles of metaphys-
ics, ethics, law, politics, economy, or sociology. Not only was he not a general, he was 
not even known as an ordinary soldier. He had uttered no words about God, the Angels, 
the revealed Books, the early Prophets, the bygone nations, the Day of Judgment, life 
after death, Hell or Heaven. No doubt he possessed an excellent character and charming 
manners, and he was well-behaved. He was known among his acquaintances as a sober, 
calm, gentle, and trustworthy citizen of good nature, but when he appeared with the 
new message, he was completely transformed.

In the face of these historical facts, facts which can never be challenged, there 
are two alternatives: either one can claim that the Prophet Muḥammad, upon him be 
peace and blessings, is – God forbid! – the greatest liar and meanest trickster of all 
times; or one must accept that he is a Messenger and Prophet of God. Even Satan and 
the Messenger’s bitterest enemies of his time never dared to voice the first claim; nor 
can anyone with sound knowledge of history do so. Therefore, there is no alternative 
but that everyone with reason should acknowledge Muḥammad’s Messengership and 
Prophethood (Mostly from al-Mawdūdī, Towards Understanding Islam, 56–65).
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APPENDIX 6

THE QUR’ĀN’S CHALLENGE AND SOME 

ASPECTS OF ITS MIRACULOUSNESS

At a time in history when eloquence was most highly prized, the Qur’ān of 
miraculous exposition was revealed. Just as God Almighty had endowed Moses 
and Jesus, upon them be peace, with the miracles which were most suitable to 

their times, He used eloquence as the most notable aspect of the Qur’ān, the chief mir-
acle of the Prophet Muḥammad, upon him be peace and blessings. At the time that the 
Qur’ān was revealed, it first challenged the literary figures of the Arabian Peninsula, 
and then all the people throughout the ages and at every level of knowledge and under-
standing until Judgment Day, in the following manner:

• If you think that a human being wrote the Qur’ān, then let one of your people who 
are unlettered as is Muḥammad produce something similar.

• If he or she cannot do this, let a learned one or a literary one try to do the same.
• If he or she cannot do this either, then send your most famous writers or scholars 

and let them come together and produce the like of the Qur’ān.
• If they cannot, let them work together and call upon all their history, “deities,” scien-

tists, philosophers, sociologists, theologians, and writers to produce something similar.
• If they cannot, let them try – leaving aside the miraculous and inimitable aspects of 

its meaning – to produce a work of equal eloquence in word order and composition, 
regardless of whether what they produce is true or not.

• If you cannot produce the like of it in equal length, then produce only the like of its 
10 chapters.

• If you cannot do this, then produce only one chapter.
• If you cannot do that, produce only a short chapter.

Those self-conceited people could not argue verbally with the Qur’ān and chose rath-
er to fight it with their swords, a perilous and difficult course. If such intelligent people 
could have argued verbally with the Qur’ān they would not have chosen the perilous, dif-
ficult course as they did, risking the loss of their property and lives. It is only because they 
could not rise to the challenge that they had to choose this more dangerous way.

The Qur’ān is miraculous in many aspects. Here we will indicate only some of them:
• There is an extraordinary eloquence and stylistic purity in the Qur’ān’s word order 

and composition. Just as a clock’s hands complete and are fitted to one another in 
precise orderliness, so too does every word and sentence – indeed the entire Qur’ān 
– complete and fit with every other.

• It is in this way that each of the Qur’ānic verses is not only part of a larger entity; it 
is also a whole in itself and has an independent existence. There is an intrinsic rela-
tion among all the verses of the Qur’ān and between one verse and all the others. In 



the words of Bediüzzaman Said Nursi, “The verses of the Qur’ān are like stars in the 
sky among which there are visible and invisible ropes and relationships. It is as if 
each of the verses of the Qur’ān has an eye which sees most of the verses, and a face 
which looks towards them, so that it extends to them the immaterial threads of rela-
tionship to weave a miraculous fabric. A single sūrah can contain the whole “ocean” 
of the Qur’ān in which the whole of the universe is contained. A single verse can 
comprehend the treasury of that sūrah. It is as if most of the verses are each a small 
sūrah, and most of the sūrahs each a little Qur’ān.”

• In many places, like in Sūrat al-Ikhlās (Sincerity) which comprises six verses or sen-
tences, each sentence has two meanings: one a priori (functioning as a cause or proof) 
with the other being a posteriori (functioning as an effect or result). This means that 
the sūrah contains 36 sūrahs, each made up of six sentences. One is a premise or a 
proposition, while the others are arguments supporting it. (See sūrah 112, note 4.)

• The Qur’ān has a unique, original style that is both novel and convincing. Its style, 
which always preserves its originality, freshness, and the “bloom of youth,” does not 
imitate and cannot be imitated.

• The Qur’ān’s wording is extraordinarily fluent and pure. Not only is it extraordi-
narily eloquent when expressing meaning, it is also wonderfully fluent and pure in 
wording and word arrangement. One proof of this is that it never bores even when 
recited thousands of times. The more you read it the more it gives pleasure. A child 
can easily memorize it. Even fatally ill people who get easily annoyed by a few words 
of ordinary speech, feel relief and comfort upon hearing the Qur’ān. For people at 
their death-bed, the Qur’ān gives their ears and minds a great taste and pleasure. 

• The Qur’ān feeds the heart, gives power and wealth to the mind, functions as water 
and light for the spirit, and cures the illnesses of the soul. Reciting or listening to 
the pure truth of the Qur’ān and its guidance does not fatigue the mind, but rather 
refreshes and broadens it. 

• The Qur’ān’s expressions contain a superiority, power, sublimity, and magnificence. Its 
fluent, eloquent pure composition and word order, as well as its eloquent meanings, and 
original and unique style, give it an unsurpassed excellence in explaining things. Truly, 
in all categories of expression and address – deterrence and threats, in praise, censure 
and restraint, in proof and demonstration, in teaching and explanation, and in silencing 
and overcoming arguments – its expositions are of the highest degree.

• As pointed out in a hadith (Ibn ibbān, 1:146; al-Munāwī, 3: 54), each verse has 
external and internal meanings, limits and a point of comprehension, as well as 
boughs, branches, and twigs. Each phrase, word, letter, and even every diacritical 
point has many aspects. Each person who hears a verse receives their share of under-
standing within their capabilities through a different door. In addition to providing 
resources to exacting jurists, the treasuries of the meanings of the Qur’ān provide 
enlightenment for those seeking knowledge of God, ways for those trying to reach 
God, paths for perfected human beings, and schooling of mind and heart for truth-
seeking scholars. The Qur’ān has always guided them and illuminated their ways. It 
deals with humankind and our duty, the universe and its Creator, the heavens and 
the earth, this world and the next, and the past, future, and eternity. It explains all 
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essential matters related to our creation and life, from the correct ways to eat and 
sleep to issues of Divine Decree and Will, and from the universe’s creation in six 
days to the functions of the winds. For human beings, it is a book of law, prayer, 
wisdom, worship, and servanthood to God, and it contains commands, invitations, 
invocations and reflections. It is a holy book containing comprehensive guidance 
for all of our spiritual needs – a heavenly book that, like a sacred library, contains 
numerous booklets from which all saints, eminent truthful people, all purified and 
discerning scholars, and those well-versed in the knowledge of God, have derived 
their own specific ways – which illuminates each way and answer the needs of its 
followers. The Qur’ān contains references to all of the knowledge that is needed by 
humankind. Moreover, it gives people whatever they need, so that the expression 
Take from the Qur’ān whatever you wish, for whatever need you have, has been 
widely circulated among exacting scholars.

• The Qur’ān is always fresh, and its freshness is maintained as if it were revealed anew 
in every epoch. As an eternal discourse addressing all human beings, regardless of time 
or place and level of understanding, it should – and does – have a never-fading fresh-
ness. The wise Qur’ān informs all people, regardless of time, place, or level of under-
standing about God, Islam, and faith. Therefore, it has to teach each group and level 
in an appropriate manner. People are very diverse, yet the Qur’ān has sufficient levels 
for all. It addresses all levels of understanding, regardless of time and place. 

• The Qur’ān’s conciseness is like offering up the ocean contained in a pitcher. Out of 
mercy and courtesy for ordinary human minds, it demonstrates the most compre-
hensive and universal principles and general laws through particular events on par-
ticular occasions.

• The Qur’ān has an extraordinarily comprehensive aim, subject-matter, meaning, 
style, beauty, and subtlety. When studied well, its sūrahs and verses, particularly the 
opening sections of the sūrahs and the beginning and end of each verse, clearly show 
that there is no trace of confusion. And this is despite the fact that it contains a vari-
ety of modes of speech, all categories of elevated style, all examples of good morals 
and virtues, all principles of natural science, all indices of knowledge of God, all the 
beneficial rules of individual and social life, and all the laws that enlighten creation’s 
exalted reasons and purposes.

• The Qur’ān gives news of the past, and it has many categories of predictions. It con-
tains information concerning the people of the past and gives news of the people of 
the future. From one viewpoint, the Qur’ān is full of explicit and implicit predic-
tions. It also speaks about the Unseen Divine truths, and the realities of the Hereaf-
ter. It is impossible to contradict its accounts of historical events, therefore, what-
ever it predicts either has come true or will come true when its time is due. It was 
impossible for God’s Messenger to know the histories of the Prophets and their peo-
ples. But, based on Divine Revelation and with utmost confidence in his mission, 
he conveyed both the histories of bygone nations and many predictions concerning 
future important events. This is a challenge to all ages and peoples, including histo-
rians and other researchers, and is one of the undeniable proofs of His Prophethood 
and the Divine origin of the Qur’ān.
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APPENDIX 7

GOD WILLS GOOD FOR HUMANKIND BUT 

HUMANKIND INCURS EVIL

From one perspective, the Qur’ān anatomizes the spirit or character of humankind. 
In human life, the periods of health and prosperity are greater in number and last 
much longer than those of illness and misfortune. Despite this, people complain 

greatly when some misfortune visits them; it is as if all their lives have passed in hard-
ship and affliction, and they now feel as if the days of health and prosperity will never 
come again. Yet, when they are relieved of their misfortune or when they recover from 
an illness, they are exultant beyond all measure and, in self-glorification, forget to thank 
God, as if they had not suffered at all. One of the most important reasons why humans 
act in such a way is that they are unaware of the wisdom in and Divine reasons for ill-
nesses and misfortunes or health and prosperity.

God Almighty always wills good for humanity. In other words, He always gives us 
mercy, good, and grace. Even in misfortunes that arise as a result of unforgivable cor-
ruption or wrongdoing, there are many aspects of good for people, including for believ-
ers in particular. But human beings, by misusing their free will, either prevent that 
grace, good, and mercy from reaching them or transform these things into evil. Let us 
give an illustration here. Water is inherently a good thing – it quenches our thirst and 
provides moisture for our crops. Yet, if we were to dive into the water without measur-
ing its depth or considering whether there may be currents, or without knowing how to 
swim, then water becomes a means of evil. In the same way, fire can be made into an 
evil if we allow it to burn a finger because of ignorance or carelessness. Factors such as 
haste, thoughtlessness, ignorance, inexperience, and not taking due care can all trans-
form something which is good for a person into an evil. Consequently, all the evils that 
befall humankind are caused by ourselves, by our mistakes and errors.

Here it might be argued that huge numbers of people are born into misfortune of 
one kind or another, having had no part in causing it – in any meaningful sense of caus-
ing (i.e. being responsible or answerable for) it. It may be that collectively, over a large 
span of generations, human beings cause all the misfortunes that beset some of them; 
but the fact is that many misfortunes are suffered individually by people who them-
selves, individually, did not earn them by their intentions or actions – some indeed suf-
fer long before they attain the age of legal responsibility.

It is true that individuals have no part in causing the misfortune they are born 
into and which has been caused by earlier generations. However, the Divine Religion 
views the world and its misfortunes from the perspective of the afterlife, and we are 
here in the world to gain this eternal life. So God tests us here so that we acquire the 
state appropriate for this life. He tests us according to His blessings upon us. More 



blessings mean more responsibility. As God gives us more bounties and blessings, our 
responsibility grows. For example, almsgiving is compulsory for the wealthy, but not 
for the poor; while those who have the required power and equipment are required to 
go to war when necessary,  while the disabled, blind, or sick do not have to bear arms 
in God’s cause.

The Prophet Jesus, upon him be peace, says: “If your right eye causes you to sin, 
pluck it out and cast it from you; for it is more profitable for you that one of your 
members perish, than for your whole body to be cast into hell. And if your right hand 
causes you to sin, cut it off and cast it from you; for it is more profitable for you that 
one of your members perish, than for your whole body to be cast into hell (Matthew, 
5: 29-30). When viewed from this perspective, we cannot know what specific circum-
stances into which we are born are to our good or to our harm. God knows, and we do 
not know. We cannot know if being rich or poor, or healthy or sick, or sound or dis-
abled is better for us. And, the Qur’an tells us that it may be that we dislike a thing 
although it is good for us, and love a thing although it is bad for us. God knows but 
we know not (sūrah 2: 216). This means that we cannot regard as misfortune any cir-
cumstances into which we are born.

Evil is destruction, and humans have a great capacity for destruction. Destruction 
is related to non-existence, and the non-existence of something is possible even if just 
one component is missing. But all the good that comes to humanity is from God. Good 
relates to existence, and the existence of something is not possible even if only one of 
the components does not exist. For example, a person can survive and be healthy on 
the condition that all the cells of their body – numbering more than 60 trillion – are 
healthy. If only one cell is deformed, it can lead to the death of a person. So the health 
of a body is dependent on the health of its components. Furthermore, for something 
to exist time is required, while its destruction can take place within a minute. A lazy 
child, by igniting a match, can burn to ashes in an hour a building that took a hun-
dred days for a team of people to build. What all this means is that human beings have 
little capacity to accomplish good. As has been pointed out in the example of bread in 
Sūrah 9, note 23, in order to obtain bread, which is a vital food for humans, a person 
needs soil, air, water, the sun, a seed of wheat which has the capacity to germinate and 
grow into wheat, and the ability and power to grow wheat, all of which are provid-
ed by God. So whatever good people have, it is from God, while whatever evil befalls 
them, it is from themselves.

It can be said that human free will works in the direction of evil, while it is God 
Who causes people to will good and enables them to do it. The human carnal soul 
always wills evil and to commit sins, but God always wills good and makes people suc-
ceed in willing good, provided that they refrain from characteristics such as haughti-
ness, wrong viewpoints, ill intentions, ill-disposition, evil suspicions, prejudices, wrong 
judgment, and subjection to carnal appetites. In order to help people to refrain from 
such ills, God has sent Prophets, and revealed Books, and He has established a special 
way of thinking, belief, and conduct in the name of religion.

As a consequence, people should know and acknowledge that whatever evil befalls 
them is because of their errors and sins, and therefore they should turn to God in repen-
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tance, mending their ways and correcting their errors. They should neither fall into 
despair nor complain about others or Destiny. When they recover from an illness or are 
relieved of any misfortune, they should attribute this blessing to God alone, and accept 
that, like illnesses and misfortunes, health and prosperity are also a test for them. They 
should be thankful to God, without taking any credit for themselves, refraining from 
making errors or sinning. Both of these attitudes – turning to God in repentance and 
mending one’s ways when visited by illness or misfortune, as well as thanking God in 
times of health and prosperity – require patience. Patience which is shown in resisting 
the temptations of the carnal soul and in avoiding sins, and which is displayed when 
enduring misfortunes without complaint, causes one to acquire piety; patience and per-
severance in thanking and worshipping God elevates one to the rank of being loved by 
God.

Another point to mention here is that a person should attribute to themselves what-
ever misfortune or evil befalls them, but when another believer has been visited by mis-
fortune, others should not think ill of them; rather they should take into consideration 
that God has caused this person to be able to attain a higher spiritual rank through mis-
fortune or evil. The greatest of humankind, such as the Prophets and saints, did not 
remain immune from illnesses and other misfortunes. Nearness to God is a cause of 
misfortune, as God always keeps people pure by means of misfortune. As the Prophets 
and saints always thanked God in patience when a misfortune visited them, they were 
promoted to a higher rank as heroes of patience and thankfulness. The Messenger, 
upon him be peace and blessings, declares: “Those who are most visited by misfor-
tunes are the Prophets, then come others who are near to God, each according to his 
nearness.” (at-Tirmidhī, “Zuhd,” 57) A Companion came to the Messenger and said: 
“O Messenger of God, I love you very much.” The Messenger replied: “Then be pre-
pared for poverty” (at-Tirmidhī, “Zuhd,” 36). When another one said that he loved God 
very much, the Messenger replied: “Then be prepared for misfortunes.” That is why 
it is said: “Nearness to the Sultan is a burning fire.” This is another subtle point that 
merits much reflection.
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APPENDIX 8

ON THE EXISTENCE AND UNITY OF GOD

It is very easy to explain existence when one attributes it to One Divine Being. If 
you try to explain existence by attributing it to various origins, insurmountable 
barriers are encountered. If you attribute existence to One Divine Being, you can 

then see that the whole universe is as easy to create as a honeybee, and that a honey-
bee is as easy to create as fruit. If, by contrast, you ascribe it to multiple origins, creat-
ing a honeybee is as difficult as creating the universe, and creating fruit will be as dif-
ficult as creating all the trees in the universe. This is because a single being, with a sin-
gle movement, can produce an effect that deals with a whole. If that effect or treatment 
is expected of multiple beings, it will only be obtained, if at all, with extreme difficul-
ty and after much controversy. Which is easier or more difficult: managing an army 
under a single commander, or letting the soldiers make their own decisions; employing 
a builder to construct a building, or letting the stones arrange themselves; the revolu-
tion of many planets around a single sun, or vice versa?

When all things are attributed to One Divine Being, they do not have to be creat-
ed from absolute non-existence, for creation means giving external, material existence 
to things that already exist in the Divine Knowledge. It is like putting in words the 
meaning in one’s mind, or applying a substance to make letters written in invisible ink 
be visible. However, if things, most of which are lifeless, ignorant, and unconscious – 
or, if alive, powerless and lacking in sufficient knowledge – are ascribed to themselves 
or to their causes – which are themselves lifeless, ignorant, and unconscious – then 
these things have to be created from absolute non-existence. This is impossible. The 
ease with which One Divine Being does this makes the existence of things as easy as is 
necessary; the difficulty in the latter is beyond measure. The existence of a living being 
requires that the atoms forming it, which are spread throughout the soil, water, and 
air, should come together. Therefore, each atom would have to have universal knowl-
edge and absolute will. Anything with such knowledge and will would be independent 
of any partner and would not need to acknowledge any such partner. Nowhere in the 
universe is there any sign of such things or partners to be found. Creating the heav-
ens and the earth requires a perfect, infinite power that has no partner. Otherwise, this 
power would have to be limited by a finite power, which is inconceivable. An infinite 
power does not need partners and is not obliged to admit of such even if they were to 
exist (which they do not).

Tawḥīd, that is the Principle of Divine Unity and Oneness, can be clearly observed 
throughout the universe. Those who take a look at themselves and their environment 
can easily discern that everything depends upon this basic principle of God-revealed 
Religion. Parts of the human body, for example, are in close cooperation with one 
another, and each cell is also interconnected with the whole body, making it impossible 
not to conclude that He Who has created the single cell is also He Who has created the 



whole body. Likewise, the elements comprising the universe are interrelated and in har-
mony with one another and the universe as a whole. One cannot help but believe that 
the entire universe, from the particles to the galaxies, has been brought into existence 
by the same Creator, and furthermore that the motion of atoms observed in a mole-
cule is the same as that observed in the solar system. Everything originates from “one” 
and eventually will return to “one.” The tree, for instance, which grows out of a seed 
or a stone, will result finally in a seed or stone. This visible evidence explains why an 
orderliness and harmony are observed in the whole universe; it operates in strict obedi-
ence to the One Who has established that order. In other words, it is directly operated 
by the Creator, the One, the All-Powerful, and the All-Knowing. Otherwise, as point-
ed out in the Qur’ān: God has never taken to Himself a child, nor is there any god 

along with Him; otherwise each god would surely have sought absolute independence 

with his creatures under his authority, and they would surely have tried to overpow-

er one another (sūrah 23: 91); and: The fact is that had there been in the heavens and 

the earth any gods other than God, both (of those realms) would certainly have fall-

en into ruin (sūrah 21: 22).
Tawḥīd is the highest conception of deity, the knowledge of which God has sent to 

humankind in all ages through His Prophets. It was this same knowledge which all the 
Prophets, including Moses, Jesus, and the Prophet Muḥammad, upon them all be peace 
and blessings, brought to humankind. Humans were guilty of polytheism or idol-wor-
ship after the demise of their Prophets. They misinterpreted the religion, mixed it with 
superstition, and let it degenerate into magical practices and meaningless rituals. The 
concept of God, the very core of religion, was debased by anthropomorphism, the deifi-
cation of angels, the association of others with God, the attempt to elevate Prophets or 
godly people as ‘incarnations’ of God, and the personification of His Attributes through 
separate deities.

The followers of Tawḥīd must not be narrow-minded. Their belief in One God, 
the Creator of the heavens and the earth, the Master of the east and the west, and the 
Sustainer of the universe, leads them to view everything as belonging to the same Lord, 
to Whom they belong as well. Thus, they consider nothing as alien. Their sympathy, 
love, and service are not confined to any particular race, color, or group; they come to 
understand the Prophetic saying: “O servants of God, be brothers (and sisters)!”

The followers of Tawḥīd know that only God has true power, that only He can bene-
fit or harm them, fulfill their needs, cause them to die, or wield authority and influence. 
This conviction makes them indifferent to and independent and fearless of all powers oth-
er than those of God. They never bow in homage to any of God’s creatures.

The followers of Tawḥīd, although humble and mild, never abase themselves by 
bowing before anyone or anything except God. They never aim at any advantage by 
their worship, even if that advantage is Paradise. They seek only to please God and 
obtain His approval. They know that the only way to success and salvation is to acquire 
a pure soul and righteous behavior. They have perfect faith in God, Who is above all 
needs, related to none, absolutely just, and without partner in His exercise of Divine 
Power. Given this belief, they understand that they can succeed only through right liv-
ing and just action, for no influence or underhanded activity can save them from ruin. 
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However, some believe that they have atoned for their sins, while others assert that 
they are God’s favorites and thus immune to punishment. Still others believe that their 
idols or saints will intercede with God on their behalf, and so make offerings to their 
deities in the belief that such bribes give them license to do whatever they want. Such 
false beliefs keep them entangled in sin and evil, and their dependence on such deities 
causes them to neglect their need for spiritual purification and for living a pure and 
good life.

The followers of Tawḥīd do not become hopeless or disappointed. Their firm faith 
in God, Master of all treasures of the earth and the heavens, and Possessor of limitless 
grace, bounty, and infinite power, imparts to their hearts extraordinary consolation, 
grants them contentment, and keeps them filled with hope. In this world, they might 
meet with rejection at all doors, nothing might serve their ends, and all means might 
desert them. But faith in and dependence on God, which never leave them, give them 
the strength to go on struggling. Such a profound confidence can come only from belief 
in One God. Such a belief produces great determination, patient perseverance, and trust 
in God. When such believers decide to devote their resources to fulfilling the Divine 
commands in order to secure God’s good pleasure and approval, they are sure that they 
have the support and backing of the Lord of the universe.

Tawḥīd inspires bravery, for it defeats the two factors that make people cowardly: 
fear of death and love of safety, along with the belief that someone other than God can 
somehow be bribed into postponing one’s death. Belief in the Islamic creed that “there 
is no deity but God” purges the mind of these ideas. The first idea loses its influence 
when people realize that their lives, property, and everything else really belong to God, 
for this makes them willing to sacrifice whatever they have for God’s approval. The 
second idea is defeated when people realize that no weapon, person, or power can kill 
them, for only God has this power. No one can die before their appointed time, even 
if all of the world’s forces combine to do so. Nothing can bring death forward or push 
it back, even for one instant. This firm belief in One God and dependence upon Him 
makes followers of Tawḥīd the bravest of people. 

Tawḥīd creates an attitude of peace and contentment, purges the mind of sub-
tle passions, jealousy, envy and greed, and it prevents one from resorting to base and 
unfair means for achieving success.
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APPENDIX 9

FROM THE DIARY OF A HONEYBEE

T oday I am at the beginning of my life, a white egg, hardly bigger than a full 
stop.
This is my fourth day; I am a larva today. I have about 1,300 meals every day 

during my growth. I feed on a sort of jelly that is extremely rich in vitamins and pro-
teins, prepared by my elder sisters in the hive. I gain five times my weight every day. 
The temperature around me must be 35°C, and this is maintained by my elder sisters, 
too.

This is my seventh day. Instead of jelly, I begin to feed on a food prepared with hon-
ey and pollen.

This is the ninth day in my life; the ceiling of my cell has been covered with wax. 
My elder sisters tell me that I will weave a silk cocoon around myself tomorrow and 
become a pupa.

I am growing speedily; almost two weeks have passed since my birth. I look more 
like a bee.

Today I am on the twentieth day of my life; I am a perfectly-formed honeybee with 
a head that has antennae to touch and smell, five eyes – three of which are located on 
the upper part of my head with the other two larger ones on the side of my head – a 
tongue to suck water and nectar, jaws, legs, wings, and a sting to defend myself. My 
abdomen has been arranged in such a way that it can both digest and secrete. I begin to 
work according to a strict division of labor in the hive. My first job is cleaning, which I 
am told that I will do for two days. Then I will be promoted to nurse, looking after the 
larvae for four to six days. A secretion gland will begin to work in my body. I will feed 
the larvae with the pollen to be offered to me by my elders.

Days are passing, and today I am twenty-six days old. I begin to make jelly and offer it 
to the larvae, which eat 1,300 meals a day.

I am aging, having reached the half of my life. I have left behind one month and I am a 
cook, making honey from the nectar my elders have collected from the flowers. The honey 
is composed of water, sucrose, and glucose and is very rich in vitamins. It contains enzymes 
to digest carbohydrates. 

Thousands of bees die every day in the comb while thousand others are born. This 
happens in such an orderly way that no confusion is apparent. In our community, the 
queen bee lays the eggs. She must lay around 2,000 eggs every day. While we – the 
female bees – are feeding her, she lets us taste from a substance she produces. We go 
round the comb and allow all our sisters to taste that substance, which enforces a kind 
of birth control. On the day when we do not taste of this substance, we begin to lay 
eggs. Since those eggs are not fertilized, only male bees hatch out. Male bees have no 
task other than inseminating the queen bee. Their number is quite limited.



I am on the thirty-fifth day of my life, and a new factory has started to work in my 
body. Located in the back, lower part of my abdomen, this factory produces wax. We 
collect the wax with the hairs on our middle legs and chew it in order to mould it into 
the cells of the comb. The cells are hexagonal in shape; this is the ideal shape to ensure 
the greatest amount of storage for the least amount of wax. Also, a hexagonal form has 
the greatest resistance to external pressure.

Thirty-five thousand cells are made from half a kilo of wax and 10 kilograms of 
honey are stored in these. We need 3.5 kilos of honey to make half a kilo of wax. While 
making the cells, we take gravity into account. For example, the cells where the female 
worker bees lie are horizontal, forming a vertical layer, while the cells where the queen 
bee lies are vertical, parallel to the surface of the earth. The cells where male bees grow 
are larger than those of the females.

This is my thirty-seventh day. I am extremely excited because I will leave the hive to 
fly around it and to obtain knowledge of the outer world. Unlike birds, we do not flap our 
wings. When we fly, our wings move automatically in such a way that they make 250 
complete turns per second, as well as curving along certain lines so that we are able to 
adjust our bodies to the air current. The wings make a figure of 8 shape in the air. In pro-
portion to the size of our wings, our bodies are heavy (unlike birds). Our bodies grow pro-
gressively heavier as we collect nectar from flowers. Despite this, we can fly as fast as 15 
kilometers an hour. Not only is a bee’s flight miraculous; the way we land is awe-inspiring 
as well. Unlike birds, we do not need to decrease our speed before we land. Thanks to God 
for the tips of our legs, we can immediately alight wherever we want in mid-flight.

I am thirty-eight days old. I am one of the guards controlling the entrance of the 
hive. No one, not even bees from other hives, are allowed to enter our hive. Bees recog-
nize one another by smell. The smell of each community of honeybees is different. The 
entrance of a hive is also marked by the smell unique to that community.

This is the forty-first day of my life and I am old enough to begin to collect nectar 
from flowers. The factories in my body that produce royal jelly and wax have ceased 
production. From now on, I will spend my days collecting nectar. Flowers attract us by 
their colors and smells. The flowers are structured in such a way that it is as if they have 
been built as landing platforms. When we land on a flower, we use our tongues to reach 
into the source of the nectar in its center. At the same time, the pollen from the flowers 
clings to the hairs on our bodies, making them look like thorny twigs. We leave some 
of this pollen on other flowers we visit and thereby assist in the pollination of flowers. 
We do not visit flowers at random.  We continue to visit the same kind of flowers in the 
same environment as the first flower we visited that day.

A bee can visit as many as 20,000 flowers in one day. We store the nectar in our 
stomach and the pollen in sacs located on our back legs. Since flying home is made more 
difficult by the weight of our load, we follow a direct route when returning to the hive; 
this is known as a “bee line.” Even if we pass through places unknown to us, we always 
follow this direct route. It is extremely easy for a bee to establish a bee line. The place 
and position of the sun tells us the direction. The change of the sun’s position does not 
hinder us. We can easily calculate the exact place and position of the sun at any time of 
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the day. We use atmospheric polarization and find the place of the sun by means of any 
light that comes from anywhere in the sky.

Having collected nectar for twenty days, I have completed my task in life. Today I 
am at the end of my life, a span of two months. During all the twenty days that have 
passed I have flown more than 2,000 kilometers and have produced 50 grams of hon-
ey. This amount should not be considered as trivial, for the population of a hive makes 
200,000 flights a day, producing one kilo of honey. Yet if all the human beings in the 
world, proud of their knowledge and abilities, were to come together and combine all 
their skills, they could not produce even a single gram of honey.

It is clear that it is impossible for any being other than God Almighty, Who is the All-
Knowing, All-Powerful, All-Willing – even for what some call “nature,” natural forces or 
matter – to create the bee and organize her life; all of these are blind and ignorant, they 
have no will at all and cannot create. It is God Almighty Who has created me, organized my 
life, and enabled me to fulfill so great tasks. (Translated and Summarized from Bir Arının 

Hatıra Defteri [“The Diary of a Honeybee”] by Ümit Şim ek, stanbul.)
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APPENDIX 10

THE ASCENSION (MI‘RĀJ) OF THE 

PROPHET MU AMMAD

During his entire life-time, God’s Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, 
was in continual search for unadulterated minds and hearts to which he could 
impart God’s Message. He may have offered his Message only a few times to 

those like Abu Bakr and ‘Umar, but he must have offered it to Abu Jahl and his like at 
least fifty times. Each time he appeared before them, he would say: “Proclaim, ‘There 
is no deity but God’, and be saved!” He would visit the places where people gathered 
and carry the fragrance of the same words, “Proclaim, ‘There is no deity but God’, and 
be saved!” 

Fairs used to be held periodically in places around Makkah such as in ‘Arafāt, Mina, 
Muzdalifah and ‘Aqabah, which attracted many people not native to Makkah. The 
Messenger would visit these fairs for the purpose of preaching Islam, and his effort, as 
well as the measure of success he had in persuading people to listen, angered the poly-
theists of Makkah. 

A time came when reactions, which had begun as indifference, turned to derision and 
mocking, then to persecution, torture, and boycotting of the Muslims, finally reaching 
an unbearable point, when there was no hope for further conversions among the Makkan 
polytheists. God’s Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, took Zayd ibn Hārithah 
with him and went to Tāif. Unfortunately, there, too, he was faced with violent anger 
and terror. The children of Tāif, positioned on either side of the road, threw stones at 
him. There was not a square inch on his body that was not hit by the stones. However, 
he finally succeeded in leaving the town and reached a tree in a vineyard, under which 
he took shelter, bleeding profusely. He held up his hands and supplicated:

O God, unto You do I complain of my frailty, lack of resources, and lack of signif-
icance before those people. O Most Merciful of the merciful, You are the Lord of the 
oppressed and You are my Lord. To whom do You abandon me? To that stranger who 
looks askance and grimaces at me? Or to that enemy to whom You have given mas-
tery over me? If, however, Your indignation is not against me, I am not worried. But 
Your grace is a much greater thing for me to wish for. I seek refuge in the Light of 
Your “Face,” which illuminates all darkness and by which the affairs of this life and the 
Hereafter have been rightly ordered, lest Your wrath alight upon me, or Your indigna-
tion descend upon me. I expect Your forgiveness so that You may be pleased with me, 
and there is no other resource nor any power but what is in You.

While he was lying in the Sacred Mosque one night, some time after he had returned 
from this painful trip, he was taken from there to Masjid al-Aqṣā in Jerusalem and 
thence through the heavenly dimensions of existence, where he observed the greatest 
signs of God. That is, he observed the greatest truths and signs concerning God’s Divin-



ity and Lordship, and the original truths of the fundamentals of faith and worship and 
all existence in archetypal forms. He also witnessed the original meanings of all events 
and things in the physical world, as well as the forms they take and their results per-
taining to the other world. The Prescribed Prayer was also enjoined on him and his com-
munity and was established as five times daily.

The Ascension is one of the greatest miracles of the Prophet Muḥammad, upon him 
be peace and blessings. The Prophet realized a spiritual perfection and full refinement 
through faith and worship and as a reward God took him to His holy Presence. Escap-
ing from the imprisonment of “natural” laws and material causes and rising beyond the 
limits of bodily existence, the Prophet, upon him be peace and blessings, crossed dis-
tances swiftly and transcended all dimensions of existence until he reached the holy 
Presence of God.

MULTI-DIMENSIONAL EXISTENCE AND THE ASCENSION

In order to clarify subtle matters and abstract truths we usually make use of compari-
sons, and we compare such matters and truths to concrete things in the material world. 
For such comparisons to be possible and potentially worthwhile, there must be some 
similarity between the things that are compared to each other. However, since both the 
Prophet’s journeying from Makkah to Jerusalem (the Night Journey) and his Ascension 
(al-Mi‘rāj) through the dimensions of existence are miracles without equal or like in 
the material world, the method of comparison cannot be applied. These events can only 
be known and understood by God’s teaching. Nevertheless, the names of the “vehicles” 
mentioned in the Prophetic Traditions with respect to both the Night Journey and the 
Ascension – Burāq (derived from barq, meaning lightning) – and the very name of the 
journeying through the dimensions of existence Mi‘rāj (meaning stairway), allude to 
the fact that we can refer to certain scientific truths to make this miracle understand-
able by the “restricted” human mind.

Atomic physics has changed many notions in physics and established that the mate-
rial world is a dimension or an appearance of existence. Alongside this world, there 
are many other worlds or dimensions of existence, each having its own peculiarities. 
Einstein put forward the notion that time is only one of the dimensions of existence. 
Science has not yet reached a final conclusion about existence, and new findings and 
developments continually change our understanding. Therefore, especially today, it 
would be irrational to question the event of the Ascension. 

In the Ascension, the Prophet Muḥammad, upon him be peace and blessings, must 
have moved with the speed of the spirit and he traveled through all time and space and 
all dimensions of existence in a very short period. People may have difficulty in under-
standing how a mortal, physical being can make such a journey and observe all exis-
tence with its past and future. In order to understand this subtle matter, consider this 
analogy: Imagine that you are standing with a mirror in your hand, with everything 
reflected on the right representing the past, while everything reflected on the left rep-
resents the future. The mirror can reflect one direction only since it cannot show both 
sides at the same time as you are holding it. If you wish to reflect both directions at 
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the same time, you will have to rise high above your original position, so that left and 
right are united into one and nothing remains to be called first or last, beginning or end. 
As in this comparison, the Messenger traveled through the dimensions of existence, 
including time and space, and reached a point from where he could penetrate all time 
as a single point in which the past, present and future are united.

During that heavenly journey, the Messenger met with the previous Prophets, saw 
angels, and beheld the beauties of Paradise and the terrors of Hell. He also observed 
the essential realities of all the Qur’ānic issues and the meanings of and wisdom in all 
the acts of worship. He went as far as the realms – where even the greatest of angels, 
Gabriel, cannot reach – and was honored with vision of God’s “Face,” free from any qual-
itative or quantitative dimensions or restrictions. Then, in order to bring humans out 
of the darkness of material existence into the illuminated realm of faith and worship, 
through which they could realize a spiritual ascension each according to their capacity, 
he returned to the world where he was made subject to all kinds of persecution.

THE WISDOM OF THE ASCENSION

A ruler holds two kinds of conversations or interviews, and has two modes of address 
and favor. One is when he converses with an ordinary subject or citizen about a par-
ticular matter or need by means of a direct, private line of communication, such as a 
telephone. The other is that under the title of supreme sovereignty, being the ruler of 
the whole country, he chooses an envoy, one whose office is concerned with the mat-
ter, to publish and promulgate his royal decree, and this decree carries the authority 
and weight of his majesty.

Similarly, the Master of the whole of existence has two kinds of speaking, and two 
manners of favoring. One is particular and private; the other, universal and general. The 
particular and private one occurs in the mirror of the heart by means of one’s partic-
ular relationship with the Lord. Everyone may receive a manifestation of the light and 
a conversation with the Master of creation in accordance with their capacity and the 
character of their spiritual journeying in traversing the degrees toward sainthood, and 
their ability to receive the manifestations of Divine Names and Attributes. That is why 
there are innumerable degrees in sainthood. The second is that, by virtue of having a 
comprehensive nature and being the most enlightened fruit of the Tree of Creation, 
humans are potentially able to reflect all the Divine Names manifested in the universe 
in the mirror of their spirit. But not everyone can realize this. Almighty God manifests 
all His Beautiful Names and Attributes only in the greatest of humanity at the great-
est level and most comprehensively, as it is only that greatest one who is able to receive 
them. It was this form of manifestation that occurred in the Prophet Muḥammad, upon 
him be peace and blessings.

THE REALITY OF THE ASCENSION

Thus, the Ascension is the journey of the Prophet Muḥammad, upon him be peace and 
blessings, through the degrees of perfection. That is, Almighty God has various Names 
or Titles manifested in the arrangement and disposition of creatures, and the diverse 
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works of His Lordship (His upbringing, training, sustaining, and providing) are dis-
played as the results of the execution of His absolute authority in the invention and 
administration of creatures in the levels of the heavens where He executes His Lordship 
according to the different conditions of each level.

Thus, in order to show those works of His Lordship to His special servant, and 
thereby make him a being encompassing all human perfections and receiving all Divine 
manifestations – i.e., one who can view all the levels of the universe and announce the 
sovereignty of His Lordship, and who can proclaim the things of which He approves 
and unveil the enigmatic meaning of creation – God Almighty mounted him on Burāq 
(a mount of Paradise) and had him travel through the heavens like lightning, promoting 
him to higher and higher ranks, and causing him to observe the Divine Lordship from 
mansion to mansion, and from sphere to sphere, showing him the Prophets, his broth-
ers, whose abodes are in the heavens of those spheres, one after the other. Finally, He 
raised him to the station of the distance between the strings of two bows (put adja-

cent to each other) or even nearer (for the meaning of which, see 53: 9, and the corre-
sponding note 4), and honored him with the special manifestation of all of His Names 
to the fullest degree.

THE FRUITS OR BENEFITS OF THE ASCENSION

Out of numerous fruits of the Ascension, we will mention only five.

The First Fruit

The vision of the truths from which the pillars of faith originate and of the angels, 
Paradise and the Hereafter, became the cause of such a treasure of eternal light, such 
a gift for the universe and humankind, that it has freed the universe from being per-
ceived and experienced as a disordered heap doomed to destruction. This gift showed 
that, in reality, the universe is the harmonious collection of the sacred “inscriptions” 
of the Eternally Besought-of-All and lovely mirrors where the Grace and Beauty of the 
Single One are reflected. This vision has pleased and delighted the universe and all con-
scious beings. Again, through that light and gift, this vision has freed humankind from 
the confused state of misguidance in which all were seen as wretched, helpless and des-
titute beings, entangled in innumerable needs and hostilities and doomed to permanent 
annihilation, and showed that, in reality, each human being is of the most fair compo-
sition and the best pattern of creation, one who, being a miracle of the Power of the 
Eternally Besought-of-All and a comprehensive copy of the collection of His “inscrip-
tions,” is addressed by the Sovereign of Eternity, and one who is His private servant 
to appreciate His perfections, His friend to behold His Beauty in amazement, and His 
beloved and His honored guest designated for Paradise. This fruit of the Ascension 
implant infinite joy and enthusiasm in those who are truly human.

The Second Fruit

The Ascension brought to humankind and the jinn the essentials of Islam as a gift, 
including primarily the prescribed five daily Prayers, which contain all the things pleas-
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ing to the Ruler of Eternity, Who is the Maker of creatures, the Owner of the uni-
verse, and the Lord of the worlds. People are inevitably curious to perceive what it is 
that pleases Him, and their perceiving it brings an indescribable happiness. For every-
one is desirous of knowing the wishes of a renowned benefactor or a benevolent rul-
er; they say: “We wish we had a means of communication so that we could talk to him 
directly! We wish we knew what he asks of us! We wish we knew what things we have 
done that are pleasing to Him!” God has the possession of all creatures, and the grace, 
beauty, and perfections shared by all creatures are but a dim shadow in relation to His 
Beauty, Grace, and Perfection. You may understand to what degree human beings, who 
need Him in infinite ways and receive His endless bounties at every moment, should be 
curious about and desirous of perceiving His will and the things pleasing to Him.

It was as a fruit of the Ascension that, having left “seventy thousand veils” behind, 
the Prophet Muḥammad, upon him be peace and blessings, heard of the things pleas-
ing to the Creator and Sustainer of the universe directly, and brought them with abso-
lute certainty to humankind as a gift.

People are extremely eager to learn facts about the moon or indeed any other planet. 
They send explorers there to find out and then to tell them about it. They are ready to 
make great sacrifices for this end. But the moon travels in the domain of such a Master 
that it flies around the earth like a fly. The earth flies around the sun like a moth. As 
for the sun, it is only a lamp among thousands of other lamps and functions like a can-
dle in a guest-house of the Majestic Master of the Kingdom. Thus, these are the acts 
and qualities of the Majestic Being and the wonders of His art and the treasures of His 
Mercy in the eternal world that the Prophet Muḥammad, upon him be peace and bless-
ings, saw during the Ascension and then told humankind about. You may understand 
how contrary to reason and wisdom it would be if humankind were not to listen to this 
person with utmost curiosity and in perfect amazement and love.

The Third Fruit

The Prophet Muḥammad, upon him be peace and blessings, saw the hidden treasure of 
eternal happiness during the Ascension and brought its keys to humankind and jinn as 
a gift. Through the Ascension he saw Paradise with his own eyes, observed the ever-
lasting manifestations of the Mercy of the Majestic All-Merciful One, and perceived 
eternal happiness with absolute certainty, and then he brought to humankind and jinn 
the glad tidings that there is eternal happiness (in an everlasting world).

It is indescribable what great happiness this aroused in the mortal, wretched human 
beings and the jinn who had regarded themselves as being condemned to permanent 
annihilation; such glad tidings were given to them at a time when all creatures were 
emitting heart-rending cries at the thought of being in flux amidst the convulsions of 
death and decay in an unstable world, of diving into the ocean of non-existence and 
eternal separation through the flow of time and the motion of the atoms. Consider how 
a person would rejoice if they learned that they were to be given a palace by the king in 
the vicinity of his residence just at the time of their execution. Add to this the instanc-
es of joy and happiness to the number of all humankind and jinn, and then you may 
be able to measure the value of these glad tidings.
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The Fourth Fruit

As the Prophet Muḥammad, upon him be peace and blessings, himself received the fruit 
of the vision of God’s All-Beautiful “Face,” he brought it to humankind and jinn as a gift 
that every believer may be honored with the same vision. You can understand how deli-
cious, fine, and beautiful that fruit is when you make the following comparison:

Anyone with a heart loves a beautiful, perfect, and benevolent one. This love 
increases in proportion to the extent of the beauty, perfection, and benevolence of the 
being and mounts to the degree of adoration and self-sacrifice. Whereas, when com-
pared to God’s Attributes, all the beauty, perfection, and benevolence shared by the 
whole of the creation are nothing more than a few flashes of the sun when compared 
to the sun itself. You may understand from this what a pleasant, beautiful, rejoicing, 
and blissful fruit it is that one deserves the sight of the Majestic One of perfection, 
Who is worthy of infinite love in the abode of eternal happiness; such a sight can only 
inspire infinite eagerness. 

The Fifth Fruit

It was understood through the Ascension that each human being is a valuable fruit of 
the universe and a darling beloved of the Maker of the universe. Though outwardly an 
insignificant creature, a weak animal, and an impotent conscious being, each person has 
risen to a position so far above all other creatures that it is the cause of pride for us. The 
joy and happiness we receive from this is indescribable. If you tell an ordinary private 
that he has been promoted to the rank of field-marshal, he will feel infinite joy. While 
being a mortal, helpless, reasoning, and articulating animal knowing only the blows of 
decay and separation, we were told unexpectedly through the Ascension:

As you may realize all your heart’s desires in an everlasting Paradise, enveloped by 
the Mercy of an All-Merciful, All-Compassionate, and All-Magnificent One, and in 
recreation, in traveling with the speed of imagination and in the broad sphere of the 
spirit and the mind, you also may see His Most Beautiful “Face” in eternal happiness. 
(Summarized from The Words, “The 31st Word,” by Said Nursi.)
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APPENDIX 11

ARGUMENTS FOR THE RESURRECTION

Concerning the Resurrection, the following six questions may be asked:
One: Why will the world be destroyed? Is its destruction necessary?
Two: Is he who will destroy it, and the builder who will rebuild it, capable of 

doing this?  
Three: Is the destruction of the world possible? 
Four: If it is possible, will it really be destroyed? 
Five: Is the rebuilding of the world possible? 
Six: If possible, will it actually be rebuilt? 

It is possible to destroy the world, and there is a necessary cause for its destruction. 
He Who will destroy and rebuild it is capable of that, and it will certainly take place, 
and it will surely be rebuilt. Our arguments are as follows:

FIRST ARGUMENT

The spirit is undoubtedly eternal, and the proofs of the existence of angels and other 
spirit beings are proofs of the eternity of the spirit. (For the existence and characteris-
tics of angels and other invisible beings, see sūrah 2, note 31, 36, 40; sūrah 11, note 19; 
and sūrah 15: 27, note 7) . We are too close to the souls of the dead, who are waiting in 
the Barzakh, the intermediate world between this and the next to go to the Hereafter, 
to require any proof of their existence. It is commonly known that some can commu-
nicate with them, whilst almost everyone encounters them in true dreams. (For argu-
ments concerning the eternity of the spirit, see Appendix 12.)

SECOND ARGUMENT

It is necessary that an eternal world of happiness should be established and the Majestic 
One Who will establish this world is certainly capable of doing that. The destruction of 
the world is possible and will certainly occur. Moreover, the resurrection of everything 
is also possible and, with equal certainty, will take place. 

There is a purpose and necessary cause for the foundation of an eternal world of 
happiness, and the following ten points indicate the existence and necessity of this pur-
pose and cause:

First Point 

The whole of creation displays a perfect harmony and a purposeful order, and in every 
aspect of the universe signs of a will are manifest. It is impossible not to discern, 
through the testimony of its fruits or results, in each thing and event, an intention and 



will, and in each composition an instance of wisdom and choice. If this creation were 
not meant to produce eternal happiness, then its harmony and order would be a decep-
tive appearance, and the meanings, relations and connections that are the spirit of the 
order would come to nothing – for it is eternal happiness which causes this order to be 
established and the world to be so in its present state.

Second Point 

The creation of the universe displays perfect wisdom embodied in benefits and purpos-
es. Indeed, the Divine Wisdom, being the representation of eternal favor, announces the 
coming of eternal happiness in the language of the benefits and purposes in the whole 
universe. If, then, there was no eternal happiness, it would require the denial of all the 
benefits and purposes observed in every thing and event in the universe. 

Third Point

As pointed out by the intellect, wisdom, experience and deductive reasoning, nothing 
superfluous or vain occurs in creation, and this indicates the existence of eternal happi-
ness. The Majestic Maker of the universe chooses the best and easiest way in creation, 
and apportions hundreds of duties and thousands of purposes to any creature, no mat-
ter how insignificant it may appear. Since there is no waste and nothing is in vain, there 
will surely be eternal happiness. Eternal non-existence would make everything futile, 
and everything would be a waste. The absence of waste in all creation, and in human-
kind in particular, demonstrates that humankind’s endless spiritual potential, their lim-
itless aspirations and ideas, and their inclinations will never go to waste. Their basic 
inclination towards perfection indicates the existence of perfection, and their desire for 
happiness proclaims that they are definitely destined for eternal happiness. If this were 
not so, then all the basic spiritual features and sublime aspirations which constitute 
their true nature would be for nothing.

Fourth Point  

The alternation of day and night, spring and winter, atmospheric changes, the renew-
al of the human body each year, and awakening and rising every morning after sleep, 
all indicate a complete rising and renewal. Just as in time, seconds forecast the com-
ing of the minute, the minute predicts the hour, and the hour anticipates the day, so, 
too, do the dials of God’s great clock – the earth – point, in succession, to the day, the 
year, a person’s lifetime, and the ages through which the world passes. As they show 
that morning follows night, and spring follows winter, they intimate that the morning 
of the Resurrection will follow the death of the whole of creation.

As the daily, seasonal and annual changes, going to sleep and awakening the next 
morning, and the revivals and renewals which occur during a person’s life can all be 
regarded as a kind of death and resurrection, so too is the revival of nature every spring 
a promise of the final resurrection.  Hundreds of thousands of different kinds of res-
urrection take place in the realm of animals and plants each spring; some animals come 
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to “life” after hibernation, while trees burst into leaf and flower. Thus, the All-Wise 
Creator reminds us of the Resurrection to come. 

Each human being is equal in value and comprehensiveness to any other animate 
species because the light of the human intellect has endowed people with comprehen-
sive aspirations and ideas that encompass the past and future. In other species, the 
nature of the individuals is particular, their value is local, their view restricted, their 
qualities limited, their pleasure and pain is instantaneous. Humanity, on the other hand, 
has a sublime nature and is of the greatest value; its perfection is limitless, and its spir-
itual pleasures and suffering are more lasting. It can be concluded from these facts that 
the kinds of resurrection experienced by other species in nature indicate that every 
human being will be completely resurrected on the Day of Judgment.

Fifth Point  

Humanity has been endowed with unlimited potential. This potential develops into 
unrestricted abilities, which give rise to countless inclinations. These inclinations gen-
erate limitless desires, and these desires are the source of infinite ideas and concepts. All 
these together indicate the existence of a world of eternal happiness beyond this mate-
rial world. Their innate inclination towards eternal happiness makes one sure that this 
world of happiness will be established.

Sixth Point

The all-encompassing Mercy of the All-Merciful Maker of the universe requires that 
there be a world of eternal happiness. Were it not for such a world of happiness, which is 
the chief grace of God for human beings, they would unceasingly lament due to the pain 
of eternal separation, acts of favor would turn into vengeance, and Divine Compassion 
would be negated. Divine Mercy, however, is found throughout the whole of creation, 
and is more evident than the sun. Observe love, affection, and intellect, which are the 
three manifestations of Divine Compassion. If human life were to result in eternal separa-
tion, with unending pangs of parting, then that gracious love would turn into the greatest 
affliction. Affection would turn into a most painful affliction, and that light-giving intel-
lect would become an unmitigated evil. Divine Compassion, (because it is Compassion), 
however, would never inflict the agony of eternal separation upon true love.

Seventh Point 

All the pleasure-giving experiences known in the universe – all the beauty, perfec-
tion, attractions, ardent yearnings, and feelings of compassion – are spiritual articula-
tions and manifestations of the Majestic Creator’s Favor, Mercy, and Munificence made 
known to the intellect. Since there is a truth, a reality in this universe, there most cer-
tainly is true Mercy. And since there is true Mercy, there will be eternal happiness. 

Eighth Point 

The human conscience, which is humanity’s conscious nature, reflects eternal happi-
ness, and whoever hearkens to this conscience will hear it pronouncing eternity over 
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and over again. If a human being were given the whole universe, it would not compen-
sate him or her for a lack of eternity – people have an innate longing for eternity; it is 
this for which we have been created. This means that humankind’s natural inclination 
towards eternal happiness comes from an objective reality, which is the existence of 
eternity and humankind’s desire for it.

Ninth Point  

The Prophet Muḥammad, upon him be peace and blessings, who spoke the truth and 
whose words have been confirmed over the centuries, preached the coming of everlast-
ing life and eternal happiness, and it was his words which promised this. In his mes-
sage, he concentrated almost as much upon the Resurrection as he did upon the Divine 
Unity, referring to the consensus of all the Prophets, peace be upon them all, and the 
unanimous agreement of all the saints.

Tenth Point  

The Qur’ān, as well as all other Divine Books, announces the Resurrection and the com-
ing of eternal happiness. It unveils the mystery of creation and offers many rational 
arguments in support of the Resurrection.

THIRD ARGUMENT 

Just as the necessity of the Resurrection cannot be doubted, so too it is without ques-
tion that the One Who will bring it about is eminently able to do so. He is absolute-
ly powerful over everything. The greatest things and the smallest are the same in rela-
tion to His Power. He creates the spring with as much facility as He creates a flower. 
He is so powerful that the whole of creation, with its planets, stars, worlds, particles, 
and substances, bear witness to His Power and Majesty. No one, then, has the right to 
doubt that He will be able to raise the dead for the Last Judgment. His Power is such 
that each century He causes a new environment to come into existence; He renews the 
world every year or rather, He creates a new world every day. He hangs many tran-
sient worlds upon the string of time as centuries, years, or even days pass, for a per-
fect, definite purpose. He does all these things, and He also displays the perfection of 
His Wisdom and the beauty of His art by causing the earth to wear the garment of 
spring, as if it were a single flower which He has decorated with the embellishments 
of hundreds of thousands of resurrections. Since He is able to do this, how is it then 
possible for anyone to doubt that He is able to cause the Resurrection to happen and 
to replace this world with another? (For the infinite capability of Divine Power, see 31: 
28 and the corresponding note 6.)

FOURTH ARGUMENT 

It has been established that there is a necessity for the Resurrection, and the One Who 
will raise the dead is able to do this. The whole world is exposed to the Resurrection 
and there are four matters relating to this subject as follows:
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First: It is possible for this world to come to an end.
Second: The world will actually come to an end.
Third: The possibility exists for the destroyed world to be rebuilt again in the form 

of the Hereafter.
Fourth: The destroyed world will actually be resurrected and re-built.

First Matter 

The death of all of creation is possible. If something is subject to the law of develop-
ment, then it will certainly evolve to a final end. If something develops to this final 
end, then that means it will have a limited lifetime, and if something has a limited life-
time, then a “natural” end is certain to be fixed for it. Lastly, if something is destined 
for a fixed end, then it will inevitably die, and since humankind are a microcosm and 
nothing prevents us from dying, so too, the whole universe, which can be regarded as 
a macro-human being, cannot be saved from perishing. Accordingly, it will perish and 
be brought to life again on the morning of the Last Day. Just as a living tree, which is 
a miniature of the universe, is not able to save itself from annihilation, so too will “the 
branches of creatures” which have grown from “the Tree of Creation” pass away. If the 
universe is not destroyed by an external destructive event, which could occur by the 
leave of the Eternal Will, then a day, as also predicted by science, will certainly come 
when this macro-human being will go into the throes of death. It will give a sharp cry, 
and what is described in these Qur’ānic verses will take place:

When the sun is folded up (darkened); and when the stars fall (losing their luster; 

and when the mountains are set moving (sūrah 81: 1–3).
When the heaven is cleft open; And when the stars fall in disorder and are scattered; 

And when the seas burst forth (spilling over their bounds to intermingle) (sūrah 82: 1-3).

A Subtle but Important Point

Water freezes, and loses its essential liquid form; ice changes into water and loses its 
essential state as a solid; the essence of something becomes stronger at the expense 
of its material form; the spirit weakens as the flesh becomes more substantial, and 
the flesh weakens as the spirit becomes more illuminated. Thus, the solid world is 
being gradually refined by the mechanism of life to the advantage of the afterlife. The 
Creative Power breathes life into dense, solid, and inanimate substances as a result of 
astonishing activities and refines that solid world to the advantage of the coming world 
through the light of life. 

A truth never perishes, no matter how weak it is. As the truth flourishes and 
expands, the form containing it grows weaker and is refined. The spiritual truth which 
actually constitutes the essence of something is inversely proportional to the strength 
of its form; in other words, as the form grows denser, the truth becomes weaker, and 
as the form grows weaker, the truth obtains more strength. This law is common to 
all creatures that are destined to develop and evolve. We can conclude from this argu-
ment that the corporeal world, which is a form containing the great truth of the uni-
verse, will break into pieces by leave of the Majestic Creator and be rebuilt more beau-
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tifully. One day, the meaning expressed by the Qur’ānic verse, On the Day when the 

earth is changed into another earth, and the heavens (also), they all appear before 

God, the One, the All-Overwhelming (sūrah 14: 48), will be realized. Finally, it is with-
out a doubt that the death of the world is possible.

Second Matter  

The world will certainly die. It is indicative of the inevitable death of the world that 
its inhabitants are replaced by new ones every day, every year, and in every age. Those 
who have been welcomed into this worldly guesthouse bid us farewell some time later 
and are followed by newcomers, a fact which testifies to the final death of the world 
itself.

If you would like to imagine the death of this world as indicated by the relevant 
Qur’ānic verses, look at how minutely and precisely the constituent parts of the uni-
verse have been connected to one another. Consider how sublimely and delicately they 
have been organized into a system, so that if a single heavenly body were to be given 
the order “Leave your axis!” the whole universe would be thrown into its death throes. 
Stars would collide, planets would be scattered and the sound of the exploding spheres 
would fill space. Mountains would be set in motion and the earth would be flattened. 
This is what the Eternal Power will actually do to bring about the next life, upsetting 
the universe, to separate the elements of Paradise from those of Hell.

Third Matter  

The universe can be resurrected after its death because, first of all, the Divine Power 
is in no way defective. Secondly, there is a strong necessity for this resurrection, and, 
moreover, it is possible. Consequently, if there is a strong necessity that something 
should occur, and if that thing is possible, then it comes to be regarded as being some-
thing that will inevitably occur.

Another Significant Point 

A close examination of what goes on in the universe will make it clear that within it 
are two opposed elements that have spread everywhere and become rooted. The result 
of the opposition of these elements, like good and evil, benefit and harm, perfection and 
defect, light and darkness, guidance and misguidance, belief and unbelief, obedience 
and rebellion, fear and love, is that they clash with one another in the universe. The 
universe manifests, through such a continuous conflict of opposites, the incessant alter-
ations and transformations necessary to produce the elements of a new world. These 
opposed elements will eventually lead in two different directions to eternity, materializ-
ing as Paradise and Hell. The Eternal World will be made up of the essential elements 
of this transitory world, and these elements will then be given permanence. Paradise 
and Hell are in fact two opposite fruits which grow on the two branches of the Tree 
of Creation; they are the two results of the chain of creation. They are the two cisterns 
which are being filled by the two streams of things and events, and the two pools to 
which beings are flowing in waves. They are the places where Divine Grace and Divine 
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Punishment manifest themselves, and they will be filled up with their particular inhab-
itants when the Divine Power shakes up the universe with a violent motion.

People are being tested here so that their potential can develop and their abilities 
can manifest themselves. This emergence of abilities causes the appearance of relative 
truths in the universe. In other words, the All-Beautiful Names of the Majestic Maker 
manifest their inscriptions and make the universe a missive of the Eternally Besought-
of-All. It is also by virtue of this testing that the diamond-like essences of sublime 
souls are separated from the coal-like matter of the base ones.

For whatever sublime purposes God has willed creation to take place (we are aware 
of some of these purposes and of others we are unaware), He also willed the change and 
alteration of this world for the same purposes. He mixed together opposites and made 
them confront one another; He kneaded them together like dough, and made the uni-
verse subject to the law of alteration and to the principle of perfection. The time will 
arrive when the trial or testing comes to an end, and the Pen of Divine Destiny will 
have written what it has to write. The Divine Power will have completed its work, all 
the creatures will have fulfilled their duties and services, and the seeds will have been 
sown in the field of the afterlife. The earth will have displayed the miracles of Divine 
Power, and this transitory world will have hung all the eternal scenes upon the picture-
rail of time, while the eternal Wisdom and Favor of the Majestic Maker will require 
that the results of the test be announced, the truths of the manifestations of the Divine 
Beautiful Names and the missives of the Pen of Divine Destiny be unveiled, the duties 
performed by the creatures be repaid, the truths of the meanings expressed by the 
words of the book of the universe be seen, the fruit of potential be yielded, a supreme 
court be established, and the veil of natural causes be removed so that everything is 
submitted directly to the Divine Will and Power. On that Day, the Majestic Creator 
will destroy the universe in order to eternalize it, and He will separate the opposites 
from one another. This separation will result in the appearance of Paradise with all its 
beauty and splendor, and of Hell with all its awfulness. The People of Paradise will be 
welcomed with the words, Peace be upon you! Well you have faired and are purified 

(from the foul residues of sin, and delivered from all suffering), so enter it (Paradise) 

to abide! (sūrah 39: 73); whilst the people of Hell will be threatened with the words, 
And you, O disbelieving criminals! Get you apart this Day! (sūrah 36: 59).

The Eternal All-Wise One will give, through His perfect Power, an everlasting, 
unchanging existence to the inhabitants of both these dwelling-places. They will never 
grow old, nor will their bodies suffer any disintegration or decomposition because there 
will be nothing to cause any changes that lead to disintegration.

Fourth Matter 

We have stated in the previous Matter that it is possible for the earth to be resurrected 
after its death. After its being destroyed, the One Who created this world will undoubt-
edly create it again more beautifully, and will convert it into one of the mansions of 
the Hereafter. In the same way that the Holy Qur’ān, with all its verses containing so 
many rational proofs, and the other Divine Scriptures are unanimously agreed upon this 
matter, so too are the Attributes of the All-Majestic One pertaining to His Majesty 
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and those pertaining to His Grace, and all His Beautiful Names clear indications of the 
occurrence of the Resurrection. Furthermore, He has promised that He would bring 
about the Resurrection and the Great Gathering through all His heavenly decrees which 
He sent to His Prophets, and He will certainly carry out His promise. This is an unde-
niable truth, which is agreed upon by all the Prophets; the Prophet Muḥammad, upon 
him be peace and blessings, is the foremost in confirming it with the strength of his 
thousand miracles, as are the saints and righteous scholars. Lastly, the universe predicts 
it with all the scientific proofs contained in it (From The Words, “The 29th Word”). (For 
the Resurrection, see also sūrah 15: 85, note 17.)
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APPENDIX 12

THE SPIRIT, ITS IDENTITY AND ARGUMENTS 

FOR ITS EXISTENCE

The interpreters of the Qur’ān have disagreed about what is meant by “spirit” in 
the verse 17: 85: They ask you about the spirit. Say: “The spirit is of my Lord’s 

Command, and of knowledge, you have been granted only a little.” Some are 
of the opinion that it means Revelation, while others assert that it is the essence of liv-
ing existence or the source of life, movement, consciousness, feelings, and senses in liv-
ing beings. If we consider that it is the spirit in a human being which is, as well as being 
the source of life, the essence that learns, is educated, and believes or denies, and that 
Revelation is the source or means of spiritual liveliness, then we can conclude that Rev-
elation is the life of spirit. The Qur’ān declares: “O you who believe! Respond to God 
and to the Messenger when the Messenger calls you (in the Name of God) to that which 
gives you life” (sūrah 8: 24). 

God has two laws, one issuing from His Attribute of Speech, and manifested as the 
Divine Revelation or Religion. The other issues from His Attributes of Will and Power, 
and is manifested as what we call the “laws of nature” and life. The spirit is also a man-
ifestation of God’s Attributes of Will and Power. It is a living law endowed with con-
sciousness and a real, sensible existence. Bediüzzaman Said Nursi writes:

The spirit is a law with consciousness and a real, sensible existence: Divine Power has 
clothed it in an energetic envelope within a body of sensory organs. This spirit, which 
exists in humankind, is a counterpart to the “laws of nature and life.” Both are unchang-
ing (unless God wills otherwise for certain wise purposes) and permanent, and both have 
issued from the world of Divine Commands. If the Eternal Power had clothed the laws 
with perceptible existence and consciousness, each would have been a spirit; and if the 
human spirit were stripped of life and consciousness, it would become an immaterial law 
(The Letters, “Seeds of Truth”).

Although science is not yet ready to accept it, there are many worlds in the uni-
verse, as well as there being subdivisions in the world – like the worlds of plants, ani-
mals, and human beings (the plant kingdom, animal kingdom, and human kingdom) 
and the world of jinn; these worlds lie one within the other or above and enveloping one 
another. Of these worlds, the visible, material world is that in which we live, the world 
which addresses itself to our senses. From the tiniest particles to the greatest galaxies, 
this world is the realm where God Almighty gives life, fashions, renews, changes, and 
causes to die. The sciences concern themselves with the phenomena of this world.

The sciences attribute almost every phenomenon in the physical world to natural 
laws. But these laws have no directly perceptible existence. Therefore, attributing cre-
ativity to those laws which are only nominal principles deduced from what is going on 
in nature is the same as denying the existence of the spirit, and is mere prejudice or 



bias, and deliberate denial. Like the laws that seem to operate in the universe, the spirit 
is a law that issues from the world of Divine Laws or Commands. Nevertheless, unlike 
these other laws, the human spirit is a living, conscious law.

Above this visible, material world is the immaterial world of Divine Laws or 
Commands. In order to have some knowledge of this world, we can consider, for exam-
ple, how a book, or a tree, or a human being comes into existence. The most impor-
tant part of a book’s being is found in its meaning; for example, a book can be bound, 
or can be in audio form, or even found on-line. The physical entity of “a book” has 
no meaning in and of itself; it is the meaning of the book, the ideas that cause it to 
exist. Another example: that thing that stimulates a seed to germinate under the earth 
and grow into a tree is the essence of life and the law of germination and growth with 
which the seed has previously been endowed. We can observe the germination of the 
seed and the subsequent development of the seedling into a tree with the naked eye. If 
it were not for the essence of life and the laws of germination and growth, which, even 
if invisible or unobservable, govern the birth and growth of a new living thing, there 
would be no plants in the world.

We conclude the existence of all these laws from the almost never-changing repeti-
tion of all these processes. Likewise, by observing the “natural” phenomena around us, 
we can also deduce the existence of many other laws, like gravity and repulsion, freez-
ing and vaporization.

Thus, like the laws we have thus mentioned and many others, the spirit is a law 
issuing from the world of Divine Commands. Nevertheless, unlike the other laws, the 
human spirit is a living, conscious law. If the spirit were to be stripped of life and con-
sciousness, it would become a law; if, on the other hand, the laws were to be given life 
and consciousness, they would each become a spirit.

THE SPIRIT CANNOT BE DEFINED OR PERCEIVED

THROUGH MODERN SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION

While matter or anything in the material world is composed of atoms and atoms are 
made up of more minute particles, the spirit is a simple entity. Since it is simple, it does 
not disintegrate. We cannot see it as we see a material thing; we recognize it through its 
manifestations in the material world. Although we accept its existence and observe its 
manifestations, we cannot know its nature. Yet our ignorance of the nature of a thing 
does not mean that this thing does not exist.

IT IS THE SPIRIT WHICH SEES, HEARS, ETC.

We see with our eyes. In other words, our eyes are simply instruments with which we 
see. The main center of sight is in the brain. However, it is not the brain itself which 
sees, as seeing and hearing are conscious perceptions. The brain has no conscious-
ness or perceptiveness. We do not say “My brain sees,” but rather, “I see.” It is we 
who see or hear or sense. But who is this being that we call “I”? Is it something com-
posed of a brain, a heart, and other organs and limbs? Why can we not move when we 
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die, although all our organs and limbs are still there? How does a factory work? Does 
it work by itself or does some other thing, for example, electrical energy, cause it to 
work? Any defect in the machinery, or some other problem at the factory which causes 
a disruption between the electrical energy source and the factory, is enough to reduce 
a large highly-productive factory into a pile of useless metal. Can this relationship 
between the factory and electrical energy be, in one way, comparable to that between 
the spirit and the body?

When the connection of the body with the spirit is cut – what we call death – the 
body is reduced to something which we do not want to hang on to, even for a few 
hours, as it will soon rot and decompose.

THE SPIRIT IS A CONSCIOUS, POWERFUL THING, WHICH IS   

APT TO LEARN AND WHICH THINKS, SENSES, AND   

REASONS, CONTINUALLY DEVELOPING

Of course, the spirit is not the same as electrical power. It is a conscious, powerful 
thing which is able to learn and which thinks, senses, and reasons, continually devel-
oping, usually in parallel with the physical development of the body, both mental-
ly and spiritually, through learning, reflection, belief, and worship. It is also the spir-
it which determines the character, nature, or identity of an individual, i.e. what makes 
one person different or distinguishable from others. Although all human beings, from 
the first to the last, are essentially made up of the same elements, they all differ from 
one another in character, nature, and features. Thus, the only thing that can determine 
this difference is the spirit.

THE SPIRIT COMMANDS THE INNER FACULTIES     

OF THE HUMAN BEING

Similarly, human conscience, so long as it remains sound, does not lie. If it is not delud-
ed by the human carnal soul or desires, it is deeply aware of the Existence of God and 
finds peace in belief in and worship of Him. Thus, it is the spirit which directs or com-
mands the human conscience, as well as the other faculties. The spirit seeks the world 
from which it has come and yearns for its Creator. Unless it is stunted and perverted 
by sin, the spirit will find the Creator and in Him it will attain true happiness.

THE SPIRIT HAS DEEP RELATIONSHIPS TO THE PAST AND FUTURE

Animals have no concept of time; in accordance with the primordial nature God has 
assigned to them, they live only for the present time and they feel neither the pain of 
the past nor anxiety about the future. But humans are deeply influenced by the pain 
of past events and misfortunes and is anxious about their future. This is because their 
spirit is a conscious, sentient entity.

The spirit is never satisfied with this mortal, fleeting world. A person’s accomplish-
ments or worldly possessions, such as money, rank, and the satisfaction of worldly 
desires never suffice for the happiness of the spirit. Rather, worldly possessions only 
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increase dissatisfaction and unhappiness. The spirit is only at ease when there is belief 
in God, and worship and remembrance of Him.

Humanity has a very strong desire for eternity. The source of this desire cannot be 
the physical dimension of our existence. Physically, we are mortal and the feeling of 
eternity and the desire for it cannot issue from mortal existence. Rather, this desire or 
feeling originates in the eternal dimension of our existence, and it is the spirit which 
constitutes this dimension. It is the spirit which causes a human being to sigh: “I am 
mortal but I do not desire what is mortal. I am impotent but I do not desire what is 
impotent. What I desire is an eternal beloved (who will never desert me) and I yearn 
for an eternal world.”

THE SPIRIT ESTABLISHES ITS CONNECTION WITH

THE MATERIAL WORLD THROUGH THE BODY

The spirit is a simple entity which issues from the world of Divine Commands. In order 
to be manifested and function in the material, visible world, it needs material things. As 
the body is unable to get in touch with the world of symbols or immaterial forms, the 
spirit cannot establish any contact with this world without the mediation of the heart, 
the brain, and other organs and limbs of the body.

The spirit functions, as we have just said, through all the nerves, cells, and other 
elements of the body. Therefore, if something goes wrong with a system or organ in 
the body, the relation of the spirit with that system or organ is disconnected and the 
spirit can no longer command it. If the failure or “illness” that has caused the discon-
nection is serious enough to sever the relationship of the spirit with the entire body, 
then what we call “death” occurs.

Although some coarse, meaningless movements can be observed in the hands or fin-
gers as a result of stimulation to certain areas of the brain, these movements are like 
some confused, meaningless sounds produced by pressing the keys of a piano at ran-
dom. Or rather, these movements are autonomous responses of the body to stimulation, 
which come about as the result of the autonomous working of the body. Therefore, in 
order for the body to produce meaningful movements, the spirit must be present, as it 
has consciousness and free will.

IT IS THE SPIRIT WHICH DETERMINES THE     

FEATURES OF ONE’S FACE

The spirit manifests itself for the most part in the face. One’s face is a window that 
opens onto one’s inner world. Through all the features, one’s face can disclose one’s 
character.

Psychologists assert that almost all movements, down to the most natural reflex like 
coughing, reveal a person’s character. However, the face is such a clear way to discov-
er character, ability, and personality that a science, known as physiognomy, sprang up 
from its study. Physiognomy is judging the character of a person from the features of 
the face. What determines the features of the face? It is the spirit.
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As is known, the cells of the body are continuously renewed. Every day millions of 
cells die and are replaced by new ones. Biologists say that all of the cells that make up 
the body are renewed every six months. Despite this continuous renewal, the main fea-
tures of the face remain unchanged. We can recognize individuals through the unchang-
ing features of the face. In the same way, one’s fingerprints also remain unchanged. 
Neither the renewal of the cells of the fingers nor injuries nor bruises to the fingers can 
cause the fingerprints to change. It is again the spirit, with its characteristics peculiar 
to itself, that secures the stability of one’s distinguishing features.

IT IS THE SPIRIT WHICH RECEIVES MORAL, SPIRITUAL, 

AND INTELLECTUAL EDUCATION, AND WHICH CAUSES 

DIFFERENCES IN CHARACTER AMONG PEOPLE

The body undergoes constant change throughout its life. Until a certain period, this 
change is involved in physical growth and development, making the body stronger and 
better. However, this growth stops at a certain point and decay sets in. Yet, as far as 
the spirit is concerned, a human being can continuously grow in knowledge, unlike the 
physical changes where eventually everything tends to decline. A human being can also 
continuously develop or may decay spiritually and intellectually, or, yet again, while 
developing or decaying, he or she may stop at any point and then change his or her 
direction. This means that the moral, spiritual, and intellectual education of a person 
does not depend on bodily changes. Also, the moral, spiritual, and intellectual differenc-
es among human beings have nothing to do with their physical structure. All human 
beings are composed of the same physical or material elements. What is it, then, that 
causes the moral and intellectual differences among them? What part of a human being 
receives the moral and intellectual education, and what part of him or her is trained 
physically? Does physical training bear any relation to learning and moral and intellec-
tual education? Can we say that the more a person is trained physically, and the more 
they are physically developed, the more they become developed in learning and moral-
ity? If we cannot say this is so, and if physical training or development has nothing to 
do with a person’s scientific, moral, and intellectual level, then why do we not accept 
the existence of the spirit, and how can we attribute learning, moral, and intellectual 
education to some biochemical processes in the brain? Are those processes swifter in 
some people than in others? If this is so, are some more developed intellectually because 
those processes are swifter, or are the processes swifter because some study and are 
more developed intellectually? Also, what relation do those processes have with one’s 
spiritual and moral education and with one’s development or corruption? How can we 
explain the differences that regular worship brings to a person’s face? Why are the fac-
es of some believers more radiant than those of unbelievers and sinners?

IT IS THE SPIRIT WHICH FEELS AND BELIEVES OR DISBELIEVES

Furthermore, a person is a being who has innumerable, complex feelings. They love or 
hate, rejoice or grieve, feel happy or sad, hope or despair, cherish ambitions and dreams, 
and feel relieved or bored… Also, they like or dislike, appreciate or disdain, and fear 
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or become timid or become encouraged and feel enthusiastic, and they repent, become 
excited, and long for things. If we look through a dictionary, we can come across hun-
dreds of words used to express human feelings. And there are great differences among 
human beings with respect to their feelings as well. Moreover, they are able to reflect 
on the events that happen around them or on the beauty of creation and thus develop 
in learning. People are also able to make comparisons and reason, and therefore come 
to believe in the Creator of all things. Then, through worship and following His com-
mandments, humans are able to develop morally and spiritually, becoming more per-
fect human beings. So, how else can we explain all these phenomena, other than by 
acknowledging that there is a part of humanity called the “spirit?” Can we attribute 
everything to mere chemical processes in the brain?

THE SPIRIT IS THE BASIS OF HUMAN LIFE

In this world, matter is refined in favor of life. A lifeless body, no matter how large, 
like a mountain, is lonely, passive, and static. But, life enables a body the size of a 
bee, for example, to interact with nearly the whole world, allowing it to go as far as to 
say: “This world is my garden and flowers are my partners.” The smaller a living body 
is, the more active, astonishing, and powerful its life is. A bee, a fly or even a micro-
organism is no different, in this respect, than an elephant. Also, the more refined mat-
ter is, the more active and powerful the body. For example, when wood burns, it pro-
duces flames and carbon. When heated, water vaporizes. We come across electrical ener-
gy in the atomic or subatomic world. We cannot see electrical energy, but we are aware 
of how powerful it is through its manifestations. This means that existence does not 
consist of the visible, material world. Rather, this world is only the apparent, mutable, 
and unstable dimension of existence. Behind it lies the pure invisible dimension, which 
uses matter to be seen and known. Thus, the essence of life, the spirit, belongs to that 
dimension and is therefore pure and invisible.

THE SPIRIT HAS ITS OWN COVER OR ENVELOPE 

The body is not the cover of the spirit. Rather, the spirit has its own cover or envelope 
and when it leaves the body at death, it is not left naked, without a cover. This cover 
is like the “negative” of the material body and is called by various names, such as the 
envelope of light, the ethereal figure of the human individual, the energetic form, the 
second body, the astral body, the double, or the ghost (Mostly summarized from The 

Essentials, 41–49).
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APPENDIX 13

ISLAM: GOD’S ORIGINAL PATTERN

ON WHICH HE HAS CREATED HUMANKIND

God created the universe so that He could be known and recognized in all His 
Names and Attributes, and so His creation includes one creature with free will: 
humankind. Of all creatures, (in addition to the jinn), only human beings can 

manifest the Divine Name the All-Willing, and more than any other species, His Names 
of the All-Knowing, and the All-Speaking. That is, humanity excels other creatures in 
having free will, greater knowledge, and a more articulate and sophisticated mode of 
communication. God, then, endowed us with the knowledge of things (“names”), and 
made us His vicegerent to rule on the earth according to His laws. As having free will 
means that one must make choices, each person’s life consists of choosing between 
what is right and wrong. 

God endowed humankind with three principal faculties fundamental to our surviv-
al and carrying out our function as His vicegerent: desire for such things as the oppo-
site sex, offspring, livelihood, and possessions; anger or resolve in defense and strug-
gle; and reason or intellect. We are tested in this worldly life so that we may be able 
to develop our potential, and become intellectually and spiritually perfected, in order to 
deserve eternal happiness. For this reason, and in order that we may be able to prog-
ress materially, spiritually, and scientifically, God did not restrict these faculties, but 
has established standards to use them within proper limits so that we may be able to 
rise to perfection.

According to Islam, human happiness lies in disciplining our faculties in order that 
we may produce a harmonious and peaceful individual and collective life. If these fac-
ulties remain undisciplined, they may drive people to pursue immorality, illicit sexu-
al relationships, unlawful livelihoods, tyranny, injustice, deception, falsehood, and oth-
er vices. To prevent the ensuing chaos and suffering, we must submit to an authority 
that guides and regulates our collective affairs. Since one person should not accept the 
authority of another just like themselves and cannot be forced to do so, and since all 
human beings are unable to find the exact criteria and rules for human individual and 
collective happiness in both worlds, humankind need a universal intellect and guidance 
from beyond human reason and experience, to whose authority all may assent free-
ly. That guidance is the Religion revealed and perfected by God through His Prophets: 
Islam.

All Prophets came with the same essentials of faith: belief in God’s Existence and 
Unity, the world’s final destruction, Resurrection and Final Judgment, Prophethood and 
all the Prophets without distinction between them, all Divine Scriptures, angels, and 
Divine Destiny and Decree (including human free will). They called people to worship 
the One God, preached and promoted moral virtue, and condemned vice. Differences in 



particular rules and injunctions were connected with the scientific-intellectual devel-
opment level and the social, economic and political relationships that existed at that 
time, and it is also because of this that all Prophets prior to the Prophet Muḥammad, 
upon him be peace and God’s blessing, were sent to their own people and for their own 
time. The Prophet Muḥammad, however, came at a time when humankind were on the 
threshold of a new era, when there would no longer be need for a new Prophet, and 
therefore he was sent to the whole of humankind until the Last Day. With the Prophet 
Muḥammad, Islam, the Religion which God chose for humankind and sent with every 
Prophet, was perfected and gained a universal form. Thus, to be a Muslim means 
believing in all the previous Prophets and in the original previous Scriptures.

Faith, or belief, the essence of religion, is not just a simple brief affirmation based 
on imitation. Rather, it has degrees and stages of expansion or development, just as a 
tree’s seed is gradually transformed into a fully-grown, fruit-bearing tree. Faith contains 
so many truths pertaining to God’s Names and the realities contained in the universe 
that the most perfect human knowledge and virtue are faith with all its degrees and 
stages of development, and knowledge of God that originates in faith based on argu-
ment and investigation. Such faith has as many degrees and grades of manifestation as 
the number of Divine Names. Those who attain the degree of certainty of faith com-
ing from direct observation of the truths on which faith is based, can study the uni-
verse as a kind of Divine Scripture. 

Another degree of faith is known as certainty coming from the direct experience of 
its truths. This depends on God’s consciousness, regular worship, strict obedience to 
God’s orders and prohibitions, and reflection, and those who possess it can challenge 
the world. So, the foremost duty of all Muslims is to attain the greatest degree of faith 
that they can, and to communicate it to others. 

Faith engenders different kinds of worship, the basic ones of which are the Prescribed 
Prayers, Fasting, the Prescribed Purifying Alms, and the Pilgrimage, and requires obey-
ing prohibitions (e.g., avoiding killing, all kinds of unlawful sexual relations, intoxicants, 
gambling, usury, and deception). Those seeking to strengthen their faith and attain high-
er ranks of perfection should be careful of acts of their hearts and intellects (e.g., con-
templation, reflection, invocation, the recitation of God’s Names, self-criticism, persever-
ance, patience, thankfulness, self-discipline, and perfect reliance upon God). Moral vir-
tues are the fruits of religious life. 

Islam also regulates our collective life. By means of faith and worship, as well as its 
intellectual, moral, and spiritual principles, Islam educates us in the best possible way. 
In addition, it uses its socio-economic principles and the virtues it emphasizes, such as 
solidarity, mutual assistance, and altruism, to establish an ideal society free of dissen-
sion, corruption, anarchy, and terror, one that allows everyone to obtain happiness both 
in this world and in the Hereafter. Its penal law is principally directed toward preserv-
ing individual and collective happiness.

The Qur’ān, the universe, and humankind are three manifestations of one truth. 
Therefore, in principle, there can be no contradiction or incompatibility between the 
truths of the Qur’ān, described as the Revealed Universe and issuing from the Divine 
Attribute of Speech, and the truths derived from the objective study of its counter-
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part, described as the Created Qur’ān, and issuing from the Divine Attributes of Power 
and Will. If there sometimes appear to be contradictions, they arise from an incorrect 
approach to either the Qur’ān or the universe and humankind, or to both at the same 
time. An Islamic civilization true to its authentic, original roots and dynamics con-
tains no contradiction between science (the objective study of the natural world) and 
the Religion (the guide for the personal and collective effort to seek God’s good plea-
sure). True faith is not a dogmatic commitment based on blind imitation, but rather it 
should appeal to our reason and heart, and combine reason’s affirmation and the heart’s 
inward experience and conviction. 

Islam is primarily based on Tawḥīd, absolute faith in God’s Oneness without any 
partners whatsoever in His Divinity, Lordship, and Sovereignty. Given this, the uni-
verse is an integral whole of interrelated and cooperative parts in which a splendid coor-
dination, harmony, and order are displayed, both throughout the universe and within 
each living organism. This harmony and order come from the Oneness of the One Who 
created them and Who is absolute, without partner, peer, or like. The universe operates 
according to the laws God established for it, and therefore is literally Muslim – abso-
lutely submitted to God. Thus its operations are stable, orderly, and harmonious.

So, Islam is the Religion of all creation, which every thing and every being follows 
willingly or unwillingly. In this sense, even unbelievers are Muslims, as far as the func-
tioning of their bodies is considered. In addition, as stated in a hadith, the Messenger 
declares that every human being is born in the original nature or pattern of Islam and 
is prone to accept Islam as Religion in their life. However, under the influence of a per-
son’s family, environment, and the education they receive, they may adopt another reli-
gion, another way of life. But if they can remain free of prejudices and the misguiding 
influence of their inclinations, bodily desires, worldly ambitions, the delusions or drives 
of their carnal self, and especially preserve their primordial, moral purity, they can find 
Islam or be rewarded by God with Islam.
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APPENDIX 14

THE TRUST WHICH HUMANITY HAS UNDERTAKEN

Although the Trust mentioned in the verse 33: 72 includes the Divine Reli-
gion which humankind must follow in life, it is not restricted to it. Not only 
humankind, but also the jinn are responsible for following the Divine Religion. 

Some commentators are of the opinion that the Trust is human free will or the facul-
ty of volition. This is also included in the meaning of the Trust, but we should bear 
in mind that the jinn also have been endowed with free will. So, what is meant by the 
Trust is, first of all, the human ego.

God has absolutely no limits at all. So something absolute and unlimited cannot be 
determined in such a way that its essential nature can be comprehended. For example, 
light undetermined by darkness cannot be known or perceived. However, light can be 
determined if a real or hypothetical boundary line of darkness is drawn. In the same 
way, the Divine Attributes and Names (e.g., Knowledge, Power, Wisdom, and Compas-
sion) cannot be determined, for they are all-encompassing and have no limits nor any-
thing similar. Thus, what they are essentially cannot be known or perceived. A hypo-
thetical boundary is needed for them to become known.

God Almighty, so to speak, has drawn a hypothetical line before His Names and 
Attributes and created ego, reflecting in it all His Names and Attributes. Since absolute 
Independence is the most essential quality of Divinity, ego finds in itself the same qual-
ity. It imagines within itself a fictitious lordship, power, and knowledge, and so posits 
a boundary line, hypothesizes a limit to God’s all-encompassing Attributes, and says: 
“This is mine, and the rest is His.” Ego thus makes a division.

Through this imagined lordship, ego can and must understand the Lordship of the 
Creator of the universe. By means of its own apparent ownership, it can understand the 
real Ownership of its Creator, saying: “As I am the owner of this house, the Creator is 
the Owner of this creation.” Through its partial knowledge, ego comes to understand 
His Absolute Knowledge. Through its defective, acquired art, it can intuit the Exalt-
ed Fashioner’s primary, originative art. For example, ego says: “I built and arranged this 
house, so there must be One Who made and arranged this universe.” So, ego is the key 
to the Divine Names and Attributes and also to solving the enigma of creation. 

However, ego has two aspects or faces. One face looks toward its Creator and there-
fore to good. With this aspect, it only receives what is given; it cannot create. It is not 
the origin of the good and virtues God creates in or through it. The other face looks 
toward evil. Here, ego is active and is the source and doer of all evils.

Essentially, as stated above, ego is like a measure, a mirror, or an instrument for see-
ing or finding out. Its real nature is only indicative – like a letter that has no meaning by 
itself – and indicates the meaning of things other than itself. Its lordship is complete-
ly hypothetical, and its own existence is so weak and insubstantial that it cannot bear 
or support anything on its own. Rather, ego is a kind of scale or measure showing the 



degrees and quantities of what is measured. The Necessarily Existent Being’s absolute, 
all-encompassing, and limitless Attributes can become known through it.

Ego must realize that it is God’s servant and that it is to serve the One other than 
itself and that its essential nature has only an indicative function. It must understand 
that it bears the meaning of the One rather than that of itself, and that it can be mean-
ingful only when it points to that One upon Whom its existence depends. Its existence 
and life depend upon that One’s creativity and Existence. Its feeling of ownership is 
illusory, for it enjoys only an apparent, temporary ownership by the real Owner’s per-
mission, and it only has a shadow-like reality. It is a contingent entity, an insignificant 
shadow manifesting the true and necessary Reality. Its function of serving as a mea-
sure and balance for its Creator’s Attributes and essential Qualities is a conscious, will-
ing service.

Those who know and realize that this is the reality of their essential nature or the 
human ego act accordingly; these are included in: He is indeed prosperous who has 

grown it in purity (away from self-aggrandizing rebellion against God) (sūrah 91: 9). 
Such people truly carry out the trust and, through their ego, see what the universe real-
ly is and what duties it performs. They also find that their ego confirms the informa-
tion they have gathered about the universe. As a result, this information will retain the 
quality of light and wisdom for them, and will not be changed into darkness and futili-
ty. When ego has performed its duty in this way, it renounces its claim to lordship and 
hypothetical ownership (mere devices of measurement) and proclaims: “His is the sov-
ereignty and ownership of all beings, and to Him are due all praise and thanks. His is 
the Judgment and rule, and to Him we are returning.” Thus it achieves true worship and 
attains the rank of the best pattern of creation. 

But if ego forgets the Divine purpose of its creation, abandons the duty of its nature, 
and views itself as a self-existing being independent of the Creator, it betrays the Trust. 
Thus it supposes itself to be a permanent reality that has, as its duty, the quest for self-
satisfaction. It falsely assumes that it owns its being and is the real lord and master of 
its own domain. Those who see ego in this way fall into the class of those warned and 
threatened by: And he is indeed lost who has corrupted it (in self-aggrandizing and 

rebellion against God) (sūrah 91: 10). This development is responsible for all the variet-
ies of polytheism, evil, and deviation that have caused the heavens, earth, and the moun-
tains to be terrified of assuming the Trust – lest they might be led to associate partners 
with God, because such an ego grows and swells until it gradually permeates all parts 
of a human being. Like some huge monster, it completely swallows such people so that 
they and their faculties consist of nothing more than an ego. Eventually, the ego of the 
human race gives strength to the individual ego through mere individualism and nation-
al racism. This causes the ego, swollen by support from the ego of race, to contest, like 
Satan, the Majestic Maker’s commands. Finally, taking itself as a yardstick, it compares 
everyone and everything with itself, divides God’s Sovereignty between them and oth-
er causes, and begins to associate partners with God in the most grievous manner. It is 
such people that are being referred to in: Surely associating partners with God is indeed 

a tremendous wrong (sūrah 31: 13). 
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This betrayal causes the ego to sink into absolute ignorance. Even if it has absorbed 
thousands of branches of science, its ignorance is only compounded by its knowledge. 
Whatever glimmers of knowledge of God that it may have obtained from the universe 
through its senses or reflective powers have been extinguished, for it can no longer find 
within itself anything with which to confirm, polish, and maintain them. Whatever comes 
to the ego is stained with the colors within it. Even if pure wisdom comes, it becomes 
absolutely futile within an ego stained by atheism, polytheism, or other forms of denying 
the All-Mighty. If the whole universe were full of shining indications of God, a dark point 
in that ego would hide them from view, as though they were invisible.

We will now shed some light on the truth of this subject. Consider the following: 
From Adam’s time until the present, two great currents or lines of thought have spread 
their branches in all directions and in every class of humanity, just like two tall trees. 
One is the line of Prophethood and Religion; the other is that of mere human thinking. 
Whenever they have agreed and united (whenever human thinking joins the Religion in 
obedience and service to it), humankind have experienced brilliant happiness in individ-
ual and collective life. But whenever they have followed separate paths, truth and good-
ness have accumulated on the side of Prophethood and the Religion, whereas error, evil, 
and deviation have been drawn to the side of human thinking. 

Human thinking, whenever it has split from the Religion, has taken the form of a 
tree of Zaqqūm, that spreads its dark veils of ascribing partners to God and of all oth-
er innumerable kinds of misguidance. On the branch of empowered reason, which is 
one of the three cardinal faculties with which human beings are endowed, it has yielded 
the fruits of materialism and naturalism for the intellect’s consumption. On the branch 
of empowered anger and passion, it has produced such tyrants as the Nimrod and the 
Pharaoh who tyrannized people. On the branch of empowered animal desires and appe-
tites, it has produced the fruits of “goddesses,” idols and those who have claimed Divine 
status for themselves. This line has shown the “lowest of the low” into which human-
kind can fall. 

In contrast, the blessed line of Prophethood, which takes the form of the Tūbā tree 
of worship, has borne the fruit of Prophets, Messengers, saints, and the righteous in 
the garden of earth and on the branch of empowered reason. On the branch of empow-
ered anger, the branch of defense against and repelling of evil, it has yielded the fruits 
of virtuous and just rulers. On the branch of empowered animal desires or appetites, 
which have taken the form of empowered attractiveness, it has borne the fruits of gen-
erous, benevolent persons of good character and modest bearing throughout history. As 
a result, this line has demonstrated how humankind are the perfect fruit of creation. 

Prophethood considers that the aim and function of human beings is to be molded 
by the Divine values and to achieve good character. Prophets believed that people should 
perceive their weakness and seek refuge with Divine Power and rely on Divine Strength, 
realize their insufficiency and essential poverty and trust in Divine Mercy, know their 
need and seek help from Divine Wealth, see their faults and plead for pardon through 
Divine Forgiveness, and perceive their inadequacy and glorify Divine Perfection. 

According to human thinking that has been deviated, power is approved. “Might is 
right” is the norm. Its maxims are: “All power to the strongest;” “Survival of the fit-
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test;” “Winner takes all;” and “In power there is right.” It has given moral support to 
tyranny, encouraged dictators, and urged oppressors to claim Divinity. By ascribing the 
beauty in “works of art” to the works themselves, and not to the Maker and Fashioner’s 
pure, sacred Beauty, it says: “How beautiful it is,” not: “How beautifully it is made,” 
and thus considers each as an idol worthy of adoration. 
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Allāh: Translated as God, Allāh is the prop-
er Name of the Divine Being Who creates and 
administers His creatures, individually and as a 
whole, Who provides, brings up, sustains, pro-
tects, guides each and all, Who causes to perish 
and revives each and all, Who rewards or pun-
ishes, etc. All His Attributes are Attributes of 
absolute perfection, and He is absolutely free 
from any and all defects. He is Unique and Sin-
gle, having no like or resemblance and nothing 
is comparable to Him. He is absolutely beyond 
any human conception: “Eyes comprehend Him 
not, but He comprehends all eyes (6: 103).” God 
is the Unique, Single Being with the exclusive 
right to be worshipped and to be made the 
sole aim of life. He is loved in and of Himself. 
Everything is dependent on Him and subsists 
by Him. Every truth has its source in Him. 
Knowledge of God (in the sense of the Ara-
bic ‘ılm) is impossible in respect of His Being 
or Essence (Dhāt). Because there is none like or 
comparable unto Him, it is therefore impossible 
to grasp or comprehend His Essence. However, 
we can recognize God or have some knowledge 
of Him (in the sense of the Arabic ma‘rifah) 
through His works, acts, Names, Attributes 
and Essential Qualities (shu‘ūn). Awareness of 
His works (what we see in the world, His cre-
ation) leads us to become aware of His acts, 
and that awareness leads us to His Names and 
Attributes which, in turn, lead us to His Essen-
tial Qualities, and thence to an awareness of the 
One Who has these Qualities. 

(Al-)‘Adl: The All-Just
(Al-)‘Afuww: The All-Pardoning (Who 

overlooks the faults of His servants); The One 
Who grants remission; The One Who excus-
es much.

(Al-)Aḥad: The Unique One of Absolute 
Oneness (Who is beyond all kinds of human 
conceptions of Him and absolutely free from 
having any partners, likes, parents, sons or 
daughters; One Who manifests His certain 
particular Names on an individual thing or 
being to give that thing or being their unique 
individuality) 

Aḥkamu’l-Ḥākimīn: The Best of judges 
(and the Most Powerful of sovereigns)

Ahlu’l-maghfirah: The Lord of forgive-
ness

Ahlu’t-taqwā: The Lord of righteousness 
and piety

Ahsanu’l-Khāliqīn: The Creator Who 
creates everything in the best and most appro-
priate form and has the ultimate rank of cre-
ativity 

(Al-)Ākhir: The Last (Who eternally ex -
ists while all other beings are perishable) 

(Al-)‘Alīm: The All-Knowing
Ālimu’l-ghaybi wa’shshahādah: The 

Knower of the unseen (all that lies beyond 
sense-perception) and the witnessed (the sensed 
realm)

(Al-)‘Aliyy: The All-Exalted
(Al-)Amān: The One in Whom Refuge Is 

Sought
(Al-)‘Aṭūf: The All-Affectionate 
(Al-)Awwal: The First (Whom there is 

none that precedes)
(Al-)‘Azīz: The All-Glorious with irre-

sistible might (Whom no force can prevent 
from doing what He wills)

(Al-)Badī‘: The All-Originating with no  th-
ing preceding Him to imitate

A GLOSSARY OF GOD S ALL-BEAUTIFUL NAMES

God has many All-Beatiful Names. He is and should be called by them. The following 
are those of them that are most famous and mentioned either in the Qur’ān or by God’s 
Messenger in his speeches.



Badī‘u’s-samāwāti wa’l-arḍ: The Ori g-
inator of the heavens and the earth with noth-
ing preceding Him to imitate

(Al-)Bāith: The One Who restores life to 
the dead

(Al-)Bāqī: The All-Permanent
(Al-)Bārī: The All-Holy Creator (Who is 

absolutely free from having any partners and 
Who makes every being perfect and different 
from others)

(Al-)Barr: The All-Benign 

(Al-)Bāsiṭ: The All-Expanding
(Al-)Baṣīr: The All-Seeing
(Al-)Bāṭin: The All-Inward, (Who encom-

passes the whole existence from within in His 
Knowledge, and there is none that is more pen-
etrating than Him)

(Al-)Burhān: The All-Proving and Dem-
on strating

(Ad-)Dārr: The Creator of evil and harm
(Ad-)Dayyān: The Supreme Ruler and 

All-Requiting (of good and evil)
Dhu’l-‘Arsh: The Owner (Lord) of the 

Supreme Throne
Dhu’l-Faḍl: The One (or Lord) of grace 

and bounty
Dhu’l-Jalāl wa’l-ikrām: The One of 

Majesty and Grace
Dhu’l-Ma‘ārij: The One Having Stairs of 

Ascent (to Him)
Dhu’l-Quwwah: The Lord of all might
Dhu’ṭ-Ṭawl: The One limitless in His 

bounty
Fāliqu’l-habb wa’n-nawā: The splitting 

of the grain and the fruit-stone (so that they 
germinate by His command)

Fāliqu’l-iṣbāḥ: The Splitting of the dawn 
(from the darkness of night)

(Al-)Fard: The All-Independent, Single 
One (free from having any equals or likes in 
His Essence and Attributes)

(Al-)Fāṭir: The All-Originating (with a 
unique individuality) 

Fāṭiru’s-samāwāti wa’l-arḍ: The Orig-
inator of the heavens and the earth (each with 
particular features)

(Al-)Fattāḥ: The One Who judges be -
tween people with truth and separates them

(Al-)Ghaffār: The One Who forgives 
much

(Al-)Ghafūr: The All-Forgiving
Ghālibun alā amrihī: The One Who 

always prevails in whatever is His Will
(Al-)Ghaniyy: The All-Wealthy and Self-

Suf ficient
(Al-)Ḥabīb: The All-Loving and Loved
(Al-)Hādī: The All-Guiding
(Al-)Ḥafiyy: The All-Gracious
(Al-)Ḥafīẓ: The All-Preserving and 

Keeper of records
(Al-)Ḥakam: The All-Judging (Who set-

tles the matters between people)
(Al-)Ḥakīm: The All-Wise (in Whose 

every act and decree there are many instanc-
es of wisdom)

(Al-)Ḥalīm: The All-Clement (showing 
no haste to punish the errors of His servants)

(Al-)Ḥamīd: The All-Praiseworthy (as the 
Lord Who creates, provides, and rears)

(Al-)Ḥannān: The All-Kind and Caring
(Al-)Ḥaqq: The Ultimate Truth and Ever-

Constant
(Al-)Ḥasīb: The All-Sufficing as One 

Who reckons and settles the accounts (of His 
servants); 

(Al-)Ḥayy: The All-Living
(Al-)Jabbār: The All-Compelling of 

su p reme majesty (Who subdues wrong and 
restores right) 

(Al-)Jalīl: The All-Majestic
(Al-)Jāmi‘: The One Having All Ex   cel-

lences in the Infinite Degree; the All-Gathering
(Al-)Jamīl: The All-Gracious and All-

Beautiful
(Al-)Jawād: The All-Generous
(Al-)Kabīr: The All-Great
(Al-)Kāfī: The All-Sufficing
(Al-)Karīm: The All-Munificent
(Al-)Khabīr: The All-Aware
(Al-)Khāfid: The All-Abasing (whomev-

er He wills)
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(Al-)Khāliq: the Creator (Who deter-
mines measure for everything and brings it 
into existence out of nothing)

(Al-)Khallāq: The Supreme Creator
Khayru’l-fāṣilīn: The Best Judge between 

truth and falsehood
Khayru’l-Hākimīn: The Best of judges
Khayru’r-Rāziqīn: The One Who is the 

Best to be sought as provider with the ultimate 
rank of providing

(Al-)Laṭīf: The All-Subtle (penetrating 
into the most minute dimensions of all things); 
the All-Gracious

(Al-)Maḥmūd: The All-Praised
(Al-)Majīd: The All-Sublime
(Al-)Malik:The Sovereign
(Al-)Māni‘: The All-Preventing and With-

draw ing
Māliku’l-mulk: The absolute Master of 

all dominion
Mālik-i Yawm ad-Dīn: The absolute 

Master of the Day of Judgment 
(Al-)Mannān: The All-Bounteous and Fa -

vor  ing
(Al-)Ma‘rūf: The One Known (with His 

works); The All-Recognized
(Al-)Matīn: The All-Forceful
(Al-)Mu‘āfī: The Giver of health
(Al-)Mu‘akhkhir: The One Who leaves 

be  hind
(Al-)Mubdī: The All-Initiating
(Al-)Mubīn: The One Whom nothing is 

hidden and Who makes all truth manifest
(Al-)Mughnī: The All-Enriching
(Al-)Muhaymin: The All-Watchful Guar-

dian
(Al-)Muḥīt: The All-Encompassing
(Al-)Muḥṣī: The All-Counting and Re -

cord ing
(Al-Muḥsin: The All-Benevolent
(Al-)Muḥyī: The One Who revives, Who 

gives life to the dead
(Al-)Mu‘īd: The All-Returning and Re -

stor ing

(Al-)Mu‘īn: The All-Helping and Supply-
ing

(Al-)Mu‘izz: The All-Exalting and Ho  n-
oring

(Al-)Mujīb: The All-Answering (of 
prayers) and Meeting (of needs)

(Al-)Mu’min: The Supreme Author of 
safety and security Who bestows faith and 
removes all doubt

(Al-)Mumīt: The One Causing to Die; 
the All-Dealer of death

(Al-)Mundhir: The All-Informing and 
Warn  ing

(Al-)Muntaqim: The Ever-Able to re -
quite

(Al-)Muqaddim: The One Who causes 
to advance, Who moves things forward 

(Al-)Muqaddir: The All-Determining 
(Al-)Muqīt: The All-Aiding and Sustain-

ing
(Al-)Muqsiṭ: The All-Dealing of justice
(Al-)Muqtadir: The All-Omnipotent, the 

Ever-Able (to do whatever He wills) 
(Al-)Murīd: The All-Willing
(Al-)Mūsī: The All-Expanding (of the 

universe and sustenance for His creatures)
(Al-)Muṣawwir: The All-Fashioning
(Al-)Musta‘ān: The One Whose Help Is 

Ever Sought
(Al-)Muta‘āl: The All-Transcending
(Al-)Mutakabbir: The One Who has 

exclusive right to all greatness
(Al-)Mudhill: The All-Abasing
(Al-)Mu‘tī: The All-Granting
(An-)Nāfi‘: The All-Favoring and Giver 

of benefits
(An-)Naṣīr: The All-Helping and Giver 

of vic tory
(An-)Nūr: The All-Light (see 24: 35 and 

the accompanying note)
(Al-)Qāim: The All-Observing and Con-

troll ing
(Al-)Qābiḍ: The All-Constricting
(Al-)Qadīr: The All-Powerful
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(Al-)Qāhir: The All-Omnipotent (Who 
has full sway over all that exists)

(Al-)Qahhār: The All-Overwhelming 
(with absolute sway over all that exists).

(Al-)Qarīb: The All-Near
(Al-)Qawiyy: The All-Strong
(Al-)Qayyūm: The Self-Subsisting (by 

Whom all subsist)
(Al-)Quddūs: The All-Holy and All-Pure 

(Who is absolutely free of any defect and keeps 
the universe clean)

(Ar-)Rabb: The Lord (God as the Creator, 
Provider, Trainer, Upbringer, and Director of all 
creatures)

Rabbu’l-‘ālamīn: The Lord of the worlds
(Ar-)Rāfi‘: The All-Exalting
Rafī‘u’d-darajāt: The All-Exalted above 

all degrees
(Ar-)Raḥīm: The All-Compassionate (Who 

has particular compassion for each of His crea-
tures in their maintenance, and for His believing 
servants especially in the other world)

(Ar-)Raḥmān: The All-Merciful (Who 
has mercy on the whole existence and pro-
vides for them without making a distinction 
between believers and unbelievers)

(Ar-)Raqīb: The All-Watchful 
(Ar-)Rashīd: The All-Guide to what is 

correct
(Ar-)Raūf: The All-Pitying
(Ar-)Razzāq: The All-Providing
(Aṣ-)Ṣabūr: The All-Patient (Whom no 

haste induces to rush into an action) 
Ṣādiqu’l-wa‘d: The All-True to His pro m  -

ise
(As-)Salām: The Supreme Author of 

peace and salvation
(Aṣ-)Ṣamad: The Eternally-Besought-of-

All (Himself being needy of nothing)

(As-)Samī‘: The All-Hearing
(Aṣ-)Ṣāni‘: The Maker
(As-)Sattār: The All-Veiling (of His ser-

vants’ shortcomings and sins)
Sarī‘u’l-ḥisāb: The One Who is Most 

Swift in reckoning
Shadīdu’l-‘iqāb: The One Who is Most 

Severe in retributing
(Ash-)Shāfī: The All-Healing
(Ash-)Shāhīd: The All-Witnessing
(Ash-)Shakūr: The All-Responsive (to 

the gratitude of His creatures)
(As-)Subḥān: The All-Glorified
(As-)Sulṭān: The Absolute, Eternal Au -

thor ity
(At-)Tawwāb: The One Who accepts 

repentance and returns it with liberal forgive-
ness and additional reward

(Al-)Wājid: The Ever-Present and All-
Find ing

 (Al-)Wadūd: The All-Tender and Ex -
cusing; The All-Loving and All-Beloved

(Al-)Wahhāb: The All-Bestowing
(Al-)Wāḥid: The One (having no partners 

and equals; One Who manifests all His Names 
upon the whole of the universe or a species or 
on a whole)

(Al-)Wakīl: The One to rely on and to 
Whom affairs should be entrusted

(al-)Wālī: The All-Governing
(Al-)Waliyy: The Guardian, the Protecting 

Friend (to rely on)
(Al-)Wārith: The One Who survives all 

beings and inherits them
(Al-)Wāsi‘: The All-Embracing (in His 

Mercy and Knowledge)
(Aẓ-)Ẓāhir: The All-Outward (Who en -

compasses the whole of existence from outside, 
and there is none that encompasses Him)
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(The Prophet) Mu ammad, upon him 
be peace and blessings (571 Makkah–632 
Madīnah): God’s Last Prophet and Messenger, 
with whom God’s Reli gion – al-Islam – was 
universally perfected and conveyed. Born in 
Makkah in 571, he was raised as a Messenger 
in 610. After 13 harsh years in Makkah, he 
emigrated to Madīnah. He was made the 
target of hostilities from hypocrites within 
Madīnah and pagan tribes from outside. He 
also had to encounter the Jewish tribes and the 
Byzantine Empire. Within a very short period 
he carried his mission to a decisive victory and 
submitted his soul to God in 632. 

‘Abdu’ll h ibn ‘Abb s (d., 687): A Com-
panion of the Prophet, upon him be peace 
and blessings, who was the most outstand-
ing scholar of Qur’ānic inter pretation in his 
time and one of the leading jurists. He was 
very sagacious.

‘Abdu’ll h ibn ‘Amr ibn al-‘Ās (d., 
684): One of the great scholars among the 
Companions. He was noted for his devotion and 
learning, and he prepared one of the first collec-
tions of Ḥadīth.

‘Abdu’ll h ibn Jubayr (d., 625): A Com-
panion of the Prophet, who participated in the 
battles of Badr and Uhud. In the latter battle, 
in which he was martyred, he was the com-
mander of the archers.

‘Abdu’ll h ibn Mas‘ūd (d., 653): One of 
the most learned Companions of the Prophet, 
upon him be peace and blessings. He was not-
ed especially for his nearness to the Prophet 
and juristic caliber. 

‘Abdu’ll h ibn Ubayy ibn Salūl (d., 
630): He was the head of the hypocrite block 
in Madīnah, and the foremost in enmity 
towards the Prophet. 

‘Abdu’ll h ibn ‘Umar (d., 692): A famous 
Companion and son of ‘Umar, the second 
Caliph, who was famous for his piety and 

for transmitting many Traditions from the 
Prophet.

‘Abdu’l-Q dir al-Jil n  (d. 1166): One of 
the most celebrated Sufi masters. A student of 
jurisprudence and Hadith, he became known 
as the “spiritual axis” of his age and the “the 
greatest succor.” He wrote Kitāb al-Ghunyah, 
Futūḥ al-Ghayb, and Al-Fatḥ ar-Rabbānī.

‘Abdu’r-Ra m n ibn ‘Awf (d., 652): 
One of the earliest converts to Islam and one 
of the ten whom the Prophet informed would 
be admitted to Paradise. He was a prosperous 
merchant who acquired great wealth, which 
he spent generously in God’s cause.

Abū Bakr (a - idd q) (573–634): One 
of the first four to embrace Islam and great-
est and closest Companions of the Prophet 
Muḥammad, upon him be peace and bless-
ings. The first caliph after the Prophet. He 
has always been remembered for his attach-
ment to the Prophet and his support of him, 
as well as for his truthfulness, and simple 
life.

Abū’d-Dard ’, ‘Uwaymir ibn M lik (d., 
652): A distinguished Companion who con-
tributed to the collection of the Qur’ān, and 
was known for his bravery as well as his piety 
and religious devotion.

Abū Dharr al-Ghifar , Jundub ibn 

Jun dah (d., 652): A prominent Companion 
and among the earliest converts to Islam. 
He was known for his piety, austerity, and 
straightforwardness.

Abū Hurayrah, Abdu’r-Ra m n (d., 
679): A Companion of the Prophet who trans-
mitted a very large number of Traditions.

Abū Lahab: Abū Lahab was one of the 
Prophet Muḥammad’s uncles. The nickname 
Abū Lahab (“father of the flame") was given 
to him while he was a child because of the rosy 
glow on his cheeks. He was one of the fiercest 
enemies of the Messenger and Islam. He died 
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from great sorrow because of the defeat of the 
pagan Quraysh at the battle of Badr. 

Abū lib, ‘Abd Man f ibn ‘Abdu’l-

Mu alib (d., 620): An uncle of the Prophet 
and the father of the fourth Caliph, ‘Ali. Even 
though he did not embrace Islam, he con-
tinued to provide protection for the Prophet 
against his enemies.

Abū Yaz d al-Bist m  (d. 873): One of the 
most famous Sufi (Muslim spiritual masters) 
and saints 

(The people of) Ād: An ancient people 
known throughout Arabia for their legend-
ary prosperity. The region called al-Ahqāf, 
that is situated between Hijaz, Yemen, and 
Yamāmah was their native land. The Proph-
et Hūd, upon him be peace, was sent to them, 
and since they persisted in associating partners 
with God and other forms of wrongdoing, they 
were destroyed with a sandstorm which lasted 
seven nights and eight days.

‘Ad y ibn tim (d., 687): A Companion 
who took a prominent part in the military 
expeditions against the apostates during the 
caliphate of Abū Bakr.

Ahl al-Bayt: The household. As a term, 
it refers to the household of the Prophet 
Mu ḥammad, upon him be peace and blessings, 
including Fāṭimah, his daughter, her husband, 
‘Ali, and their sons, asan and usayn.

Ahl al-Kitāb: The People of the Book, that 
is, any people who have been given a Divine 
Book. The Qur’ān tends to use this term par-
ticularly for the Jews and Christians. The term 
also includes the Sabeans and the Magians.

Ahl al-Kitāb wa’s-Sunnah: The People 
of the Book and the Sunnah. They are the 
Muslims who strive to follow exactly the teach-
ings of the Qur’ān and the way of the Prophet 
Muḥammad, upon him be peace and blessings, 
as reported by his Companions.

A mad: Another name of the Prophet 
Muḥammad, upon him be peace and blessings. 
The Prophet Jesus, upon him be peace, proph-
esied his coming with this name.

A mad ibn anbal (d., 855): The found-
er of one of the four Sunnī schools of law in 
Islam. He valiantly suffered persecution for the 

sake of his religious conviction. His Musnad 
is famous, containing about 40.000 Traditions 
that he collected.

‘Āisha bint Ab  Bakr (? – 676): Daughter 
of Abu Bakr as-Siddīq, may God be pleased with 
him, and wife of the Prophet Muḥammad, upon 
him be peace and blessings. She was one the 
foremost scholars among the Companions. She 
had numerous narrations from the Messenger.

(al-)Ālūs , Ma mūd ibn ‘Abdu’ll h al-

Husayn  (d., 1854): One of the leading com-
mentators of the Qur’ān, a jurist, and a Sufi. 
His commentary Rūḥ al-Ma’ānī is an ency-
clopedic work which continues to command 
consider able respect.

‘Amm r ibn Y sir (d., 657): One of the 
early converts to Islam and the greatest of the 
Companions. He served the cause of Islam 
selflessly and lived a moderate life. He was 
appointed the governor of Kūfah by ‘Umar, 
the second Caliph.

Anas ibn M lik (d., 712): A distinguished 
Compan ion who had the honor of serving the 
Prophet, upon him be peace and blessings, for 
many years. He was among the Companions 
who made numerous narrations from the 
Prophet.

‘Araf t: The pilgrimage site, about 25 km 
east of Makkah where the pilgrims have to 
stay from midday to sunset on the eve of the 
‘Īd al-Aḍḥā (the Festive Day of Sacrifice)

‘Ali ibn Ab  lib (606–661): One of the 
first four to embrace Islam and greatest com-
panions of the Prophet Muḥammad, upon him 
be peace and blessings, and his cousin and son-
in-law, as well as the last of the four rightly 
guided caliphs. He was renowned for his pro-
found knowledge, deep spirituality, and great 
courage, and for his sacrifices for God’s cause, 
and for his eloquence. 

(al-)‘Ar m: The dam which the people 
of Sheba built and whose traces still exist in 
Yemen

Āsy : The wife of the Pharaoh, who reject-
ed the Prophet Moses and his call. She is one of 
the four greatest women of all times, the other 
three being: Maryam (Mary), the mother of the 
Prophet Jesus, upon him be peace; Khadījah, 
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the first wife of the Prophet Muḥammad, upon 
him be peace and blessings; and Fāṭimah, the 
daughter of the Prophet Muḥammad, may God 
be pleased with them all.

al-Aykah: The region which was located 
in the present day ‘Aqabah. In ancient times 
a pagan people lived there, and the Proph-
et Shu‘ayb was sent to them. However, they 
denied him and were ultimately destroyed with 
an “awful blast.”

(The Prophet) Ayyūb (Job): A Prophet 
of Islam who was renowned for his patience 
and constancy. 

(The Battle of) Badr: The first decisive 
encounter between the Muslims of Madīnah 
and the pagan tribe of the Quraysh of Makkah 
in 624 CE (2 AH). The Muslims won the bat-
tle, which proved to be the turning point and 
one of the greatest victories in Muslim history, 
perhaps even the greatest.

Bakkah:  Another, rarely used name for 
Makkah

Banū Isr l: The Children of Israel – the 
Children of the Prophet Jacob. The Qur’ān uses 
this term as an honorific title. By referring to 
the Jews as the children of a Prophet (Isrāīl, 
the Prophet Jacob, a pure servant of God), the 
Qur’ān means that they are expected to believe 
in the Prophet Muḥammad as well and so fulfill 
their covenant with God. This usage also estab-
lishes an important principle of good manners, 
especially in calling people to the Straight Path, 
that one should address people with the titles 
they like to be addressed with.

Banū Kaynuqa‘, Banū Nad r, and Banū 

Quray ah: The three Jewish tribes of Madīnah. 
When God’s Messenger emigrated to Madīnah, 
he concluded an agreement with all of them, 
but none of them remained faithful to their 
agreement, as they favored and supported 
the Makkan polytheists and the hypocrites in 
Madīnah against the Muslims. In the end, all of 
them had to leave Madīnah.

(al)-Bayhaq , Abū Bakr A mad ibn 

al- usayn (d., 1066): An erudite scholar of 
Ḥadīth and a prominent scholar of the Shafi‘ī 
school of law, and the author of some well-

known books such as as-Sunan al-Kubrā (“A 
Compendium of The Prophet’s Traditions”), 
Dalā’il an-Nubuwah (“The Proofs of the 
Prophethood of Muḥammad”), and Shu‘ab al-

Īmān (“The Aspects of Faith”).
(al-)Bayt al-Ma‘mūr: A House in heav-

en whose nature we do not know and where 
the angels pray

(al-)Bayt al-Maqdis (Masjid al-Aq ): 
The famous masjid (mosque) in al-Quds 
(Jerusalem). It was the first qiblah during the 
Messenger’s time. Then God ordered turning 
towards the Ka‘bah in Makkah instead. Al-
Bayt al-Maqdis is the third in virtue or degree 
among the places of worship in the world, the 
first being the Masjid al- arām in Makkah, 
and the second being Masjid an-Nabiyy in 
Madīnah

Bediüzzaman Said Nursi (1877-1960): 
One of the greatest Muslim thinkers and schol-
ars of the 20th century. He wrote about the 
truths and essentials of the Islamic faith, the 
meaning and importance of worship, morality, 
and the meaning of existence, and he was very 
original in his approach. Sözler (“The Words”), 
Mektubat (“The Letters”), Lem’alar (“The 
Gleams”), and Şualar (“The Rays”) are among 
his most famous works.

Bil l ibn Rab h al-Habash  (d., 641): He 
was a “black” slave in the house of one of the 
fiercest enemies of Islam in Makkah when he 
embraced Islam. He suffered great persecutions. 
He was a mu’adhdhin (caller to Prayer) of the 
Prophet, upon him be peace and blessings.

(al)-Bukh r , Mu ammad ibn Isma’ l (d., 
870). The most famous traditionist of Islam, 
whose work is one of the six most authentic 
collections of Ḥadīth, generally considered to be 
the soundest book after the Book of God.

(al-)Bus ri, Mu ammad ibn Sa‘ d (1211–
1295): An Egyptian saintly scholar, callig-
rapher and poet. He has poems in which he 
expressed his deep love for the Messenger and 
his Companions. Al-Qasīda al-Burdah is the 
most famous of these.

(ad-)-D rim , ‘Abdu’ll h ibn ‘Abdu’r-

Ra  m n (d., 869): One of the outstanding 
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scholars of Ḥadīth whose Musnad is high-
ly regarded.

(The Prophet) D wūd (David): A Mes-
senger of God. He was a Caliph of the Israelite 
state. The Zabūr (Psalms) was given to him. 

Dhu’l-Kifl: As generally accepted, he is 
the Israelite Prophet Ezekiel. He was among 
the Children of Israel driven out of Jerusalem 
to Babylon. He lived and performed his mis-
sion to call people to God in the land of 
the Chaldeans by the river Chebar, roughly 
between 594–572 BC.

Dhu’l-Qarnayn: A beloved servant of God 
who made great conquests in His Name. It is 
not certain whether he was a Prophet or not.

Dhu’n-Nūn: The Companion of the Fish. 
This is a title of the Prophet Yūnus (Jonah), 
upon him be peace.

F imah (614?–632): Daughter of the Prop-
het Muḥammad, upon him be peace and bless-
ings, from Khadījah, and wife of ‘Ali ibn Abī 
Ṭālib. She is one of the four greatest women 
of all times, and the Prophet’s progeny have 
descended from her.

Fir‘awn (the Pharaoh): The title of the 
kings of the Coptic Egyptians; the king to whom 
and whose people the Prophets Moses and Aaron 
were sent, and who rejected them. He was final-
ly drowned in the sea with his army. 

(al-)Firdaws: The highest level of Paradise
Gülen, M. Fethullah (1941–): A well-

known scholar, intellectual, writer, and poet 
from modern Turkey. He has published about 
fifty books, many of which are among the 
best-sellers in Turkey. He is also known for 
his activities in the field of education and for 
his endeavors to promote tolerance and dia-
logue among the civilizations and followers of 
different religions.

(al-) kim an-Nays būr , Mu ammad 

ibn ‘Abdu’ll h ibn Hamdawayh (d., 1014): 
Known both for having memorized a very 
large number of Traditions and for enrich-
ing the field of Ḥadīth by his works, espe-
cially by al-Mustadrak ‘alā’ṣ-Ṣaḥīḥayn (“An 
Addition to the Two Most Authentic Books 
of Ḥadīth” – al-Bukhārī and Muslim), con-

taining the Traditions which are as authentic 
as those found in al-Bukhārī and Muslim but 
not found in them.

amzah ibn ‘Abdu’l-Mu alib (d., 625): 
An uncle of the Prophet, and one of the lead-
ers of the Quraysh, who embraced Islam before 
Hijrah, and became a major source of strength 
for it. He fought valiantly in the Battle of Badr 
and was martyred in the Battle of Uhud, and 
he is regarded as one of the greatest heroes of 
Islam.

(al-) asan al-Ba r  (d., 728): One of the 
most distinguished scholars of the Tābiūn (the 
generation succeeding the Companions). In 
addition to his profound knowledge, he was also 
known for his piety and righteousness.

Hij z: The region along the western sea-
board of Arabia, in which Makkah, Madīnah, 
Jiddah, and Ṭā’if are situated

Hir ’: The cave in Jabal an-Nūr (the Mount 
Nūr) where the first Revelation came to God’s 
Messenger in 610 CE

H rūt & M rūt: The two angels sent by 
God to the Children of Israel during their exile 
in Babylon, who taught them something about 
the occult sciences so that they could be pro-
tected against sorcery and similar evils

H rūn (Aaron): The brother of the Proph-
et Moses whom God chose as a Messenger and 
sent as his associate helper against the Pharaoh 

aww : Eve, the wife of Adam, upon him 
be peace

(al-) ijr: The north-west of Arabia where 
the people of Thamūd lived in ancient times. 
The Prophet āliḥ was sent to them. Their 
main city was Madā’in Ṣāliḥ, situated along 
the route of the famous Hijāz railway. Some 
remnants of this city can still be found today.

Hubal: The chief idol of the pagan peo-
ple of Makkah when the Messenger began his 
mission. It was an image of a man, and it was 
said to have been originally brought to Arabia 
from Syria.

(The Prophet) Hūd: The Messenger sent 
to the people of Ād

udhayfah ibn al-Yam n (d., 656): A 
Companion of the Prophet, upon him be peace 
and blessings, (peace be on him) who played an 
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important role in the early Islamic conquests. 
The Prophet entrusted many secrets to him.

(The Battle of) unayn: The bat-
tle that took place after the conquest of 
Makkah between the Muslims and the tribes 
of Hawāzīn and Thaqīf. The Muslims won 
the battle and soon afterwards the conquered 
tribes became Muslims.

Ibn al-‘Arab , Abū Bakr ibn Mu ammad 

ibn ‘Abdu’ll h (d., 1148): One of the impor-
tant commentators of the Qur’ān and Mālikī 
jurisprudents; as well as the author of Aḥkâm 

al-Qur’ân (“Judgments of the Qur’ān”). 
Ibn Kath r, Ism ‘ l ibn ‘Umar (d., 1373): 

A famous traditionist, historian and jurist, and 
the author of one of the best-known commen-
taries on the Qur’an titled Tafsīru’l-Qur’āni’l-

Azīm.
Ibn M jah, Ebū ‘Abdu’ll h Mu ammad 

ibn Yaz d el-Qazvin  (d., 273): The compiler 
of the one of the six most authentic books of 
Ḥadīth. He was also well-versed in Qur’ānic 
sciences and commentary.

Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyah, Mu ammad 

ibn Ab  Bakr (d., 1350): A famous, all-round 
scholar and a disciple of ibn Taymiyah. He is 
considered among the best representatives of 
his school of thought.

Ibn Sin , Abū ‘Ali (Avicenna) (980–
1037): One of the foremost philosophers, math-
ematicians, and physicians of the golden age 
of Islamic tradition. In the west he is also 
known as the “Prince of Physicians” for his 
famous medical text al-Qānūn “The Canon.” In 
Latin translations, his works influenced many 
Christian philosophers, most notably Thomas 
Aquinas.

(The Prophet) Ibr h m (Abraham): One 
of the five greatest Messengers of God. God 
sent him to Chaldeans, who lived in mod-
ern day Iraq around 2100 BC. The Prophet 
Abraham, upon him be peace, later settled in 
Palestine. He made travels to Makkah, then 
an uninhabited valley, and settled his wife, 
Hagar, and his son, Ishmael, there. He built 
the Ka‘bah with Ishmael, whom God also 
chose as a Messenger.

(The Prophet) Ily s: Most probably the 
Prophet Elijah whom God sent to the Children 
of Israel during the reign of King Ahab in 
Israel who was notorious for his injustices. He 
struggled against deviances in belief, immoral-
ities, and injustices.

Imam Abū an fah, Nu‘m n ibn Th bit 

(d. 768): Founded the anafī School of Law and 
one of the greatest Muslim scholars of juris-
prudence and deducers of new laws from the 
Qur’ān and Sunnah. He also was well-versed 
in theology.

Imam Abu’l- asan al-Ash‘ar , ‘Ali ibn 

Ism ‘ l (d., 330): Born in al-Basra and died in 
al-Baghdād. One of the most prominent schol-
ars of Ahl al-Sunnah wa’l-Jamā‘ah. Besides 
theology, he was also well-versed in Islam-
ic jurisprudence and Qur’ānic commentary. 
Among his famous books are Kitāb al-Fuṣūl 
(“A Book of Explanation and Distinction”), 
Kitāb an-Nawādīr (“A Book of Rarities”), and 
Kitāb al-Īmān (“A Book of Faith”).

Imam al-Ghazz l , Abū am d Mu am-

mad (d. 1111): A major theologian, jurist, and 
sage who was considered a reviver (of the reli-
gious sciences and Islam’s purity and vitality) 
during his time. Known in Europe as Algazel, 
he was the architect of Islam’s later develop-
ment. He left behind many books, the most 
famous being Ihyā’ al-‘Ulūm ad-Dīn (“Reviv-
ing the Religious Sciences”).

Imam (al-)M turid , Abū Man ūr 

Mu am  mad ibn Mu ammad (d., 853): One of 
the most outstanding scholars of Ahl al-Sun-

nah wa’l-Jamā‘ah. Besides al-Kalām (Theolo-
gy), he was also well-versed in Qur’ānic com-
mentary. Among his well-known books are 
Kitāb at-Tawḥīd (“A Book of Faith in God’s 
Oneness”), ar-Risālah fi’l-‘Aqāid (“An Epis-
tle of Islamic Creed”), and Ta’wīlāt al-Qur’ān 
(“An Interpretatiton of the Qur’ān”).

Imam Nas , Abū ‘Abdu’r-Ra m n A  -

mad ibn Shu‘ayb (d., 915). The compiler of the 
one of the six most authentic books of Ḥadīth. 
He made long travels and was taught by sever-
al scholars. Besides his compilation of Ḥadīth, 
he also wrote Musnad ‘Ali (“A Book of the Tra-
ditions Narrated by ‘Ali”), Musnad Mālik (“A 
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Book of the Traditions Narrated by Mâlik”), and 
Du‘āfā wa’l-Matrūkīn (“The Weak and Reject-
ed Ones among the Narrators of Ḥadīth”).

Imam ash-Shafi‘ , Mu ammad ibn 

Idr s (d. 820): Founded the Shafi‘ī School of 
Law. He was well-versed in Islamic jurispru-
dence, adith, language, and poetry. He wrote 
Al-Umm (“The Foundation”), ar-Risālah (“A 
Book of Methodology”), and Ahkām al-Qur’ān 
(“Judgments of the Qur’ān”). 

Imam Rabb n , A mad F rūq al-

Sarhand  (d. 1624): Accepted by many as “the 
reviver of the second millennium” especially 
in Islamic spirituality. Born in Sarhand (India) 
and well-versed in Islamic sciences, he removed 
many corrupt elements from Sufism. He also 
taught Shah Alamgir or Awrangzeb (d. 1707), 
who had a committee of scholars prepare the 
most comprehensive compendium of anafī 
Law.

(al-)Injīl: The Divine Book revealed to 
the Prophet Jesus, upon him be peace; the 
Gospel

Iram: The Capital city of the ancient peo-
ple of ‘ d in Yemen. It was famous for its 
many-columned (i.e. monumental) buildings.

(The Prophet) ‘ s : Jesus son of Mary, 
upon him be peace 

(The Prophet) Ish q: The Prophet Isaac, 
son of the Prophet Abraham, upon them both 
be peace

(The Prophet) Ism ‘ l: The Prophet 
Ishmael, the older son of the Prophet Abraham, 
upon them be peace 

Isr l: Israel – a title of the Prophet Jacob, 
upon him be peace, meaning a pure servant of 
God. The Qur’ān usually refers to the Jews as 
the Children of Isrāīl (Israel).

(al-)Jabriyyah: The school (of fatalists), 
which denies human free will

Ja‘far a - diq ibn Mu ammad al-B qir 
(d., 765): The great grandson of Imam usayn, 
son of ‘Ali, the fourth Caliph. He was a distin-
guished scholar in religious sciences who was 
also known for his piety and righteousness. The 
Twelve-Imam Shi‘ītes  (“Twelwers”) regard 
him as their sixth imam. 

(al-)J m ‘, Nūru’d-D n ‘Abdu’r-Ra m n 

ibn A mad (1414–1492):  Commonly recog-
nized as the last great classical poet of Persia, 
and a saint; he composed numerous lyrics, as 
well as many works in prose.  His Salaman 

and Absal is an allegory of profane and sacred 
love.  Some of his other works include Haft 

Awrang, Tuhfat al-Aḥrār, Laylā wu Majnūn, 

Fātihat ash-Shabāb, Lawāa’iḥ, and ar-Durrah 

al-Fākhirah.

(al-)Ja , Abū Bakr A mad ibn ‘Ali 

ar-R z  (d., 980): An eminent jurist of the 
anafi school of law in his time. He is cele-

brated for his Qur’ānic commentary, Ahkām 

al-Qur’ān, which is an erudite commentary on 
the Qur’ān from a legal perspective.

Jibr l: The Archangel Gabriel, who brings 
the Revelation to a Messenger. It is described 
in the Qur’an as a spirit of holiness, and as a 
noble, honored messenger, mighty, having a 
high, secured position with the Lord of the 
Supreme Throne, obeyed by other angels, and 
trustworthy.

(al-)J l , ‘Abdu’l-Kar m ibn Ibr h m 

(1365–1417?): The writer of the famous book, 
al-Insān al-Kāmil (“The Universal Man”). He 
was from Baghdād. In his Sufi teachings he 
generally followed Muhyi’d-Dīn ibn al-‘Arabī. 

Junayd al-Baghd d  (d. 910): One of the 
most famous early Sufis. He enjoyed great 
respect and was known as “the prince of the 
knowers of God.”

al-Jurj n  Sayyid Sharif (d., 1413): One 
of the leading theologians of the 15th centu-
ry. He visited Istanbul in 1374, and, upon his 
return in 1377, he was given a teaching appoint-
ment in Shiraz. Sharh al-Mawaqif is his most 
famous work.

(al-)Ka‘bah: The cubic stone building in 
Makkah visited by the Muslims performing 
the Pilgrimage; it is the first-ever building, at 
least the first building for Divine worship to 
have been built in the world.

Khabb b ibn al-Arat (d., 657): A Com-
panion and one of the early converts to Islam, 
who was mercilessly persecuted by the oppo-
nents of Islam in Makkah.
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Khad jah bint Khuwaylid, Umm al-

mu’min n (d., 620): The first wife of God’s 
Messenger, upon him be peace and blessings, 
and the first of the Mothers of Believers. The 
Messenger married her when he was 25 years 
old and she was 40. He lived with her almost 
25 years. She is one of the four greatest wom-
en of all times (for the others see the entry 
for Āsyā). She gave birth to several sons and 
daughters including Kāsim, Fāṭimah, Zaynab, 
Umm Kulthum, and Ruqayyah. 

(al-)Khadr: Khadr is the one with whom 
the Qur’an recounts (18: 60-82) the Prophet 
Moses, upon him be peace, made a journey 
to learn something of the spiritual realm of 
existence and the nature of God’s acts in it. 
It is controversial whether he was a Prophet 
or merely a saint with a special mission. It is 
believed that he enjoys the degree of life where 
one feels no need for the necessities of normal 
human life. 

Khaybar: A famous town north of Madīnah; 
it was conquered by the Muslims under the 
command of the Messenger in 629 CE, (7 AH). 

(al-)L t: It was one of the four chief idols 
of the pagan Quraysh tribe in pre-Islamic 
Makkah and of the Thaqīf tribe in Ṭā’if, and 
among the most famous idols in pre-Islamic 
Arabia

(al-)Layth ibn Sa‘d (d., 791): A famous 
scholar of Ḥadīth and Fiqh, as well as a fore-
most jurist of Egypt in his time.

(The people of) Lū  (Lot): The people 
who lived in the region lying to the southeast 
of the Dead Sea, who were notorious for sex-
ual deviations (homosexuality), which they 
adopted as a general way of life. The Prophet 
Lot, upon him be peace, was sent to them but 
they rejected him and his call. They were utter-
ly destroyed together with their cities – Sodom, 
Gomorrah, Admah, Zeboim, and Zo’ar  – where 
they lived.

(al-)Majūs: Fire worshippers, Magians 
(al-)Mad nah: The blessed city where the 

Prophet Muḥammad, upon him be peace and 
blessings, emigrated, and the first city-state of 
the Muslims 

Madyan (Midian): The territory which 
lay to the north-west of the Hijāz and to the 
south of Palestine on the coast of the Red Sea 
and the Gulf of ‘Aqabah. Initially, their peo-
ple were Muslims, but later they contaminat-
ed their pure faith with polytheism, and their 
economic life with corruption and dishonesty. 
They rejected the Prophet Shu‘ayb and his call, 
and consequently they were destroyed.

Makkah: The holy city in Arabia where the 
Ka‘bah is situated. The Prophet Ishmael, upon 
him be peace, and his descendants launched 
the building of Makkah, and the Prophet 
Muḥammad, upon him be peace and blessings, 
began his mission there.

M lik ibn Anas (d., 795): A famous sec-
ond-century (AH) traditionist and jurist of 
Madīnah, and the founder of one of the four 
Sunni schools of law in Islam. His al-Muwatta’, 

a collection of Traditions as well as legal opin-
ions of the jurists of Madīnah, is one of the ear-
liest extant works of Ḥadīth and Fiqh.

(al-)Man t: One of the four chief idols in 
pre-Islamic Hijāz 

Maq m Ibr h m: The Station of Abraham 
– (the place of) the stone on which the Prophet 
Abraham, upon him be peace, reportedly stood 
while building the Ka‘bah, and before which it 
is a necessary act of the Hajj to offer a Prayer 
of two rak‘ahs after every seven circumambu-
lations around the Ka‘bah. 

(al-)Marwah: One of the two hills, the 
other being aṣ- afā’, near the Ka‘bah between 
which the pilgrims perform the rite of Sa‘y 
(speedy walking)

Maryam: Virgin Mary –  the blessed moth-
er of the Prophet Jesus, upon him be peace; she 
is one of the four greatest women of all times. 

(al-)Mash‘ar al- ar m: The site just near 
al-Muzdalifah. In Muzdalifah the pilgrims 
stay for some time and pray to God at dawn on 
the first of the ‘Īd days of Sacrifice.

(al-)Masīḥ: The Christ – Jesus son of 
Mary 

al-Masjid al-Aqs : See al-Bayt al-Maqdis
(al-)Masjid al- ar m:  The Grand Masjid 

in Makkah which surrounds the Ka‘bah 
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(al-)Masjid an-Nabiyy: The Mosque of the 
Prophet in Madīnah which was built just fol-
lowing the Messenger’s emigration to Madīnah

Min : A place five miles to ‘Arafāt to Mak-
kah, where the pilgrims offer their sacrifices 
and stay during the first three days of ‘Īd al-

Aḍḥā
Mu‘ dh ibn Jabal (d., 639): A Companion 

known for his knowledge of Law; he was 
among those who undertook the collection of 
the Qur’ān and was appointed by the Prophet 
as a judge in Yemen.

Mu ammad Bah u’d-D n Shah an-Naqsh-

band (d. 1389): One of the most prominent 
Islamic spiritual masters and founder of the Sufi 
Naqshbandiyyah order. Among his books are 
Risālat al-Wāridah, al-Awrād al-Bahā’iyyah, 
Hayātnāmah, and Tanbīh al-Ghāfilīn. 

Muhammed Lutfi Efendi (1868–1956): 
One of the Sufi masters who lived in Erzurum. 
He has a Divan containing many beautiful, 
lyrical poems.

Muhyi’d-D n ibn al-‘Arab  (1165-1240): 
One of the greatest and most famous Sufi mas-
ters. His doctrine of the Transcendental Uni-
ty of Existence, which most have mistaken for 
monism and pantheism, made him the target 
of unending polemics. He wrote many books, 
the most famous of which are Fuṣūṣ al-Ḥikam 
and al-Futuḥāt al-Mkakiyyah.

(The Prophet) Mūs  (Moses): One of the 
five greatest Messengers of God, who was sent 
to the Children of Israel and given the Torah to 
guide them and bring them out of Egypt

Muslim ibn al- ajj j an-Nays būr  (d., 
875): One of the greatest scholars of Ḥadīth, 

whose work is one of the six most authen-
tic collections of Ḥadīth and ranks second in 
impor tance only to that of al-Bukharī

(al-)Mu‘tazilah: The school of the Mus-
lim “rationalists” which accorded creative effect 
to human will and agency, concluding that it is 
human beings who create their actions 

(al-)Muzdalifah: A site between al-‘Arafāt 
and Minā where the pilgrims, while return-
ing from ‘Arafāt, have to stop and stay for the 
whole night or some part of the night between 

the 9th and 10th of the month of Dhul-Hijjah 
and to perform the Evening and Late Evening 
Prayers together 

(an-)Naṣārā: Those who call themselves 
the followers of Jesus; the Christians 

(The Prophet) Nū  (Noah): One of the 
five greatest Messengers, and the second father 
of humankind; the Prophet of the Flood

Q rūn: Korah. A wealthy man from the 
Children of Israel who rebelled against God and 
collaborated with the Pharaoh. God made him 
and all his wealth be swallowed by the earth.  

(al-)Quraysh: The Makkan, most esteemed 
Arab tribe to which God’s Messenger belonged 

(al-)Qur ub , Mu ammad ibn A mad 
(d., 1273): One of the most distinguished com-
mentators of the Qur’ān. His al-Jāmi’ li Ahkām 

al-Qur’ān (“A Compendium of the Judgments 
of the Qur’ān) is not only one of the best 
commen taries on the legal verses of the Qur’ān 
but also one of the best tafsīr works.

Rab ‘ah al-‘Adawiyyah (717–801): Born 
in Basra. As a child, after the death of her par-
ents, she was sold into slavery. After years of 
service to her slavemaster, Rabī‘ah began to 
serve only the Beloved with her actions and 
thoughts. Since she was no longer useful to 
the slave-owner, Rabī‘ah was then set free to 
continue her devotion to the Beloved.

(ar-)R z , Mu ammad ibn ‘Umar Fakh-

ru’d-D n (d., 1210): One of the most famous 
commentators of the Qur’ān and the most out-
standing scholars of his time who was well-
versed in both religious and rational sciences. 
Mafātīh al-Ghayb is the name of his monu-
mental commentary on the Qur’ān.

(ar-)Rūm , Jal lu’d-D n (1207–1273): 
One of the most renowned figures of Islam-
ic Sufism. He was the founder of the Mawlawī 
Order of the whirling dervishes, and famous 
for his Mathnawī, an epic of religious life in 
six volumes. For Western readers, ar-Rūmī is a 
powerful voice among the poets of Sufism.

(as-)S biūn: A people of the Book who 
lived in Iraq and deviated into worshipping 
heavenly bodies over the course of time
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Sa‘d ibn Ab  Waqq s (d., 670): One of the 
ten who were promised Paradise while alive, and 
one of the heroes of early Islam who took part 
in many battles during the life of the Prophet, 
upon him be peace and blessings. He also com-
manded the Muslim armies in the Qadisiyah 
wars leading to the conquest of Iran. 

Sa‘d ibn Mu‘ dh (d. 627): A Madīnan 
Companion and one of the leaders of the Aws 
tribe. He fought valiantly in many battles and 
was martyred in the Battle of Khandaq (or 
Trench).

Sa‘d  ash-Shiraz  (1215?–1292): The great-
est didactic poet of Persia, author of the Gulistān 

(“Rose-Garden”) and the Bustān (“Orchard”), 
who also wrote many fine odes and lyrics.

(a -) af : One of the two hills, the other 
being Marwah near the Ka‘bah between which 
the pilgrims perform the rite of Sa‘y (speedy 
walking)

Sa‘ d ibn al-Musayyib (d., 713): A fore-
most scholar and jurist of the generation suc-
ceeding the Companions. One of the seven rec-
ognized jurists of Madīnah, he was known for 
his know ledge of Ḥadīth and Fiqh as well as 
for his piety and devotion.

(The Prophet) li : The Prophet sent to 
the tribe of Thamūd who lived in al- ijr, the 
north-west of Arabia

(ash-)Sh fi‘ , Mu ammad ibn Idr s (d., 
820): The founder of the Shāfi‘ī school of 
Islam, and the first to write about the meth-
odology of Islamic law. He has also a Diwān, 
a collection of poems.

Shams at-Tabriz : In Konya, Rūmī became 
a religious teacher and then a Sufi at the age of 
39, when he met Shamsu’d-Dīn at-Tabrizī. A-
Tabrizī was to have a profound influence upon 
ar-Rūmī and to vivify, like a veritable sun, 
the growth of his latent spiritual and literary 
genius.  

(ash)-Shayb n , Mu ammad ibn al-

Hasan (d., 804): A famous Iraqī jurist and 
disciple of Abū anīfah. His Siyar al-Kabīr is 
first book ever written about the international 
law and relations. He is reckoned to be one of 
the founders of the anafī school of law.

(The Prophet) Shu‘ayb:  A Prophet. He 
was sent to the peoples of Madyan (Midian) 
and al-Aykah, but they rejected him, so God 
destroyed them.

(The Prophet) Sulaym n (Solomon): Son 
of the Prophet David and one of the Prophets 
sent to the Children of Israel, and their first 
king; the most powerful of the kings who 
have ever lived. He was a very humble servant 
of God despite his great power. In addition to 
many miracles and miraculous achievements, 
he was distinguished by his ability, by leave of 
God, to subjugate jinn and satans to his com-
mand and employ them in diverse tasks.

(as-)Suyūt , Jal lu’d-D n (1446–1506): 
A great scholar well-versed in Ḥadīth, juris-
prudence, and history. He was also a Sufi and 
interpreter of the Qur’ān. He authored works 
in virtually all Islamic sciences.

(a -) abar n , Sulaym n ibn A mad 

ibn Ayyūb (d., 971): Specialized in Ḥadīth. 

His works cover the fields of Ḥadīth, Tafsīr 
and Kalām (Theology). His Mu‘jam al-Kabīr 
(“The Great Encyclopedia of Ḥadīth”), Mu‘jam 

al-Awṣaṭ (“The Medium Encyclopedia of 
Ḥadīth”), and Mu‘jam aṣ-Ṣaghīr (“The Small 
Encyclopedia of Ḥadīth”) are well-known.

(a -) abar , Mu ammad ibn Jar r (d., 
923): A distinguished historian, jurist and 
Qur’ān-commentator. His major extant works 
include his commentary Jāmi‘u’l-Bayān fī 
Tafsīr al-Qur’ān (“A Comprehensive Collection 
of Words in Expounding the Qur’ān”) and 

Tārīkh al-Umam wa’l-Muluk (“The History 
of Nations and Rulers”).

(at-)Taftaz n , Sa‘du’d-D n (d., 1390): 
A famous scholar of logic, rhetoric, grammar, 
theology, and jurisprudence of Samarqand dur-
ing the rule of Timur. His Sharh al-‘Aqāid an-

Nasafiyyah (“An Exposition of the Book of 
Creed by an-Nasafī”) is among the basic works 
of the Muslim theology. 

alhah ibn ‘Ubaydu’ll h (d., 656): One 
of the ten Companions whom the Prophet 
declared to be among the People of Paradise. He 
was among the earliest converts to Islam, and 
was noted for his bravery and generosity. 
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lūt: King Saul. He led his army against 
the army of Jālūt (Goliath). 

(at-)Tawrāh: The Divine Book (of law) 
given to the Prophet Moses by God; the Torah

(The people of) Thamūd: An ancient 
Arab people who lived in al- ijr in the north-
west of Arabia. Their main city, Madā’in āliḥ, 
was situated along the route of the famous 
Hijāz railway. The Prophet āliḥ came to them 
with God’s Message but they, like many other 
ancient peoples, rejected him and his Message 
and persisted in wrongdoing. Finally God 
destroyed them.

(ath-)Thawr , Sufy n ibn Sa‘ d ibn 

Masrūq (d., 778): Considered an authority in 
different branches of Islamic learning, espe-
cially Ḥadīth. His works include al-Jāmi’ al-

Kabīr and al-Jâmi‘ aṣ-Ṣaghīr, both of which 
are included in Ḥadīth.

(at-)Tirmidh , Mu ammad ibn ‘ s  (d., 
892): A famous traditionist whose collection of 
Traditions, Kitāb as-Sunan (“The Book of the 
Prophetic Traditions”)  is considered one of the 
six most authentic collections of Ḥadīth.

(a -) ūr: A mountain. Mount Sinai, on 
which the Prophet Moses received the revela-
tion of the Torah from God

(The Battle of) Uhud: The battle which 
took place between the Muslims and the pagan 
Quraysh of Makkah at the foot of Mount 
Uhud, three miles from the Prophet’s Mosque 
in Madīnah in the 3rd year of Hijrah

‘Umar ibn al-Khatt b al-F rūq (582–
644): One of the ten Companions to whom 
Paradise was promised while they were still in 
the world. Famous for his keen insight into the 
spirit of Islam, and his legendary justice and 
very simple life as the caliph. He succeeded 
Abū Bakr as-Siddīq in Caliphate.

Umm Salamah, Hind bint Suhayl, Umm 

al-mu’min n (d., 681): One of the wives of 
the Prophet, who reported several hundred 
Traditions from him.

Us mah ibn Zayd ibn H rithah (d., 674): 
One of the young Companions much loved 
by God’s Messenger. Son of Zayd, the only 
Companion mentioned in the Qur’ān by name, 

and an emancipated slave of the Messenger. 
The Messenger entrusted the command of the 
army he collected just before his death to dis-
patc against the Byzantines to Usāmah while 
he was still at a very young age.

‘Uthm n ibn ‘Aff n Dhu’n-Nūrayn (576–
656): One of the first Companions who emb-
raced Islam and among the ten whom the Mes-
senger informed would enter Paradise. Since the 
Messenger gave him two of His daughters in 
marriage (the second one after the first died), he 
has been called Dhu’n-Nūrayn (the possessor of 
two lights). He was especially renowned for his 
generosity and modesty. He succeeded ‘Umar to 
the Caliphate.

Uways al-Qaran  (d., 656): One of the out-
standing figures of the generation succeeding 
the Companions. Some regard him as the great-
est Muslim saint of the first Islamic century.

(al-)Uzz : One of the four chief idols wor-
shipped in Hijāz before Islam

(The Prophet) Ya y  (John the Bap-

tist): Son of the Prophet Zachariah – a Messen-
ger of God highly praised in the Qur’ān for his 
devotions, chastity, sound judgment, profound 
knowledge, piety, righteousness, and dutiful-
ness to his parents. He was killed by the Jews.

Ya y  ibn Mu‘ dh (d., 871):  A great Sufi 
and a disciple of Ibn Karrām; he left his native 
town of Rayy and lived for a time in Balkh, 
afterwards proceeding to Nishapur where he 
died. A certain number of poems are attribut-
ed to him.

Ya‘jūj wa Ma‘jūj (Gog and Magog); wild 
tribes that have invaded the civilized world 
many times and are expected to appear for 
the last time just before the final destruction 
of the world

(The Prophet) Ya‘qūb (Jacob): a Messen-
ger of God, son of the Prophet Isaac and grand-
son of the Prophet Abraham, upon them both 
be peace. He was also known as Israel. His 
twelve sons each became head of his own tribe, 
and collectively, these were known as the twelve 
tribes of Israel. 

Yathrib: One of the names of Madīnah 
before Islam
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(The Prophet) Yūsuf (Joseph): Son of the 
Prophet Jacob, a Messenger of God who was 
envied by his brothers and sold to the Egyptian 
court as a slave. Then he became a minister in 
the court and was deputed to the king.

(The Prophet) Yūnus (Jonah): A Mes-
senger of God who was sent to Nineveh (on 
the left bank of the Tigris, opposite the city of 
Mosul, in Iraq) to preach against their wicked-
ness and call them to the worship of God. The 
people of Nineveh at first rejected him, and he 
left the city, whereupon he was swallowed by 
a fish in the sea. God saved him from the belly 
of the sea and returned him to his people, who 
had embraced God’s Religion after seeing God’s 
punishment coming.  

(Az-)Zabūr: The Book given to the 
Prophet David, upon him be peace; the Psalms

(The Prophet) Zakariy  (Zachariah): A 
Messenger of God who appeared among the 
Children of Israel just before the advent of the 
Prophet Jesus. He was killed by the Jews.

Yahūdī: Jew. The term describes one 
who belongs to Yahūda – Judah in the Old 
Testament. Judah – Yehudah in Hebrew – is 
the name of one of the two kingdoms which 
emerged with the division of Prophet Solomon’s 
kingdom after his death, and takes its name 
from Judah, one of the sons of the Prophet 
Jacob. According to another opinion, Yahūdī 
means one who follows the Law established by 
Judah, an Israelite jurist who lived in the sec-
ond century after Jesus. The Jews themselves 
name their religion – Judaism – after Judah. 

Zaynab bint Jahsh, Umm al-mu’min n 
(d., 641) One of the Messenger’s wives, who 
first married to Zayd ibn Hārithah. But the mar-
riage broke up, whereupon the Messenger mar-
ried her. She is well-known for her generosity.

(az-)Zubayr ibn al-‘Aww m (d., 656): 
Among the heroes of the earliest period of 
Islam; one of the most prominent Companions, 
and one of those ten about whom the Prophet 
gave the glad tidings of Paradise. 
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(al-)Abad: Eternity in the future 
(al-)Azal: Eternity in the past
(al-)‘Abd: The servant; the servant of God 

by creation; the servant of God who believes in 
and worships Him

(al-)‘Adhāb: Punishment. The Qur’ān uses 
seven different names for the places or types of 
punishment in the Hereafter: Jahannam (Hell), 
Nār (Fire), Sa‘īr (Blaze), Jaḥīm (Blazing Flame), 
Ḥutamah (Consuming Fire), Saqar (Scorching 
Fire), and Lazā (Raging Flame). Most probably, 
these are the levels or degrees of punishment, 
each prepared for those who deserve it and each 
having a gate.

(al-)Adhān: The call to the Prayer. It is 
as follows: Allāhu akbar (God is the All-Great: 
4 times); Ashhadu an lā ilāha illa’llāh (I bear 
witness that there is no deity but God: twice); 
Ashhadu anna Muḥammadan Rasūlu’llāh (I 
bear witness that Muḥammad is the Messen-
ger of God: twice); Hayya ‘alā’s-ṣalāḥ (Come 
on, to the Prayer: twice), Hayya ‘alā’l-falāḥ 
(Come on, to salvation: twice); Allāhu akbar 
(God is the All-Great: twice); Lā ilāha illa’llāh 
(There is no deity but God: once). 

(al-)‘Afw: Pardoning, granting remission; 
excusing 

(al-)‘Ahd: covenant; contract
‘Ahdu’llāh: God’s covenant. It is the prom-

ise that God has taken from His servants that 
they should believe in Him and worships Him 
alone. Besides this cardinal one, God has made 
different covenants with His Prophets and many 
peoples in different times.

Ahl al-Bayt: The household. As a term, 
it refers to the household of the Prophet 
Muḥammad, upon him be peace and blessings, 
including Fāṭimah, his daughter, and her hus-
band ‘Ali, and their sons asan and usayn.

Ahl al-Kitāb: The People of the Book, that 
is, any people who have been given a Divine 
Book. The Qur’ān tends to use this term par-

ticularly for the Jews and Christians. The term 
also includes the Sabeans and the Magians.

Ahl al-Kitāb wa’s-Sunnah: The People 
of the Book and the Sunnah. They are the 
Muslims who strive to follow exactly the teach-
ings of the Qur’an and the way of the Prophet 
Muḥammad, upon him be peace and blessings, 
as reported by his Companions.

(al-)Ākhirah: The next one; afterlife, 
the Hereafter. This is the other world where 
conscious, responsible beings will be called to 
account for their beliefs and deeds in the world 
and recompensed for them.

(al-)Ahzāb: Parties, confederates. It is par-
ticularly used for the remnants of the ancient, 
destroyed peoples who lived in Arabia during 
the revelation of the Qur’ān, and for the con-
federate forces composed of different tribes 
that besieged Madīnah and fought the Muslims 
in the Battle of the Trench in 627 CE, 5 AH. 

(al-)Ākif: One who abides in devotion 
to God

(al-)Akhlāq: The science and principles 
of good conduct and morality. The most dis-
tinguishing characteristic of Islam and, when 
loyal to that characteristic, of the community 
of Muḥammad, upon him be peace and bless-
ings, is that it is far from all kinds of extrem-
ism. Islam represents the middle way in all 
aspects of life. For example, it is neither spir-
itualism nor materialism, neither realism nor 
idealism, neither capitalism nor socialism, nei-
ther individualism nor statism, neither abso-
lutism nor anarchism, neither this-worldly 
and hedonistic, nor purely other-worldly and 
monastic. As it is unique in its worldview and 
social, economic and political aspects, it is also 
unique in the moral education it gives to indi-
viduals.  Islam aims to develop human beings 
from being potentially human to being truly 
human, thus perfecting them. It develops the 
human character in the best way. The parts 
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of Wisdom which the Qur’ān enumerates in 
verses 17: 22–39, beginning and ending with 
the absolute prohibition of associating partners 
with God in any way in His Divinity and Lord-
ship, are important in developing that charac-
ter and raising members of a Muslim society. 

(al-)‘Ālam (pl. ‘ālamūn): A world, worlds. 
The word comes from ‘alam, ‘alāmah, meaning 
something by which another thing is known. 
Thus, in this perspective, every individual thing 
or set of things, from the tiniest sub-atomic 
particles to the largest nebulae and galaxies, is 
a “world” and indicates God. The plural form 
(‘ālamūn) is particularly used for conscious 
beings, giving the sense that everything that is 
created is as if conscious, and signifying that its 
pointing to God’s Existence, Unity and Lordship 
is extremely clear for conscious beings. 

(al-)Alaq: The clot clinging (to the wall 
of the female womb) 

(al-)‘amal: An action, deed
(al-)‘amal aṣ-ṣāliḥ: Good, righteous deed
(al-)Amānah: The trust, that is any 

responsibility or all the duties which either God 
or society or an individual places in someone’s 
charge; the Supreme Trust which only human-
kind has undertaken, so in this sense it refers 
to the human ego.

(al-)Amīr: The leader; the commander
(al-)Amr: Command; authority; affair
Amr bi’l-Ma‘rūf: Enjoining and actively 

promoting what is good and right (in appro-
priate ways) 

(al-)Ansār: The Helpers. It is particularly 
used for the Muslims of Madīnah who helped 
the emigrant Muslims of Makkah in the pro-
cess of the latter’s settling down in Madīnah.

(al-)‘Aql: Reasoning and reflecting to make 
a conclusion and be able to distinguish between 
what is right and wrong and between what is 
beneficial and harmful; in common terminolo-
gy, it is the intellect which does this reasoning 
and reflection

(al-)‘Arāf: The Heights (between Paradise 
and Hell, upon which the believers who still have 
sins unpardoned will be retained to be forgiven 
so that they can enter Paradise)

(al-)‘Arsh: The throne; the Supreme 
Throne of God. As the Qur’ān addresses all lev-
els of understanding through all ages, it tends 
to present certain abstract truths, like those per-
taining to Divinity, with concrete expressions, 
and it uses metaphors and comparisons. It pres-
ents the Kursiyy (Seat; see 2: 255) as if it were 
a platform or seat, and the ‘Arsh as if it were 
a throne and God were the ruler of the uni-
verse seated on His throne, governing all cre-
ation. ‘Arsh is the composition of four of God’s 
Names the First, the Last, the All-Outward, 
and the All-Inward. Also, deducing from Said 
Nursi’s description of water as the ‘arsh (throne) 
of mercy and earth, the throne of life, we can 
say that the ‘Arsh (Throne) implies God’s full 
control of and authority over the universe. Ele-
ments such as water and earth are things that 
conduct God’s decrees, or media by which the 
decrees are manifested and executed. 

(al-)‘Aṣabiyyat (al-Jāhiliyyah): Tribal 
or racial attachment; racism. Islam eradicated 
all blood-, culture-, language-, and color-based 
discrimination, condemning it as an attitude 
arising from sheer ignorance and carnality. 

Asbāb an-nuzūl: Occasions on which 
verses of the Qur’ān were revealed

Aṣḥāb al-Kahf: The young people from 
the royal class of the Romans in Syria-Jordan 
region who gave up idol-worship and believed 
in God as the only Deity and Lord, and had to 
take shelter in a cave. They stayed in the cave 
in a death-like sleep for 300 years, and then 
woke up as a sign of resurrection.

Aṣḥāb al-Uḥdūd: A tyrannical people 
who dug ditches and burnt the believers alive 
in them.

‘Aṣḥāb al-Yamīn (al-Maymanah): The 
people of the Right, the people of happiness and 
prosperity (who will be given their Records in 
their right hands in the Hereafter)

‘Aṣḥāb ash-Shimāl (al-Mash’amah): 
The people of the Left, the people of wretched-
ness (who will be given their Records in their 
left hands in the Hereafter)

(al-)Ashhur al-Ḥurum: The months of 
Dhu’l-Qa‘dah, Dhu’l-Hijjah, Muharram and 
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Rajab (the 11th, 12th, 1st, and 7th months of the 
lunar year) during which warfare, killing, and 
pillage are prohibited.

(al-)Asmā’ al-Ḥusnā: The All-Beautiful 
Names (of God). These Names are either 
included in the Qur’ān or were taught by 
God’s Messenger, and God is and should be 
called by them.

(al-)Asmā’ wa’ṣ-Ṣifāt: God’s Names 
and Attributes. Besides His Names, God has 
Attributes. Some Attributes are essential to 
His being God. They are Existence, Having 
No Beginning, Permanence, Oneness, Being 
Unlike the Created, and Self-Subsistence. God 
has another kind of Attributes, called the Pos-
itive Attributes, which describe God as what 
He is. They are Life, Knowledge, Will, Pow-
er, Hearing, Seeing, Speech, and Bringing into 
Existence. These Attributes are the origin of 
certain Names such as Giver of life and the All-
Reviver, the All-Knowing, the All-Willing, the 
All-Powerful, the All-Hearing, the All-Seeing, 
the All-Speaking, and the Creator, etc. Having 
such absolute, unrestricted Attributes and All-
Beautiful Names means that their manifesta-
tion is “inevitable.” One Who exists in and of 
Himself, and Whose Existence is absolutely 
perfect, will manifest Himself, as “required” 
by His very “nature.” Thus, the universe is the 
collection of the manifestations of God’s Attri-
butes and Names, and those manifestations are 
focused on humankind. God also has a third 
kind of Attributes which describe what God 
is not. They are almost endless. For example, 
God is not One Who begets and is begotten, 
nor One Who has any partners, nor One who 
has any need, etc.

(al-)‘Asr: Time; afternoon; the last part of 
time replete with important events

(al-)‘Awrah: Parts of the body that are 
not supposed to be exposed to others. For men 
this is from the navel to the knee. For wom-
en it is the etire body except the hands, feet, 
and face.

(al-)‘Āyah: A manifest sign; miracle; les-
son to be taken from an event; each of the 
Qur’ān’s independent sentences between two 
points (verse)

Āyātun bayyināt: The signs or messages 
which are clear in meaning and content (as evi-
dence of the truth)

(al-)Āyat al-Kursīyy: The verse of the 
Divine Seat of Dominion. It is verse 255 of 
Sūrat al-Baqarah, which makes God known 
through some of His Names and Attributes. 

Ayyāmu’llāh: Days of God (momentous 
historical events such as the destructions of 
communities, turning-points in history, and 
eschatological events)

(al-)Baghy: Envious rivalry and insolence 
(which the Qur’ān stresses as being the cardinal 
reason for internal conflicts in a community)

(al-)Balā’: A trial, testing. Although it 
usually comes in the form of disaster, God tries 
people with both good and evil. When He tries 
with good such as success, wealth, a high posi-
tion, and physical beauty, it requires gratitude 
to God and attributing it to Him. When He tries 
with evil such as a misfortune, illness or pover-
ty, it requires patience without complaint. This, 
however, does not mean that one stricken by an 
evil should not try to escape from it. Being tried 
with evil may sometimes be the result of a sin. 
Therefore, it also requires repentance, seeking 
forgiveness, and reformation. 

(al-)Baqā: Permanence, persistence
(al-)Barāah: Disavowal, proclamation of 

disavowal; ultimatum  
(al-)Barzakh: A barrier (between the dead 

and the other world), the intermediate world of 
the grave (between this world and the next) 

(al-)Baṣāir: “Lights” of discernment and 
insight

al-Bashīr: A bearer of glad tidings; a Mes-
senger who bears glad tidings (of prosperity in 
return for faith and righteousness)

(al-)Baṣīrah: Discernment, insight, sagac-
ity

(al-)Basmalah: The phrase, Bismi’llāhir-

Raḥmāni’r-Raḥīm, meaning in (and with) 
the Name of God, the All-Merciful, the All-
Compassionate

(al-)Ba‘th: Revival; sending a Messenger 
(to “revive” people); restoration of the dead to 
life; resurrection
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(al-)Bāṭin: What is inward; the inward 
or internal dimension of something; the meta-
physical dimension of existence

(al-)Bāṭil: What is false; falsehood; any 
system of belief, thought, or action that is based 
not on the Revelation, but on human lusts and 
fancies, and human choices  that do not con-
form to, but instead contradict, God’s Religion 
and ways of acting in the universe

(al-)Bay‘ah – (al-)Bī‘ah: An allegiance 
sworn by the citizens etc. to their Imam (Mus-
lim Ruler) to be obedient to him according to 
the Religion of Islam 

Bay‘at ar-Riḍwān: The oath and pledge 
taken by God’s Messenger from his Compan-
ions under a tree at al- udaybiyah in the year 
of 6 AH (628 CE) to fight the Quraysh in case 
of necessity

(al-)Bayān: Intelligent speech, as opposed 
to sounds which have no power of expression 
or meaning

Baytu’llāh: God’s House (the Ka‘bah)
(al-)Bayyinah: The Clear Proof 
(al-)Bayyināt: All evidence of the truth; 

clear signs or documents of the truth; miracles
Bi-ghayri’l-ḥaqq: As a sinful act (or atti-

tude) that can never be right or just; against 
all right

Bi’l-ḥaqq: With the truth (embodying it, 
and with nothing false in it); all meaningful-
ly, and for meaningful purposes, and on solid 
foundations of the truth

(al-)Bukhl: Niggardliness, meanness 
(al-)Birr: Godliness, virtue; a high degree 

in faith and practice of Islam, especially having 
acquired the spiritual refinement that enables 
one to spend in God’s cause or to give others of 
what one loves 

(al-)Burūj: The constellations, (which are 
the names of some fixed star-groups) 

(ad-)Dābbah: Any living, moving crea-
ture

(ad-)Dābbat min al-Arḍ: A living crea-
ture which God will bring forth from the earth 
towards the end of time. It will speak to the 
disbelieving, criminal people, or make them 

understand, that they have no certainty of 
faith in God’s signs and Revelations.

(ad-)Dahr: “Time;” processes of progress 
and decline

(ad-)Dajjāl: An impostor or impostors 
who will appear towards the end of time to 
mislead humanity; the Dajjāl who will appear 
in the Muslim world is generally called as-

Sufyān.
(aḍ-)Ḍāl: One who has gone astray; the 

straying.

(aḍ-)Ḍalāl(ah): Straying from the Straight 
Path. It refers to a broad range of straying from 
the Path – from the slightest lapse of a believ-
er to complete deviation from the Straight 
Path. As a term, it denotes returning to unbe-
lief after belief, exchanging unbelief for belief 
(2: 108), associating partners with God either 
in His Essence or His Attributes or acts (4: 
116), or rejecting faith in all or any of the pil-
lars of faith.

(ad-)Dawlah: As a Qur’ānic term, it 
means fortune. The Qur’ān declares: “What 
God has bestowed on His Messenger as 
war-gains from the peoples of the town-
ships: (one-fifth of) it belongs to God, and 
to the Messenger, and his near kinsfolk, and 
orphans, and the destitute, and the wayfarer 
(lacking means to sustain a journey), so that 
it should not become dawlatan (a fortune) cir-
culating among the rich among you.” (59: 7)

(adh-)Dhanb: Sin in various degrees. Sin 
and pardoning have different types and degrees. 
These are: disobeying religious commandments, 
and forgiveness thereof; disobeying God’s laws 
of creation and life, and forgiveness thereof; 
and disobeying the rules of good manners or 
courtesy (adab), and the forgiveness thereof. 
A fourth type, which is not a sin, involves not 
doing something as perfectly as possible, which 
is required by the love of and nearness to God. 
Some Prophets may have done this, but such 
acts cannot be considered sins according to our 
common definition of that word. 

(adh-)Dhikr: Remembrance; recollection; 
mentioning; reminder; recitation of one or some 
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of God’s Names. It is also used to refer to a 
Divine Book.

(ad-)Dīn: The collection of moral, spiri-
tual, and worldly principles; a system and way 
of conduct; judging; rewarding and punishing; 
way; law; constitution; servanthood and obedi-
ence; and peace and order.

(ad-)Du‘ā’: Prayer and supplication. It has 
kinds and degrees: the first kind is the prayer of 
all organisms, plant, animal and human, through 
the natural disposition of their bodies and their 
functioning in line with their duties in creation. 
The second kind is that which is uttered by all 
organisms, plant, animal and human, in the 
tongue of vital needs. The third kind of prayer is 
that which is done by human beings. This falls 
into two categories: The first category is the 
active prayer. It means complying with the laws 
that God has set for life. For example, a farm-
er’s plowing the soil is knocking on the door of 
Divine providence. A patient’s going to the doc-
tor’s is appealing to God for a cure. This kind of 
prayer is usually accepted. The second category 
is the verbal prayer that we do.

(ad-)Dunyā: The world. It has three 
aspects. Regarding its first aspect, the world is 
that the world is the realm where God’s Names 
are manifested and therefore, whatever is there, 
and whatever takes place in it, is a mirror to God 
with His Attributes and Names. With respect to 
its second aspect, the world is the tillage for the 
Hereafter. The building-blocks which make up 
one’s Paradise or Hell in the Hereafter are the 
seeds of one’s belief or unbelief, and the deeds 
that one sows here. The third aspect of the 
world is that which looks to our carnal desires, 
passions, lusts, and ambitions. It is this aspect 
that the Qur’ān condemns, as these consist of 
games, pastimes, greed (hoarding things), and 
competing in having more goods; in short, this 
aspect is the source of all vice and evil. 

(al-)Fahshā, (al-)Fāhishah (pl. al-
fa  wā hīsh): Indecency; any whose abomina-
ble character is self-evident. In the Qur’an, all 
extra-marital sexual relationships, sodomy, 
nudity, and false accusations of unchastity are 
specifically reckoned as shameful deeds. 

al-Falāḥ: Prosperity. It has many degrees 
and types according to the needs and aspira-
tions of people and the degrees of their spiritu-
al enlightenment. For example, some want to 
be saved from eternal punishment, while oth-
ers desire Paradise. There are still some who 
aim at the higher ranks in Paradise, and others 
who aspire to obtain God’s good pleasure. 

(al-)Faqīḥ: A person who is an expert 
on Islamic jurisprudence (Law); one who has 
correct and profound comprehension of Islam 
who can give an authoritative legal opinion or 
judgment regarding Islamic matters.

(al-)Farḍ: Any obligatory religious act
(al-)Farā’iḍ: Plural of al-fard. It is also 

used to mean the science of sharing inheri-
tance.

Farḍ ‘Ayn: Any act which is obligatory 
on every Muslim who is mature, healthy, and 
sane  

Farḍ Kifayah: A collective duty of the 
Muslim commun ity so that if some people car-
ry it out, no Muslim is considered blamewor-
thy; but if no one carries it out, all incur a col-
lective guilt.

(al-)Fasād: Disorder and corruption – one 
which appears as a result of following a path 
other than God’s 

(al-)Fāsiq: A transgressor of the bounds 
set by God; one who commits any of the major 
sins

(al-)Fatā: A youth, usually a chivalrous 
young man who has dedicated himself to God’s 
cause

(al-)Fatḥ: The Victory which functions 
as a door to further victories

(al-)Fatwā: A legal verdict given on a reli-
gious basis

(al-)Fayy: Gains of war obtained without 
fighting

(al-)Fidyah: Compensation for a missed 
or wrongly practiced religious act of worship 
or order usually in the form of money or food-
stuff or offering (animal) 
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(al-)Fiqh: Correct and profound com-

prehension (of Islam); the science of Islamic 

Jurisprudence

(al-)Fisq: Transgression of the bounds set 
by God; committing any of the major sins

(al-)Fitnah: Disorder and corruption root-
ed in rebellion against God and recognizing no 
laws. It denotes associating partners with God 
and adopting that as a life-style, spreading unbe-
lief and apostasy, committing major sins with 
willful, insolent abandon, open hostilities to 
Islam, destroying collective security or causing 
public disorder, and oppression; the term fitnah 
covers all of these.

(al-)Fitrah: The original Divine pattern 
or system governing the universe; the totality 
of the attributes God has given to a particular 
thing or being; the Divine Religion (Islam) as 
the translation of the Divine pattern or system

(al-)Fujūr: A shameless, sinful act
(al-)Furqān: The Criterion to distinguish 

between truth and falsehood, and the knowl-
edge, insight, and power of judgment to put it 
into effect; an inner sense or faculty of insight, 
discernment, inspiration, and power of judg-
ment to distinguish between right and wrong

(al-)Futuwwah: Youth and chivalry as a 
composite of virtues, such as energy, revolu-
tionary vigor, heroism, generosity, munificence, 
modesty, chastity, trustworthiness, loyalty, 
mercifulness, knowledge, humility, and piety

(al-)Ghaḍab:  Wrath. When used for 
God’s wrath, it denotes punishment and con-
demnation.

(al-)Ghāfil: Heedless, unmindful
(al-)Ghaflah: Heedlessness, lack of aware-

ness
(al-)Ghanīmah: Gains of war obtained 

through fighting
al-Ghayb: The (absolutely or relatively) 

Unseen or unsensed; beyond the reach of human 
perception

(al-)Ghiybah: Backbiting
(al-)Ghurūr: Deception, delusion
(al-)Ghusl: The full ritual washing of the 

body with water alone to be pure for the prayer. 
To do Ghusl: (1) Wash your private parts; (2) 

Do wuḍū; (3) Wash your entire body from the 
top to bottom and from right to left 

Ḥablu’llāh: The rope of God, usually used 
to denote the Qur’ān or Islam

(al-)Ḥadd (pl. Ḥudūd): Any bound God 
set and ordered His creatures not to transgress. 
It is also used for the cardinal penalties Islam 
has laid down in return for cardinal offens-
es such as killing, unlawful sexual relations, 
usurpation, theft, causing disorder and corrup-
tion in the society, and drinking intoxicants.

(al-)Ḥadīth: Communication, narration, 
word or saying. As a term, it denotes the record 
of whatever the Prophet, upon him be peace and 
blessings, said, did, or tacitly approved. Accord-
ing to some scholars, the word Ḥadīth also cov-
ers reports about the sayings and deeds, etc., of 
the Companions of the Prophet in addition to 
those of the Prophet himself. The whole body 
of Traditions is termed Ḥadīth, and the science 
which deals with it is called ‘Ilm al-Ḥadīth.

Ḥadīth qudsī: A saying of God narrat-
ed by His Messenger but not included in the 
Qur’ān  

(al-)Hady: Cattle brought to the sacred 
precincts of Makkah to be sacrificed during 
the days of ‘ d al-Aḍḥā

(al-)Ḥajj: Major Pilgrimage which the 
Muslims do in Makkah during Dhu’l-Hijj-

ah, the last month of the lunar year. It is one 
of the five pillars of Islam, a duty one must 
perform during one’s life-time if one has the 
financial resources for it. In addition to tawāf 
and sa‘y, there are a few more requirements of 
the Ḥajj, including especially staying for some 
time in al-‘Arafāt (al-waqfah) from mid-day 
to sunset on 9th of Dhu’l-Hijjah. 

(al-)Halāk: Destruction, ruin
(al-)Ḥalāl: Religiously lawful
Ḥamalat al-‘Arsh: The eight beings 

(angels?) that bear God’s Throne (the greatest 
of beings who carry out God’s order in the uni-
versal order)

al-Ḥamd: All praise and gratitude that is 
due to and for God

(al-)Ḥanīf: One who has a sincere, sound 
faith in God and worships God with purity of 
intention 
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al-Ḥaqq: The truth, what is ever constant 
and true

(al-)Ḥarām: Religiously forbidden or 
unlawful; sacred and inviolable; any sacred and 
inviolable thing 

(al-)Ḥasanah: Good; reward
(al-)Ḥashr: Gathering together; the rais-

ing of the dead and gathering them on the Plain 
of the Supreme Gathering on Judgment Day 

(al-)Hawā: The fanciful inclinations and 
lusts of the human carnal soul

(al-)Ḥayā’: Bashfulness, and refraining 
from saying or doing anything improper or inde-
cent; seeking to avoid displeasing God out of 
awe of Him 

(al-)Ḥayāh: Life. Human life has five 
degrees: (1) Our life, which depends on certain 
conditions and the fulfillment of certain needs. 
(2) The life of al-Khadr and Ilyās (Elijah) which 
is free to some extent from the necessities of 
our life. (3) The life of the Prophets Jesus and 
Enoch. These two Prophets live in heaven free 
of the necessities of human life in their “astral” 
bodies. (4) The life of martyrs, those who are 
killed in God’s cause. They do not feel the pangs 
of death and know themselves to be transferred 
into a better world where they enjoy the bless-
ings of God. (5) The life of the dead. Death 
means one’s being discharged from worldly 
duties with the spirit set free.

(al-)Ḥayāt ad-dunyā: The present, world-
ly life or the life of this world (see ad-dunyā)

(al-)Hidāyah: True or right guidance; fol-
lowing God’s Path in belief, thought, and action

(al-)Hijrah: Emigration. The emigration 
of God’s Messenger from Makkah to Madīnah 
in 622 CE

(al-)Ḥikmah: Wisdom. Knowledge of 
creation, life, right and wrong, and of the 
Divine system prevailing in the universe, so 
as to enable persuasive, convincing answers 
for such questions as “Who am I? What is the 
purpose for my existence in this world? Who 
has sent me to this world and why? Where did 
I come from and where am I heading? What 
does death ask of me?” It also signifies the 
true nature of and purpose behind the things 

and events in the universe, including especial-
ly in human life. The Qur’ān is the source of 
knowledge in all these vital matters. The Sun-
nah of the Prophet, upon him be peace and 
blessings, being the system or principles by 
which to understand and practice the Qur’ān 
in daily life, comes to mind first of all when 
speaking of the “Wisdom.” 

(al-)Ḥubb (al-maḥabbah): Love. God 
declares: Say (O Messenger): “If you indeed 

love God, then follow me, so that God will love 

you and forgive you your sins.” God is All-

Forgiving, All-Compassionate (3: 31). 
(Muṣālahat) udaybiyah: The Treaty of 

Hudaybiyah. Almost a year after the Battle of 
the Trench in 627 C.E., 5 A.H., the Messenger 
left for Makkah for a minor pilgrimage with 
his 1.400 and so Companions. However, the 
Quraysh did not let them do the pilgrimage. 
After negotiations, a treaty was signed at al-

udaybiyah 12 miles away from Makkah.
(al-)Ḥukm (pl. al-ahkām): Authority; 

authority with knowledge and sound judg-
ment; judgment; verdict; legal ordinance(s)  

(al-)Ḥusn: Good, beautiful
(al-)Ḥuṭamah: The Consuming Fire. One 

of the degrees or places of Divine Punishment 
in the Hereafter (see al-adhāb)

(al-)‘Ibādah: Worship, devotion; humble 
worshipping or devotion to God

Iblīs: The chief Satan; the jinn who persis-
tently disobeyed God and was eternally rejected 
from His Mercy. It was allowed to try to tempt 
humans for wise purposes as God has decreed 
for human earthly life

(al-)‘Iddah: The waiting period that a 
woman is required to observe for a new mar-
riage after divorce or because of her husband’s 
death. It is three menstrual courses for divorced 
women, and four months and ten days for the 
women who have lost their husbands.

(al-)Ifk: Slander, calumny; ungrounded 
ac  cusa tion

(al-)Iḥrām: The special Pilgrimage attire 
and the state in which pilgrims are held for 
some time during which they must wear that 
attire and perform the prescribed rituals of the 
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Pilgrimage and observe certain prohibitions 
such as abstention from all sex acts, the use 
of perfume, hunting or killing animals, cut-
ting the beard or shaving the head, cutting 
the nails, plucking blades of grass, and cut-
ting green trees

(al-)Ifsād: To cause or provoke disorder 
and corruption 

(al-)Iḥkām: Making firm and explicit in 
meaning

(al-)Iḥsān: Highest level of obedience in 
worship; devotion to doing good and doing it 
as if seeing God or in the awareness of God’s 
seeing His servants; kindness, kind treatment

(al-)İjmā‘: Consensus of Muslim faqīhs 
(jurisprudents) on a ruling for a new issue

(al-)Ijtihād: A faqīh’s exerting the sum 
total of their capacity in order to deduce rul-
ings or laws on new issues from the basic 
sources of law, namely the Qur’ān, Sunnah, 
and Ijmā‘

(al-)Ikhlāṣ: Believing in God sincerely and 
without associating any partners with Him; 
purity of intention in faith and practicing the 
Religion only for God’s sake

(al-)Ikhtilāf: Differences of view and atti-
tude; differences in intelligence, ability, ambi-
tion, and desire etc. in life and character; being 
at variance and in conflict with one another

(al-)Īlā’: The oath taken by a husband 
that he will not approach his wife for a cer-
tain period. If this continues for longer than 
four months, then it is considered a divorce. 
Reversing this vow requires atonement.

(al-)Ilāh: Deity
(al-)‘Ilm: Knowledge. (True) knowledge 

based on the Revelation. Knowledge is a prod-
uct, like milk, that is the result of many pro-
cesses in the mind, like the imagination, con-
ceptualization, reasoning, inquiry, verification, 
judgment, adoption, conviction, and certainty. 
Islam accepts Revelation, intelligence (reason), 
sound sense, and scientific inquiry as being the 
means of knowledge. 

(al-)Imām: The leader in the Prayer; the 
leader of the Muslims especially in religious 
matters

(al-)Imām al-Mubīn: The Manifest 
Record; the Record in which the future lives of 
all things and beings, including all the principles 
governing those lives, and all their deeds and the 
reasons or causes are kept pre-recorded

(al-)Īmān: Certain belief or faith (in what-
ever God wants to be believed in). Like unbe-
lief, belief or faith is an acknowledgment and 
an act of confirmation by the heart. Faith does 
not consist in a simple acceptance or confes-
sion. Just as there are many stages or degrees 
in the growth of a tree from its seed until it 
is in its fully-grown, fruit-bearing state, and 
just as there are countless degrees and ranks 
in the manifestations of the sun from its man-
ifestations of light and heat in all things on the 
earth up to its reflection on the moon and then 
back to itself, so too does faith have almost 
uncountable degrees and ranks, from a simple 
acknowledgment of reason and confirmation 
of the heart, up to degrees of penetration in all 
the parts and faculties of the body that control 
and the degrees that direct the entire life of a 
person – from the faith of a common person to 
that of the greatest of the Messengers. 

(al-)Indhār: A warning
(al-)Infāq: Spending of whatever God 

provides (of wealth, knowledge, power, etc.) in 
God’s cause or to those in need purely for the 
good pleasure of God and without placing oth-
ers under obligation

(al-)Injīl: The Divine Book which God 
gave to the Prophet Jesus, upon him be peace 

(al-)Insān (pl. an-nās): Human, human-
kind

(al-)Inshā’: Producing, bringing about, 
build ing

(al-)Inshirāḥ: The expansion of the 
breast so that one can fully understand God’s 
Religion, feel exhilaration coming from knowl-
edge of Him, and show patience with whatev-
er one encounters in God’s way

(al-)Inzāl: A sending down of the Qur’ān 
or the Qur’ānic verses

Iqāamat aṣ-Ṣalāh: The offering of the 
Prayer perfectly (in conformity with all its 
conditions) 
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(al-)Irādah: Will-power (by which a per-
son can direct his or her thoughts and actions). 
Al-Irādah is also an Attribute of God, denot-
ing His absolute Will. It has another meaning, 
which is decree or command.

(al-)Irshād: Guiding to spiritual and intel-
lectual excellence

(al-)‘Ishā’: The Night or Late Evening 
Prayer

(al-)Iṣlāḥ: Setting things right; reforma-
tion; mending one’s way

(al-)Islām: The Divine Religion which 
God has appointed for humankind and revealed 
through all His Prophets. It was lastly and uni-
versally revealed through and conveyed by the 
Prophet Muḥammad, upon him be peace and 
blessings.

(al-)Ism: Name; the word by which a 
thing or person is known

(al-)Isrā’: The (miraculous) Night Jour-
ney (which the Prophet Muḥammad, upon him 
be peace and blessings, made from Makkah to 
Masjid al-Aqṣā’ in Jerusalem) 

(al-)Isrāf: Being wasteful of God-given 
faculties and committing excesses

(al-)Istibrā: Ensuring that the drops of 
urine have ceased, and that one’s heart is con-
tent according to one’s general habit, either by 
walking, coughing, lying down or any other 
method

(al-)Istidrāj: Leading to perdition by deg-
rees

(al-)Iṣṭifā: Choosing and making pure and 
distinguished 

(al-)Istighfār: Imploring God for forgive-
ness of one’s misdeeds or sins 

(al-)Istiḥsān: Adoption of what is good 
and beneficial in legislation

(al-)Istinjā: Cleaning the private parts 
after urinating or passing stool, preferably 
using water and toilet paper

(al-)Istiqāmah: Straightforwardness (as 
avoiding all deviation and extremes, and as fol-
lowing in the footsteps of the Prophet 

(al-)Istisqā’: Invoking God for rain at a 
time of a drought

(al-)Istiṣḥāb: (Law) Maintaining with-
out change what has already been approved

 (al-)Istiwā: Literally: a plant or a tree 
rising firmly on its stem; a human being 
reaching his or her full man/womanhood and 
growing to maturity: God directing His Will, 
(Power, and Favor) to something

Istiwā alā’l-‘Arsh: God, or a sovereign, 
establishing himself on the throne

Istiwā ila’s-samāi: God directing (His 
Knowledge, Will, Power, and Favor) towards 
heaven

(al-)‘Iṣyān: Disobeying, defiance, rebellion
(al-)Iṭā‘ah: Obedience
(al-)I’thār: Altruism, preferring others 

over oneself, thinking of the needs and desires 
of others to one’s own; giving precedence to 
the common interests of the community over 
one’s own; devoting oneself to the lives of oth-
ers in complete forgetfulness of all concerns of 
one’s own 

(al-)Ithm: A blatant sin
(al-)I‘tidā: Exceeding the bounds (set by 

God); offending
al-I‘tikāf: Retreat in the mosques for the 

purpose of worship; especially the practice of 
spending some time in Ramaḍān in a mosque 
in devotion to God

(al-)Itmi‘nān: Being at rest; contentment; 
full conviction and satisfaction

(al-)Ittiqā: Keeping one’s duties to God 
and avoiding all kinds of sins in reverence for 
God and piety; attaining reverent piety toward 
God and His protection (against any kind of 
straying and its consequent punishment in this 
world and the Hereafter)

(al-)Jahālah: Ignorance; a lack of knowl-
edge and behaving like one devoid of knowl-
edge; an instance of being defeated to the evil-
commanding carnal soul

Jahannam: Hell; the place where the dis-
believing criminals will go in the Hereafter

(al-)Jāhiliyyah: Any doctrine or world-
view and way of life based on rejection or dis-
regard of heavenly guidance communi cated to 
humankind through the Prophets and Mes-
sengers of God; the attitude of treating human 
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life – either wholly or partly – as independent 
of the directives of God

(al-)Jamrah: One of the three stone-built 
pillars situated at Minā in Makkah, which repre-
sent Satan. The pilgrims throw pebbles at them 
during the three ‘Īd days during the Pilgrimage 

(al-)Janābah: The state of major ritual 
impurity caused by coitus, discharge of semen, 
menses, and post-childbirth bleeding. People 
who are in this state cannot pray, circumam-
bulate the Ka‘bah (ṭawāf), enter a mosque or 
place of worship unless necessary, or touch the 
Qur’an or any of its verses except with a clean 
cloth or something similar.

(al-)Jannah: Paradise; the heavenly realm 
of blessings where in the Hereafter God will 
admit those who believe and do good, righ-
teous deeds 

Jannatu’l-Ma’wā: The Heavenly Garden 
of Refuge and Dwelling

Jannāt ‘Adn: Heavenly Gardens of per-
petual bliss

Jannatu’l-Khuld: The Heavenly Garden 
of Immortality

Jannātu’n-na‘īm: Heavenly Gardens of 
bounty and blessing

(al-)Jibt: Any false deity 
(al-)Jihād: Striving, doing one’s utmost to 

achieve something; striving in God’s cause with 
one’s possessions and person

(al-)Jinn: A species of invisible, conscious, 
and responsible beings created from smokeless 
“fire” penetrating through the body

(al-)Jizyah: The tax of protection and 
exemption from military service which non-
Muslim citizens of a Muslim state are required 
to pay 

(al-)Jumu‘ah: Friday. The Friday Con-
gregational Prayer is obligatory for every free, 
adult, sane, and resident Muslim male. It is 
offered during the time of the Noon Prayer, 
and the normal Noon Prayer is not performed 
on Friday.

(al-)Kabāir: The major sins. They are 
those which, in return for committing them, 
God or His Messenger threatens a severe pun-
ishment in the Hereafter, and for some of 

which there is (also) a prescribed punishment 
in this world. 

(al-)Kafālah: The pledge given by some-
body to a creditor to guarantee that the debt-
or will be present at a certain specific place to 
pay the debt or fine, or to undergo a punish-
men, etc.

(al-)Kaffārah: Atonement, expiation; the 
prescribed way of making amends for wrong 
actions, particularly missed obligatory actions

(al-)Kāfir (pl. al-Kuffār): An unbeliev-
er; one who denies any of the things which 
must be believed in although the truths of 
faith have been thoroughly and convincingly 
conveyed to him

(al-)Kalālah: One who dies leaving behind 
no lineal heirs 

(al-)Kalām: Speech; an Attribute of God; 
any of God’s Words manifested as a Scripture 

(al-)Kalimah: A word; any of God’s 
words. God has two kinds of words, one issu-
ing from His Attribute of Speech, and the oth-
er from His Power. His words that issue from 
His Attribute of Speech are His Scriptures that 
He sent to some of His Messengers. His words 
that issue from His Attribute of Power are all 
of His works.

(al-)Kalimat al-Khabīthah: A corrupt 
word (is like a corrupt tree uprooted from upon 
the earth, having no constancy).

(al-)Kalimat at-Tayyibah: A good or 
pure word. A good word is like a good tree – 
its roots holding firm (in the ground) and its 
branches in heaven; it yields its fruit in every 
season due by its Lord’s leave.

(al-)Kasb: Earning; earning reward or pun-
ishment in return for one’s belief and doing

(al-)Kawthar: Unceasing, abundant good 
(al-)Khabīth: The corrupt
(al-)Khalīfah: Vicegerent or one who 

exercises the authority delegated to him by his 
principal, and does so in the capacity of depu-
ty and agent; one having the status or duty of 
khilāfah (see al-Khilāfah); caliph

(al-)Khalq: Creating; creation
(al-)Khamr: Anything that acts as an 

agent of intoxication
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(al-)Khāshi‘: One humbled by one’s deep 
reverence and awe of God 

(al-)Khayr: What is better; the proper-
ty one has

(al-)Kharāj: Tax imposed on the revenue 
out of land taken from non-Muslim citizens of 
an Islamic state 

Khātam al-Anbiyā’: A title of the Prop-
het Muḥammad, upon him be peace and bless-
ings, related to the meaning of the seal (last) 
of the Prophets 

(al-)Khāsir: A loser, one ruined in loss
(al-)Khawf: Fear; fear leading one to 

abstain not only from all that is forbidden, but 
also from those deeds from which it is advis-
able to refrain

(al-)Khilāfah: Succession; vicegerency; 
the status or duty of improving the earth on 
the basis of knowledge of things and the laws 
of creation (which we wrongly call the “laws of 
nature”), and ruling on the earth according to 
the dictates of God, thus establishing justice

(al-)Khizy: Disgrace
(al-)Khuld: Immortality
(al-)Khuluq: Conduct; pattern of conduct; 

morality, good morals
(al-)Khums: Literally one-fifth. One-fifth 

of the gains of war or any buried treasure dug 
out which must be paid to the state 

(al-)Khushū‘: Humility; deep reverence 
and awe 

(al-)Khutbah: Sermon; the sermon given 
during the Friday Congregational Prayer; a ser-
mon given during the marriage ceremony 

(al-)Kitāb: Book; any of the Divine Books 
given or revealed to some among the Messengers 
of God

(al-)Kitāb al-A‘māl: A record of one’s 
deeds in the world to be displayed in the 
Hereafter

(al-)Kitāb al-Mubīn: The Divine Book, 
particularly the Qur’an, clear in itself and 
clearly showing the truth; the Manifest Book 
in which the lives of all things and beings are 
recorded in detail 

(al-)Kufr: Literally meaning concealing 
and covering, it denotes rejection of and unbe-
lief in any of the pillars of faith and the estab-
lished religious commandments

(al-)Kursī: The platform on which the 
‘Arsh (the Throne) is set up (see al-‘Arsh); when 
used for God, it must signify His Knowledge, 
Will, Power, and Sovereignty. 

(al-)La‘nah: Cursing; Godʼs cursing denotes 
rejection from His Mercy and condemnation to 
punishment

(al-)Lawḥ al-Maḥfūẓ: The Supreme 
Ever-Pre served Tablet (or Record) where the 
Divine principles that determine the archetypal 
“plan and program” of creation, and the future 
lives of all beings, including all their deeds, are 
kept recorded. In one respect, it is identical 
with the Imām al-Mubīn. 

(al-)Lawḥ al-Maḥw wa’l-Ithbāt: 
The Tablet of Effacement (Canceling) and 
Confirmation or the metaphorical page of time 
along which God manifests or hangs whatev-
er He wills, and decrees for the beings and/or 
things and events, which are recorded on the 
Supreme Ever-Preserved Tablet 

Laylat al-Qadr: The Night of Power 
and Destiny. Any of the last ten nights of the 
Month of Ramaḍān during which the Divine 
Destiny identifies all the things and events to 
come into existence or happen in the new year 
each with its particular nature, and entrusts to 
the Divine Power

(al-)Li‘ān: An oath which is taken by 
both the wife and the husband when he accus-
es his wife of committing illegal sexual inter-
course (sūrah 24: 6–9)

(al-)Mā’: Water; rain; the seminal fluid; 
ether filling space

(al-)Maghfirah: Forgiveness
(al-)Mahr: The bridal-due. It signifies 

the amount of payment that is settled between 
the spouses at the time of marriage, and which 
the husband is required to make to his bride. 

(al-)Maḥram: The group of people who 
are unlawful for a woman to marry due to 
marital or blood or milk relationships 
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 (al-)Makrūh: Disliked and disapproved 
of, but not prohibited by God

(al-)Mala’: A council; a board of minis-
ters or leaders in a community

(al-)Malau’l-a‘lā: The heavenly high 
as sembly (of angels)

(al-)Malak (pl: al-Malāikah): The spir-
itual beings of light endowed with great might, 
who absolutely obey God and carry out His 
commands. Angels have different kinds or spe-
cies but are not differentiated as male or female. 
There is nothing to cause quarrels or disputes 
among them because they are innocent, their 
realm is vast, their nature is pure, and their 
stations are fixed. Each of the heavenly bodies 
is a place of worship for the angels.

(al-)Malakūt: The spiritual and tran-
scendental dimension of existence; God’s abso-
lute dominion of the creation where His Power 
operates without the medium of matter and 
material causes

(al-)Mālik: Master 
(al-)Manāsik: All the rites of the Hajj

(al-)Mansūkh: Any command or ver-
dict abrogated or canceled; a statement utter-
ly canceled and removed or abrogated in regard 
with its meaning or the command it contains 
or both

(al-)Maqām al-Maḥmūd: The highest 
station or rank of being praised by God and 
the whole body of believers as particular to the 
Prophet Muḥammad, upon him be peace and 
blessings, by virtue of which he will be honored 
with the permission to intercede on behalf of all 
people on the Plain of Supreme Gathering 

(al-)Ma‘rifah: Knowledge of God; the 
appearance and development of knowledge of 
God in one’s conscience, or knowing God by 
one’s conscience or heart

(al-)Ma‘ruf: Any norm of behavior or 
practice generally accepted by a community and 
not opposed to the basic principles of Islam

Maṣāliḥ al-mursalah: (Law) Taking 
what is suited to the public benefit and dis-
carding what is harmful

Māshā’allāh: Whatever God wills (occurs); 
What excellent things God wills and does!

(al-)Mashī‘ah: Will. God’s absolute Will 
for the creation and direction of the universe 
and guidance of people

(al-)Mashwarah: Consultation
(al-)Masīḥ: The Christ – Jesus son of 

Mary 
(al-)Masjid: The building where the Prayer 

is offered in congregation; the parts of human 
body with which one prostrates

(al-)Matā‘: Enjoyment of the worldly life
(al-)Mathal: Parable, comparison, example
(al-)Mawlā: Lord; emancipated slave; mas-

ter; guardian; friend
(al-)Miḥrāb: The Prayer niche of a mosque, 

in front of which the imam stands when leading 
the congregational prayers

(al-)Millah: The way of belief and life; 
life-style

(al-)Minnah: Favoring; favoring and put-
ting under obligation

(al-)Mīqāt: The specific places where pil-
grims or people intending to perform Hajj or 
‘Umrah must declare their intention to do so 
and enter the state of iḥrām

(al-)Mi‘rāj: The Ascension. The miracu-
lous journeying of the Prophet Muḥammad, 
upon him be peace and blessings, through the 
realms of existence beyond the limit of forms

(al-)Miskīn (pl. al-masākīn): A desti-
tute one in greater distress than the ordinary 
poor people, and yet whose sense of self-respect 
prevents him or her from begging and whose 
outward demeanor fails to give the impression 
that he or she is deserving of help

(al-)Mīthāq: A solemn binding
(al-)Mīzān: The balance, the equilibrium  

(al-)Muadhdhin (or muezzin): The per-
son who calls the adhān – who makes the call 
to the Prayer

(al-)Mubārak: Blessed; provided with 
bles sings

(al-)Mubīn: Clear in itself and clearly show-
ing (the truth)

(al-)Muḥaddith: An Islamic scholar of 
Ḥa dīth
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(al-)Muhājir: One who emigrates to anoth-
er land for God’s sake; a Companion of the Prop-
het who emigrated to Madīnah before the con-
quest of Makkah 

(al-)Muḥāsabah: Self-criticism or self-
interrogation

(al-)Muḥkam: Firm and valid; any of 
the verses of the Qur’ān that are explicit in 
meaning and content and consist the core of 
the Qur’ān and foundations of the Islamic 
belief and life. They also serve as principles to 
understand the whole of the Qur’ān (see al-

mutashābih)
(al-)Munkar: Evil; anything disapproved 

of by God, as well as by common sense and 
public view

(al-)Mustakbir: An oppressive, arrogant 
one

(al-)Mutashābih: The allegorical, multi-
faceted (verses of the Qur’ān). They are those 
which, having more than one meaning, con-
tain relative truths which can be understood 
by considering the relevant verses and refer-
ring to the muḥkam ones.

(al-)Muḥṣanāt: The chaste, free Muslim 
women 

(al)Muḥsin: One who tries to do well 
whatever he or she does and is devoted to 
doing good aware that God sees him or her 

al-Mu‘jizah: Any extraordinary, super-
natural achievement which God creates at the 
hand of a Prophet

(al-)Mujrim: A (disbelieving) criminal 
lost in accumulating sin

(al-)Mukhlaṣ: One endowed with sincer-
ity and purity of intention in faith and practic-
ing the Religion for God’s sake

(al-)Mukhliṣ: One sincere in faith in the 
Only One God and pure of intention in practic-
ing the Religion only for God’s sake 

(al-)Mujāhid: One who strives to be a 
good Muslim in God’s cause with their wealth 
and person 

(al-)Mujtahid: One who exerts the sum 
total of their capacity in order to deduce rulings 
or laws on new issues from the basic sources of 
law, namely the Qur’ān, Sunnah, and Ijmā‘.

(al-)Mulk: Sovereignty; absolute owner-
ship and dominion

(al-)Mu’min: The Believer. A person who 
has faith in whatever must be believed in and 
is a righteous and obedient servant of Him

(al-)Munāfiq: One who is a believer out-
wardly or professes faith while being an unbe-
liever inwardly and in reality; hypocrite

(al-)Munīb: A servant of God who, sin-
cere in quest of the truth, turns to Him in 
contrition

(al-)Muqarrab: One who is foremost in 
faith and practicing the Religion and near-sta-
tioned to God

(al-)Murāqabah: (Self-)supervising and 
controlling, and living in the consciousness of 
being controlled (by God)

(al-)Murtad: An apostate; one who has 
be  come an unbeliever after having believed

 (al-)Mursal: A Prophet sent or charged 
with calling to God’s Religion; an angel sent to 
the world with a special mission 

(al-)Muṣallī: One who regularly does the 
prescribed Prayers

(al-)Muṣḥaf: A copy of the Qur’ān
(al-)Mushrik: A polytheist: a person who 

commits Shirk (see Shirk) – who associates 
partners with God in His Divinity, Lordship, or 
Sovereignty, or in any of these  

(al-)Muṣliḥ: One who sets things right; 
one who mends their way

(al-)Muslim: One who believes in what-
ever is to be believed in and practices Islam in 
their daily life in submission to God; (law) one 
who professes faith and, as a citizen of a Mus-
lim state, joins a Muslim congregation in the 
Prayer and pays the Zakāh

(al-)Musrif: One who, having wasted 
their God-given faculties, commits excesses; 
one given to wastefulness 

(al-)Mustaḍ‘af: One bereft of any means 
to find true guidance; one bereft of any means 
to carry out the required religious obligation 
like emigrating in God’s cause
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(al-)Mutraf: Self-indulgent; lost in the 
pursuit of pleasures without moral limit or 
consideration

(al-)Muttaqī: One trying to keep their 
duties to God required by both the Religion 
and the Divine laws of life, and avoid the for-
bidden things, in reverence for God and piety

(al-)Muḍṭarr: In strained circumstances
(an-)Nabiyy: A Prophet; one who receives 

Revelation from God and has the duty of com-
municating it to people. The last of the Proph-
ets is the Prophet Muḥammad, upon him be 
peace and blessings.

(an-)Nadhīr: A warner – basically, a 
Prophet who, (in addition to giving the glad 
tidings of prosperity in return for faith and 
righteousness – see al-Bashīr) warned of the 
evil consequences of all kinds of misguidance 

(an-)Nāfilah: Any optional or supereroga-
tory good deed, which when done brings reward, 
and when not done causes no sin

(an-)Nafl (al-anfāl): Any worldly reward 
coming as the result of services rendered in 
God’s cause; war-gains

(an-)Nafs: The self of a living being; the 
faculty (soul) which is the source or mecha-
nism of the worldly life possessed by human-
kind and the jinn. Self-training, or the training 
of the soul, has been accepted as an extreme-
ly important element of the Divine Religion. 
This training, according to some schools in 
Islam, has ten stages, and according to others 
and some Qur’ānic allusions, seven stages. If 
the soul lives only a life of ease in the swamp 
of carnal appetites, it is “the evil-commanding, 
carnal soul” (an-nafs al-ammārah); if it fal-
ters time and again while following the way 
of the Religion to attain piety and righteous-
ness, but each time that it falters it criticizes 
itself and turns to its Lord, then it is “the self-
accusing soul” (an-nafs al-lawwāmah). 
The soul which always resists evil in devo-
tion to God and is favored with certain Divine 
gifts in proportion to its purity is called “the 
soul receiving inspiration” (an-nafs al-mul-
himah). When it reaches the point where it 
has a relation with its Lord in perfect devo-

tion and sincerity so that when its conscious-
ness is at rest, then it is “the soul at rest” (an-

nafs al-muṭmainnah). If it has reached the 
station where it abandons all its choices and is 
a representative of Divine will, it is “the soul 
pleased with God” (an-nafs ar-rāḍiyah). 
When its greatest aim is acquiring God’s good 
pleasure and approval and it is always acting 
to this end in consideration of, “I am pleased 
with You, so be pleased with me,” then it is 
“the soul with which God is pleased” (an-

nafs al-marḍiyyah). Finally, the soul which 
has been perfectly purified of all sins and evil 
morals and has the capacity to be completely 
adorned with the full manifestations of Divine 
Qualities and Prophetic will-power and resolu-
tion is called “the soul perfected” or “the soul 
pure” (an-nafs az-zakiyyah or an-nafs 
aṣ-ṣāfiyah).

(an-)Najāḥ: Delivery, being saved, sal-
vation 

Nahy ‘ani’l-munkar: Forbidding and try-
ing to prevent evil (in appropriate ways)

(an-)Nār: Fire; the Fire – Hellfire
(an-)Nās: Humankind 
(an-)Naskh: Abrogation. Canceling a legal 

verdict or commandment, or removal of a state-
ment

(an-)Nāsikh: A new legal verdict or com-
mand in place of an abrogated one; a new state-
ment in place of another canceled or removed 

(an-)Naṣr: Help leading to victory
(an-)Nifāq: Hypocrisy; profession of faith 

while being an unbeliever at heart; underground 
and secret activities to undermine an Islamic 
order 

(an-)Nikāḥ: Marriage according to God’s 
law; marriage contract 

(an-)Ni‘mah: Favor and blessing; any favor 
or blessing of God, prominently His favor of 
guidance

(an-)Nisāb: The minimum amount of 
property liable to payment of the Zakāh or ani-
mal sacrifice or Sadaqat al-fiṭr (payment made 
to the needy before the Prayer of ‘Īd al-Fiṭr)

(an-)Nubuwwah: Prophethood.
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(an-)Nūr: Light. It is not exactly identical 
with the energy coming from the sun (ḍiyā’) 
or another light-giving object. It is as if it is 
more substantial than the known light, and 
having precedence over light in the process of 
creation. The Qur’ān uses it in a spiritual sense 
in many of its verses. 

(an-)Nusuk: All forms of devotion and wor-
ship

(an-)Nuṭfah: A drop of seminal fluid
(an-)Nuzūl: The coming down of the 

Qur’ān from God 
(al-)Qadar wa’l-Qaḍā: The Divine Des-

tiny and Decree; the Divine Destiny and its 
enforcement

(al-)Qāḍī: Judge
(al-)Qalb: The heart; the spiritual intel-

lect; the center of all emotions and (intellectu-
al and spiritual) faculties, such as perception, 
consciousness, sensation, reasoning, and will-
power

Qālū balā: They said, “Yes!” –  the 
event (mentioned in 33: 72) describing the 
human profession of God’s Lordship in spir-
it or conscience, or in a dimension of existence 
unknown to us with its exact nature

(al-)Qarḍ al-ḥasan: A goodly loan (to 
God), signifying any expenditure made in God’s 
cause or for the needy purely for God’s sake

(al-)Qasam: The oath which especially God 
swears by certain phenomena (in the Qur’ān)

(al-)Qawwām or qayyim:  A protec-
tor and maintainer; one who is responsible 
for administering or supervising the affairs 
of either an individual or an organization, for 
protecting and safeguarding them and taking 
care of their needs

(al-)Qiblah: The direction to face for the 
Prayer. For Muslims, it is the direction of the 
Sacred Mosque of the Ka‘bah in Makkah.

(al-)Qiṣāṣ: Inviolate values (especially in 
the sense of basic human rights), being of the 
same value and demanding retribution; a prin-
ciple which gives rise to retaliation in law

(al-)Qitāl: Fighting, war, warfare

(al-)Qiyām: The standing position during 
the Prayer; “rising” to make an evaluation and 
adopt a new attitude or position; maintenance

(al-)Qiyāmah: The overall destruction of 
the world and subsequent resurrection and re-
building of the world

(al-)Qiyās: Analogy
(al-)Qunūt: Humble, devout obedience; 

supplication in the Prayer, particularly in the 
standing position just before the rukū‘ (bow-
ing down) in the third rak‘ah (cycle) of the 
Witr Prayer following the Late-Evening or 
Night Prayer  

al-Qur’ān: The Qur’ān; the last Book 
of God which He revealed to the Prophet 
Muḥammad, upon him be peace and blessings 
as His last and universal Message to conscious, 
responsible beings

al-Qurūn al-‘Ūlā: The earliest generations 
and ages in human history until the Prophet 
Abraham or Moses, upon them both be peace

(al-)Qu’ūd: The sitting position during 
the Prayer

(ar-)Rabb: Lord, master; the Lord (God as 
the Creator, Provider, Trainer, Upbringer, and 
Director of all creatures)

(ar-)Rajā’: Expectation, waiting for what 
one wholeheartedly desires to be

(ar-)Rak‘ah: A unit or cycle of the Prayer 
(ar-)Raḥm: Mercy; womb; blood relations
(ar-)Raḥmah: Mercy, compassion, grace
(ar-)Rajīm: Rejected (from God’s Mercy)
Ramaḍān: The 9th month of the (Islamic) 

lunar calendar which the Muslims spend fast-
ing 

(ar-)Rasūl: A Prophet given a Scripture 
and charged with conveying God’s Revelations

(ar-)Ribā: Interest
(ar-)Riḍā: Resignation, willing submission 

to God’s treatments; being pleased with God 
and pleasing to Him

(ar-)Riḍwān: God’s good pleasure; God’s 
being pleased with someone

(ar-)Risālah: Messengership (see ar-Rasūl); 
the message (Divine Message) 
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(ar-)Rizq: Provision, anything which God 
provides

(ar-)Rubūbiyah: Lordship; God’s being 
the Lord of all creatures 

(ar-)Rūḥ: The spirit; the center or source 
of conscious life which continues to live after a 
person dies; the Revelation; the spiritual, angelic 
being responsible for or representing all spirits

Rūḥu’l-Quds: The Spirit of Holiness; the 
Spirit of extraordinary purity, cleanliness, and 
blessing

(ar-)Rushd: Integrity and maturity in 
thought and action, and right conduct and cor-
rect behavior 

(as-)Sabīl: Road, path, way, a means to 
an end (fī sabīli’llāh: in God’s cause)

(as-)Sābiqūn: The foremost in faith and 
good deeds, and serving God’s cause 

(aṣ-)Ṣābirūn: The patient and steadfast
(aṣ-)Ṣabr: Patience; steadfastness in car-

rying out the obligations and refraining from 
prohibitions, resisting the temptations to sin 
of the evil-commanding, carnal soul and Satan, 
enduring any disaster, and showing no haste 
in pursuing those of one’s hopes or plans that 
require a stretch of time to achieve

(as-)Sabt: The Sabbath; Saturday of every 
week which the Children of Israel must conse-
crate for rest and worship

(as-)Sab‘u’l-Mathānī (Sab‘an mina’l-
Mathānī): Another name for Sūrat al-Fātihah, 
meaning the Seven Doubly-Repeated Verses. 

(as-)Sadaqah: Anything given away in 
alms or done supererogatorily for the good 
pleasure of God

Sadaqat al-fiṭr: The obligatory payment 
made to the needy in Ramaḍān until the Prayer 
of ‘Īd al-Fiṭr

Sadd az-zarā‘ī: Blocking corruption and 
what is unlawful

(as-)Safīh: A foolish one, devoid of com-
mon sense and reasoning

(aṣ-)Ṣaḥābī (pl. al-Aṣḥāb): A Com-
panion of the Prophet Muḥammad, upon him 
be peace and blessings, who saw and heard 
him at least once and who died as a believer

(as-)Sajdah: Prostration; it signifies the 
utmost and most sincere submission

(as-)Sakīnah: Inner peace and reassur-
ance, perfect calmness due to the Presence of 
God being made clear and apparent

(aṣ-)Ṣalāh: The Prayer; the cardinal form 
of worship Muslims do for the good pleasure 
of God

(as-)Salām: Peace, the wish of peace and 
security from all kinds of deviations and suf-
ferings

Ṣalāt al-Khawf: The Prayer of Fear; the 
Prescribed Prayer done in shortened form dur-
ing a journey or when in a state of fear or inse-
curity, including times of war or disaster, such 
as fire and flood

Ṣalāt al-Musāfir: The Prayer of Journey; 
the Prescribed Prayer done in shortened form 
during a journey 

(aṣ-)Ṣāliḥ: Good and righteous, sound
(aṣ-)Ṣawm: Fasting; total abstinence from 

food, liquid, and any sexual pleasure (either 
from sexual relations or self-satisfaction) from 
dawn to sunset with the intention of worship-
ping God as His order

(as-)Sa‘y: Labor, working, striving; slight 
running or speedy walking between the hills 
of aṣ- afā and al-Marwah as a rite of Hajj and 
‘Umrah

 (ash-)Shafā‘ah: Intercession. Expecting 
God’s help or favor through an intermediary 
agent either in the world or in the Hereafter. 
On Judgment Day, intercession is made on 
behalf of one and by one whom God permits 

(ash-)Shahwah: Passion, passionate attach-
ment, lust

(ash-)Shahādah: What is observable or 
sensed; witnessing and bearing witness; mar-
tyrdom

(ash-)Shāhid: Witness; one who observes 
and bears witness to; one who sees the hidden 
Divine truths and testifies to them with their 
lives; one who testifies for or against

(ash-)Shahīd: Witness; one who observes 
and bears witness to; martyr (one who sacrific-
es one’s life in God’s cause and thereby proves 
the truth of God’s way)
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(ash-)Shākir: A thankful one
(ash-)Sharī‘ah: The way God has laid 

down for His creatures to follow in their dai-
ly lives; the practical aspect of the Religion of 
Islam; the body of all Islamic injunctions or 
laws, based on the Qur’ān and the Sunnah, 
and then further developed by jurists to apply 
Islamic concepts to daily life

(ash-)Sharī‘at at-Takwīniyyah: The 
body of God’s laws related to the lives of all 
creatures and the creation and operation of the 
universe

(ash-)Shayṭān: The jinn who persistent-
ly disobeyed God and was eternally rejected 
from His Mercy. It was allowed to try to tempt 
human for wise purposes which God appointed 
for human earthly life. There are many simi-
lar shaytāns among the jinn and human beings 
who try to tempt others from God’s Straight 
Path.

(ash-)Shi‘ār (pl. ash-sha‘āir): An emblem 
or public symbol. The call to the Prayer, Prayer 
in congregation, most particularly the congre-
gational prayers of Jumu‘ah and the two ‘Īds, 
Hajj with its rituals, mosques, sacrifice, etc., 
are (as well as having their religious meaning 
for the individual and the community) among 
the public symbols that identify Islam and the 
Muslim community.

(aṣ-)Ṣidq: Truthfulness
(ash)-Shirk: Associating partners with 

God in His Divinity, Lordship, and Sovereign-
ty, or in any of these  

(ash-)Shu‘r: Perception, awareness
(ash-)Shūrā: Consultation. It is among 

the most important requirements for reaching 
the right decision, and one of the essentials of 
Islamic constitution.

(ash-)Shukr: Thankfulness, gratitude, gra-
te fulness

(aṣ-)Ṣiddīq: The sincere and truthful; loyal 
and faithful; following the Straight Path with-
out deviation 

Sidrat al-Muntahā: The Lote-tree of the 
furthest limit; the boundary between the realm 
of Divinity and the realm of creation  

(as-)Sīrah: Conduct, personality; the per-
sonality and life story of God’s Messenger, 
upon him be peace and blessings 

(aṣ-)Ṣirāt: The path having ups and 
downs, wide in some of it parts and narrow 
in others, and difficult to walk on. The path 
over Hell which leads to Paradise with ups and 
downs, one having walls on its sides, and doors 
and windows opening on the outside. If this 
Prophetic description is figurative, it means 
that we cannot know its real identity.

(aṣ-)Ṣirāṭ al-Mustaqīm: The only Straight 
Path to God, which the Prophet Muḥammad, 
upon him be peace and blessings, demonstrated 
to humankind and the jinn, and was manifested 
by way of the Qur’an and Sunnah. 

Subḥāna’llāh: All-Glorified is God (in 
that He is absolutely exalted above having any 
defects, needs, and partners); I glorify God. 

(aṣ-)Ṣuffah: A shaded place in al-Masjid 
an-Nabī in Madīnah where poor people used 
to take shelter during the Messenger’s time

Aṣhāb aṣ-Ṣuffah: About three or four 
hundred Companions who stayed in aṣ-Ṣuffah 
and spent most of their time in the compa-
ny of the Messenger, upon him be peace and 
blessings

(aṣ-)Ṣulḥ: Reconciliation, peace
(aṣ-)Ṣuḥuf (pl. of aṣ-Ṣaḥīfah): Scrolls 

given to some Messengers by God
(as-)Sunnah: The way of God’s Messenger. 

It is the Traditions recording every act, word, 
and confirmation of the Messenger. It is 
the second source of Islamic legislation (the 
Qur’ān being the first one). All scholars of 
religious sciences, and sometimes even natu-
ral scientists, use it to establish the principles 
of their disciplines and to solve difficulties. 
The Qur’ān and authentic prophetic Traditions 
enjoin Muslims to follow the Sunnah. In addi-
tion to being an independent source of legis-
lation, it also defines what is stated in general 
terms in the Qur’ān by referring to particular 
instances, and it defines the general principle 
underlying statements in the Qur’ān that are 
in themselves specific and particular. Besides, 
the Sunnah (like the Qur’ān which it embod-
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ies) is also concerned with moral guidance, so 
the Sunnah provides inspiration and the hori-
zons for moral and spiritual instruction in all 
spheres of life, as well as  providing the inspi-
ration and horizons (limits) within which 
Islamic legislation may be affected. 

Sunnah Prayers: They are the Prayers 
considered recommended in view of the fact 
that God’s Messenger, upon him be peace and 
blessings, either performed them often and/or 
made statements about their meritorious char-
acter and urged Muslims to do them

Sunnatu’llāh: God’s unchanging way and 
practice from the beginning of the universe. 
It has two aspects, one for the life of all crea-
tures, the other for the guidance of humankind 
and jinn. History mirrors Sunnatu’llāh.  

(aṣ-)Ṣūr: The Trumpet which will be 
blown by the archangel Isrāfīl. We do not know 
the exact nature of the Trumpet and what is 
really meant by its being blown. It will be blown 
twice, and when it is blown the first time, the 
entire order of the universe will be disrupted; on 
its second blowing, all the dead will be raised in 
a completely fresh world and order.

(as-)Sūrah: An independent chapter of 
the Qur’ān. 

(at-)Tabarrī: Disowning, to be quit of; 
declaring to longer have any relation with

(at-)Tābiūn: Successors; the generation 
succeeding the Companions of the Prophet 
Muḥammad, upon him be peace and blessings

(at-)Tablīgh: Conveying a message to 
others as best as possible; conveying Islam or 
God’s Message to people to the extent that, left 
to their (carnal) souls and consciences, they can 
make a free choice between belief and unbelief

(at-)Tabshīr: Giving the good tidings of; 
making appealing

(The Campaign of) Tabuk: The mil-
itary campaign which the Muslims, under 
the command of God’s Messenger, made to 
Tabuk near the Jordan boundary of Arabia 
in the 9th year of Hijrah in order to counter a 
Byzantine offensive. The Qur’ān relates it in 
Sūrah 9, especially from the perspective that 
it served as a decisive separation between faith 

and hypocrisy in Madīnah, and the believers 
proved their loyalty to God’s cause. 

(at-)Tabyīn: Clarifying, making clear
(at-)Tadabbur: Pondering deeply
(at-)Taḍarru‘: Humble turning (to God); 

humble devotion and supplication
(at-)Tadhakkur: Reflecting and being 

mind ful
(at-)Tafaqquh: Discerning and under-

stand ing, penetrating the essence of a matter 
and grasping it 

(at-)Tafakkur: Reflecting deeply and sys-
tematically 

(at-)Tafriqah: Splitting into factions or 
parties

(at-)Tafṣīl: Propounding in detail; spell-
ing out distinctly, making clear, and putting in 
ordered sequence

(at-)Tafsīr: Expounding, usually refer-
ring to expounding studies of the Qur’ān

(aṭ-)Ṭāghūt: The power or powers of 
evil who institute patterns of belief and rule in 
defiance of God

(aṭ-)Ṭahārah: Purification, cleansing. 
Purity of soul or spiritual purification can be 
accomplished through sincere faith in and sub-
mission to God, and freedom from egotism and 
arrogance. Bodily purification occurs through 
tayammum, wudū’, and ghusl, according to 
conditions and types of contamination. Clothes 
and other things are usually purified by wash-
ing. 

(at-)Tahajjud: A Sunnah Prayer done 
before dawn.

(at-)Taḥmīd: Praising; praising God in 
that one knows and declares Him with the 
Attributes belonging and fitting for Him, and 
thanking Him.

(at-)Tajallī al-Wāḥidiyah: God’s man-
ifestation of His Names on the whole of the 
universe or a species or on a whole; His univer-
sal manifestation with all of His Names relat-
ed to the universe

(at-)Tajallī al-Aḥadiyah: God’s par-
ticular manifestation on an individual thing or 
being with one or some of His Names
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(at-)Takbīr: Saying Allahu Akbar (God 
is the All-Great); declaring God to be immea-
surably and incomparably great 

(at-)Takdhīb: A denial, a contradiction
(aṭ-)Ṭalāq: Divorce
(at-)Tanzīl: Sending down (the Qur’ān) 

in parts
(at-)Taqdīs: Declaring that God alone 

is All-Holy and to be worshipped as God and 
Lord. It also means calling God’s blessings upon 
saintly people, saying: “May God exalt His holi-
ness.”

(at-)Taqwā: Reverent piety towards God; 
refraining from sins in reverence for God and 
piety and receiving His protection against devi-
ations and His punishment

(at-)Tartīl: Reciting calmly and distinctly
(at-)Tasbīḥ: Glorifying God; proclaiming 

that God is absolutely free from any defect and 
doing anything meaningless and useless, and 
that He is absolutely above having any likes 
and partners, any sons or daughters, or bearing 
any resemblance with the created. The word of 
tasbīh is Subḥāna’llāh 

(at-)Tashahhud: Giving testimony; a 
declaration of the Muslim faith during the sit-
ting position in the Prayer, saying: “I bear wit-
ness that there is no deity but God, and again 
I witness that Muḥammad is His servant and 
Messenger.” 

(at-)Taskhīr: Subjugation; subjugating 
to one’s will and putting under one’s service

(at-)Taṣrīf: Setting out the signs (of God’s 
Existence and Unity and other truths of faith) 
in diverse ways from different perspectives

(aṭ-)Ṭawāf: The rite of going round the 
Ka‘bah

(at-)Tawakkul: Reliance on or putting 
one’s trust (in God) 

(at-)Tawbah: Turning to God in repen-
tance

(at-)Tawbat an-Naṣūḥ: A sincere, 
reforming repentance. ‘Ali, the Prophet’s 
cousin and son-in-law and the fourth Caliph, 
describes a sincere, reforming repentance as 
follows: “In order that your repentance can be 
a sincere, reforming, and valid one, you should 

(1) sincerely feel remorse for the sin you have 
committed, (2) fulfill all the obligatory reli-
gious duties and make up the missed ones, 
(3) return any right you have usurped to its 
owner, (4) beg the pardon of those you have 
offended, (5) resolve not to commit again the 
sin you have committed, and (6) make your 
carnal soul taste the difficulty of obedience to 
God as you have caused it to taste the pleasure 
of sinning.” 

(at-)Tawḥīd: God’s Oneness and Unity; 
believing in and declaring God’s Oneness and 
Unity; the belief and world-view Islam teach-
es. By saying God is One (Wāḥid), we mean 
that He is the Single Divine Being, and that no 
one or thing is like or comparable to Him. By 
His Unity, or by saying that He is Unique One 
of Absolute Oneness (Aḥad), we mean that 
He is beyond all human conceptions and with-
out partners (i.e., parents, sons, or daughters). 
Believing in God’s Oneness entails accepting 
Him as the sole Deity and Lord of humankind, 
and so their sole Object of Worship. That, in 
turn, means recognizing Him as having the 
exclusive authority to make things lawful or 
unlawful.

(at-)Tawḥīd al-‘Ubūdiyah: Total devo-
tion, submission and subjection to God and 
declaring that none other than God deserves 
worship

(at-)Tawḥīd ar-Rubūbiyah: God’s being 
and affirming Him as the sole Creator, Provider, 
Upbringer, Trainer, Sustainer, Nourisher, Admin-
istrator, Lord and Master of all creatures

(at-)Tawḥīd al-Ulūhiyah: Believing that 
there is no deity but God, and that only God has 
the sole and exclusive right to be worshipped

(at-)Ta’wīl: Referring a word, an atti-
tude, or an action to or explaining it with one 
of its probable meanings; expounding some-
thing read or seen or heard with other than 
what first comes to mind and with a rational 
knowledge that is not instantly comprehend-
ed. Ta’wīl implies the preference for one of the 
probable meanings.

 (at-)Tayammum: Purification for the 
Prayer using clean dust, earth or stone, when 
water for Ghusl or Wuḍū’ is either unavailable 
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or would be detrimental to one’s health. It is 
done by striking the hands lightly on some 
clean earth and passing the palms over the 
face once, and striking the pure earth again 
with one’s palms and rubbing the right and 
left arms alternately from the fingertips to 
the elbows. 

(at-)Tayyib: Pure and wholesome (in com-
position and religiously)

(at-)Tazkiyah: Purification (from false 
beliefs and doctrines, sins, and all kinds of filth)

(at-)Tilāwah: Studying the Qur’an in 
order to understand it in the way it should be 
understood; reciting the Qur’ān; reciting the 
Qur’ān and conveying its meaning and mes-
sage to others

(aṭ-)Ṭughyān: Rebellion, insubordination
(al-)‘Ubūdiyah: Servanthood; devoted 

servanthood to God
(al-)Ukhuwwah: Brotherhood and sister-

hood
Ulu’l-absār: Those having the power of 

“seeing” and discerning
Ulu’l-albāb: People of discernment
UIu’l-amr: Those entrusted with direct-

ing Muslims in matters of common concern; 
those who are in charge or in authority, or 
who are leaders

(al-)Ulūhiyah: God’s being the Deity (of 
the whole creation)

(al-)Ummah: A community following 
the same way (of belief and life-style)

Ummat Mu ammad: The Community of 
Muḥammad, the whole body of the Muslims

Umm al-mu’minīn: Mother of the believ-
ers. A title given to each wives of the Prophet 
Muḥammad, upon him be peace and blessings

(al-)Ummī: Unlettered, illiterate; follow-
ing no Book revealed by God; (Prophet) one 
who neither reads nor writes (and has there-
fore remained preserved from any traces of the 
existing written culture, and is thus free from 
any intellectual and spiritual pollution)

(al-)‘Umrah: The Minor Pilgrimage; an 
Islamic rite consisting of al-iḥrām, and aṭ-
ṭawāf, and as-sa’y 

(al-)‘Urf: A generally accepted and estab-
lished social practice and norm of conduct, one 
which is not opposed to Islam

(al-)Wa‘d: A promise
(al-)Wa‘īd: A threat
(al-)Wahy: Divine Revelation; God’s con-

veying His Message to a Prophet in a special 
way. It occurs in three ways. One is that God 
suddenly puts the meaning in the Prophet’s 
heart and the Prophet knows that this mean-
ing is from God. The second way or form is 
that God speaks to a Prophet from behind a 
veil. The third way is that God sends an angel 
to convey His Message to the Prophet. 

(al-)Wajh: A face; a face as representing 
the person himself/herself; good pleasure and 
approval

(al-)Wājib: What is incumbent or nec-
essary

(al-)Wak l: An authorized representative 
acting on behalf of someone; one chosen to 
direct the affairs of another

(al-)Walāyah: Guardianship; friendship; 
mastership; the relationship of mutual support 
between the Islamic state and its citizens, and 
between the citizens themselves; special near-
ness to God  

(al-)Waliyy (pl. al-awliyā’): Guardian; 
intimate friend; confidant; master; one enjoy-
ing special nearness to God

(al-)Warāthah: Inheritance
(al-)Wārith: An heir, an inheritor
(al-)Wāsi: Guardian (of a child, an incom-

petent person); executor (of an estate or will)
(al-)Wasiyyah: Testament, will
(al-)Witr:  Odd number; Witr rak‘ahs are 

odd numbers of rak’ahs such as 1, 3, 5, etc. – 
usually 1 or 3 – which are performed after the 
last Prayer at night

(al-)Wuḍū’: Ablution. It requires wash-
ing the face from the top of the forehead to 
the chin and as far as each ear, and the hands 
and arms up to the elbow; and wiping with 
wet hands a part of the head, and washing the 
feet up to and including the ankle. It has also 
some other acts that are Sunnah to perform.
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(al-)Yahūd: The Jews. In Muslim histo-
ry, the Jews are usually referred to as Yahūdī, 
meaning one who belongs to Yahūda –Judah 
in the Old Testament. Judah – Yehudah in 
Hebrew – is the name of one of the two king-
doms which emerged with the division of the 
Prophet Solomon’s kingdom after his death, 
and takes this name from Judah, one of the 
sons of Jacob. According to another opinion, 
Yahūdī means one who follows the Law estab-
lished by Judah, an Israelite jurist who lived 
in the second century after Jesus. The Jews 
themselves name their religion – Judaism – 
after Judah. The Qur’ān uses the term Yahūdī 
for the most rigid enemies of Muslims among 
the Children of Israel and those who regard 
and call themselves as Yahūdī among them.

(al-)Yaqīn: Certainty of faith; having no 
doubt about the truth of a matter and arriving 
at accurate, doubt-free knowledge. This knowl-
edge can come from either Revelation, or study 
and verification. Yaqīn has three degrees: first, 
that which comes from knowledge (‘ilm al-

yaqīn); second, that which depends on seeing 
and observation (‘ayn al-yaqīn); and third, that 
which comes from direct experience (‘haqq al-

yaqīn). 
(al-)Yawm: Day. The Qur’ān uses the 

word “day” not only in the sense of our normal 
day, but also as time unit and period.

Yawm ad-Dīn: The Day of Judgment
Yawm al-Faṣl: Another name for the Day 

of Judgment, meaning the Day of Judgment 
and Distinction (between people)

Yawm al-Jaza’: Another name of the 
Day of Judgment meaning the Day of Recom-
pense 

Yawm al-Qiyāmah:  The Day of Destruc-
tion of the World and Resurrection

(az-)Zakāh: The Prescribed Purifying 
Alms. It is among the five pillars of Islam, and 
refers to the mandatory amount that a Mus-
lim must pay out of his property. A Muslim 
who has money beyond a certain quantity is to 

pay the Zakāh. It is to be used in eight catego-
ries for the welfare of the society that are men-
tioned in the Qur’ān.

Zakāt al-Fiṭr: See Sadaqat al-fiṭr
(aẓ-)Ẓālim: A wrongdoer. One who does 

something not at the proper time and place, 
and/or in the wrong way, thus causing “dark-
ness” and the wronging of one’s own self; hav-
ing a very wide area of usage, the term includes 
everyone from one who does a small wrong 
to another who commits the unforgivable sin 
of associating partners with God (or denying 
Him).

(Az-)Zaqqūm: An extremely bitter and 
thorny tree that grows at the bottom of Hellfire 
and of which the people of Hell will eat 

Ẓihār: A husband’s saying to his wife, 
“You are henceforth as my mother’s back to 
me,” meaning he seeks divorce. This was a 
custom among the pagan Arabs. When a hus-
band said this to his wife, he meant that he 
would remove himself from conjugal rela-
tions with his wife. This was the equivalent 
of an irrevocable divorce, but a woman thus 
divorced could not marry again. Islam deci-
sively prohibited and abolished this custom.

(az-)Zinā: Any sexual intercourse between 
a man and woman who are not husband and 
wife, thus denoting both “adultery” and “for-
nication” in English. The Qur’ān not only for-
bids any unlawful sexual intercourse, but also 
orders that all ways to it must be blocked.

(az-)Zuhd: Renouncing worldly pleasures 
and resisting carnal desires for God’s good plea-
sure

(aẓ-)Ẓulm: Wrongdoing. Doing something 
not at the proper time and place, or in the wrong 
way, thus causing (spiritual) darkness and the 
wronging of one’s own self. Having a very wide 
area of usage, in the terminology of the Qur’ān, 
ẓulm includes a broad of range of wrong actions 
from deviancy in a small matter to the unfor-
givable sin of associating partners with God (or 
denying Him). 
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GOD

BASIC POINTS CONCERNING GOD’S ACTS WITH RESPECT 
TO CONSCIOUS, RESPONSIBLE BEINGS: 6: 18, 61–62, 
149; 7: 194–198; 10: 104, 109; 50: 16

GOD AND HIS ONENESS: 3: 18; 4: 171; 6: 103; 7: 194–
198; 42: 11

GOD AND THE MULTIFARIOUS MANIFESTATIONS OF HIS 
ATTRIBUTES AND NAMES: 2: 186; 6: 133; 10: 104; 
18: 109; 24: 35; 26: 78–82; 28: 88; 40: 3, 15; 48: 
4, 7; 53: 43–53; 55: 26, 27, 29, 78; 74: 56

GOD AS THE (ALL–HOLY) CREATOR (WITH NOTHING 
TO IMITATE PRECEDING HIM), AND THE ALL–
GOVERNING: 2: 117; 6: 72–73, 95, 101–102; 7: 
54: 10: 34; 20: 50; 29: 19; 30: 11, 27; 31: 28; 54: 
50; 85: 12–16: 87: 2–5

GOD AS THE ABSOLUTE TRUTH AND EVER–CONSTANT, 
AND THE SOVEREIGN OVER THE UNIVERSE: 3: 189; 
6: 3, 12–13, 73, 18, 61, 62, 114; 5: 54; 10: 109; 
11: 123; 13: 2; 14: 2; 16: 52; 22: 62; 24: 25; 25: 
2; 28: 68, 70; 31: 25; 39: 19, 67; 40: 20; 42: 49–
50; 85: 9; 95: 8

GOD AS THE ALL–PROVIDING: 6: 14; 10: 31; 39: 63; 
42: 12

GOD AS THE LORD (THE CREATOR, REARER, UPBRINGER, 
PROVIDER, AND RULER) OF THE WHOLE CRE-
ATION: 1: 1; 2: 21–22; 26: 24–28, 78–82; 27: 25–
26; 37: 5; 39: 81–82; 44: 7–8; 45: 36–37; 55: 1–7, 
10–12, 14–15, 17, 19–20, 22, 24, 26–27, 29, 31, 
33, 35, 37, 39, 41, 43–44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54, 56, 
58, 60, 62, 64, 66, 68, 70, 72, 74, 76

GOD IS ABSOLUTELY FREE FROM ANY DEFECT AND NEED 
AND FROM HAVING ANY CHILDREN, PARTNERS, 
AND AIDES: 2: 21–22, 116; 4: 36, 171–173; 6: 14, 
101; 7: 194–198; 16: 60, 74; 17: 111; 18: 5; 19: 
88–96; 21: 16–18; 25: 2; 34: 22; 37: 149–157; 39: 
81–82; 42: 11; 112: 3–4

GOD, HIS KNOWLEDGE, AND HIS BEING THE WITNESS 
OVER ALL THINGS: 6: 19, 59; 10: 61; 13: 8–10; 21: 
4; 34: 2–3; 39: 46; 41: 47; 67: 13, 14, 26

GOD’S ABSOLUTE DOMINION OVER THE UNIVERSE:  6: 
62, 72–73, 7: 54; 11: 123; 13: 2; 16: 49, 52; 28: 
70; 40: 20

GOD’S ACTS OR EXECUTION OF HIS WILL IN “NATURE”: 
2: 29, 117; 6: 72–73, 95, 97, 99, 101–102; 10: 
31, 34; 13: 2; 20: 50; 29: 19; 30: 11, 27; 31: 28; 
54: 50; 87: 2–5

GOD’S BEING WITH HIS ESSENTIAL ATTRIBUTES: 2: 34, 
255; 39: 84–85; 57: 1–6; 59: 22–24; 112: 1–4

GOD’S COVENANT: 2: 24; 16: 91; 36: 60–61
GOD’S PUNISHMENT: 2: 7; 8: 33; 33: 24
GOD’S SPECIAL TREATMENT OF BELIEVERS: 3: 123–126, 

150; 8: 26, 30; 9: 111; 28: 5–6; 33: 43
GOD’S TREATMENT OF HIS SERVANTS: 2: 185–186; 3: 

128; 4: 40; 6: 17, 54, 62, 149; 7: 194–198; 9: 
105, 115; 10: 44, 107; 13: 11; 14: 7–8, 12; 16: 90; 
27: 10–11, 73–74; 32: 4; 40: 3; 53: 31; 61: 8; 67: 
20–21; 68: 35; 72: 16; 74: 56; 76: 30–31; 113: 1–
5; 114: 1–6

GOD’S UNIVERSAL OR GENERAL ACTS WITH RESPECT TO 
HIS CONSCIOUS, RESPONSIBLE BEINGS: 2: 21–22, 
26, 29; 3: 103; 140–141; 6: 141–142; 6: 60; 26: 
78–82; 31: 27–28; 42: 49–50; 53: 43–53; 67: 23–
24; 71: 7; 73: 17; 91: 15; 92: 12–13; 96: 2–5

GOD’S UNIVERSAL PROVIDING:  10: 31; 11: 6; 42: 12
GOD’S WILL: 35: 8
SOME RULES CONCERNING PEOPLE’S RELATIONSHIP WITH 

GOD: 3: 31; 7: 180; 16: 60, 74; 18: 24; 31: 33; 
59: 19

THE WHOLE CREATION IS UNDER GOD’S ABSOLUTE SWAY 
AND OBEYS AND GLORIFIES HIM WITH HIS PRAISE: 
16: 49; 17: 44; 57: 1; 59: 1; 61: 1; 62: 1; 64: 1

WHAT AND WHOM GOD DOES NOT LOVE: 2: 205, 206; 3: 
57; 4: 36, 148; 5: 87; 16: 23; 22: 38; 57: 22–23

WHAT AND WHOM GOD LOVES: 2: 222; 3: 76, 146, 148; 
61: 4

THE ALL-MERCIFUL AND THE ALL-COMPASSIONATE: 2: 
note 4–5; 25: 26; 55: 1-7, 10–12, 14–15, 17, 19–

20, 22, 24, 26–27, 29, 31, 33, 35, 37, 39, 41, 
43–44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54, 56, 58, 60, 62, 64, 
66, 68, 70, 72, 74, 76 (notes 1–18); 67: 3–4, 19, 
20–21, 29

ARGUMENTS FOR GOD’S ONENESS AND FAITH IN HIM

ARGUMENTS FROM THE EARLIER DIVINE SCRIPTURES: 
21: 24; 45: 6

ARGUMENTS IN HUMAN SELF AND LIFE: 6: 98; 10: 31, 67; 
13: 41; 16: 70, 72, 78–81; 17: 70; 22: 18–24; 21: 
44; 25: 54; 30: 54; 35: 11, 15, 18; 39: 6, 36; 42: 
11; 67: 23–24, 28–29

ARGUMENT OF CREATING: 6: 72–73; 13: 16; 15: 85; 21: 
30; 42: 29

ARGUMENT OF GIVING LIFE AND DEATH, AND REVIVING: 
2: 28, 164; 16: 65; 30: 34; 30: 40
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ARGUMENT OF GOD’S RETURNING OUR LOSS TO US: 6: 
46; 28: 71–72; 39: 38

ARGUMENT OF HUMAN CONSCIENCE AND STATE OF HELP-
LESSNESS: 6: 40–41, 63–64; 10: 12, 22–23; 29: 65; 
30: 33–34, 36; 39: 38; 42: 29

ARGUMENT OF KNOWLEDGE, DESTINY, AND UNIVER-
SAL ORDER AND ACCORD: 31: 30; 35: 11; 41: 47; 
67: 3–4

ARGUMENT OF PROVIDING AND FAVORING: 6: 141–142; 
10: 31, 67; 16: 5–8, 53; 27: 87; 28: 73; 29: 60–
61, 63; 30: 37, 40; 40: 79–80

ARGUMENT OF PUNISHMENT AND HISTORY: 6: 6, 11; 13: 
41; 17: 68–69; 21: 43–44; 30: 41; 35: 18; 67: 16–
17, 28–29; 67: 30

ARGUMENT OF SOVEREIGNTY: 6: 12–13; 13: 2, 15; 16: 
48–49; 22: 18–24; 24: 41

GOD’S ACTS IN THE UNIVERSE OR THE PROOFS IN THE 
OUTER WORLD: 16: 95–97, 99; 10: 5–6; 13: 2–
4, 12–13, 41;  14: 32–34; 15: 16–23; 16: 10–18; 
17: 12, 66; 20: 51–55; 21: 31–33, 44; 22: 61; 23: 
17–22; 24: 43; 25: 45–50, 53; 26: 7; 27: 59–64, 
87; 28: 73; 29: 61, 63; 30: 20–25, 48–49; 31: 
9–10; 32: 5; 35: 12, 27–28, 41; 36: 33–44, 71–
73; 39: 5; 40: 61–68; 41: 9–12, 37–39; 42: 33–
34; 39: 10–12; 45: 3–5, 12–13; 50: 6–11; 67: 5, 
15, 19, 23–24

IT IS INCONCEIVABLE THAT GOD SHOULD HAVE A PART-
NER: 10: 35; 13: 16, 33; 16: 20–21; 17: 67; 22: 73; 
25: 3; 34: 22; 35: 40; 39: 36; 40: 57; 67: 3–4

RATIONAL ARGUMENTS: 6: 76; 16: 71; 17: 42; 21: 22; 23: 
71; 40: 91; 30: 28

(AL-)‘AHQ F: 46: 21
‘ĪD PRAYER: 108: 2 (note 2)
“NATURE:” 18 (note 13); 51: 1–4 (note 1)
AARON, THE PROPHET: 20: 29–32, 45–48, 90–94  (note 

17); 21: 48; 23: 45–49; 37: 114–122
ABLUTION: 5: 6
ABRAHAM, THE PROPHET: 2: 124 (note 106), 125–129 

(note 107), 131–132, 135, 258, 260; 3: 65–68; 4: 
54, 125; 6: 74–82 (notes 16–19); 9: 114 (note 
25); 11: 69–76 (note 19); 14: 14: 35–41 (notes 
9–11), 15: 51–60; 16: 120, 123; 19: 41–49; 21: 
51–73; 21: 69 (note 8); 22: 77–78; 26: 68–69, 86 
(note 20), 103–104; 29: 16–17, 25–27; 37: 83–
113 (notes 9–14); 38: 45–47; 43: 26–28; 51: 24–
37; 57: 26–27; 60: 4–5 (note 3); 87: 19

ABROGATION: 2: 106 (note 95); 3: 93 (note 21); 16: 
101; 87: 6–9 (notes 3–4)

ACHIEVEMENT AND VICTORY: 3: 128
D: 7: 65–72; 11: 50–60; 26: 123–140; 41: 15–16; 29: 

38; 46: 21– 25; 53: 50; 54: 18–21; 69: 6–7
ADAM, THE PROPHET: 2: 33–35, 37 (notes 32, 34, 38, 

42); 5: 27–31 (notes 5–6); 7 (note 3), 11–27; 20: 
115–124

ADOPTION: 33: 4–5 (note 3); 37–40 (note 19–20)
ADULTERY AND FORNICATION: 4: 15–16 (note 6), 25; 

24: 2–9 (notes 1–3, 5–8)
A MAD: 61: 6
AL-AYKAH AND THEIR DESTRUCTION: 15: 78–79 (note 

15); 26: 176, 181–184
ALCOHOL: 2: 219; 5: 90–93; 16: 67
ALLEGIANCE: 48: 10, 18–21; 60: 12
ALMS-GIVING: 2: 263–264, 270–271, 273, 276
ANGELS: 2: 30–34 (notes 31, 34, 36); 6: 61; 7: 206; 13: 

11; 15: 8; 16: 28, 32; 21: 18–20, 26–27; 34: 40–
42; 35: 1 (note 1); 36: 28–29; 37: 1–3 (note 1), 
6–10 (note 3), 164–166; 40: 7–9; 44: 5–6; 47: 27; 
50: 17–18; 51: 1–4 (note 1); 53: 26; 66: 6; 70: 4 
(note 1); 74: 30–31 (note 7); 77: 1–5 (note 1); 
79: 1–5; 80: 11–16 (note 2); 81: 23; 82: 10–12 
(note 2); 86: 4 (note 1)

ASCENSION: 17: 1 (notes 1–4, Appendix 10)
ASKING FOR GOD’S FORGIVENESS: 2: 199, 221; 3: 133, 

136; 4: 106, 110–111; 71: 10–12 (note 3)
ASKING QUESTIONS AND GIVING ANSWERS: 2: 189 (note 

136); 5: 101–102
ZAR: 9: 114 (note 24)

BA‘L: 37: 125
BACKBITING: 49: 12 (note 10)
(THE BATTLE OF) BADR: 3: 13, 123–129; 8: 5–14, 17, 

42–44 
BALANCE: 42: 17; 55: 7–9 (note 4); 57: 25 (note 15)
BALANCES (TO BE APPLIED ON JUDGMENT DAY): 21: 47; 

23: 102–103
BARZAKH: 23: 100 (note 18)
BASMALAH: 1 (note 1)
BEDOUINS (DESERT DWELLERS): 9: 97–99; 48: 11–13, 

15–16; 49: 14–18
(THE) BELIEVER WHO APPEARED AMONG PHARAOH’S CLAN 

AND SUPPORTED MOSES: 40: 29–45 (note 10)
BEST PATTERN OF CREATION AND THE LOWEST OF THE 

LOW: 95: 4–5 (note 2)
BIRTH CONTROL: 17: 31 (note 14)
BLESSING: 1: 7 (note 16)
BOOK: 2: 85, 136, 159–161, 174; 4: (note 33), 105; 6: 

59 (note 13), 92, 154–157; 27: 75; 34: 3; 35: 11, 
32–35; 36: 12 (note 5); 42: 17; 43: 4; 50: 4; 54: 
25, 52–53; 61: 5; 87: 19

BRIBERY (PROHIBITED): 2: 188
BRIDAL-DUE: 4: 4, 19–21, 24–25
BYZANTINESʼ DEFEAT TO THE SASSANIDS AND THE 

QUR’ N’S PREDICTION OF THEIR VICTORY WITHIN 
NINE YEARS: 30: 2–3

CERTAINTY (OF FAITH): 2: 4 (note 4); 35: 3–5 (note 1)
CHILDREN OF ISRAEL: 2 (note 46), 40 (note 47), 49), 

42, 44, 45, 48, 49, 53, 55 (note 66), 57 (note 67), 
58 (note 69), 59 (note 70), 63–65, 67–73 (notes 
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73, 76), 76, 77, 79 (note 81), 83, 96, 102 (note 
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